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FORE W O R D

Today, you are about to embark and join me on a journey that began in August 1983.  A
journey that if written as a book or produced as a movie would be too unreal to believe.
The journey, up to this point, has taken many twists and turns.  It includes a number of
seemingly tragic and devastating events that occurred since the journey began.  

Without those events though, neither you nor I would have discovered the principles
contained in the Market BIOS8 Manual.  Thus, I learned through brutal experience
playing the game of life, that what first appears to be crisis is actually opportunity in
disguise.  

Here then, in your hands, is an opportunity for you to leverage uncountable hours of
research, writing, editing and, oh yes, millions of dollars in trading “tuition” paid by
others and myself.  Second-guessing and doubting the principles contained herein has
cost more money then you’d believe, if I told you.

In your hands is the Market BIOS8 Manual.  I discovered, researched and compiled the
principles contained in the Market BIOS8 Manual between April 1988 and November
1994.  During that time, a number of individuals heavily tested and scrutinized the
validity of Market BIOS8 and the Sequential Patterns, as a consistent predictor of
future market price behavior.  As a result, I deeply researched and tested the consistency
and nuance of each pattern to ensure that my findings were valid.

In particular, Roger Squire’s skepticism and doubt motivated me to ensure and prove that
Market BIOS8 was both timeless and applicable to ALL markets.  It does not apply to
only one market, like Gold, nor one market group, like Grains.  Apply it to any market:
futures, stocks, options, bonds, option volatility, etc.

Though applied to daily data in the Manual, you can apply Market BIOS to 10 minute,
hourly, weekly, monthly or yearly data.  The time dimension doesn’t matter, the same
Sequential Patterns and their accompanied conditions consistently develop.

Market BIOS8 is NOT a system, unless you define the market as a “System”.  It is, I
believe, the internally generated “genetic code” of market behavior.  I know you’ll
believe the same, once you fully comprehend and apply Market BIOS8 to your own
trading, regardless the market you apply it to.  

With that in mind, you are about to acquire a totally and radically different perspective on
market research and trading.  Your “eyes will be open” to a more accurate assessment of
market conditions and more profitable trading decisions, if you sincerely commit yourself
to thoroughly understanding Market BIOS8. 
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TIMELESSNESS

The Manual contains over 300 hand-drawn diagrams, that I call “Figures”.  You’ll find
that the actual market examples are dated in the early 1990’s.  Bear in mind, I examined
data going back to the 1800’s in my research.  The examples illustrated in the Manual
were used because they were readily available and convenient.

However, to stem any skepticism of “timelessness”; i.e., whether Market BIOS8 only
applied to market conditions of the late 80’s and early 1990’s, an current market
examples, with my commentary are now available at www.marketbios.com.  You’ll find
that the examples on the site show that Market BIOS8, the Sequential Patterns and their
accompanied principles are truly timeless.  

HOW TO USE THE MARKET BIOS MANUAL

I designed the manual to be a desktop reference book, like an auto mechanics shop
manual, for you to refer to on a daily basis.  Truly, that's the only way you'll be able to
absorb it.  There’s just too much material to absorb in one reading.  

Others have read it cover to cover like a novel, which is an acceptable way to begin
understanding and using Market BIOS8, but I fear that you’ll find that approach
tiresome and will put the Manual down, and never fully utilize it.  

With that in mind, I suggest the following study method:

• Thoroughly read the chapters contained in Part One: Market BIOS8

Foundations.  

o Chapter One explains Sequential Charting; how daily “Sequentials” are
plotted and generated by the market.  

o Chapter Two explains the Time Labeling Tool, and how Time
Magnitudes are determined and notated on Market BIOS Sequential
charts.  You’ll learn that markets generate four primary Time
Magnitudes: Minor, Intermediate, Cycle and Impulse.  

§ Grand Impulse and Super Impulse Time Magnitude movements
encompass years and decades of market activity, and are not readily
applicable to research and trading Market BIOS at this point.

o Scan the Continuation Break Special Focus Chapter.  Continuation
Breaks occur in trending markets, and are either Time Symmetrical or
Asymmetrical.  Asymmetrical Continuation Breaks develop near the end
of directional movements.

• Next, thoroughly examine the Sequential Pattern Glossary.  
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o The market generates two base Sequential Patterns:  the Inside Inverse
and the Inside Arrow.  All other patterns are derived from these two
Primary Sequential patterns.

o As you examine each Sequential Pattern in the Glossary, refer to its
related chapter to learn how the Pattern is constructed.

o At this point, your goal is to gain a cursory understanding of each
Sequential Pattern.  Move on to the next Pattern in the Glossary when
you understand how each pattern is formed.  Don’t read too deeply into
each chapter at this point.

o The Ancillary Sequential Patterns explained in Chapter Nine are not
included in the Sequential Pattern Glossary.  Price Shielding, the
Multi-Arrow and the Opening Gap reveal longer-term price retracement
points.  

• Next, use the Sequential Pattern Glossary as an “overlay” on a daily basis.
Once you’ve identified a Sequential Pattern in the market you’re following,
thoroughly read, examine and understand the nuances of the Pattern.  Then,
follow the Trading Procedures that pertain to the Pattern you’ve identified.  

Once you’ve gained a thorough understanding of each Sequential Pattern; i.e., where
and when the Patterns develop in the course of market movement, read each chapter
thoroughly.

You’ll find that each Sequential Pattern chapter grows in complexity as you read
through the material.  You may also find that the Market BIOS8 Manual is rather
“dry” and complicated.  I assure you, your commitment, effort and comprehension of
Market BIOS8 will be worth the time and effort.  

I hope you find the Market BIOS8 Manual insightful, enlightening and most of all...
Profitable.

Best Regards,

Sean McDonald
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SEQUENTIAL CHARTING
Chapter One: Market BIOS Manual

CONSTRUCTING SEQUENTIAL MARKET MOVEMENT

Most technicians use bar charts, point and figure charts, or candlestick charts. The Sequential
Charting graphical structure of Market BIOS is totally unique, and highly revealing of market
strength, direction and character.  A Sequential Chart is constructed by identifying what came
first each day, the low or the high. For example: In Figure 1, the high came first, then the low
and close. In Figure 2, vice versa.

As seen in Figures 1 and 2, three data points are charted in the sequence of their occurrence  
each day of trading activity. Upon first glance, the daily sequence may appear simple in form or
irrelevant in identifying market movement, but I assure you it is of the utmost importance and the
cornerstone of Market BIOS.  You will understand the importance of Sequential Charting as
you become more familiar with all elements of Market BIOS. 

ANALYSIS OF DAILY SEQUENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS

First off, the daily sequence reveals whether buyers or sellers had dominance throughout the day,
and at the close. In conjunction with the sequence, trisecting each days price range into three
equal parts or Sectors identifies who had dominance that day, buyers or sellers, and when. Sector
1 is the top third, and a close in this Sector indicates strength on the close. Sector 2 is the middle
third, and a close in this Sector indicates neutrality. Sector 3 is the lower third, and a close in this
Sector indicates weakness on the close. 

Figures 3 through 8 highlight the six possible daily Sequentials of Sequential Charting. Figures
3, 4, and 5 identify selling dominance (weakness), and the strength of buyers on the close.
Conversely, Figures 6, 7, and 8 indicate buying dominance (strength), and the strength of sellers
on the close.
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In Figure 3, the high occurred first, then the low and close. The 
close was in Sector 3, indicating sellers dominating (weakness) 
throughout the day, with weak buying at the close. 

In Figure 4, the high occurred first, then the low and close. The close
was in Sector 2, indicating selling early or most of the day, with a rally
late in the day, but only into neutral territory. A close in this Sector
indicates that the late rally was not very strong.

In Figure 5, the high occurred first, then the low and close. The close
was in Sector 1, indicating selling early or most of the day, with a
strong rally late in the day, but not strong enough to reach the high.  A
high, low sequence with a close in Sector 1 indicates that the late rally
was very strong, nullifying most of the day's downward movement.
This sequence, with a close in Sector 1 is very unusual. Typically the
range of this sequential is wide, and occurs quite often at market
bottoms. I call it a “V” day because of its shape.

In Figure 6, the low occurred first, then the high and close. The close
was in Sector 1, indicating buyers dominating (strength) throughout
the day, with a strong close. 

In Figure 7, the low occurred first, then the high and close. The close
was in Sector 2, indicating buyers dominating early with a break in
prices later in the day, but only down to neutral territory. A close in
this Sector indicates that the break or sell off in prices was not very
strong.

Sean McDonald's Market BIOS© Discovery
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In Figure 8, the low came first, then the high and close. The close was
in Sector 3, indicating buying early or most of the day, with a strong
sell-off late in the day, but not strong enough to reach the low.  A low,
high sequence with a close in Sector 3 indicates that the late sell-off was
very strong, nullifying most of the day's gains.  This sequence, with a
close in Sector 3 is very unusual. Typically the range of this sequential
is wide, and occurs quite often at tops. I call it an “ Upside down V” day
because of its shape.

After examining Figures 1 through 8, you should begin to understand the daily structure of  
Sequentials and what they reveal about daily market activity. Identifying the daily sequence is
very important in identifying valid buy and sell indications. 

For example, if a Sequential Pattern develops indicating weakness and a potential selling
opportunity, Day 3 in the pattern should be marked by weakness on the close, not strength.
The high-low-close Sequence indentifies this condition and must occur for a valid indication to
short.  Thus, a conservative approach would be to enter the market with a Stop Close Only
order to wait for the proper sequence to be verified, and the selling indication to be
validated.

As you learn more about Market BIOS© basics; the Time Labeling Tool and the Continuation
Break pattern, you will fully understand the importance of the proper sequence.   The proper
procedures for entering and exiting trades are contained in the Trading Procedures and Tactics
section found at the end of each chapter.  

As daily Sequentials are linked, a wide array of two-day, three-day and multi-day Sequential
Patterns develop that identify market strength and weakness, bottoms, mid-points, and tops of
market movements. All multi-day patterns are contained in the Sequential Pattern chapters.

ON-LINE SEQUENTIAL CHARTS

Sequential Charts are now available on-line at www.marketbios.com.  On the website, daily
Sequential Charts are available for all futures markets, and include the Time Labels as described
in the next chapter.  Continual updates and enhancements to the Market BIOS web application
are developed daily.  This site is a major breakthrough.  Rather than manually inputing
information into a spreadsheet or drawing charts by hand, the site does everything for you.

SEQUENTIAL CHART CONSTRUCTION

If you choose NOT to utilize the Market BIOS website, you need to know how to build Market
BIOS Sequential Charts either by hand or with a spreadsheet program.  Here’s how.

Sean McDonald's Market BIOS© Discovery
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BUILDING SEQUENTIAL CHARTS BY HAND

Sequential Charts are relatively easy to construct by hand, but you must use the right graph paper.
Use a graph paper with 20 by 20 squares per inch. I recommend and use Keuffel & Esser
Company drawing paper, catalog number 47 - 1320. Each box contains 100 sheets, and each
sheet is 200 boxes wide by 300 boxes long. This longer sheet of paper allows you to graph more
daily data, approximately 100 days or 5 months of data. K&E Graph paper is available at any art
or drafting supply store.

Each piece of data uses one vertical line. For example, if today's
sequence was high/low/close, I mark the high price on one vertical
line, move over one vertical line and mark the low price, then
move over another vertical line and mark the closing price. Once
all three data points are determined, USING A BLACK PEN
draw a line from the high to the low, then from the low to the
close.                 See Figure 9. 

I then date the X (horizontal) axis the last day of the trading week
by marking the bottom of the graph with a hash mark on the
second data point. In Figure 9, the second data point was the low.

One important point to remember, DO NOT INCLUDE THE OPENING PRICE IN THE DAILY
SEQUENTIAL, ONLY DETERMINE the order of the high, low, and close.  In the past, I’ve
worked with variations on this basic sequential structure, but I assure you, this is the best and
only way to construct Sequential Charts.

DETERMINING Y (VERTICAL) AXIS INCREMENTS

Over the past few years, I used a variety of Y Axis increments for each market. As more research
went into Market BIOS I found the following Y Axis increments are to be used with a 20 box
per inch graph paper for each individual commodity market:

Sean McDonald's Market BIOS© Discovery
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Grains: Soybeans - 1 cent, Soybean Meal: 20 cents/ton, Soybean Oil - .04 cents, Wheat,
Oats - 1/2 cent, Corn .25 cents
Meats:  Feeder Cattle, Live Cattle, Hogs - .05, Pork Bellies - .10
Metals & Oils: Gold - .25, Silver - .5, Copper - .10, Crude - .02, Oil Distillates - .0004
Foods & Fiber: Coffee - .10, Sugar - .02, Cocoa - $2, Cotton - .10, Orange Juice - .10
Interest Rates: T-Bonds, T-Notes - 2/32; T-Bills, Eurodollars - .01
Currencies:  Swiss Franc, D-Mark, Japanese Yen - .0008, British Pound - .0016,
Canadian Dollar - .04
Stock Index: S&P 500 - .25

Thus, each horizontal line on your graph paper has a 1/4 cent value, if you are working in Corn.

BUILDING SEQUENTIAL CHARTS ON A MAC OR PC SPREADSHEET

As on paper, Sequential Charts are easy to build on a computer spreadsheet. I haven’t worked
with a MAC, but any spreadsheet software available for the MAC will work just as well, maybe
better.

In the past I updated files nightly using Microsoft Excel, which is today's standard.  You could
probably figure out a way to input data in Access or any other database.  I'm not technically
inclined enough to tell you how to do that though. 

Here’s how you set up your spreadsheet to build a Sequential Chart file or files:

Date SX2 CZ2 LCV2 SFU2

                            601          252.25            73.25            .7325
Friday 6/26 595 250.5 72.75            .7401

597 251 72.95            .7385
       BLANK ROW

 595 251.5 73                 .7385
 598 249.75 72.5              .7458
 596 250.25 72.57            .7432

       BLANK ROW
 593 248.5 72.25            .7464
 597 251 72.82            .7372
 596.5 250.5 72.75            .7381

Column A is the date column, each column heading is a commodity symbol; SX2 = Nov. ‘92
Beans, CZ2=Dec. ‘92 Corn, LCV2=October ‘92 Hogs, SFU2= Sep. ‘92 Swiss Franc. You can
decide how you want to mark column headings. Each row in the column is the high, low or close
in its proper sequential order, either high-low-close or low-high-close. 

The date of the last trading day of the week is placed in column A at the middle row of that days
data. I’ve bolded, italicized and underlined the middle row in the example above to accentuate
this point. I don’t do it in the actual spreadsheet.

Sean McDonald's Market BIOS© Discovery
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To create the graph, shade your column of data, and use the LINE graph mode. To create the X
(horizontal) axis of the graph, shade the same row numbers in column A as you did in your data
column. For example, your Y axis series may be C5 to C397. Your X axis series must be A5 to
A397 in order to have correct alignment of date and data.

Y Axis Scaling

I have spent many hours working with spreadsheet graphs to get the same scaling you'd get by
creating Sequential Charts manually hand. One rule of thumb that must be followed:

The number of rows in each graph should be exactly 392. You may enter as many days
of data as you like if you’d like to see more history on a certain contract. Doing this is
helpful if you want to identify Time Label points in a contract's back history, or to
compare price relationships between intra-market contracts. However, I must stress that if
you use more than 392 rows while employing the advanced Market BIOS tools, your
Time Projection degrees will be rendered useless.

392 rows equates to 98 days of trading data, 4 rows for each day including the blank
row

To simplify this process, I suggest tracking only the last 100 trading days of a contracts
life. For example, you know the August Feeder Cattle expire August 17th. Count
backward 100 trading days from that date, a “guestimate” is ok. 100 trading days is
approximately 5 months. Thus, February 17th should be your first day of data. This is the
easiest way to operate Market BIOS on a spreadsheet, if you’d rather not frequently
readjust your column lengths for your graphs.

Most spreadsheet packages allow you to adjust the Y (vertical) axis scale. To determine the low
and high range of the Y axis, multiply 200 times the Y axis increments below. Below are the Y
(vertical) axis values for each horizontal increment in the markets I normally track:

Grains: Soybeans - 1 cent, Soybean Meal: 20 cents/ton, Soybean Oil - .04 cents, Wheat,
Oats - 1/2 cent, Corn - .25cent
Meats:  Feeder Cattle, Live Cattle, Hogs - .05, Pork Bellies - .10
Metals & Crude: Gold - .25, Silver - .5, Copper - .10, Platinum - .10, Crude Oil - .05
Foods & Fiber: Coffee - .10, Sugar - .02, Cocoa - $2, Cotton - .10, Orange Juice - .10
Interest Rates: T-Bonds, T-Notes - 2/32, T-Bills, Eurodollars - .01
Currencies:  Swiss Franc, D-Mark, Japanese Yen - .0008, British Pound - .0016,
Canadian Dollar - .04
Stock Index: S&P 500 - .25

For example, let’s say you’re creating a Sequential Chart of Live Cattle. Multiplying 200 times
.05 gives you a 10 cent range between the bottom and the top of your graph. If the lowest price in
your data is 64.85, round your low figure down to 64.50. Your high/low range is then 64.50 to
74.50. If the highest price in your data is 72.10, round your high figure up to 72.50. Your
high/low range is then 72.50 to 62.50.

These are the steps in constructing Sequential Charts, both by hand and by computer spreadsheet.
This is a simple alternative to using the Market BIOS website, www.marketbios.com.  Market

Sean McDonald's Market BIOS© Discovery
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BIOS is totally workable by creating Sequential Charts either by hand on paper or with a
computer spreadsheet. 

The next step in understanding Market BIOS is The Time Labeling Tool.  The Time Labeling
Tool is a "Notation" that helps you identifiy what Time Magnitude and precedence is currently in
force in the market. 

Sean McDonald's Market BIOS© Discovery
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THE TIME LABELING TOOL
Chapter Two:  Market BIOS© Manual

IDENTIFYING MINOR TOPS AND BOTTOMS, AND HOW THEY ARE LABELLED

The Minor degree is the first time degree of market movement in Market BIOS©.  Minor Tops
and Bottoms are usually easy to identify through daily sequential plotting.  A Minor Top is a
daily high that is preceded by a lower daily high and followed by a lower daily high.  A Minor
Bottom is a bottom that is preceded by a higher daily low and followed by a higher daily low.
Once identified, the Minor Top and bottom are marked with a red check mark or arrow.  The
example below illustrates these phenomena.  Think of Minor tops and bottoms as a peak or
valley created by three days of price activity.

Sometimes, Minor bottoms and tops are not so easy to identify.  There may be two days in a row
where the highs or lows are the same.  Through research I have found these rules apply:  If the
low is the same for two or more days in a row, then a higher bottom follows, the minor low is
labelled on the second day low if the following day low is higher than the low of the second day
of the identical low.                                                                                                                        

For example, in Figure 12, two days had the same low.  The second
day is a minor bottom because the third day had a higher low than
the second day.  Vice versa for Minor Tops, the second day with the
identical high would be the Minor Top if a lower top developed the
next day.

Also, sometimes a market has the same bottom three days in a row,
but on the third day a market moves radically away from the

identical bottom.  The third day point is a Minor Bottom only if another bottom develops higher,

Sean McDonald's Market BIOS© Discovery
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as in Figure 13. If a subsequent higher bottom doesn't develop, the third day identical point is not
labelled a Minor, as in Figure 14. The case is vice versa for Minor Tops.  Through research I
have found that a triple day bottom or top is always violated.

On a Minor degree basis, these are the usual abnormalities in determining the Minor Top or
Bottom.  

IDENTIFYING INTERMEDIATE TOPS AND BOTTOMS

Intermediate Tops and Bottoms are the next higher time magnitudes in analyzing market
movement in Market BIOS©.  Like Minor tops and bottoms, Intermediate tops are usually easy
to identify.  Intermediate tops are the peaks that are preceded and followed by lower Minor tops,
and vice versa for Intermediate bottoms.  A simple rule of thumb for identifying Intermediate
bottoms and tops:  Intermediate points are peaks and valleys between two Minor points,
such as in Figure 15. Intermediate tops and bottoms are labelled with a blue square.                 
                                               

Figure 15 shows how Intermediate tops and bottoms are
developed.  Sometimes Intermediate tops are hard to
identify.  But I have found that these rules apply when
two Minor tops or bottoms are identical in price. 

A lower Minor Top following the second identical Minor
Top, makes the second Minor Top the Intermediate Top,
as in Figure 16.  The reasoning is, the second Minor Top
is the terminus of the up move before lower prices
develop. 

The inverse is true for two identical Minor Bottoms.  The
second identical Minor Bottom is labelled the
Intermediate Bottom because that is the terminus of the
downward movement before a higher prices develop.

The development of a double Minor Top is highly reliable
in identifying major market change in direction, and
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typically forms a multi-day pattern called "The Scissors", which will be explained in the chapter
entitled Sequential Patterns. 

Intermediate tops and bottoms develop on a fairly regular basis, and are very important in the
construction of buy and sell signals within Market BIOS©.

IDENTIFYING AND LABELING CYCLE TOPS AND BOTTOMS

Cycle tops and bottoms develop regularly, and are significant in identifying the completion of
important market movements.  Their identification is the same as Minor and Intermediate tops
and bottoms.  An Intermediate top that is preceded and followed by a lower Intermediate Top
identifies a Cycle top.  A Cycle Top or Bottom is labelled with a green circle.  See Figure 17.

Though we are only at the stage where you're learning the Time Labeling Tool, how to identify
Minor, Intermediate and Cycle degree points, I'd like to take you one step further for a moment to
show you an example.  In Figure 17, between the Cycle Bottom and Cycle Top upward move,
there is only one Intermediate Top and one Intermediate Bottom.  That condition only occurs in
corrections.  The topic of "Coloration" will be detailed in the chapter entitled Time Degree
Movement.

The next level of time degree is Impulse tops and bottoms.  They develop less frequently than
Cycle tops.  Impulse tops are identified as a Cycle top that is higher than the previous and
following Cycle top.  Impulse bottoms are identified as a Cycle bottom that is lower than the
previous and following Cycle bottom.  Impulse tops and bottoms are labelled with a black
diamond.  Figure 18 is an example of an Impulse Bottom to Impulse Top movement.  Typically,
the market generates Impulse points 6 months to two years apart.
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However, Impulse Bottoms and Tops sometimes develop within short time spans, as little as one
month.  When short term Impulse Bottom to Top moves develop, a market will tend to stay in
that range for several months.  

The next highest time degree is Grand Impulse tops and bottoms.  They are identified the same
way as the other time degrees, but are higher Impulse tops and lower Impulse bottoms.  Grand
Impulse tops and bottoms seldom develop during the time period of one contract life.  Grand
Impulse tops and bottoms are labelled with a red square.  

Following the Grand Impulse Time Degree is Super Impulse tops and bottoms.  Super Impulse
tops and bottoms are rare.  They are identified the same way as the other Time Degrees, but are
higher Grand Impulse tops and lower Grand Impulse bottoms.  Super Impulse tops and bottoms
seldom develop during the time period of one contract life.  Super Impulse tops and bottoms are
labelled with a green square.

Now you should have a basic knowledge of implementing the Market BIOS© Time Labeling
Tool. As I've stated before the first two elements of Market BIOS©, Sequential Charting and the
Time Labeling Tool, are basic in form but are "granite-like" foundations for a truly extraordinary
analytical, prediction and trading methodology.  

The next step in understanding Market BIOS© is the Sequential Patterns.  
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Figure 18
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THE CONTINUATION BREAK
MARKET BIOS SPECIAL FOCUS CHAPTER

WHAT IS THE CONTINUATION BREAK?

The Continuation Break is essentially a consolidation pattern formed by combining elements of
daily Sequentials and the Time Labeling Tool, in unison with one of the most basic elements of
Time Projections. Continuation Breaks develop in enduring Impulse movements.

Time Projections are the simple linking and projecting of similar and different Time Degree
points. The Time Projections used in identifying the Continuation Break are the Intermediate top
and Minor top, or the Intermediate bottom and Minor bottom. Once these two points are
determined, simply connect the two points and project a line. 

This Intermediate- Minor projection is simply be called a Continuation Line or Blue-Red line
because of the color elements in the projection; the Intermediate point is a blue square and the
Minor point is a red arrow. The examples below highlight buy indications in an upward move.
Sell indications present themselves in an inverse manner. The inverse graphical versions are at
the end of this chapter. 

In Figure 1C, Minor top B becomes an Intermediate top when
a lower Minor top develops at point C. Note the lower Minor
top A. Minor top B is higher than A and C, thus Minor top B
becomes the Intermediate top. 

Then project a line from Intermediate top B to Minor top C. 

You can enter the market as aggressively as you wish, with
either a simple stop order or a Stop Close Only order. You can
also determine your level of entry aggressiveness by the
placement of your stop order. 

An aggressive entry point would
be a straight entry order one
horizontal increment beyond the
Continuation Line. A
conservative entry would be a
Stop Close Only order beyond
Minor point C and even more
conservatively beyond
Intermediate top B. In Figure 2C,
both the aggressive and
conservative entry points are
show.
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If your order is filled using either entry point approach, place your initial stop loss order one
horizontal increment below the Minor bottom created prior to the Continuation Break. In Figure
2C that would be Minor point D.

If the Continuation Line is broken
and closed above, without the
formation of a Minor bottom,
place the stop loss order one
horizontal increment below the
low of the day the Continuation
Break occurs, illustrated in Figure
3C.

In Figure 3C, a Continuation Break develops the same day a lower day is established.

The stop loss order is placed one horizontal increment below the Continuation Break day low,
below point D. This variation is The Two Piece Continuation Break, indicating STRENGTH.
We’ll be discussing The Two Piece Continuation Break in a following section of this chapter.

STOP LOSS ORDER ADJUSTMENT AFTER CONTINUATION BREAK ENTRY

When the Continuation Break occurs, it is highly probable that the market will continue in the
direction of the break for an extended period of time, usually no less than two months. Though it
takes a large amount of patience to stay in a position that long, holding a position for a longer-
term move reaps the biggest harvest. 

As a market moves further away
from your stop loss point, you
may choose to move it to the point
where you have enough profit to
cover commissions and expenses
if a reversal does develop against
your position.    

However, that should be the
extent of your adjustment until a
subsequent Intermediate point
develops. In other words, only
adjust your stop minimally at first
to cover costs and a break even
trade. Then be patient and wait for
an Intermediate point to develop.
Once the Intermediate point
develops, move your stop loss
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order one increment below the Intermediate point. For example, in Figure 4C, after the initial
Continuation Break develops, your stop loss order is place one increment below point D. 

As the market moves in your
favor away from your initial entry
and stop loss point, you may
move your stop loss up to your
break even price. Then it
becomes a game of patience.
Wait for either an Intermediate
point or another Continuation
Break to develop.

In Figure 4C, a subsequent
Continuation Break develops
again through Blue-Red line F-G.
You enter again, and move your
initial stop up to Minor bottom H.
Stops for both entries are now
one increment below Minor
bottom H.

To simplify my point, when a Continuation Break occurs, subsequent Continuation Breaks
develop that allow you to add on to your position, and adjust stops to capture gains. 

To reiterate, Continuation Breaks tend to occur only in trending markets, and rarely is there only
one Continuation Break in the direction of a trend, before it is complete.

In fact, my research shows that Continuation Breaks tend to occur in the early stages of long-term
market trends. To gain the greatest profit from a market movement, it is important to add on to
your position at each Continuation Break.

As Continuation Breaks develop in a movement, it is highly likely that the market will
subsequently get more violently directional. Thus, a market will not calm enough to form
subsequent Continuation Breaks as the trend increases in strength.

CONTINUATION BREAK SYMMETRY

Valid Continuation Breaks have a certain symmetry in their construction. It’s important to know
this so you do not classify every Intermediate - Minor projection break as a Continuation Break. 

Valid Continuation Breaks tend to have an equal number of days between Minor top or Minor
bottom moves. Standard “Blue - Red” breaks are more elongated time wise, and constitute an
entirely different area of analysis.                                      
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Figure 5C illustrates Continuation Break symmetry. First off,
there is exactly one day between each Minor top and bottom.
Also, there is a smooth transition between each Minor point;
a Minor top is followed by a Minor bottom, followed by a
Minor top, followed by a Minor bottom, then the
Continuation Break occurs. This example is derived from a
recent Valid Continuation Break in Pork Bellies.  

In Figure 6C the time equality between Minor points is
missing. The Minor to Minor flow is also “Out of Sync”. A
Minor top should have developed in the area of point X.
Rather, a Minor bottom at Y became the next Minor point.

And finally, there are more than one Minor bottoms before
this Blue-Red projection is broken. The market action in
Figure 6C is associated with a pattern called “The Scissors”,
not the Continuation Break. “The Scissors” is described in
Chapter Seven - The “Double Day”, it is formed by two
Blue-Red lines emanating from an Intermediate point.

Let’s break the Continuation Break pattern down further to its
simplest terms. First, the Continuation Break has four Minor
to Minor legs, the fourth leg includes the actual breaking of
the Continuation Line. As in Figure 7C.

In Figure 7C, the completion points of each leg in the pattern
are indicated by 1, 3 and 3. These are Minor tops and
bottoms, labeled by arrows. The fourth leg includes the actual
breaking of the Continuation Line. Now let’s move on to
counting the Time Symmetry in the Continuation Break.

TIME SYMMETRY COUNTING

Figure 8C presents a very important aspect of Time Symmetry when
counting the number of days between Minor points. These internal
elements of the Continuation Break will help you identify whether a
Valid Continuation Break is developing, and will help you calculate
what day in the future the actual break should occur.
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In Figure 8C, there are no trading days between Minor bottom T and
Minor top U. When this occurs, count this movement as TWO days.
It is very important to note that when no trading takes place between
the Minor points of leg 1, it is highly probable that point T will
become an Intermediate point.

As in Figure 9C, if Minor bottom at point T does develop
into an Intermediate bottom, with higher Minor bottom at
point V, it is almost a 100% certainty that you are
developing a Valid Continuation Break. Be prepared to enter
this market. 

Figure 9C is derived from actual price action in the
December Live Cattle between May 1, 1992 and May 12,
1992. 

In Figure 9C, notice the symmetry between points T, V and X. Note the “Mirror Effect” found in 
Time Symmetrical and Valid Continuation Breaks. The movements from V to W to X are a
Mirror Image of the movements from T to U to V. The symmetrical sequence within the Minor to
Minor movements in Figure 9C is 2 days, 1 middle day, 1 middle day and the Continuation Line
is broken 2 days after leg 3 is complete. 

The Time Symmetry Count is 2-1-1-2.

The count of the first leg, 2 days, tells you which day the Continuation Line will be broken after
the 3rd leg is complete. This is the Rule of Reflection.

The Rule of Reflection is fairly straight forward. Just remember to count the Minor to Minor
movements with no days between as 2 days, as shown in 8C. That’s critical. Next, the two
middle leg number counts must match.
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In Figure 10C, legs 2 and 3 are both counted as two. They
match, so the Continuation Line will be broken 1 day after
the 3rd leg is complete, matching the count of the first leg,
leg 1. The Time Symmetry Count is 1-2-2-1.

Figure 10C is derived from actual trading action in the S&P
500 Cash in June 1990. The Continuation Break occurred at
352.50 before the S&P 500 Cash dropped 20 points in three
days, then another Continuation Break developed and the
S&P Cash dropped 25 points in five days.

Figure 11C is a complex symmetry count. Complex
Symmetry is usually identified by “Staggered” counting, i.e,
the symmetry counts will be 2-1-2-1 or 1-4-2-4. Sometimes
an extra Minor point will develop in a leg, throwing your
counting off.       

A complex Continuation Break might look something like
Figure 11C. Leg 2 prematurely breaks the Continuation Line
on Day X before Leg 3 develops. Then, Leg 3 moves upward
to make a higher Minor point above Leg 1. 

In this case, count ALL of the days in Leg 2 (four days). Leg 3 should match Leg 1 (two days).
Because Leg 2 had four days, expect the NEW Continuation Line created by Leg 2 at
Intermediate point X, and Minor point Y to be broken the fourth day after Leg 3 is complete. This
is actual price action from the S&P 500 Cash from June 1992. 

Figure 12C is another example of a complex Continuation
Break and the “Staggered” Symmetry count. As I mentioned
above, sometimes an extra Minor point develops, as indicated
in Figure 12C. Because the extra Minor is lower than the
Minor two days later, and can’t become an Intermediate top,
we know not to confuse this movement with the Two Piece
Continuation Break discussed below.

Figure 12C indicates that the Leg 1 count is 2, ignore the extra
Minor. Thus, the Time Symmetry Count would be 2-1-2-1.
This is derived from actual price action in December ‘92

Soybean Oil between June 15 and June 28, 1992.

Continuation Break Time Symmetry will indicate whether a Valid simple or complex
Continuation Break is developing. It is easiest to enter the simple variety, and simple
Continuation Breaks are followed by smooth flowing market direction. The inverse is true with
complex Continuation Breaks, they are usually followed by choppy directional action until a
subsequent simple Continuation Break develops.
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Furthermore, expect a simple Continuation Break to be followed by a complex Continuation
Break, and a complex Continuation Break to be followed by a simple Continuation Break.
Simple Continuation Breaks usually develop before complex Continuation Breaks, and complex
Continuation Breaks tend to develop near the end of Impulse movements.

It’s a big warning sign if the Continuation Line isn’t broke the day your simple or complex
counting is saying it should. If that is the case, the market is not developing a Valid Continuation
Break. 

Keep in mind, perfectly symmetrical Continuation Break patterns only develop when a market is
Impulsing (trending). If the symmetrical count is messy, or the Continuation Line break doesn’t
occur when it should, the market may be develops a complex. 

But, if even the simple counts break the Rule of Reflection, i.e., the middle legs counts are the
same, 2-1-1-2, but the break doesn’t occur the day it should, the Continuation Break is probably
developing in a long-term correction. Continuation Breaks lose much of their symmetry in this
market condition and the price action is very choppy. Market BIOS Sequential Patterns will
indicate that a market is in a correction before the Continuation Breaks develop. Irregular
symmetrical counting confirms that the market is in a corrective condition. 

THE TWO PIECE CONTINUATION BREAK 

The Two Piece Continuation Break is the only variation to the regular Continuation Break
structure. It is highly reliable at identifying ideal entry points, but also indicates abnormal
underlying strength or weakness when it develops, and usually precedes a very strong move.

Figure 13C and 14C are examples of the Two Piece Continuation Break. 

The first hint that a Two Piece Continuation Break is developing and what makes it different
from the regular Continuation Break is the lack of a second leg. 

Occasionally, a Minor point does occur at point X, but do not let this throw your symmetrical
count off. Another important point that identifies the Two Piece Continuation Break is there is
only one day between Intermediate and Minor Tops, points W and Y in Figure 13C. 
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An Intermediate Top must form at point W if the market is truly forming a Valid Two
Piece Continuation Break. If an Intermediate point CAN’T develop at point W, do not
follow the Two Piece Continuation Break guidelines. The market is not developing a Two
Piece Continuation Break. 

Even if a Minor point develops at point X, the Time
Count is only one day, as indicated in Figure 14C. Since
the Intermediate and Minor points are only one day apart,
I count the movement from W to X to Y as Leg 1. Leg 2
is the movement from Minor point Y to Z. Leg 3 is the
Continuation Break movement. 

Determining which day the Continuation Line will be
broken is simple. It should occur the day after the second
leg is complete. If a market does not CLOSE above the
Continuation Line the day after the second Leg is
complete, that’s a warning sign that a counter move in
the opposite direction will occur and a major change in
trend is imminent.

Do not enter orders to buy the following day if the
Continuation Line is not CLOSED beyond the day
after the second leg is complete. 

Figure 15C is an example when the Continuation Line is not broken the day after Leg 2 is
complete. The market may break the Continuation Line the second day after Leg 2 is complete,
but do not reenter orders on this day. The Continuation Line break in this situation is usually
false. 

Like regular Continuation Breaks, only one Intermediate point and one Minor point should form
the Continuation Line before it is broken. It is not defined as a Continuation Break if more than
one Minor point develops on the Continuation Line. See Figure 6C for an example of this
condition. 
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To trade the Two Piece Continuation Break, place a regular stop order one horizontal increment
beyond the Continuation Line at the first vertical point of the day after a Two Piece Continuation
Line develops; i.e., when there is only one day between an Intermediate point and Minor point. 

This will insure that the market has broken the Continuation Line. Rather than using the second
or third vertical point of the day, which would be higher on the Continuation line in a down move
and lower on the Continuation Line in an up move. Figures 16C and 17C highlight the position
for your entry stop at the first vertical point. 

Figure 16C details the sell stop placement and Figure 17C details the buy stop placement for the
Two Piece Continuation Break, and also accentuates the proper daily Sequential in each case, in
order for the pattern to be valid; a high-low-close sequence for a sell in Figure 16C and a
low-high-close sequence for a buy in Figure 17C. 

The Two Piece Continuation Break is a quickly constructed pattern, that indicates unusual
underlying strength or weakness. Thus, once the Continuation Line is broken, it typically does
not pullback to the Continuation Line. With that in mind, you can place your exit stop loss order

right beyond the first Sequence point of the Continuation
Break day.

In Figure 18C you exit stop placement would be at point
A. That point should not be violated before a strong
ensuing movement develops.

Also in Figure 18C, the Two Piece Continuation Break is
categorized as Valid, because the market violated and
closed beyond the Continuation Line the day after Leg 2
was complete.
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Important Characteristics of Regular Continuation Breaks:
Continuation Breaks only occur when a market is Impulsing (trending).
There must be one Intermediate point and one Minor point on the Continuation Line.
The market must close beyond the Continuation Line with a low-high-close sequence to
validate a buy signal or a high-low-close for a sell signal.
Simple Continuation Breaks are identified by the Rule of Reflection, the symmetrical
counts of the middle two Legs match, and day count of the first leg must match the
number of days the Continuation Line is broken after the 3rd Leg is complete.

The Time Symmetry Count in a simple pattern will be 2-1-1-2.
Complex Continuation Breaks are identified by “Staggered” symmetrical counts, i.e.,
3-2-3-2, 3-1-3-2, 2-4-2-4, etc.
Simple Continuation Breaks are typically followed by smooth, directional movement until
a complex Continuation Break develops.
Complex Continuation Breaks are typically followed by erratic, “choppy” directional
movement until a simple Continuation Break develops.
Anticipate the alternating of Simple and Complex Continuation Breaks, i.e., if the last
Continuation Break was Simple, expect the next to be Complex.
If simply constructed Continuation Breaks seem to be “Out of Sync”, the market
movement is probably an Impulse within a long-term correction. Sequential Patterns will
identify the corrective state of a market before corrective Continuation Breaks develop.
An erratic Continuation Break will confirm the corrective state of the market.

Important Characteristics of Two Piece Continuation Breaks
The Two Piece Continuation Break indicates a very powerful move is about to develop.
There are only two legs in the Two Piece Continuation Break.
There  is only one day between the Intermediate point and the Minor point, only one
Intermediate and Minor point develop on the Continuation Line before it is broken.
The Two Piece Continuation Break must occur one day after the completion of the second
Leg. If the Continuation Line is not broken the day after the second Leg is complete, DO
NOT reenter your order the second day after the completion of the second Leg. See Figure
15C.

Starting out, I suggest you stick to the trades generated by the simple Continuation Break and the
Two Piece Continuation Break until you become familiar and comfortable with all aspects of the
consolidation pattern. If you do, you should experience very little “heat” on the trades, because
you will be trading with the trend. 

EXAMPLES OF DOWNWARD MOVING CONTINUATION BREAK CONSTRUCTION

The Figure diagrams below are the inverted versions of the examples presented earlier in the
chapter. I added this section as a “Quick Reference” to see examples of downward Continuation
Break movements.
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Simply constructed, perfectly Time symmetrical Continuation
Break

    Bear market movement with two Continuation Breaks

        The Bearish Two Piece 
          Continuation Break
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SEQUENTIAL PATTERN GLOSSARY

CHAPTER THREE:  THE INSIDE INVERSE

The Inside Inverse develops at the end and midpoint of directional
movements.  

The pattern is "Valid" when Day 3 violates and closes beyond
the Day 1 Minor point.  When "Valid", the pattern is
developing at the midpoint of a directional movement.
The pattern converts to an Inside Inverse Failure if Day 3  
violates but fails to close beyond the Day 1 Minor point. When
the pattern is a "Failure", the pattern is developing at the end
or near the end of a directional movement. 
The Multiple Day Inside Inverse develops when the market   
remains within the Day 1 range past Day 2.  

The Abnormal Inside Inverse develops at the midpoint or initiation
point of a CORRECTIVE movement.  Note that a Minor point
cannot develop at the second sequence point of Day 1.

The pattern is developing at the midpoint of a corrective
movement when Day 3 violates and closes beyond the Day 1
Minor point.
The pattern is developing at the initiative point of a
corrective movement when Day 3 violates and closes beyond
the second sequence point of Day 1. 
The Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Inverse develops when
the market remains within the Day 1 range past Day 2. 

CHAPTER FOUR:  THE "KICKER" AND THE "HOOK"

The "Kicker" typically develops at the midpoint, time- and price-wise,
in a CORRECTIVE movement.  The "Kicker" day would be the
inside day, Day 2, of an Inside Inverse, but the powerful underlying
strength or weakness of the market distorts the pattern. 

Due to extra weakness or strength, the "Kicker" fails to close
positively in a down move, as in Example A, or fails to close
negatively in an up move, as in Example B. 
When Valid, the day following the "Kicker" matches the
sequence and range of the day before the "Kicker", and fails to
violate the second sequence point of the "Kicker" day. 
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The "Hook" typically develops at the midpoint of corrective
movements, or at the midpoint or the conjunction between three legs
of an Impulse movement.  Like the "Kicker", the "Hook" day would
be the inside day, Day 2, of an Inside Inverse, but the powerful
underlying strength or weakness of the market distorts the pattern.  

Unlike the "Kicker", the "Hook" closes positively in a down
move, as shown in Example A, or negatively in an up move,
as shown in Example B. 
Like the "Kicker", the day following the "Hook" matches the
sequence and range of the day before the "Hook", and fails to
violate the second sequence point of the "Hook" day. 

CHAPTER FIVE:  THE INSIDE ARROW

The Inside Arrow develops at the beginning or end of corrective
moves, or at the midpoint of Impulse movements. 

A "Valid" Inside Arrow develops when Day 3 violates and
closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  The pattern is
developing at the midpoint of a move if it is the second
Sequential Pattern of a movement.  The pattern is initiating a
Corrective move if no other Valid Sequential Pattern develops
before the Valid Inside Arrow.
An Inside Arrow Reversal Failure develops when Day 3
violates the Day 1 Minor point before reversing its sequence
and closing back in the Day 1 range.  In this case, the pattern is

developing at the completion point of the previous directional movement.  This
aberration usually develops at a major change in trend.  
The pattern converts and initiates corrective moves when Day 3 moves directly through
and closes beyond the first sequence point of Day 1. 
The pattern converts to a "Pitch Fork" if Day 3 violates the second sequence point of
Day 2, but fails to violate the Day 1 Minor point before developing a sequence inverse of
Day 1 and Day 2.  The "Pitch Fork" initiates corrective movements.

The Abnormal Inside Arrow develops when the Minor point
develops at the first sequence point, not the second sequence point of
Day 1.  The pattern typically develops at the beginning and end of
corrective movements. 

The pattern is Valid if Day 3 violates and closes beyond the
second sequence point of Day 1. 
The Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow develops when Day
3 also remains within the Day 1 range.  The Day 3 sequential
usually identifies the direction of the ensuing movement
outside of the Day 1 range. 
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CHAPTER SIX:  THE "BOW & ARROW" AND THE "HITCH" 

The "Bow & Arrow" initiates powerful and enduring directional
movements, and typically develops at the completion point of
corrective movements.  Day 2 of the "Bow & Arrow" should be the
inside day of an Inside Arrow.  However, the powerful underlying
weakness or strength of the market distorts the pattern, and Day 2
pushes outside the Day 1 range. 

A Valid "Bow & Arrow" develops when Day 3: (1) violates
and closes beyond the second sequence point of Day 2 (2)
matches the sequence of Day 1 and (3) the Day 3 range is
greater than or equal to the Day 1 range. 
A major change in trend is imminent when Day 3 closes

beyond the second sequence point of Day 2 and matches the sequence of Day 1, but the
Day 3 range is smaller than the Day 1 range. 
Day 3 may develop a sequence directly opposite of Day 2; this converts the pattern into a
"Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combination.  When the "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo
develops, Day 4 MUST violate and close beyond the second sequence point of Day 2, and
Day 4 must be greater than or equal to the Day 1 range, and match the Day 1 sequence.
A "Bow & Arrow" Straight-Away Failure develops when Day 3 moves directly through
the first sequence point of Day 1.  In this case, the second sequence point of Day 2 marks
the completion of the previous directional movement. 

The "Hitch" develops when Day 2 initially violates the first sequence
point of Day 1 before moving back into and matching the sequence of
Day 1 range.  Day 2 would be the inside day of an Inside Arrow, but
the initial thrust through the first sequence point of Day 1 distorts the
pattern.

The "Hitch" is Valid when Day 3 violates and closes beyond
the Day 1 Minor point.
The "Hitch" also develops in combination with the "Bow &
Arrow", usually in powerful Corrective movements. 
The "Hitch" Reversal Failure develops when Day 3 violates the
Day 1 Minor point before reversing its sequence and 

closing back within the Day 2 range.  The "Hitch" Reversal Failure usually develops at
the point of a major change in trend. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN:  THE "DOUBLE DAY" INVERSE AND "DOUBLE DAY" ARROW

The "Double Day" occurs when Minor points develop at both the first and second sequence
points of Day 1.  This phenomenon is labeled an "Engulfing" or "Encompassing" day by other
technical analysis methodologies. 

There are two types of "Double Day"
Inverse patterns:  the "In Sync" Inverse
and the "Out of Sync" Inverse.

A "Double Day" Inverse develops when
the "Double Day" sequence, Day 1, is
Inverse to the sequence of the following
day, Day 2.  

An "In Sync" Inverse develops when the
sequence of Day 2 and the sequence of

Day 0, the day preceding the "Double Day", match.   The "Out of Sync" Inverse develops when
the sequence of Day 2 and Day 0 are Inverse to each other.  

The "Double Day" Inverse usually develops at the midpoint in sideways consolidations,
before the market continues in the same direction preceding the "Double Day".
The behavior of Day 3 identifies the type of ensuing market behavior to expect, following
the "Double Day" pattern. 

There are two types of "Double Day"
Arrow patterns:  the "In Sync" Arrow and
the "Out of Sync" Arrow.

A "Double Day" Arrow develops when the
"Double Day" sequence, Day 1, matches
the sequence of the following day, Day 2.  

An "In Sync" Arrow develops when the
sequence of Day 2 and the sequence of
Day 0 match.  Day 0 is the day preceding

the "Double Day"   The "Out of Sync" Arrow develops when the sequence of Day 2 and Day 0
are Inverse to each other.  

The "Double Day" Arrow usually develops at the midpoint of sideways consolidations,
before the market continues in the same direction preceding the "Double Day".
The behavior of Day 3 identifies the type of ensuing market to expect, following the
"Double Day" pattern. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT, PART ONE:  THE "MIRROR CROSS"

The "Mirror Cross" develops when a Minor point develops at the
second sequence point of Day 1.  Then, Day 2 violates the first
sequence point of Day 1 and generates a sequence opposite Day 2.
Though the sequence of Day 1 and Day 2 are inverse, the range of
Day 1 and Day 2 are very similar. 

The "Mirror Cross" is Valid when Day 3 moves directly
through and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor, without violating
the second sequence point of Day 2. 
The "Mirror Cross" often develops in conjunction with a
"Bow & Arrow", forming a "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror"
Combination.  The combination pattern tends to form within
directional corrective movements. 

Two types of derivative patterns develop when Day 3 fails to violate and close beyond the 
Day 1 Minor point.  The derivative patterns are identified by a CLOSE outside the Day 1 and
Day 2 range. 

A close beyond the Day 1 Minor point after Day 3 identifies a "Delayed Violation".
A close beyond the second sequence point of Day 2 identifies a "False Top / Bottom".

CHAPTER EIGHT, PART TWO:  THE "CRISS CROSS" 

A regular "Criss Cross" develops when a Minor point develops at the first sequence point of  
Day 1.  Then, Day 2 initially violates the second sequence point of Day 1, before generating a
sequence inverse Day 2.  In most cases, Day 2 closes back within the Day 1 range.  A Covered
"Criss Cross" develops when no Minor point can develop at the first sequence point of Day 1.

A Valid "Criss Cross" develops when Day 3 matches the Day 2
sequence, and violates and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor
point. 
The "Criss Cross" develops at the initiation point of corrective
moves, as the second sequential pattern in Impulse movements,
and near the completion point of both Corrective and Impulse
movements.
The form of Day 2 is identical to a "Hook".  However, if the
pattern is a "Hook", not a "Criss Cross", Day 3 will not violate
the second sequence point of Day 2. 
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THE INSIDE INVERSE
Chapter Three:  Market BIOS Manual

SEQUENTIAL PATTERN RECOGNITION

Linking daily Sequentials reveals an array of patterns that identifies market strength and
weakness, and the beginning, mid-point and end of market movements.  Two day patterns are the
most simple variety, however, some Sequential Patterns such as the "Hook" include many days of
market activity.  I'm going to start with the most simple two day patterns, then move up to the
most complex multi-day patterns.  

THE INSIDE INVERSE 

The Inside Inverse is the first Sequential Pattern introduced.  The Inside Inverse is a very
powerful stand alone Market BIOS pattern. 

The Inside Inverse is constructed in two days.  It is built by a day with its range "inside" the
previous day, with a daily Sequence opposite of the previous day.  In Figure 19, the first day had
a low-high-close sequence.  The following day had a high-low-close sequence, and the range 

was "inside" the previous day.  Figure 20 shows the Inside Inverse pattern with the
high-low-close sequence first, followed by the inverse low-high-close.  

To clarify our examples of the Inside Inverse, Day 1 is the day preceding the inside day.  Day 2
will be the inside day, and Day 3 will be the day following the inside day.

ANALYZING INSIDE INVERSE CONDITIONS

In confirming the Inside Inverse it is vitally important that Day 1 in the pattern includes a Minor
top or bottom at the second sequence point. For example, in Figure 1 above, the Day 1
sequence  was low/high/close.  A Minor Top developed on the high, or second sequence point of
Day 1, due to the lower top the following inside day.  The case is inverse in Figure 20.

If the second sequence point of Day 1 and the first sequence point of Day 2 are the exact price,
place the Minor point on the second sequence point of Day 1.

The Inside Inverse may occur at the beginning, mid-point or end of trends and corrections. As we
go along you'll learn how to combine the Inside Inverse with other Sequential Patterns to
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Day 2 Inside Day 1 and Inverse
the Day 1 Sequence.

Figure 20 
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Day 2 Inside Day 1 and Inverse
the Day 1 Sequence.



determine whether the market is at the beginning, middle or end of a movement.  In some cases  
only Inside Inverses develop at the beginning, middle and end of a movement.  Sometimes Inside
Inverses develop in successive days.  

IDENTIFYING VALID INSIDE INVERSE PATTERNS

Moving on let's assume that a Minor point develops at the second sequence point of Day 1.
When the Inside Inverse pattern develops, the third day in the pattern is critical in identifying
market direction.  The third day in the pattern will indicate whether the Inside Inverse pattern is
valid by behaving correctly, or whether the Inside Inverse is a failure, by not behaving correctly. 

In order for the Inside Inverse pattern to be valid,
as in Figure 21, the third day in the pattern MUST
close beyond the Minor point, and develop the
same sequence as Day 1. This pattern indicates
underlying strength, and a quick moving market.
However, it is also associated with Intermediate
and Cycle degree corrections.  This pattern
occurs at the mid-point, time- and price-wise in
corrections.

There is only one exception to the three day
validation rule.  As in Figure 22, Day 3 doesn't
trade above or close above Day 1's Minor Top.
Day 3 develops the same sequence as Day 1.
Then, on Day 4, Day 1's Minor top is closed above
in the same sequence as Day 1.  This is a "Stutter
Step" Inside Inverse Validation.  

One important point: the second sequence point of Day 2 must not be violated before the market
violates and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  If it does that's a warning sign of a potential
Inside Inverse failure.  This four day Inside Inverse pattern, in Figure 22, typically develops
within another pattern called the "Hook".  The "Hook" tends to develop in early stages of market
trends, NOT CORRECTIONS.  We'll delve into all characteristics of the "Hook" in the next
chapter.

I can't stress enough the importance of Day 3 developing the same sequence as Day 1.  If Day 3's
sequence is inverse Day 1, and matches the Sequence of Day 2, be prepared for a move opposite
the direction pointed by Day 1's sequential.  This condition indicates a potential Inside Inverse
failure, which is discussed below.
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IDENTIFYING THE ABNORMAL INSIDE INVERSE

If a Minor top or bottom develops at the first sequence point of Day 1, this pattern is categorized
as an abnormal Inside Inverse.  A breakout of the Day 1 range determines the character of
ensuing market movement.  

If the break develops through the Minor point, as in
Figure 23(A), opposite the sequence of Day 1, the
condition indicates significant weakness or strength
in the direction of Day 3.  This condition usually
occurs at the mid-point, time-wise, in a correction.

If Day 3 closes outside the Day 1 range through the second sequence point and matches the
sequence of Day 1 as in Figure 23(B), the ensuing movement tends to be a quick and violent
short term thrust.  The swift movement is usually retraced in similar fashion. The  Minor point
usually converts to an Intermediate or Cycle point before it is violated.

In either case, if Day 3 makes an initial move
outside of the Day 1 range, then reverses its
sequence and closes through the opposite side of
Day 2, expect continued price action in the
direction of the Day 3 sequential.  This abnormal
Inside Inverse failure is rare, but very indicative of
ensuing price action.  Figure 24A and 24B depict
this abnormal condition.

The abnormal Inside Inverse conditions shown in Figures 23 and 24 typically develop in
corrections.  Thus, if you see these types of patterns, the probability is very high that a market is
at the mid-point of a correction, not an Impulse (trending) movement.  The ensuing movement
following Day 3 is quickly retraced.

If Day 3 does not close outside of the Day 1 range,
but the market eventually moves through the
second sequence point of the Day 1, the Minor
point tends to become the basis for a move of
strength and duration.  In Figure 25, the Day 1
range is not violated until Day 4, through the
opposite end of the Minor point, and in the same
sequence as Day 1. Figure 25 is derived from actual
trading in the June Swiss Franc.  

The Day 1 low depicted in Figure 25 occurred on April 21, 1992 at .6403.  That was the basing
point for a long-term rally.
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When a Minor point develops on both the top and the
bottom of Day 1, as in Figure 26, that phenomena is
called a "Double Day".  The Double Day is an entire
area of Sequential Pattern analysis, with its own set of
conditions.   The "Double Day" is examined in its
entirety in Chapter Seven.

THE INSIDE INVERSE FAILURE

The Inside Inverse failure is one of the most powerful indicators of longer term tops and bottoms.
In fact, most Impulse and Cycle tops and bottoms are established by Inside Inverse failures.

Figure 27 is an example of a Reversal failure.
This Inside Inverse failure tends to develop at
market bottoms and tops, and usually initiates
strong moves in the direction of Day 3.  Like the
valid Inside Inverse, Day 3 is critical.   In Figure
27, Day 3 violates the Day 1 Minor top.  If this
were a valid Inside Inverse, the market would
have closed above the Day 1 top with a
low-high-close sequence.  

However, after violating the Day 1 top, the market reversed its sequence and closed negatively on
the day.  When this condition develops, it is highly likely that at least an Intermediate point will
develop on the Day 3 top.  If  the Day 3 top develops into an Intermediate point, expect a move of
strength and duration.

The Inside Inverse failure point will become the highest Time Degree point possible.  For
example, if a Cycle Top developed at a lower point to the left of our Day 3 high in Figure 27, it is
highly probable that the Inside Inverse failure high would become a long term Impulse Top.  The
point I'm trying to make is simple: the Reversal failure is a longer term bottoming and topping
pattern.   

I really want to stress the importance of Day 3 in the Inside Inverse pattern.  Not only is it
important what the market does that day, but equally as important is what the market doesn't do
that day.  

In Figure 27 I showed you what the Inside Inverse failure looks like if the Day 1 Minor top is
violated, but not closed beyond on Day 3.

Figure 28 on the next page, is an example of the more complex Multiple Day Inside Inverse
failure.  
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Figure 28 is a Multiple Day Inside Inverse failure, showing what occurs if the Day 1 Minor point
is not violated on Day 3, as well as other pertinent conditions.  In the example, Day 3 develops
the sequence of Day 2 and remains within the range of Day 1.  

In this case, still anticipate the violation of the Day 1 Minor bottom.  An Inside Inverse failure is
indicated if the market does not close beyond the Day 1 Minor point, the day the Day 1 Minor
point is violated.  If an Inside Inverse develops, be prepared for a major change in trend.

In Figure 28, Day 4's failure to close below the Day 1
low indicates an Inside Inverse failure, and a critical
change in trend.  An excellent opportunity has
presented itself to Buy this market right off the bottom,
with minimal risk.  This pattern is derived from the
S&P 500 Cash Index, with the Day 4 bottom
developing 3 days before Operation Desert Storm
began in the Middle East.  

Of further note, if Day 4 does close below the Day 1 low, and it can be determined as the third
Inside Inverse in a movement, that would indicate a STRONG warning that a market is within
days of developing a turning point.  

Figure 29 is an example of the Straight-Away Inside Inverse failure.  The pattern either initiates
corrective patterns, like the continuation break, or develops at longer term tops and bottoms.

The pattern is easy to identify; Day 3 moves
straight through the Day 1 range opposite the
Minor point. 

The similar ranges of the first two days in the
Inside Inverse indicates the likelihood that the
Straight-Away will develop.  As in Figure 29, the
ranges of Day 1 and Day 2 are very closely
matched.  

Sometimes the range of the two days will be almost exact.  In fact, if the prices are exact, place
the Minor point on the second sequence point of Day 1.

As the second Inside Inverse, or middle point of a move, the Straight-Away may develop as a
Multiple Day pattern where the market trades within the Day 1 range past Day 3, then closes
beyond the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point.  Be forewarned that the ensuing move in this
case will last no more than 2 days. Be out of the market on the second close after this type of
Straight-Away develops.

If Day 2 consumes only the lower or upper half of the Day 1 range, and Day 3 still moves sharply
through and closes beyond the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point, that's an Elongated
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Straight-Away failure.  This condition tends to occur at the beginning and mid-point of
corrections, rather than at the outset of trends.
  
SUCCESSIVE INSIDE INVERSE FAILURES

Figure 30  is an example of successive Inside
Inverse failures.  This pattern is derived from the
S&P 500 Cash from late May to early June 1992.  
I'm including this example to emphasize again how
important it is for Day 3 to close below the Day 1
low.  

In the S&P 500 Cash, the Day 3 close was less than .10 above the Day 1 Minor point.  Again, the
Day 3 close must be below the Day 1 low.  A close equal in price to the Day 1 low still indicates
an Inside Inverse failure. 

In Figure 30, note the successive Inside Inverse failures.  Day 1 and Day 2 create the Inside
Inverse. Day 3 fails to close below the Day 1 low, then Day 4 creates another Inside Inverse
inside the range of Day 3.  Day 5 develops the Straight-Away, closing above both the Day 3 and
Day 1 highs.  The quick succession of Inside Inverse patterns tends to occur in corrections.

Figure 30 is another example of successive Inside Inverse
failures.  Day 3 failed to close below the Day 1 low.  Day
5 developed a "Double Day", created by the Inside Inverse
pattern of Day 6.  Day 7 failed to violate and close below
the Day 5 low, and developed a Straight-Away.  This
example is derived from actual S&P 500 Cash price
activity from late June to early July, 1991.  

The ensuing upward movement from the Day 3 low was 46 days in duration.  In fact, the Inside
Inverse failure bottom indicated by Day 3 in the example, which occurred on July 8, 1991 at
370.99, has not been violated to this day.  

This area intentionally left blank
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COMBINING THE ELEMENTS OF THE INSIDE INVERSE

Figure 32 is an example of the combined elements of the Inside Inverse: validation, failures and
abnormalities.  The price activity displayed in Figure 32 is derived from actual price activity in
the July 1992 Soybean contract from May 15 through June 9, 1992. 

Let's examine each element in Figure 32.  To start,
the first Inside Inverse is created by Days 1 and 2.   
Note that the Minor point is located on the first
sequence point of Day 1, indicating an abnormal
Inside Inverse condition, highlighted earlier in
Figure 23.  As explained in the text pertaining to
Figure 23, when a market moves away from the
abnormal Minor point, the Minor point tends to
become an Intermediate or Cycle point before being
violated.  Such was the case with the lower Minor
top on Day 8.

Moving on, Day 3 violates and closes below the Day 1 low, an indication of weakness.  Day 4
creates another Inside Inverse.  The second sequence point of Day 3 becomes the Minor point, in
this case the low.  This is a uniformly constructed Inside Inverse detailed in Figure 21.

At this point, two Inside Inverse patterns have developed in succession.  As detailed in the text
pertaining to Figure 21, Inside Inverse patterns tend to develop at the beginning, middle and end
of corrections and the valid Inside Inverse indicates swift market movement.  Thus, on Day 4 we
can deduce that the beginning and middle Inside Inverses have developed, and that Day 5 will
move swiftly through and close below the Day 3 low.  July Soybeans were actually down 16
cents on May 21, represented by Day 5 in Figure 32.  

Another Inside Inverse pattern develops on Day 6.  Thus, we can deduce that the Day 6 Inside
Inverse will be a failure, because it is the third successive Inside Inverse in the movement.

As anticipated, Day 7 violates the Day 5 low, then changes sequence and rallies sharply.  The
Inside Inverse failure depicted by Day 7 ignited a sharp 44 cent rally in July Soybeans.

Days 1 through 7 highlight the principle that Inside Inverses occur in succession, and/or at the
beginning, middle and end of a correction.  Also, the subsequent rally from Day 7 through 11
quickly erases the losses of the downward movement, started by an abnormal Inside Inverse, the
principle stated in the text pertaining to Figure 23B .

Continuing on, Day 8 and Day 9 develop another Inside Inverse pattern; the sequential direction
of Day 8 indicates the likelihood of a violation and close above its high on Day 10.  Day 10 does
violate the Day 8 Minor top, but fails to close above it.  This is a warning sign of weakening
prices.  Also notice that the sequence of Day 10 matched that of Day 8, indicating higher prices
may develop, but a top is imminent.  
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Figure 32 below is a duplicate of Figure 32 on the previous page, so you don't have to switch
back and forth between pages.

Prices were as much as 23 cents higher on June 1,
1992 in the July Soybeans, depicted by Day 11.
However, the high/low/close sequence indicates
weakness late in the day after strong prices early.  In
fact, by the close July Soybeans gave back 14 cents
from their 636 1/2 high established early in the day. 

Day 11 and Day 12 form an abnormal Inside
Inverse, due to the Minor point on the first
sequence point (the high) of Day 11.  Day 13 fails
to violate or close below the Day 11 low, and

sequentially matches Day 12. Day 13 should have closed below the Day 11 low, and matched
Day 11 sequentially if another succession of Inside Inverses were going to develop.  

Day 14 violates the Day 11 low, but still closes above it, indications that something isn't right.
Finally, Day 15 moves sharply lower, but the downward movement from Day 11 to Day 15
should have been smoother, like the downward movement of Days 1 through 7. 

The abnormal Inside Inverse of Day 11 indicates the probability that the downward action from
Day 11 to Day 15 will be erased quickly.   In two days, Days 16 and 17, July Soybeans rallied 28
cents to erase the downward losses from Day 12.  

Day 17's high becomes a Minor top, due to the lower top on Day 18.  Day 17's Minor top
converts Day 11's Minor top into an Intermediate Top.  In fact, Day 11 became a Cycle top and
was the basing point for a 90 cent drop in Soybeans from the Day 17 close.  Remember,
abnormal tops and bottoms usually become Intermediate points, and often become Cycle points:
tops and bottoms before significant moves. 

Be very cognizant of and alerted by abnormal Inside Inverse patterns.  Remember, the
abnormal Inside Inverse is created when the Minor point develops at the first sequence point of
Day 1 in the pattern; i.e., the high is the first sequence point in a high/low/close sequential, the
low is the first sequence point in a low/high/close sequential.

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSIDE INVERSE PATTERN

The Inside Inverse is created by a two day sequential pattern
The range of Day 2 in the pattern is inside the range of Day 1
The sequence of Day 2 is inverse to the sequence of Day 1

A regular Inside Inverse is confirmed by the development of a Minor top or bottom on the
second sequence point of Day 1.
An abnormal Inside Inverse is confirmed by the development of a Minor top or bottom on
the first sequence point of Day 1.
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Day 3 in the pattern is critical in identifying the valid, abnormal and failed Inside Inverse
conditions.  
The range of Day 1 may not be violated for more than four days.  The longer a market
stays within the Day 1 range, the stronger the ensuing move is following the break of the
Day 1 range, except when it is the third Sequential Pattern in a movement.

VALID INSIDE INVERSE CONDITIONS  

Day 3 in the pattern violates and closes above the Day 1 Minor point in the same
sequence as Day 1.
Day 3 is characterized by swift and thrusting market movement.

Once above the Day 1 Minor point, the market should not return to unchanged on the
day, nor reverse its sequence.  That behavior indicates an Inside Inverse failure.

If Day 3 develops a sequence that matches Day 1, violates, but fails to close beyond the
Day 1 Minor point, that is an Inside Inverse failure.

The failure to close beyond the Day 1 Minor point on Day 3 indicates that a reversal  
is imminent.  

The Inside Inverse pattern tends to develop at the beginning, middle and/or end of
corrections and trends. Inside Inverses occur in succession in corrections.

If a valid or abnormal Inside Inverse occurs at the beginning of a move, expect to see
a second or third Inside Inverse at the middle and/or end of a move.  The third Inside
Inverse tends to be a failure. 
The second, or middle Inside Inverse close is usually the mid-point, time- and price-
wise of a move.
Other Sequential Patterns may develop, such as the Inside Arrow, Double Day or
Kicker that identify the beginning, middle or end of a move.
If an Inside Inverse does not develop throughout a move, until an Inside Inverse
failure develops the Inside Inverse failure tends to mark the completion of a market
movement.

ABNORMAL INSIDE INVERSE

An abnormal Inside Inverse is confirmed by the development of a Minor top or bottom on
the first sequence point of Day 1.
If Day 3 violates and closes opposite the end of the Day 1 Minor point, the ensuing
movement tends to be a quick short-term thrust.  The movement is usually retraced in
similar fashion, and the Minor point tends to become an Intermediate point.

A violation and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point indicates continued prices in the
direction of Day 3.  This condition tends to occur at the mid-point, time-wise, of
corrections.  Including Day 2, count the number of days to the first day in the previous
movement.  Take that number and count forward, not including Day 2.  The projected day
should be the day of, or within a day of, at least an Intermediate point. 

This condition develops if the sequence of the day before Day 1 is inverse to the Day
1 sequence. 
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If Day 3 initially violates one end of the Day 1 range, then reverses and closes beyond the
opposite end of the Day 1 range, expect continued price action in the direction of the Day
3 sequential.  See Figure 24.
If Day 3 does not violate the Day 1 range, the Day 3 sequential tends to indicate the
eventual movement out of the Day 1 range.  

If Day 3 is a high/low/close sequential, expect prices to move down through the Day 1
range.
If Day 3 is a low/high/close sequential, expect prices to move up through the Day 1
range.

INSIDE INVERSE FAILURE CONDITIONS

THE REVERSAL FAILURE
The Reversal Failure occurs when Day 3 initially violates the Day 1 Minor point, then
reverses and moves back into the Day 1 range.  The Day 3 sequence matches the Day 2
sequence.  See Figure 27.
The Reversal Failure tends to develop early in the day.  The Day 1 Minor violation tends
to occur on or near the opening, with prices reversing rapidly.  A reversal near the close
usually occurs prior to a short-term correction.
The Reversal Failure usually occurs at the end of a longer-term movement, and the Minor
point developed that day usually becomes at least an Intermediate point. 

MULTIPLE DAY INSIDE INVERSE FAILURE
Day 3 develops a sequence matching Day 2, and remains in the range of Day 1.
Day 4 violates the Day 1 Minor point, develops a sequence that matches Day 1, but does
not close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  See Figure 28. 
If Day 4 violates and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point, and it can be determined as
the third Sequential pattern in the movement, the Day 4 close is usually near an important
turning point.  
If one Sequential Pattern occurs before the Multiple Day pattern develops, a Day 4
violation can be a  directional day through the Day 1 Minor point.  In the case when the
market moves strongly through the Day 1 Minor point, determine the Multiple Day Inside
Inverse as the mid-point of a move.

THE STRAIGHT-AWAY FAILURE
The Day 1 and Day 2 ranges are very similar.  If the second sequence point of Day 1 and
the first sequence point of Day 2 are the exact price, place the Minor point on the second
sequence point of Day 1.
If Day 3 violates the first sequence point of Day 1, Day 3 MUST close beyond the first
sequence point of Day 1.  If not, the ensuing movement in the direction pointed out by the
Day 2 sequential is a correction. 

If Day 3 violates but fails to close beyond the first sequence point of Day 1 or if   Day
3 violates and closes beyond the first sequence point of Day 1, but the Day 3
sequence does not match Day 2, be wary of a potential move through the Day 1
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Minor point.  A move back through the Day 1 Minor point is a Straight-Away
failure.  This condition is rare.  However, I've found that the move back through the
Day 1 Minor point is usually near the end of a movement in the direction pointed out
by the Day 1 sequential.

If Day 2 is only 1/2 of Day 1's range, or consumes only the lower or upper half of the Day
1 range, and Day 3 still moves through and closes beyond the opposite end of the Day 1
Minor point, that's an Elongated Straight-Away.  Day 3 of the Elongated Straight-Away
tends to mark the completion or near completion of corrective movements.  Don't expect
continued strong prices in the direction of the Elongated Straight-Away. Instead, expect a
move back through the Day 1 Minor point. 

SUCCESSIVE INSIDE INVERSE FAILURES
Successive Inside Inverse failures tend to occur in corrections, such as illustrated in
Figure 30.  
The range created by the successive Inside Inverse failures tends to be quickly retraced.

INSIDE INVERSE TRADING PROCEDURES AND TACTICS

In this section of the chapter, I'll detail how to trade the Inside Inverse and where to place entry
and exit orders.  I'll explain first how to enter a market on Day 3, after you've identified the Inside
Inverse on Day 2.  Then, I'll detail how to adjust your orders depending on which Inside Inverse
pattern develops.  We'll start with the regular Inside Inverse, when the Minor point develops on
the second sequence of Day 1.  Later, we'll discuss the Abnormal Inside Inverse, when the Minor
point develops at the first sequence point of Day 1.

TRADING PROCEDURES FOR THE VALID AND THE REVERSAL FAILURE 

When employing these Market BIOS trading tactics, all we are using is simple, emotionless
deduction.  Our goal is to trade the markets with simple IF....THEN statements, almost
robotically.  For example, when the Inside Inverse develops on Day 2, we know that only four
things can occur on Day 3.  The market generates either 1) a valid Inside Inverse, 2) a Reversal
failure, 3) a Straight-Away failure, or 4) the market stays within the Day 1 range. 

Thus, using a simple process of elimination we can determine how to adjust our tactics
depending on the Inside Inverse condition that develops.

The following procedures and tactics will use that simple logical approach to adjust as the market
movement evolves.  The text pertains to A example in each figure.  I've added the example B so
you can get a visual representation of the inverse case of A. 
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Referencing Figure 33A and 33B, Day 1 and 2 form the Inside Inverse.  Place a buy stop one
vertical increment above the Day 1 high.  Also, place a sell stop one vertical increment below the
Day 1 low.  Now, wait to see which order, if any, is filled first.  

If
the buy stop is filled, the probability is high that the pattern is a valid Inside Inverse and is
developing as the middle pattern of a move, time- and price-wise. To insure that a Reversal  
failure doesn't occur, move your stop loss order one vertical increment below the Day 2 close.

Also, reverse your position by doubling the size of the sell stop order.  For example, if you're
long 1 contract on the buy side, increase your sell stop order to two contracts to reverse your
position.  If Day 3 closes above the Day 1 Minor point and maintains a sequence matching Day 1,
adjust your stop back down one increment below the Day 2 LOW on Day 4, as shown in Figure
34C

In this case, Day 3 isn't a Reversal failure.  The market should continue in the direction of Day 3
until a discernible Sequential Pattern develops.  

If the market does not close above the Day 1 Minor point after violating it, and/or develops a
sequence inverse of Day 1, exit on the opening the next day.  Do not stay in this position: be
prepared for a move back through the Day 1 range.  This condition occurs at the mid-point of
corrections.
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Referencing Figure 35, if Day 3 creates the Inside Inverse failure, your reverse sell stop now has
you short at one increment below the Day 2 close.  Place your straight exit buy stop above the
Day 3 high.  Now, do not adjust your stop until a subsequent Intermediate point develops.

Remember, the Reversal failure usually converts to at least an Intermediate point, quite often it
converts to a Cycle, then to an Impulse point.  The Reversal failure typically is the third and last
Inside Inverse or Sequential Pattern in a movement.

PROCEDURES FOR TRADING THE STRAIGHT-AWAY FAILURE

If on Day 3 your is stop is filled at the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point, place an exit stop
one vertical increment beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  This will be a strong basing point if
identified as the third Inside Inverse or Sequential pattern in a movement.  The Straight-Away
is depicted in Figure 36 A & B.  Do not adjust your stop until an Intermediate point develops,
then adjust your stop to one increment above.

The Straight-Away tends to occur as the third Inside Inverse or Sequential Pattern in a
movement. The Day 1 Minor point in the Straight-Away will become the highest Time Degree
point possible. 

In other words, you can determine the significance of the Day 1 Minor point by identifying the
highest Time Degree before it.  In an upmove, if the Day 1 Minor develops above a lower Cycle
point, it will become an Impulse point, if above an Intermediate, it will become a Cycle point.  If
the Day 1 Minor point can only become a Minor point, the Straight-Away is developing at the
mid-point of a move. 

The Straight-Away is an unusually powerful Market BIOS pattern.
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Day 3 MUST close beyond the second sequence point of Day 2. If Day 3 violates, but does not
close beyond the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point, exit your position with a market order
on the opening of Day 4.  This condition, depicted in Figures 36C and 36D is a failed
Straight-Away.

Another important point to remember, the Day 1 and Day 2 ranges have to be very similar in
forming a valid Straight-Away.  If Day 1's range is markedly wider than Day 2's range, and/or
Day 2's range consumes less than 1/2 of Day 1's range at the end of the Minor point, expect an
Elongated Straight-Away.  In this case, DO NOT place an order at the opposite end of the Day 1
Minor point.  

Figure 37 is an example of a rare condition that usually develops at the initiation of powerful
corrective movements. It is called the False Top/Bottom.  

In the pattern it is easy to spot the middle
Inside Inverse or Sequential Pattern that
occurs at the mid-point of a move, time-
and price-wise.  The "Mirror Cross" False
Top/Bottom is discussed in Chapter
Eight, Part I.

Count the duration from the Day 2 close
backwards to the start of the current
movement, then count the number of
days forward from the Day 2 close. 

 In Figure 37, let's assume we found there were six days counting backward from and including
Day 2 since the start of this downward move.  Then we'd count forward six days from Day 2.
That should be the bottom day of the downward action in Figure 37.  

To determine the bottom price, we calculate the distance from the Day 2 close and project it to
the highest price before the downward move occurred.  Now we've determined what day and
what price the bottom should occur in the future.  

I've lettered the days in Figure 37 counting forward from the Day 2 Inside Inverse close to reduce
the confusion in counting days.  Moving on, Day F is the sixth day from the Day 2 close.  That
day should be the bottom.  Also, the low price exactly hit our target price on Day F.  
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On the following day, Day G, Day F
develops a Minor Bottom.  Day G barely
moved above the Day F range thus, an
Inside Inverse couldn't develop.  However,
with our mid-point time and price count,
we can determine that the two day pattern
created by Days F and G is a "Mirror
Cross".  The fact that  day G did not
remain inside day F to form an Inside
Inverse indicates underlying strength.  

See Part One of Chapter Eight to fully understand this more complex Sequential Pattern.  In
simple terms, Day 3 identifies the pattern, and  a close outside the "Mirror Cross" range
identifies the character of the ensuing price behavior.  

Figure 37 is derived from actual price activity in the July 1992 Copper, from April 8th
to April 19, 1992.

TRADING PROCEDURES FOR MULTIPLE DAYS WITHIN THE DAY 1 RANGE

Multiple days may develop within the Day 1 range before either end of the range is violated.  If
Day 3.  If Day 3 does not violate the Day 1 range, continue to enter stop orders on both sides of
the Day 1 range until the market violates it.  Figure 38A is a duplicate of Figure 28, where I
illustrated the Inside Inverse failure.  

If you can find two previous Inside Inverse or Sequential Patterns in a movement prior to the
development of multiple days within the Day 1 range, be alerted of a potential Inside Inverse
failure, as depicted in Figure 38A.  The Inside Inverse failure will be confirmed if a close does
not occur beyond the Day 1 Minor point, the day the Day 1 Minor point is violated, illustrated by
Day 4 in Figure 38A.  

Remember, if the Multiple Day Inside Inverse failure develops, it is usually followed by strong
market action in the direction opposite of the Day 1 Minor point.  Thus, any initial losses from
entering on the failure are quickly erased by the subsequent movement through the opposite end
of the Day 1 range, and the following strong directional move. 
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If the Multiple Day 1 range pattern occurs in the middle of a movement, the break of the Day 1
range is followed by strong market movement.    

Thus, continue to enter stop orders one vertical increment outside of the Day 1 range until it is
violated.  When you are filled, place a REVERSAL stop order one vertical increment beyond the
end of Day 3 range opposite the end Day 1 Minor point.

For example, in Figures 38A the breakout of the Day 1 range occurred on Day 4.  Once filled on
the short stop, adjust your stop from Day 1 high to one increment above Day 3 high, and make it
a reversal stop by doubling the quantity of the order.  

In Figure 38A, you would have realized a failure occurred because the closing price on Day 4 is
above the Day 1 Minor point.  At this point, you can either exit your position on the close or at
the market on the Day 5 opening, just GET OUT!  Now, reverse your position with a stop one
increment above the Day 3 high.  Place a regular exit stop, no reversal, once again one increment
below the Day 1 Minor point.

If you enter the market on your stop above the Day 3 high, DO NOT adjust your stop at the
Day 1 Minor point until a subsequently higher Intermediate bottom develops.  

I've written theses trading tactics in the context of Figure 38A, a Multiple Day 1 range failure.
But Figure 38B is an example where the market violates the Day 1 range and continues
directionally without generating the Inside Inverse failure. In the case of Figure 38B, keep your
stop one vertical increment below the Day 3 low until a subsequently higher Intermediate bottom
develops.

TRADING PROCEDURES FOR THE ABNORMAL INSIDE INVERSE

If a Minor top or bottom develops at the first
sequence point of Day 1, this pattern is categorized
as an Abnormal Inside Inverse.  A breakout of the
Day 1 range determines the character of the ensuing
move.  Figures 39A and B depict the violation of
the Day 1 range.
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When the Abnormal Inside Inverse develops, enter stop loss orders in the same manner as the
regular Inside Inverse, one horizontal increment above and below the Day 1 range.

If the market moves through the Day 1 Minor
point, as in Figure 39A, place your stop at the
opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point but make it
a REVERSAL STOP by doubling the size of your
original stop loss order.  If your reversal stop is not
hit on Day 3, maintain it at the opposite end of the
Day 1 Minor point, but make it an EXIT STOP
only by reducing it to the number of contracts in
your original position.

 
If Day 3 closes beyond the Minor point and maintains a sequence matching Day 2 (as in Figure
39A), the probability is high that Day 2 is mid-point, time-wise, in the current movement.  That
is especially the case if an Inside Inverse or other Sequential Pattern occurred at the beginning of
the movement.

You can determine the day when the movement should end by counting backwards from Day 2,
including Day 2, to the day the movement began.  If a downward movement occurred before the
Abnormal Inside Inverse, count backward to the first high/low/close sequence day in the
movement.  If an upward movement occurred before the Abnormal Inside Inverse, count
backward to the first low/high/close sequence day in the movement.

Once you have determined how many days are in the movement from Day 2, then count that
number of days forward from Day 2, not counting Day 2.  That day in the future should be the
day the movement will end.  

On that future day, you have a choice of either maintaining your stop at the opposite end of the
Day 1 Minor point, or automatically exiting your position on the close that day .  If you cannot
identify an Inside Inverse at the beginning of the move, I'd suggest maintaining your stop until
another Inside Inverse or Sequential Pattern develops, then you can mechanically determine
how to exit your position.  

If the Abnormal Inside Inverse is the second Inside Inverse in the movement, in all likelihood the
next Inside Inverse or Sequential Pattern will be a failure.  

All the above information pertaining to the Abnormal Inside Inverse applies to Figure 39A, when
the Day 1 Minor point is violated and closed beyond.

Referencing Figure 39B, if Day 3 violates and closes beyond the second sequence point of Day 1,
opposite the Minor point and you are now long, maintain your stop one horizontal increment
below the Day 1 Minor point.  Also, make this a REVERSAL stop by doubling the size of your
stop order.
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If your reversal stop is not hit on Day 3, maintain your
stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor
point.  After Day 3, it is then optional if you want to
make your order an EXIT STOP by reducing the
number of contracts to your original position, or
maintaining a Reversal stop.  

As I've written, an Abnormal Inside Inverse with a
violation and close beyond the opposite end of the Day
1 Minor point is usually followed by quick moving,
thrusting market.  That movement is usually retraced in
a similar fashion.  

Assume you are long from one increment above the Day 1 high, depicted by Figure 39B.  
If Day 3 closed beyond the Day 1 high in the same sequence as Day 1, maintain your stop one
horizontal increment below the Day 1 Minor point, as written in the second paragraph above.

From Day 3, three conditions can develop.  First condition, another Inside Inverse pattern
develops on Day 4, beyond the Day 1 range.  If an Inside Inverse does develop on Day 4 within
the Day 1 range, be prepared for a move back through the Day 1 Minor point.

If an Inside Inverse develops beyond the Day 1 range, you can choose to add to your position
with a buy stop above the Day 3 Minor point, as shown in Figure 39B.  If filled on that order on
Day 5, place an EXIT stop or Reversal stop for your entire position one horizontal increment
below the Day 4 low.  

If Day 5 proves the Inside Inverse valid by moving sharply through and closing above the Day 3
high, the Day 3 and 4 Inside Inverse was the second Inside Inverse in the movement, anticipate
the third.

Including Day 4, count backwards to the first day in the movement with a sequence matching
Day 4.  In Figure 39B, that was three days backward, counting Day 4, on Day 2.  Now, count
forward three days, not including Day 4.  

Three days forward from Day 4 should be the end of the move, and since the market has
developed two inside Inverse Patterns, another should form Days 5 and 6 in the movement. Day 7
should be the failure day.  The third Inside Inverse should replicate the first two, because the first
two were identical in structure; low-high-close was followed by high/low/close. Also, the third
typically is a failure.  

From this deduction, we can determine that Day 7 will be the end of the movement, with an
Inside Inverse failure pattern.  With the tactics detailed in the Trading Procedures for Inside
Inverse failures, we can anticipate reversing our position on Day 7. 

If Day 5 violates and closes beyond the Day 3 Minor point, and Day 6 doesn't form an Inside
Inverse within Day 5 but is directional and matches the Day 5 sequence, MAINTAIN YOUR
STOP ONE HORIZONTAL INCREMENT BELOW THE DAY 4 LOW UNTIL ANOTHER
INTERMEDIATE POINT DEVELOPS.
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If Day 6 continues to move directionally, the market tends to generate a long-term trend in the
direction of day 6.

Figure 40 illustrates the derivative condition that occurs
when the Day 4 Inside Inverse develops within the Day
1 range.  This structure is caused by underlying market
strength or weakness.  

When Day 4 develops an Inside Inverse within the Day
3 and Day 1 range, expect the market to move
immediately through the second sequence point of Day
4 to the Day 1 Minor point.

In this situation, adjust your exit stops to one horizontal
increment beyond the second sequence point of Day 4.

Also, reverse your position by doubling the size of your exit stop order.  

Place exit stop loss orders one horizontal increment above the second sequence point of Day 3.
In Figure 40, that point is one horizontal increment above the Day 3 high.  Do not adjust your
stop until either a subsequent Intermediate point develops, or a midpoint Sequential Pattern
develops to determine time and price targets.  This condition typically develops just prior to the
continuation of an Impulse move in the direction of Day 5.

Figure 41 illustrates the second condition that develops after this type of Abnormal Inside
Inverse.  This pattern is the "Twist";  here's how it develops.

If no Inside Inverse develops on Day 4, and Day 4 develops a
strong move with the same sequence as Day 1, move your stop
up to the Day 4 low on Day 5.  If Day 5 again develops the
sequence and range of Day 4, move your stop up to the Day 5
low on Day 6.  

Each Day thereafter, move your stop one increment below the
previous days low, until you are stopped out.  

I've found that when Day 4 is a strong directional day, Day 5
will do the same.  However, momentum tends to slow down
notably after Day 5.  Thus, in this condition, after Day 4 adjust
your stop up to one increment below the previous day,s low.
Use the inverse tactics for downward moves.

You'll find that no Minor points develop in the movement
between Day 1 and Day 6.  This movement is quickly retraced in a thrusting fashion.  If you like
to trade aggressively, I suggest you use a reversal stop when you exit your original long position
from Day 3.   I'll leave it up to you whether you want to enter a plain exit stop or a reversal stop.  
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If you choose to enter a reversal stop, once your order is filled,
place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the extreme
point of the previous move.  In Figure 41, the extreme point of
the previous move was the Day 6 high.  Do not adjust the stop.
Exit the new position at the Day 2 closing price.  

This second condition is caused by the "Twist" effect.

Lastly, the third condition that can develop if Day 3 violates
and closes beyond the second sequence point of Day 1, opposite
the Day 1 Minor point.  In the third condition Day 4 neither
creates an Inside Inverse, nor moves swiftly away from Day 3.
If this condition develops, exit your position at the market on
the opening of Day 5.  The probability is very high that the Day
1 Minor point will be violated quickly.  This condition is a
caused by the "Twist" effect, which is explained below. 

THE "TWIST" EFFECT TIME COUNTING

The "Twist" effect occurs when a Minor point
develops at the first sequence point, like an
Abnormal Inside Inverse.

The "Twist" effect is a derivative of the second
condition detailed above in the text pertaining to
Figure 41.

Figure 42 is an illustration of the "Twist" as it
appears as an Abnormal Inside Inverse pattern.
Figure 42 is derived from actual trading activity
in the S&P 500 Cash from October 9 to
November 1, 1992.

The "Twist" effect creates a balance point that causes an inverted mirror imaging of the previous
time and price action.  The number of days before and after the "Twist" are equal.  In Figure 42,
Day X is the "Twist" day; the Minor point develops at the first sequence point.  

When the "Twist" develops, count backward, not including the "Twist" day, to the point of origin
of the move previous to the "Twist" day.  In most cases that will be the most recent Minor point.
In Figure 42, there are 5 days before the "Twist" day to the Day 1 Minor bottom.   

Then, count the same number of days forward.  That will determine the day in the future the
market will create the next Minor point or the next key turning point. 

This is an important point DO NOT COUNT THE ABNORMAL ("TWIST") DAY IN YOUR
FORWARD COUNTING IF THE FOLLOWING DAY IS INSIDE THE "TWIST" DAY, AS IN
FIGURE 42.
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The "Twist" effect also occurs when no inside develops, following the development of an
Abnormal Day, a day when a Minor point develops at the first sequence point. In this case, the
"Twist" is a one day sequential pattern. 

The key to identifying the pattern is the lack of
Minor point development in the previous move
movement.  

Figure 43 illustrates the forward counting technique
when no inside day develops following an
Abnormal day.  In the example, there are six days
counting backward to the previous Minor point.  To
determine the future turning point, count six days
forward, including the "Twist" day. 

THE "TWIST" COUNTING TECHNIQUE IS MOST
RELIABLE WHEN USED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH THE ABNORMAL INSIDE INVERSE. This
pattern is tricky to spot without the inside day.

TRADING PROCEDURES FOR MULTIPLE DAYS WITHIN ABNORMAL INSIDE
INVERSE RANGE

Figure 44 depicts Multiple Days within the Abnormal
Inside Inverse range.  This condition tends to occur at
Cycle tops and bottoms.  In the example, Day 3 does not
violate the Day 1 range.  Continue to place stop orders
one horizontal increment above and below the Day 1
range.  Use the same rules applied to the previous
Abnormal Inside Inverse conditions. 

In Figure 44, apply the rules when the opposite end of
the Day 1 Minor point is violated and closed below.  
Figure 44 closely resembles the price structure and
conditions detailed in Figure 39B.
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MULTIPLE DAY WITHIN ABNORMAL INSIDE INVERSE TIME AND PRICE
MEASUREMENT

In Figure 44B, a Valid Inside Inverse develops on Day 5.
Valid Inside Inverses develop at the mid-point of a move,
time- and price-wise.  

Thus, measure the distance from the Day 5 close to the
Abnormal Inside Inverse high.  Then, rotate that length
180 degrees to determine the downside objective of the
move.  Figure 44B illustrates this measurement
technique.  From this example, you can see that the Price
Target was reached on Day 12, not Day 10 which was the
Time Target.  

This example illustrates that price takes precedence over time, when implementing Valid
Inside Inverse price and time targets.  Valid Inside Inverse price targets take precedence above
all other Sequential pattern time and price targets.  Furthermore, the "Twist" effect time
counting technique loses its reliability when multiple days within the Abnormal Inside Inverse  
develop. 

Figure 44 and 44B are derived from actual price activity in the March '92 Sugar contract from
September 24 to October 11, 1992.
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INSIDE INVERSE DERIVATIVES
Chapter Four: Market BIOS© Manual

THE “KICKER” AND THE “HOOK”

Previously, we discussed the variations and conditions pertaining to the Inside Inverse pattern.
Now I’d like to introduce two specific Inside Inverse derivative patterns, the “Kicker” and the
“Hook”. The “Kicker” and the “Hook” are caused by excessive underlying weakness or strength
in a market. The “Kicker” and the “Hook” day should be the inside day of an Inside Inverse
pattern, but the strong force of the market does not allow the inside day to occur.

Both the “Kicker” and the “Hook”” are excellent measuring tools for determining time and price
targets. I’ll begin the discussion with the simpler of the two, the “Kicker”, then, we’ll explore all
the aspects of the  “Hook”. 

THE “KICKER”

The “Kicker” pattern tends to form at the mid-point, price-wise, in a movement. The “Kicker” is
a distorted Valid Inside Inverse pattern, that typically develops within a correction just after an
exaggerated directional movement. The “Kicker” usually develops as the second Inside Inverse
or Sequential Pattern in corrections.

The following are key elements of the “Kicker” that
distinguish it from other price activity.

The “Kicker” sequence is inverse the previous days
sequence. Remember, it would have been an Inside
Inverse in a regular strength condition. 
In the case of down moves like Figure 45, the
“Kicker” day does not close positive. In the case of
an up move, the “Kicker” day does not close
negative. Many times the “Kicker” day close will be
unchanged.
The day following the “Kicker” is directional and
matches the range and sequence of the day before
the “Kicker”.
In the case of down moves, the day following the

“Kicker” does not violate the “Kicker” day high. In the case of up moves the “Kicker”
day low is not violated the following day.
A “Kicker” typically develops in a corrective move, that counters a previous exaggerated
directional move. 
The third Sequential Pattern following the “Kicker” is usually a failure. 
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“Kicker” Target Measurement
Figure 45B is an illustration of the “Kicker” and the
measuring technique to determine its price target.
In the example, the Day 3 Minor point is higher than the
previous and following Minor points of Day 1 and Day
5. Thus, the Day 3 Minor point becomes an
Intermediate top. 

From Day 3, the market moves lower gradually on Day
4. Then, Day 6 and Day 7 accelerate to the downside.
Day 8, the “Kicker” day is marked by a continuation of
lower prices early in the day before a rally into the Day
7 range develops. The “Kicker”  rally into positive
territory is weak, with the closing price settling
unchanged, or slightly lower.

To determine the  “Kicker” price target, measure the
distance from the “Kicker” day close to the highest level Time Degree point in the movement
preceding the “Kicker”. 

In Figure 45B, the highest previous Time Degree point was the Intermediate top on Day 3. The
distance from the “Kicker” close to the Day 3 high is expressed by length “A”. Now, subtract the
value of A from the Day 8 “Kicker” close. That value will give you the downside price target,
indicated by “B” in Figure 45.

Figure 46, derived from June ‘92 Hogs from January 29 to March 3, 1992, again illustrates these
“Kicker” principles. The strong, directional up move from X to Y is retraced by downward
movement Y to Z. Mid-point in Y to Z, a “Kicker” develops as the second Inside Inverse in the
movement. Measuring B to A, we can determine our downside price target by subtracting that
length from B to determine C.
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TRADING PROCEDURES FOR THE “KICKER”

The “Kicker” is a sneaky pattern, so you’ve got to pay
extra attention to identify and enter it. 
 
The “Kicker” will appear like Day 4 in Figure 47.
Initially, place only a sell stop one horizontal
increment below the “Kicker” day low, as in example
A, or place a buy stop one horizontal increment above
the “Kicker” day high, as in example B. Now wait to
be filled. 

“Kickers” are usually followed by sharp directional
movement, so in all likelihood you’ll be filled on the
opening or soon thereafter. 
  
If you are filled on your initial stop order, place your
exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the second
sequence point of the “Kicker” day. In example A,
above the Day 4 high, and in example B, below the Day
4 low.

Now use the “Kicker” measuring technique to
determine your target point, where you’ll take an
automatic profit.Keep your stop loss order beyond the
second sequence point of the “Kicker” day until your
price target is reached.                                     

If your stop entry order was not filled the day after the
alleged “Kicker” day, then the pattern wasn’t a
“Kicker”. Now your strategy must adapt to the resulting
condition. In Figure 49, both example A and B did not
move through the initial stop points one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 4.       
                                                          

Both examples show what might develop on Day 5. In
both cases an Abnormal Inside Inverse developed

instead of a “Kicker”. Thus, if another pattern develops other than the “Kicker” adjust your
strategy to that condition.
                                                         
Remember, Valid “Kickers” are followed by directional movement the following day. Even if
you miss entering the “Kicker”, you can still employ the measuring technique to determine the
extent of a market movement. If anything, employing the “Kicker” measuring technique will help
you avoid entering a market near its bottom or top.                                           
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Figure 50 is an example of a rare case, when the “Kicker”
develops as the third Sequential Pattern of a move. The
previous discussion illustrated the “Kicker” as the second
Sequential Pattern, at the mid-point of a move.

The third position “Kicker” develops at the completion of an
exaggerated directional move, whereas the second position
“Kicker” occurs in a movement that counters, or retraces an
exaggerated move. 

In this case, use the same trading tactics as the second
position “Kicker”. Place a stop order to enter one horizontal

increment above the “Kicker” day. Once filled on your initial order, place an exit stop order one
horizontal increment below the “Kicker” low. 

The third position “Kicker” does not have the mid-point measurement capabilities of the second
position “Kicker”. In this case, do not adjust your stop until either a subsequent Intermediate
point, or a Sequential Pattern develops. By waiting, you can plan your next strategy properly.

“THE HOOK”

The “Hook” is a more complex Inside Inverse derivative. Like the “Kicker”, it is caused by
excessive underlying strength or weakness in a market. Unlike the “Kicker”, the ”Hook”
develops in the direction of Impulse (trending) movements, and is phenomenal at identifying
time targets as well as price targets.

The “Hook” can develop in three situations: the mid-point of a move, as a conjunction
intervening between each of three legs of a move, or in its most complex structure, at the
beginning, middle and end of a move with other intervening Sequential Patterns between each
“Hook”. I’ll start with the simplest form of the “Hook”, then work into the most complex
structures. For your reference, Figures 30, 31 and 32 are derived from actual price activity in the
September Treasury Bonds from July 17 to July 29, 1992. 

THE MID-POINT “HOOK”
Day 2 in Figure 51 is an example of a mid-point
“Hook”. As you can see from the diagram, the
mid-point “Hook” is constructed almost identically to
the “Kicker”. 

However, the important difference between the two is,
the mid-point “Hook” closes against the move in
force. In the case of a preceding up move, the “Hook”
closes negatively on the day, and in the case of a
preceding down move, the “Hook” closes positively
on the day. 
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Like the “Kicker”, the day following the mid-point
“Hook” does not violate the second sequence point of
the “Hook”. Also, the “Hook” is followed by strong
directional action, and the  mid-point “Hook” is the
second Sequential Pattern in a move. In Figure 51, the
“Bow and Arrow” Sequential Pattern develops prior
to the “Hook”, supporting our analysis that a
mid-point “Hook” pattern has formed. 

The “Hook” can be deceiving to those who do not use
Sequential Charts and Market BIOS,  because the day
is constructed as though it might develop an important

top. On the “Hook” day, the market moves outside of the previous day’s range in the direction of
the preceding movement. Then, after initial buying, sellers dominate and the market closes
negatively on the day. Many might call this a “Key Reversal” day. 

With our knowledge of Market BIOS trading tactics, we know that this is an excellent
opportunity to catch the second half of a substantial move. Trading procedures for the mid-point
“Hook” are identical to the “Kicker”. However, the measurement technique for calculating the
price target is different. 

TRADING PROCEDURE FOR THE MID-POINT “HOOK”

The “Hook” develops on Day 2 in Figure 52.
Once identified, place a buy stop order one
horizontal increment above the “Hook” day high
before the opening on Day 3. Do not place a sell
stop order one increment below the “Hook” day
low until you are filled on your first order. The
“Hook” may not develop.

Like the “Kicker”, the day following the “Hook”
is marked by directional price action, the market
does not waver when a valid mid-point “Hook”
develops.

Thus, you should be filled on your initial order very near the opening or soon thereafter. Once
your initial buy stop is filled, place your exit sell stop one horizontal increment below the “Hook”
day low.

It should be noted, if you are already in the market due to a buy signal generated previous to
the mid-point “Hook”, move your exit stop loss orders for your entire position up to the
“Hook” day low. I have found that the second sequence point of the mid-point “Hook” is not
violated for a long time in most cases. This characteristic is directly related to the underlying
strength or weakness in a market that causes all “Hook” patterns. 
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A unique characteristic of all “Hook” variations is the lack of Minor point development. Only in
complex “Hook” structures will you find more than one Minor point throughout a movement. 
This characteristic is again caused by excessive underlying strength or weakness in a market.

MID-POINT “HOOK” TIME AND PRICE MEASUREMENT

Figure 53 is a diagram of how to determine time and price targets with the mid-point “Hook”. 

First, measure the price difference between the
“Hook” day high, and the most recent Time
Degree Point preceding the “Hook”. In Figure 53,
the price difference between the Day 1 low, the
last Time Degree Point, and the “Hook” day high
is labeled by length A.

Then, add the price length of A to the “Hook” day
low. That measure is labelled B. That price is the
“Hook” target price, which is reached on Day 8.
This “staggered” measuring technique is unique
to the mid-point “Hook”, and is applicable if

only one Sequential Pattern occurs previous to the “Hook”. 

To determine the day in the future when the price target will be met, count the number of days in
the movement before the “Hook”, starting with and including the day of the last Time Degree
point. In Figure 53 there are four days in the upward movement before the “Hook” develops. 

Counting the “Hook” day as the first, count four days in the future. Thus, the price target should
be reached on Day 8 in the upward movement, as indicated in Figure 53. 

If you’re the type of trader who is interested in holding a position for an extended period of time,
you may choose to maintain your stop at the second sequence point of the mid-point “Hook”  
until a subsequent Intermediate point develops, rather than selling automatically at the “Hook”
target price.

I’ve found that all Impulse “Hook” variations develop prior to longer-term advances and
declines. If you choose to adjust your exit stop orders in this alternative fashion, be prepared to
hold your position for at least six weeks. In fact, you should be willing to roll contracts forward
for up to two years with this stop management strategy. 

INTERVENING “HOOKS”

The Intervening “Hook” pattern is the next level of complexity. Intervening “Hooks” develop
between the initial and middle, and middle and last leg of a move. In other words, they develop
as conjunctions between three legs of an Impulsing (directional) movement. 
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Like mid-point “Hooks”, they occur in and identify an Impulsing (trending) market condition.
Depending upon your patience and tolerance of short-term reactions against your position, you
may decide to hold your position longer, rather than automatically exiting on the time target day. 

The following key elements apply to all variations of the “Hook”, those applicable only to the
Intervening “Hook” are underlined and italicized.

 The “Hook” sequence is inverse the previous days’ sequence. Like the “Kicker”, it would
have been an Inside Inverse in a regular strength condition. 
The Intervening “Hook” day closes against the preceding move in force. As in up moves
like Figure 54 below, the “Hook” day closes negative. In the case of down moves, the
Intervening “Hook” day closes positive. 
The day following the Intervening “Hook” is directional and matches the sequence of the
day before the “Hook”.
The day following the valid Intervening “Hook” does not violate the second sequence
point of the “Hook” day. In the case of preceding up moves, like Figure 54, the “Hook”
day low is not violated, and in the case of preceding down moves, the “Hook” day high is
not violated. Many times the price of the second sequence point of the “Hook” day and
the first sequence point of the following day will be exact.
Few if any Minor degree points develop throughout the duration of a “Hook” movement.
An Intervening “Hook” pattern typically develops in Impulsing (trending) movements. 
The Sequential Pattern previous to the Intervening “Hook” is usually a third position
Sequential Pattern, like the Inside Inverse failure, marking the end of a previous move.

Thus, the Intervening “Hook” develops as the first Sequential Pattern in a move. 
The day following the Intervening “Hook” may not close beyond the first sequence point of the
“Hook” day. In that case, the Intervening “Hook” day will become an Abnormal Inside Inverse
pattern, or other Sequential pattern. This may occur in either the first or second Intervening
“Hook” within the movement.

Figure 54 is an illustration of the Intervening “Hook”
pattern. After bottoming Day 1, Day 2 and Day 3 are
directional days with duplicate sequences and ranges.

Day 4’s high is higher than Day 3, before moving against
the previous two day upward movement. The Day 4
pattern sets up the potential Intervening “Hook”. 

It should also be noted that Day 1, Day 2 and Day 3 form
the “Straight-Away” Inside Inverse failure. As detailed in
the previous chapter, the “Straight-Away” tends to
develop at important market turning points, and develops

as the third Inside Inverse or Sequential Pattern in a movement. In other words, the
“Straight-Away” sets up the Intervening “Hook” pattern. 

With the above “Hook” guidelines, we know that Day 5 is a critical day in identifying and trading
the valid Intervening “Hook”. Remember, Day 5 must not violate the second sequence
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 point of Day 4. If Day 5 does violate the Day 4 low, that indicates that the movement is a  
“Hook” Correction, which I’ll detail at the end of the chapter. 

In Figure 55, the “Hook” day low is not violated on
Day 5, and the Intervening “Hook” day high is closed
above. Day 5’s price behavior makes Day 4 a valid
Intervening “Hook”

Once validated, we can determine when the next
Intervening “Hook” will develop, and calculate time
and price targets for the entire movement. 

TRADING PROCEDURES FOR THE INTERVENING “HOOK”

When a market develops Intervening “Hook” characteristics, place an entry stop one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point of the “Hook” day, as illustrated in Figure 55. Do not
enter an exit stop order one increment beyond the second sequence point of the “Hook” day
until your initial order is filled. 

Referencing Figure 55, your initial entry stop order would be above the Day 4 high. Then, wait
until your order is filled. If it is filled, place your exit stop order one horizontal increment below
the Day 4 low. 

Once you are in the market, you have a choice of either exiting your position at the time and price
targets derived from the Intervening “Hook” measuring techniques, or you may choose to
maintain your exit stop order one horizontal increment beyond the second sequence point of the
“Hook” day until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. Like the mid-point “Hook”, the
second sequence point of the first Intervening “Hook” is usually not violated for a long time. 

INTERVENING “HOOK” TIME AND PRICE MEASUREMENT 

The Intervening “Hook” pattern generates a rhythm  
between the directional days and the corrective days.
“Hooks” are corrections within an Impulsing (trending)
movement. 

Once you can identify the number of days between the
Intervening “Hook” and the most recent Minor 
Time Degree point, you can determine the number of
“Intervening” days before the next “Hook”, and the day the
current movement will be complete. 

In Figure 56 there are two days between the Day 1 Minor
point and the Day 4 Intervening “Hook”. 
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With two days between the 
Intervening “Hook” and the most
recent Minor Time Degree point, we
can determine that the Intervening
“Hook” rhythm is two days/hook, two
days/hook, day two done.

This counting technique is illustrated
in Figure 57. Let’s work through the
example to clarify the Time
measuring technique for the

Intervening “Hook”. 
There are two directional days, Day 2 and Day 3, that are identical in sequence and range before
the “Hook” develops. Day 4 “Intervenes” by moving counter to the previous two day move. Day
5 validates Day 4 as an Intervening “Hook” by not violating its low, and closing above its high. 

 Now we can determine that there will be two days between the first and second Intervening
“Hooks”. Also, the entire move will be complete the second day after the second Intervening
“Hook”. 

Day 5 and Day 6 are directional and identical in sequence and range. Day 7 forms the second
Intervening “Hook” by moving counter to the previous two day move.

As I mentioned in the key element guidelines, usually one of the two Intervening “Hooks” will be
an Abnormal Inside Inverse, or other Sequential Pattern. Day 7 is an Abnormal Inside Inverse,
Day 8 remained inside the Day 7 range but did not violate and close above its high. Day 7 is still
considered the second Intervening “Hook”, even though Day 8 remained in its range. 

The entire move should be complete two days after the second Intervening “Hook”, on Day 9. As
I mentioned before, its your option whether you hold your position for a long-term move, or exit
on the time target day. If you opt to exit your position at the end of the Intervening “Hook”
pattern, close out your position with a market order on the close of Day 9. 

If you choose to hold your position long-term, maintain your stop beyond the second sequence
point of the first Intervening “Hook”. Do not adjust your stop until a subsequent Intermediate
Time Degree point develops. Again, if you choose this stop management technique, be willing to
hold your position for at least 6 weeks. Be prepared to roll contracts forward as each subsequent
contract expires. This may continue for more than 2 years. 

Getting back to time target counting, here’s an easy way to project the day of the second
Intervening “Hook” and the completion day of the Intervening “Hook” movement. 

Make a simple rhythm table like the one below, with 5 columns. The first column is the number
of days between the most recent Minor point and the first Intervening “Hook”, label the second
and fourth column “Hook”, the third Intervening Days, and the fifth, End Day.
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Once you determine the number of directional days between the most recent Minor point and the
first “Hook”, simply plug them into this table and you’ll be able to determine the day in the
future when the second Intervening “Hook” develops, the last day of the Intervening “Hook”
pattern, and the total number of days in the movement by summing the digits. 

        ___ __2_______         __1____         ___ 2______         __1___        2                8                   
        Directional Days       “Hook”       Intervening Days       “Hook”   End Day   Total Days
    between most recent
Minor point and first “Hook”

In the example above, I used the number two, which we used in Figure 57. This simple table will
help you anticipate important days within the Intervening “Hook” movement.

INTERVENING “HOOK” PRICE TARGET

Determining the price target in the
Intervening “Hook” pattern is relatively
straight forward. 

First, determine the difference between
the most recent Minor Time Degree point
and the first Intervening “Hook” high.
This first leg price length is labeled A in
Figure 58. 

Take the first leg price length A and add
it to the bottom of the first Intervening
“Hook” day low. This price length is
labelled B. The top of length B will

determine the length of the second leg and will indicate the high of the second Intervening
“Hook”. 

Lastly, take the length of B and add it to the low of the day following the second Intervening
“Hook”. This length is labelled C. Length C determines the completion point of the third and last
leg of the Intervening “Hook” pattern. This price is where your exit order should be placed if you
plan on exiting your position at the completion of the Intervening “Hook” movement.

It should be noted that the third and last leg of the move, Days 8 and 9, may fall short of your
price projection. Though both the time and price target usually meet on the same day, price takes
precedence over time when determining the completion of Intervening “Hook” movements.
Thus, if your time and price targets are not met on the target day, maintain your position until
your price target is reached.
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COMPLEX “HOOK” STRUCTURES

Complex “Hook” structures are created when “Hook” patterns are combined with other
Sequential Patterns in the same movement. For each Sequential Pattern in the Complex “Hook”
structure, apply the appropriate trading procedures.

This section on Complex Hook patterns is derived from actual price activity in the September
Treasury Bond contract from April 24th to May 28, 1992. In this section, I’m going to number
only the “Hook” and Sequential patterns, and letter important days in the movement.

As we go through this example, note the lack of Minor bottom development within the upward
movement only one is created in 15 trading days. As I’ve written, this is characteristic of “Hook”
movements, due to underlying market strength or weakness.

In Figure 59, the four day pattern from X to 0, is an
Inside Arrow “Hitch” failure. The failure day is the
Intermediate bottom day, labeled 0. I will present all
variations of the Inside Arrow next chapter. 

I’m using it here to show you again that Sequential
Pattern failures typically set up a “Hook” move. The
Sequential Pattern failure completes the preceding
upward or downward movement.

Examining the structure of the Days 0 and 1,  Day 0 is the failure day of the Inside Arrow
“Hitch”, but it also forms the basis day of the first “Hook”. Thus, Day 0 is a Dual Sequential
Pattern. This phenomena occurs when “Hooks” develop at the beginning,  middle and end of a
move. 

With this structure we can anticipate two more “Hooks” developing at the middle and end of the
ensuing movement. 

After the Inside Arrow “Hitch” failure, Day 1 creates a potential “Hook” by trading one tick
higher than the previous day,  then moves lower and closes in negative. The following day was
inside Day 1,  establishing an Abnormal Inside Inverse. I mentioned earlier this can develop in
one of the “Hooks”. 
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Moving on, Day 2 violates and closes
above the Day 1 “Hook” and Abnormal
Inside Inverse day. 

Days 2 through “A” form the Multiple
Day Inside Inverse pattern. Once
identified as such, apply the specific
trading procedures of this condition to
add on to your position, or adjust your
stop.

With the development of an Inside
Inverse from Day 2 through “A”, instead
of another “Hook”, we can deduce that a
Complex “Hook” movement is occurring.

In Complex “Hook” patterns, other Sequential Patterns develop between the beginning, middle
and end “Hooks”.

The Multiple Day Inside Inverse pattern is broken through to the upside, indicating higher prices.
Stop orders should be adjusted up to the Day A low, then wait. 

Day 3 is the mid-point “Hook”. Day 3 traded higher than the previous day before moving lower
and closing negatively. If Day 3 is a valid “Hook”, its low will not be violated the following day.
Day B is a strong directional day, that does not violate the Day 3 low. This is characteristic of the
day following mid-point “Hooks”. 

In Figure 61, following Day B, the
market creates a small “Kicker”.
However, it should be noted that since
this is a Complex “Hook” movement,
the time and price measuring tools of
the “Hook” take precedence and are
used to determine time and price
target. 

However, we can still determine when
the next Sequential Pattern will
develop, by counting backward from
Day A to the origin of the move, then
counting forward, not including Day
A. 

You’ll find that there are six days counting backward to Day 0, and six days counting forward to
Day 4, when another Sequential Pattern develops. Day 4 and the following day form the
Sequential Inside Arrow pattern. We use Day A as a reference point because it is the last day in
the first non-“Hook” Sequential Pattern. 
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As noted in Figure 61, the mid-point “Hook” low, Day 3, is the optimal point to maintain short
term and long term stops. Again, you have a choice of exiting your position at the Complex
“Hook” time and price targets, or holding your position long term. 

In Figure 62, Day 5 creates an Inside Arrow
failure, by initially moving through the Day
4 low, then reversing back upward through
the Day 4 high. This completes the second
non-“Hook” Sequential Pattern in the
movement. 

Day 5 becomes a Dual Sequential Pattern,
due to the price activity on the following
day. First, it completes the previous Inside
Arrow failure, then becomes a Peaked
“Double Day” Arrow. 

As I’ll explain in the “Double Day” chapter,
a market rarely stays beyond the second
sequence point of an Out of Sync “Double

Day” Arrow for any duration, and typically marks the end of market movements. 
 
Day 6 forms the ending “Hook”. The Day 6 structure is identical to Day 1 and Day 3, an initial
move into new high territory, before prices retreat and the market closes lower. 

Recall the rule that the second sequence point of the “Hook” day must not violated. The day
following Day 6 moves violently through the Day 6 low. Thus, the “Hook” failure marks the end
of the Complex “Hook” movement. 

Day 7 creates a corrective mid-point “Hook”; note that Day 7 violates the previous day high. I’ll
explain “Hook” corrections in the next section. 

There are two key elements of the Complex “Hook” that separate it from other “Hook” patterns:
1. Two non-“Hook” Sequential Patterns develop between the beginning, middle and ending

“Hooks”. If a non-“Hook” Sequential Pattern develops where you expect the mid-point
“Hook” to develop, that indicates the Complex “Hook” condition is in force.

2. Complex “Hook” time and price measuring techniques take precedence over non-“Hook”
Sequential Pattern measuring techniques. However, the time measuring technique of the
first non-“Hook” Sequential pattern will determine when the next non-“Hook” sequential
pattern will develop. 

Now that I’ve explained how a Complex “Hook” pattern evolves, I’d like to explain the time and
price measuring techniques. 
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COMPLEX “HOOK” TIME AND PRICE MEASUREMENT

The Complex “Hook” time and price measuring techniques are almost identical to the Mid-point
and Intervening “Hook” techniques. In the Complex “Hook” pattern, the middle “Hook” is used
as the point of reference in determining both time and price targets. 

Figure 63 illustrates both the time and price
measuring techniques to determine
Complex “Hook” time and price targets. 

To determine the date of the ending
“Hook”, use the middle “Hook” as your
counting reference point. Like the
Intervening “Hook”, count the number of
days in the movement preceding the middle
“Hook”. 

In Figure 63, there are seven days prior to
the middle “Hook”. Thus, the time target
rhythm is seven days/“Hook”, seven
days/“Hook”. 

Thus, the ending “Hook” will develop eight days after the middle “Hook”. In Figure 63, the
ending “Hook” actually developed nine days after the middle “Hook”. However, the eighth day
after the middle “Hook” was the highest close of the move, and the day the price target was
reached. The time measuring technique identified the optimal day to exit your position.

COMPLEX “HOOK” PRICE TARGET

Calculating the Complex “Hook” price target is simple. Determine the price length from the
middle “Hook” high, to the point of origin of the movement. In Figure 63, that price length is
denoted as A. Then, add that length to the middle “Hook” high. That price length is denoted by B
in Figure 63. That price is the Complex “Hook” price target. 

Typically, the price and time targets will be reached on the same day. In the case of the Complex
“Hook”, price has precedence over time. Thus, do not exit your position until your price target is
reached. Also, do not be surprised or frustrated if the market moves beyond your price target
slightly. Be thankful that the market allowed you to exit your position near the end of the
movement. 

I can remember a few years back when the Corn market hit my price target exactly, but I couldn’t
exit my position because only a few contracts traded at that price. After hitting my price, Corn
immediately dropped three cents, and my target price was the high for the week. 
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UNUSUAL “KICKER” / “HOOK” COMBINATIONS

Figure 64 is an unusual example of a “Double
Kicker”, combined with a quickly constructed
Intervening “Hook” pattern. 

The price activity is derived from actual trading
in the S&P 500 Cash Index from February 23 to
March 21, 1990.

I’ve included Figure 64 for four reasons. First, to
illustrate what a one day/“Hook, one day/
”Hook“, one day done,  ”Hook“ pattern looks
like. 

Second, to illustrate the ”Hook“ developing after
a familiar pattern other than a Sequential Pattern
failure.

Third, to illustrate the measuring technique of the ”Double Kicker“, which is extremely rare,  and
the importance of maintaining your ”Kicker“ position until the ”Kicker“ price target is met. The
”Kicker“ price target takes precedence over other Sequential Pattern time and price targets,
when combined in the same movement.

And fourth, to preview the ”Hook“ correction, which will be explained in the following section. 

Referencing Figure 64, a ”Double Kicker“ develops on day labeled X. I call it a ”Double Kicker“
because two ”Kickers“ develop in succession. To determine the ”Double Kicker“ price target,
calculate the difference between the second ”Kicker“ closing price and the point of origin of the
current movement. This price length is denoted by A. Then, add that price length to the second
”Kicker“ closing price. That price length is denoted by B. 

As you can see by the diagram, the ”Double Kicker“ price target was the highest closing price
before a break occurred. S&P 500 Cash broke sharply for three straight days, once the ”Double
Kicker“ price target was reached. 

Before we begin the ”Hook“ correction section, I want you to note the lack of Minor point
development between Intermediate bottom Y and Minor top Z. This is another example of the
Market BIOS principle that ”Kickers“ and ”Hooks“ are created by underlying market strength
and weakness. In the Y to Z movement, the market couldn’t generate enough downward pressure
for even one day to trade below the previous day's low. 

Pattern development illustrated in Figure 64 is rare. But, when this type of pattern develops,
simply break it down to its component parts to determine price and/or time targets. 
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”HOOK“ CORRECTIONS 

Throughout this examination of ”Hook“ patterns, I’ve stressed the characteristic that Impulse
”Hook“ movements fail to create Minor bottoms in upward moves and Minor tops in downward
moves, due to underlying market strength or weakness. Thus, one of the primary elements in
identifying ”Hook“ Corrections, is Minor point development prior to ”Hook“ development. 

First off, there are two types of ”Hook“ Corrections, the ”Double Hook“ and the ”Single Hook“.
The ”Double Hook“ is more active and ”choppy“ in its construction. Minor points usually
develop the day prior to or after the first ”Hook“. As the name insinuates, there are two ”Hooks“
in the ”Double Hook“ pattern. 

The ”Single Hook“ tends to develop as a correction immediately following a ”Hook“ Impulse
move. A previous example of the ”Single Hook“ correction can be found in Figure 64. There are
usually only three days in the ”Single Hook“ correction, the day before the ”Hook“ and the day
following the ”Hook“. 

I’m going to begin our examination with ”Double Hook“ Corrections, then illustrate how  
”Single Hook“ and Complex ”Hook“ Corrections are constructed. 

 
Figure 65 is derived from December ‘92
Oats from July 6 through July 21, 1992.

In Figure 65, an Inside Inverse failure
establishes a base for a rally, denoted by the
bracket labeled A. 

Day B should have been a ”Hook“ day,
developing two days after the Inside Inverse
failure bottom was established. However,
Day B traded through the previous day's low.

The Day B low converted to a Minor bottom with the higher low on the first ”Hook“ day. This is
the first indication that the upward movement from A cannot be an Impulse ”Hook“ move.
Remember, Minor bottoms do not develop in upward Impulsing ”Hook“ movements. 

Day D identifies the first ”Hook“ by not violating the ”Hook“ day low, then violating its high.
However, Day D does not CLOSE above the ”Hook“ day high. Remember this, in Impulse
”Hook“ patterns, the first sequential point is always closed above if it is violated. If the first
sequential point of a ”Hook“ is not closed above the day it is violated, that identifies a ”Hook“
Correction. A closing price exactly matching the ”Hook“ day high also identifies a ”Hook“
correction. 

Day E appears to be another ”Hook“. If it is a valid ”Hook“, its low will not be violated. 
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However, Day F violates and CLOSES below the failed ”Hook“ low. That signals that the
”Double Hook“ correction is complete, and the previous Impulse movement will continue. 

Figure 66 is a duplicate of Figure 65. I’m
going to briefly introduce and explain
another condition that occurs in corrections. 

Notice the Day C Minor point high. The
First ”Hook“ violates it, but does not close
above it. Day D violates the first ”Hook“
high, but can’t close above it. Then, the
failed ”Hook“ moves above the Day D high,
and fails to close above it.

This is the Market BIOS principle of ”Price
Shielding“, which is an entire Sequential
Pattern itself. 

The first ”Hook“ day ”Shields“ the Day C Minor point. The market must now CLOSE above the
first ”Hook“ high if higher prices are to continue. Day D can’t close above the first ”Hook“ high,
and creates another resistance ”Shield“. Then the failed ”Hook“ day attempts to move above the
Day D ”Shield“ (high) but fails. 

There are usually three ”Shielding“ days before the corrective action is complete. I introduced
”Price Shielding“ to show you another tool that will assist you in identifying ”Double Hook“
Corrections. The entire ”Price Shielding“ principle is examined in the ”Price Shielding“ chapter.

Let’s examine another example of a ”Double Hook“ Correction.

Figure 67 is derived from the July 92’ Pork Bellies
from June 9 to June 29, 1992. 

Figure 67 illustrates once again, that Minor points
develop in ”Double Hook“ Corrections. Day 2 is
the first ”Hook“. Day 3 traded one tick, .025 lower
than the ”Hook“ day low. Just one tick lower
indicates that a ”Hook“ Correction is developing. 

In Figure 67, note that only one directional day
occurs prior to the Day 2 ”Hook“ and the Day 4
”Hook“. This illustrates Successive ”Hooks“,
which tend to occur in ”Double Hook“ corrections.

If you reference Figure 64, you’ll notice that Successive ”Hooks“ also occurred, but the day
following the second ”Hook“ in that illustration CLOSED beyond the second ”Hook“ high. 
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Thus, Day 5 in Figure 67 should have CLOSED above the Day 4 ”Hook“ high if the movement
was an Impulse ”Hook“ pattern. The ”Hook“ rhythm, one day/”Hook“, one day/”Hook, one day
done still identified the highest close in the “Hook” Correction movement. 

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF “DOUBLE HOOK” CORRECTIONS

There are two “Hooks” in a “Double Hook” Correction.
A Minor point develops either before the first “Hook” or the day following the first
“Hook”.

 A Minor bottom develops in up moves, or a Minor Top develops in down moves.
 The first sequence point of the second “Hook” is not closed beyond the day it is violated.

In the case of a high/low/close “Hook”, the “Hook” day high is not closed above the
day it is violated
In the case of a low/high/close “Hook”, the “Hook” day low is not closed below the
day it is violated

Successive “Hooks” develop, but the second “Hook” is not closed above the following
day.

Successive “Hooks” occur when there is only one day between the first day in the
“Hook” movement and the first “Hook” day.

The second sequential point of the second “Hook” is violated and closed beyond before
the first sequential point of the second “Hook”.

In the case of upward “Hook” Corrections, the market violates and closes below the
low of the second “Hook” instead of closing above the second “Hook” high.
In the case of downward “Hook” Corrections, the market violates and closes above
the high of the second “Hook” instead of closing below the second “Hook” low. 

“DOUBLE HOOK” CORRECTION TRADING PROCEDURES
The trading procedures for “Double Hook” Corrections are straight forward. 

Once you’ve identified the key elements of a
“Double Hook” Correction, wait for the second
“Hook” to develop. Day 4 is the second “Hook” in
Figure 68. 

The next day, place an entry stop one horizontal
increment beyond the second sequence point of
the second “Hook”. That would be the Day 4 low
in Figure 68. 

Referencing the upward moving “Double Hook”
Correction in Figure 68, if you are not filled on
your stop on Day 5, and the market does not

violate and close above the second “Hook” high, reenter your order, but place it one horizontal
increment below the Day 5 low.
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Continue to reenter and adjust your stop up to the next day's low until you are filled. If the
second “Hook” high is closed beyond, cancel your orders. The movement was not a “Hook”
Correction.

If you are filled before the second “Hook” high is violated, place your exit stop order one
horizontal increment above the Day 4 high. Maintain your stop one horizontal increment above
the Day 4 high until either an Inside Inverse failure pattern develops, indicating the end of the
ensuing movement, or a subsequent Intermediate top develops.

“SINGLE HOOK” CORRECTIONS

“Single Hook” Corrections tend to develop immediately following an Impulse “Hook” move.
“Single Hook” Corrections are quickly constructed. There is usually only one day before and  
after the “Single Hook”, then the previous Impulse movement continues. The “Single Hook”
Correction is caused by underlying market strength or weakness; only one “hook” is allowed to
develop before the true direction of the market continues. 

The “Single Hook” Correction develops just prior to the last leg of an Impulse move. Thus, it is a
signpost indicating the near completion of an Impulse move. 

Figure 69 is an illustration of a “Single Hook” Correction, derived from March ‘91 Sugar from
September 28 to October 17, 1990. 

From the example, only one “Hook” develops
before the “Single Hook” low is violated. Also,
only one day develops before and after the “Single
Hook”, then the previous downward move
continues. The ensuing downward movement
following the “Single Hook” Correction was the
last leg of the downward Impulse move, completed
by an Inside Inverse Straight-Away. 

The Straight-Away was the basis for a 21 day rally
in March ‘91 Sugar. 

Figures 62 and 64 also highlight a “Single Hook” correction. In Figure 62, a “Single Hook”
Correction develops after a Complex Impulse “Hook” movement, and the Figure 64 “Single
Hook” Correction develops after Success “Hooks” and just prior to the completion of an Impulse
move. 

You should be in the market according to the Impulse “Hook” trading procedures, before the
“Single Hook” Correction develops. Thus, here is the simple trading procedure for the “Single
Hook” Correction. Move your exit stop order to one horizontal increment beyond the Minor
point created after the “Single Hook”. In Figure 69, the new exit stop point would be just above
the Minor top after the “Single Hook”. 
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Exit your position according to previous Impulse “Hook” measurements. 

COMPLEX “HOOK” CORRECTIONS

Figure 70 is an illustration of a complex “Hook”
Correction. It is constructed by a “Single Hook”
combined with a “Double Hook”. The price activity
is derived from  June ‘91 Treasury Bonds from
February 28 to March 21, 1991 

In the example, an Inside Arrow failure pattern,
labeled bracket A, establishes a base for a rally.
There is only one day before the first “Hook”
develops on Day 1. Thus the “Hook” rhythm is one
day/“Hook”, one day/“Hook”, one day done, or
1-“Hook”, 1-“Hook”, 1 day done. 

With that rhythm, Day 3 should have been the second “Hook”, but instead Day 3 moved violently
through the first “Hook” low. Thus, the A to B movement was a “Single Hook”.

The market reacted violently off the Day C low. Day 4 creates a “Hook”, but Day 5 violates the
Day 4 low before moving upward. Again, the violation of a “Hook” day low signifies that the
movement is a “Double Hook” Correction. 

Day C, Day 4 and Day 5 create the “Hook” rhythm, 1-“Hook”, 1-“Hook”, 1 day done. This
indicates successive “Hooks”, another “Hook” Correction characteristic.

Day 6 does form another “Hook” as the rhythm counting indicated. But Day 7 violates and closes
below the Day 6 “Hook” low, indicating that the correction is complete. 

The entire downward movement is completed by an Inside Inverse Straight-Away, and was the
basis for a 20 day, 4 point rally in the June ‘91 Treasury Bonds. 

In Figure 70, the “Single Hook” rules require an exit stop adjustment down to the Day 3 Minor
top high. The Day 6 high matched the Day 3 high, your exit stop set one horizontal increment
above the Day 3 high would not have been reached. 

The “Double Hook” stop entry rules require an entry stop one horizontal increment below the
Day 6 low, where you would have entered the market. Your exit stop loss order would be placed
one horizontal increment above the Day 6 Minor top. 
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The Inside Inverse Straight-Away rules would have you reversing your position on Day 11, one
horizontal increment above the Day 9 high. Day 9 was the basing day for the Day 9 and 10 Inside
Inverse pattern.

CONCLUSION

From the previous two chapters, you should come to realize the power of the Inside Inverse
family of patterns. If you pay close attention to Sequential construction, you’ll find an array of
Inside Inverse and Inside Inverse Derivative trading opportunities. When the Inside Inverse or
one of its derivative patterns develop, simply follow the trading procedures assigned to it. 

Always be cognizant of Inside Inverse failures, in most cases they mark the completion and
beginning of Intermediate or Cycle degree moves. Categorize them as the third or last Sequential
Pattern of the previous movement, not the first of the following movement. 

Next chapter we examine the Inside Arrow Sequential Pattern.
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THE INSIDE ARROW
Chapter Five: Market BIOS© Manual

THE INSIDE ARROW

The Inside Arrow is closely related to the Inside Inverse. Both the Inside Inverse and the Inside
Arrow are constructed by two days of price activity. However, the Inside Inverse and the Inside
Arrow differ due to their sequential structures. 

The Inside Inverse is constructed by a day with its trading range inside the previous day, and its
sequence inverse the previous day. On the other hand, the Inside Arrow is constructed by a day
with its trading range inside the previous day, but its sequence matches the previous day’s
sequence. In Figure 71A, both Day 1 and Day 2 have a High-Low-Close sequence, and the 
Day 2 range is “inside” Day 1. Figure 71B illustrates the same condition, with Low-High-Close
sequences. 

As in the case of the Inside Inverse, a Minor point must develop at the second sequence point of
Day 1. In Figure 72 A, the Day 1 sequence was High-Low-Close, the low was the second
sequence point. In Figure 72 B, the Day 1 sequence was Low-High-Close, the high was the
second sequence point.

A Minor point developing at the second sequence point of Day 1 identifies a regular Inside
Arrow. When a Minor point develops at the first sequence point of Day 1, that identifies an
Abnormal Inside Arrow. Figure 72 illustrates the Abnormal Inside Arrow.
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First we’ll focus on the conditions of the regular Inside Arrow, then move on to Abnormal Inside
Arrow conditions later in the chapter. 
 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSIDE ARROW 

Like the Inside Inverse, the Inside Arrow develops at the beginning, middle or end of a
movement. The Inside Arrow develops in both Impulse and Corrective movements. The
following are important principles that will guide you in identifying whether the Inside Arrow
is forming at the beginning or end of a correction, or in a strong Impulse (directional,
trending) condition.

The Valid Inside Arrow develops only at the midpoint of Impulse moves. Thus, when it is
identified as the second Sequential Pattern in a movement, the market has hit the
midpoint time- and price-wise in Impulse movements.
The Inside Arrow usually develops as the first (beginning) or third (last) Sequential
Pattern in Corrections.
Abnormal Inside Arrows and Inside Arrow Failures usually mark the beginning or end of
Corrections only. 

IDENTIFYING THE VALID INSIDE ARROW

A Valid Inside Arrow is identified when the third day in the pattern violates and closes beyond
the  Day 1 Minor point. Figure 73A and B illustrate the Valid Inside Arrow. 

In example A, Day 3 violates and
closes beyond the Day 1 Minor
bottom, and matches the sequence
of Day 1. In example B, Day 3
violates and closes beyond the Day
1 Minor top, and matches the Day
1 sequence. 

The Valid Inside Arrow usually develops as the second or midpoint Sequential Pattern in  
Impulse moves. If you can identify one previous Sequential Pattern at the beginning of the move,
the Inside Arrow is occurring in the middle of an Impulse move, not a correction. A word of
caution: if a Sequential Pattern Failure occurred at the end of the previous move, do not count
the Failure as the first Sequential Pattern in the ensuing movement.  
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Figure 74 illustrates the identification of the first
(beginning), second (middle) and third (last)
Sequential Pattern position within a movement.

In the example, the previous downward move was
completed by an Inside Inverse Straight-Away. A
Straight-Away is an Inside Inverse Failure. The
Abnormal Inside Inverse develops in first position,
the Inside Arrow in second position and the Inside
Inverse in 3rd or last position of the movement.  

Figure 74 is derived from actual trading activity in
the September ‘92 Treasury Bonds from August 21
to September 19, 1992. 

Using Figure 74 again, notice the position of the Abnormal Inside Inverse, and the number of
days between it and the Minor bottom. This structure is comparable to the Complex “Hook”
pattern from the previous chapter. Here’s how they differ. A non-“Hook” Sequential Pattern
occurs in second position instead of a “Hook”.  In this case an Inside Arrow. 

Now, if a Complex “Hook” pattern was developing, the next Sequential Pattern after the Inside
Arrow would be a Mid-Point “Hook”. However, an Inside Inverse develops in third position,
completing the upward movement. Remember, third position Inside Inverse patterns are usually
failures, which is what occurred in the September T-Bonds, illustrated in Figure 74. 

To make your analysis easier, just remember that Valid Inside Arrows usually develop at the
midpoint, time- and price-wise, of Impulse moves.

VALID INSIDE ARROWS AT THE BEGINNING OF CORRECTIONS

The Valid Inside Arrow develops as the first Sequential Pattern usually in corrections.  

Figure 75 is from July ‘92 Pork Bellies from March
18 to March 30, 1992. This is an example of the
Inside Arrow developing as the first Sequential
Pattern at the beginning of a move.

Note the “Kicker” that developed in second position
following the Inside Arrow. 

This pattern is identical to a Multiple Day Inside
Inverse, but in Figure 75, the Day 1 low is lower 
than the Day 0 low. This pattern is a Mirror Cross,
which completed the previous upward movement.
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Compare Figure 75 to Figure 76. Figure 76 is derived from July ‘92 Copper from March 31, to
April 10, 1992. Notice in Figure 76 that no Minor point developed on the Day 1 bottom. 

Trading procedures for the Multiple Day Inside Inverse and the Inside Arrow (yet to follow)
generated similar entry point sell signals. Also note the subsequent Valid Inside Inverse in second
position in Figure 76. 

INSIDE ARROW FAILURE PATTERNS

An Inside Arrow Failure occurs when the Day 1 Minor point is violated, but not closed beyond
the same day it is violated. Also, a Failure occurs if a market violates and closes beyond the first
sequence point of Day 1, without violating the Day 1 Minor point. Inside Arrow Failures tend to
occur as the first or third Sequential Pattern in a correction.

In many cases, the moves preceding and following the Inside Arrow Failure are two legs of a
long-term correction. 

Inside Arrow Reversal Failure

Figure 77 illustrates the Inside Arrow
Reversal Failure. 

In both examples A and B, Day 3 
initially violates the Day 1 Minor point
before reversing its sequence. The
Inside Arrow Reversal Failure tends to
be the basis for a long-term corrective
move that is eventually retraced. 
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Inside Arrow “Pitch Fork”

When Day 3 violates the second sequence point of Day 2, and reverses its sequence before
violating the Day 1 Minor point, the pattern is defined as an Inside Arrow “Pitch Fork”.

In Figure 78,  Day 3 failed to violated the Day 1 Minor point before reversing its sequence. Day 4
continued in the direction and sequence of Day 3, and established a Day 3 Minor point very close
to the Day 1 Minor point. If the Day 1 and Day 3 Minor point prices are exact, the Day 1
Minor point converts to an Intermediate point. 

The “Pitch Fork” initiates a short-term thrusting corrective move that is retraced in similar
fashion. This is especially the case if the Day 1 Minor point cannot convert to an Intermediate
point after the Day 3 Minor point is established. 

For example, the Day 1 Minor point in Example A cannot convert to an Intermediate point, if the
previous Time Degree point developed lower. Or, the Day 1 Minor point in Example B, cannot
convert to an Intermediate point, if the previous Time Degree point developed higher. 

Another important element of the “Pitch Fork”, Day 4 must match the sequence of Day 3. If the
Day 1 Minor point does convert to an Intermediate point after the Day 3 Minor point, and Day 4
does not match the Day 3 sequence, be very alert to the development of a Two Piece
Continuation Break. 

The Two Piece Continuation Break 

The Two Piece Continuation Break initiates strong, long-term Impulse movements. In essence,
the Two Piece Continuation Break is a failed “Pitch Fork”. Day 4 doesn’t follow through in the
direction and sequence of Day 3. Figure 79 on the following page illustrates the Two Piece
Continuation Break.
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The following guidelines present the key elements of the Two Piece Continuation Break that
differentiate it from the “Pitch Fork”.

In example A, the Day 1 Minor point converts to an Intermediate point with the higher
Minor bottoms on Day 0 and Day 3. The case is reversed in Figure 79 B.

The Day 1 Minor point rarely converts to an Intermediate point in the “Pitch Fork”
The Day 4 sequence does not match the Day 3 sequence in the Two Piece Continuation
Break. It always does, by definition, in the “Pitch Fork”.
Day 5 violates the Blue - Red Vector created from the Day 1 Intermediate point and the
Day 3 Minor point, and closes beyond both the Intermediate and Minor point.
Day 5 establishes a Minor point at the first sequence point of Day 4. 
The Blue - Red Vector is violated and closed beyond the same day the Day 4 Minor point
is created. 

The Inside Arrow Straight-Away Failure

The Inside Arrow Straight-Away tends to develop at the beginning or end of corrections.
Sometimes, one Inside Arrow Straight-Away completes and initiates two legs of a larger,
long-term correction. In many cases, if the Inside Arrow Straight-Away initiates a move, the
same move will be completed by another Inside Arrow Straight-Away.

Figure 80 illustrates the Inside Arrow Straight-Away.
Day 3 in the pattern violates and closes beyond the first
sequence point  of Day 1, without violating the second
sequence point of Day 2.

Be alerted to a potential Straight-Away if the ranges of
Day 1 and Day 2 in the Inside Arrow are similar.
Sometimes the ranges of the first two days in the
pattern are almost exact. If the second sequence point
of both days is the exact price, the second sequence
point of Day 1 is labeled the Minor point. 
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The Day 1 Minor point in the Inside Arrow Straight-Away can become a basing point for a
significant move. Below are guidelines that will help you determine the importance of the
Straight-Away Minor point. Straight-Aways always become the highest possible Time Degree
point.

In a downward move:
If the Day 1 Minor can only be a Minor point, expect a short-term corrective move
If the Day 1 Minor point is lower than a previous Minor bottom, the Day 1 Minor point
will become an Intermediate bottom.
If the Day 1 Minor point is lower than a previous Intermediate bottom, the Day 1 Minor
point will become a Cycle bottom. 
If the Day 1 Minor point is lower than a previous Cycle bottom, the Day 1 Minor point
will become an Impulse bottom. 

In this case, the Straight-Away develops at the completion point of a long-term
correction, and the beginning of a long-term advance.

In an upward move:
If the Day 1 Minor can only be a Minor point, expect a short-term corrective move.
If the Day 1 Minor point is higher than a previous Minor top, the Day 1 Minor point will
become an Intermediate top.
If the Day 1 Minor point is higher than a previous Intermediate top, the Day 1 Minor
point will become a Cycle top. 
If the Day 1 Minor point is higher than a previous Cycle top, the Day 1 Minor point will
become an Impulse top. 

In this case, the Straight-Away develops at the completion point of a long-term
advance, and the beginning of a long-term correction.

Figure 81 is derived from actual price activity in
the June ‘92 Hogs from January 7 through
January 23, 1992.

The diagram illustrates two important principles
of the Inside Arrow Straight-Away:

The Day 1 Minor point becomes one Time
Degree higher than the highest previous
Time Degree point. 

The Straight-Away Top converts to an
Intermediate point, one Time Degree
higher than the Minor point at Day X. 

If the Inside Arrow Straight-Away initiates
a correction, it usually completes it. 

The Inside Arrow Straight-Away is a powerful
pattern to recognize. However, there is one

condition that you must be alerted to.
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If the Day 2 range is less than half the Day 1 range, and/or Day 2 only consumes the lower or
upper half of the Day 1 range near the Day 1 Minor point, be warned of a potential Elongated
Inside Arrow Straight-Away. 

Figure 82 illustrates the Elongated Inside Arrow
Straight-Away. From the diagram, the Day 2 range is
less than half of the Day 1 range, and the Day 2 range
consumes the lower half of the Day 1 range at the end
of the Day 1 Minor point. 

Day 3 moves straight through and closes beyond the
first sequence point of Day 1, without violating the
second sequence point of Day 2.

Do not enter the market at the first sequence point of  
Day 1 when these conditions develop. The Day 3 closing price is very close to, OR IS, the
highest or lowest close before a significant correction. Determine the importance of the following
Minor point by identifying the highest Time Degree point that developed previous to this
condition. 

Figure 82 illustrates actual price activity in the S&P 500 Cash from January 6 through 
January 16, 1992. The Day 4 Minor point, that actually occurred on January 15, 1992 at 421.25,
converted to an Impulse (Diamond) top, and was the basing point for a drop of approximately 30
points in 59 days. It also established a new record high and record close in the S&P 500 Cash, not
broken until July 30, 1992. 

Figure 83 is one more quick example of a
“Straight-Away” developing at a long-term turning
point. 

Figure 83 illustrates the actual price activity of the
December ‘91 Chicago Wheat contract from July 2
through July 23, 1992. 

The Day 1 bottom occurred on July 8, 1991, at $2.72
1/4. That was the completion point of a downward
movement that began on May 8, 1990.

The point I’m trying to make is simple.  Inside Arrow Straight-Aways occur at important market
turning points. Determine their significance by identifying the highest possible Time Degree
point they can become. 
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Important Inside Arrow Principles To Remember

A CLOSE beyond the Day 1 Minor point, once it is violated, is an absolute must. This is one of
the most important principles in identifying Valid Sequential patterns. As explained earlier, a
close at the exact price of the Day 1 Minor point still indicates a Failure.

Figure 84 illustrates actual price activity in the
September ‘90 Eurodollar contract from June 27
through July 10, 1990. 

Day 1 and Day 2 form the Inside Arrow pattern.
Day 3 initially trades beyond the Day 1 Minor point
before closing one tick below the Day 1 high. There
should be no reluctance on Day 3 to close above the
Day 1 Minor point. 

Even though Day 3 matched the Day 1 sequence, the pattern is still a Failure. Then, Day 4 forms
an Inside Inverse, and the Day 4 range closely matches the range of Day 3. These are conditions
for an Inside Inverse Straight-Away Failure, which followed on Day 5. 

If you remember this closing price rule, you’ll be able to anticipate and react to the move back
through the first sequence point of Day 1. Surprise is your worst enemy. 

MULTIPLE DAYS WITHIN THE DAY 1 INSIDE ARROW RANGE. 

Figure 85 illustrates the development of
a Multiple Day within the Day 1 range.
For simplicity’s sake, we’ll call this a
Multiple Day Inside Arrow. 

In the pattern, neither the Day 1 high
nor the Day 1 low is violated on Day 3.
The Day 1 range establishes a trading
band for several days of price activity.

The Day 1 range was finally violated on
Day 8 in the illustration.

Usually the third day sequential indicates the direction a market will move outside of the Day 1
range; however, another Sequential Pattern develops within the Multiple Day Inside Arrow
range. Note the Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Inverse that developed Day 4, Day 5, and Day 6.
The trading rules for both Sequential Patterns indicated short selling on Day 8. 

Figure 85 is derived from the September Eurodollars, from August 6, to August 24, 1990.
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THE ABNORMAL INSIDE ARROW

As you remember, the abnormal condition occurs when a Minor point develops at the first
sequence point of Day 1. If a Minor point develops on the high of a high-low-close day, that’s
defined as an Abnormal Minor Top. If a Minor point develops on the low of a low-high-close
day, that’s defined as an Abnormal Minor Bottom.

 
Figure 86 illustrates the Abnormal Inside Arrow.

Abnormal Inside Arrows tend to develop as the first or third
Sequential Pattern in a correction. 

Again, the market must close beyond the second sequence
point of  Day 1 when it is violated. If not, the market will
move back through the Day 1 Minor point. 

When the Abnormal Inside Arrow develops at the end of an
Impulse (directional) move,  initiating a correction, the ensuing

corrective move is usually completed by an Inside Arrow pattern. Figure 87 illustrates this
phenomenon. 

Figure 87 is derived from the July ‘92
Pork Belly contract from February 26
through March 26, 1992. 

In the example, Day A on the far left
side is the last Intervening “Hook” in
the previous downward Impulse
move. Day 1 and Day 2 form the
Abnormal Inside Arrow, initiating the
correction. The Abnormal Inside
Arrow is the last Sequential pattern of
the downward movement. 

Days 3 and 4 create a Valid Inside Inverse as the first Sequential Pattern in the correction. Day 6
is a midpoint “Hook”, marking the second Sequential Pattern in the correction. 

Days 7 and 8 form another Inside Inverse as the third Sequential Pattern. Day 9 creates a Failure,
because Day 9 did not close beyond the Day 7 Minor point after it violated it. 

The entire correction is completed by a quick upward thrust to Minor point W. Days X and Y
form an Inside Arrow, which is validated on Day Z. Thus, an Inside Arrow initiated the
correction on Days 1 and 2, and completed the correction on Days X and Y. 

From Day Z, July Bellies dropped 4 cents in five trading days. 
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If the Abnormal Inside Arrow occurs at the end of a correction, the ensuing Impulse movement is
sharp and thrusting.

Figure 88 illustrates the violent, directional movement
that follows when an Abnormal Inside Arrow
develops as the third Sequential Pattern at the end of a
correction. The price activity is from October ‘90
Sugar in mid-May, 1990. 

The downward movement from the Day 1 close was a
10% drop of 1.6 cents in five trading days. 

Previous to the Abnormal Inside Arrow, two other
Inside Arrow patterns developed. An Inside Arrow
Straight-Away developed on Days A, B, C. 

Days C, D, and E form an Inside Arrow derivative
pattern called The “Hitch”. The “Hitch” that was a
Failure in this case, because Day E didn’t close
beyond the Day C low. The “Hitch” was the second
Sequential Pattern in the correction. 

Both the Day A and Day 1 Minor points could not
convert to Intermediate tops, because of a higher Minor top previous to these Minor points. Thus,
the Day A and Day 1 Minor points only had short-term significance. The entire drop was retraced
and both Minor tops were violated in 10 trading days following Day 7

Also, notice the “Twist” effect caused by the Day 1 Abnormal Top. There were six trading days
before the Abnormal Top counting backward to the beginning of the correction on Day X, and
six days counting forward to the end of the downward movement on Day 7. Remember, if the
Abnormal point is followed by an inside day, do not count the Abnormal day in your forward
counting. 

Abnormal Inside Arrow Failures

Figure 89 illustrates the Abnormal Inside
Arrow Failure. The Abnormal Inside Arrow
Failure occurs when Day 3 violates and closes
beyond the Abnormal Day 1 Minor point. 

This pattern tends to occur as the second
Sequential Pattern in a correction. The Day 2
close tends to mark the midpoint, time- and
price-wise, in a correction. 
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Figure 90 is an example of the  
Abnormal Inside Arrow Failure
developing at the midpoint, time-
and price-wise, in a correction.

To determine the time target, count
backward from and including the
inside day in the pattern, Day 5,  to
the first day in the movement that
matches the inside day sequence.
That’s Day 1 in the diagram. 

Then count forward from, not
including the inside day, Day 5. 

The move should be complete on the
fifth day forward the inside day, that
is Day E in the diagram. 

To determine the Abnormal Inside Arrow Failure price target, measure the distance from the
inside day closing price, Day 5 in the diagram, to the point of origin of the previous movement.
That price length is indicated by X1. Then subtract this price length from the Day 5 close, that
price length is indicated by X2. 

Figure 90 depicts actual price activity of the October ‘92 Live Cattle from February 10 to March
10, 1992. In actuality, October Live Cattle missed the price target by 12.5 cents. 

Multiple Days within the Abnormal Inside Arrow Range

Multiple Days within the Abnormal Inside Arrow range is a relatively rare pattern. A market
usually does not hesitate to move outside of the Day 1 range when the Abnormal Inside Arrow
develops.

When this condition develops, as in Figure 91, the
pattern usually forms as a consolidation at the
beginning or end of a correction. The third day in
the pattern usually indicates the direction the
market will move outside of the Day 1 range, unless
another Sequential Pattern forms within the Day 1
range. 
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Figure 92 is a textbook case of an Inside Arrow Failure, the Multiple Day Abnormal Inside
Arrow and Multiple Day Regular Inside Arrow. Figure 92 is actual price activity from the March
‘92 #11 Sugar contract from November 13 through December 6, 1991.

From the left side of the page, Day 1 and Day 2 form an Inside Arrow. Day 3 initially violates the
Day 1 Minor point, then reverses its sequence and moves back into the Day 1 range. Day 3 forms
an Inside Arrow Reversal Failure. Day 3 is considered a Dual Sequential because it is part of
two Sequential Patterns.

Day 4 stays within the Day 3 range, and matches the Day 3 sequence; low-high-close. The Day 3
low is lower than the Day 2 and Day 4 low. Thus, the Day 3 low is labeled a Minor bottom, and
the Day 3 and Day 4 Sequentials form the Abnormal Inside Arrow.

Day 5 fails to violate the Day 3 range, establishing the Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow
pattern. As stated above, the sequential of the third day in the pattern usually indicates the
direction the market will move outside of the Day 1 range. The Day 5 sequential is pointing
upward, indicating an upward move out of the Day 3 range.  The Day 3 range is finally violated
through the upside on Day 7, as forecast by the Day 5 sequential. 

The breakout of the Day 3 range on Day 7 is followed by strong directional movement on Day 8
and Day 9.

Day 10 stays within the Day 9 range, and matches the Day 9 sequence; low-high-close, forming a
regular Inside Arrow. Again, Day 11 stays within the Day 9 range, and matches the Day 9
sequence; low-high-close. Day 11 is the second day within the Day 9 range, establishing the
Multiple Day Inside Arrow pattern.  

Day 11 is the third day in the Multiple Day Inside Arrow pattern and is pointing upward,
forecasting an upward move through the Day 9 Minor point. 

Day 12 again stays within the Day 9 range, before Day 13 breaks the Day 9 range to the upside,
as forecast by the Day 11 sequential. 
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Day 14 stays within the Day 13 range, and matches the Day 13 sequence; low-high-close,
forming another Inside Arrow pattern. Day 15 stays within the Day 13 range, forming another
Multiple Day Inside Arrow pattern. 

Day 15 is the third day in the pattern and the Day 15 sequence is high-low-close, forecasting a
break of the Day 13 range to the downside. That’s exactly what occurred on Day 16, marking the
completion of the entire upward movement from Day 3 to Day 13. 

The Multiple Day Inside Arrow from Day 13 through Day 15 is considered a Failure, because the
range was broken through the first sequence point of Day 13.

Figure 92 illustrates several important principles emphasized throughout the Market BIOS
Manual up to this point. 

Sequential Pattern failures usually develop as the third and final Sequential Pattern in a
movement, completing corrections and Impulse moves.

An Inside Arrow Failure completed the previous downward movement (Day 1 and
Day 2), and the ensuing upward movement from Day 3 to Day 13.

A movement initiated by an Inside Arrow will be completed by an Inside Arrow.
First and third Sequential Patterns in a movement tend to match. 

Inside Arrow patterns, with the exception of the Valid Inside Arrow, usually initiate and
complete corrections. 
The third day Sequential within a Multiple Day Inside Arrow will forecast the direction  
the market will move out of the pattern, if no other Sequential Pattern develops within
the Day 1 range. 
The Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow usually develops at the beginning or end of a
correction.
There are three Sequential Patterns within a movement.

The Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow was the first, and the following two
Multiple Day Regular Inside Arrow patterns were the second and third. 
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INSIDE ARROW TRADING PROCEDURES AND TACTICS

This section of the chapter details the trading strategies of the Inside Arrow pattern. I’ll explain
the placement of entry and exit orders, and how to adjust your orders depending on the Inside
Inverse pattern that evolves. 

I’ll start with the regular Inside Arrow, when the Minor point develops at the second sequence
point of Day 1. Then I’ll move on to Abnormal Inside Arrow strategies, when the Minor point
develops at the first sequence point of Day 1. 

VALID INSIDE ARROW TRADING PROCEDURES

Once you determine that an Inside Arrow developed, place stop entry orders one horizontal
increment above and below the Day 1 range. Then wait to see which order is filled first.

If the market moves through the Day 1 Minor point, and you are filled on your entry stop  
order, adjust your exit stop to one increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 2.

One increment above Day 2 high in example A, and one increment below Day 2 low
in example B.

You may choose to reverse your position at your exit stop point, in case a Reversal
Failure develops, by doubling the size of your exit stop order.
If the market moves through and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point, in all likelihood
the Valid Inside Arrow is developing at the midpoint, time- and price-wise, in an Impulse
movement, not a correction. 
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This rule applies if a Sequential Pattern developed in the movement prior to the
Inside Arrow. 

If no Sequential Pattern developed before the Inside Arrow, be alerted to an Inside
Arrow failure. In this case, DO NOT ENTER A POSITION BY PLACING AN
ENTRY STOP ABOVE THE DAY 1 MINOR POINT.
Maintain your stop beyond the first sequence point of Day 2 until your time and price
targets are reached, or a subsequent Sequential Pattern indicates a reverse in movement. 

Inside Arrow Time and Price Target Measurements

Figure 95 illustrates the time and price
measuring technique for the Valid Inside Arrow.

Determine the Inside Arrow price target by
measuring the price length from the inside day
closing price in the pattern, to the point of origin
of the current movement.

Day 1 in Figure 95 identifies the inside day in
the Inside Arrow pattern. The measured price
length is identified by A. Then, add that price
length to the closing price of the inside day in
the pattern; that price length is identified by B. 

Determine the Inside Arrow time target by counting backward from and including the inside day
in the pattern, to the completion point of the prior move. In Figure 95 that day count is eight.
Then count eight days forward from, but not including the inside day. That will determine which
day in the future the current move will be complete. 

In Figure 95 there were only two days following the inside day before the price target was
reached, Days A and B. This illustrates that the PRICE takes precedence over TIME when
determining time and price targets. In other words, exit your position at the price target, even
though your day count may fall short, as in Figure 95. 

INSIDE ARROW FAILURE TRADING PROCEDURES

Figure 96 illustrates the condition that occurs when the Day 1 Minor point is violated, but not
closed beyond the same day. This condition constitutes an Inside Arrow Failure. 
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Assuming you have entered the market one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor point,
but the market doesn’t follow through and doesn’t close beyond the Day 1 Minor point. This type
of Inside Arrow Failure occurs when the Inside Arrow is the third Sequential Pattern in a
movement.

You have two adjustment options when this condition develops.
1. Exit your position on the close, the day your entry stop is filled beyond the Day 1 Minor

point. That’s Day 3 in Figure 96.
2. If you don’t exit on the close of the failure day, either enter a Reversal stop by doubling

the size of your original position, one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence
point  of Day 2, or reverse your position at the market on the opening of Day 4.

Once you have reversed your position, maintain an exit stop one horizontal increment
beyond the second sequence point of Day 3.
Maintain your position until a regular Sequential Pattern Failure develops. In all
likelihood, the following Sequential Pattern Failure will be an Inside Arrow Failure.

This is the principle that Inside Arrow patterns initiate and complete the same
movement. 
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Inside Arrow Reversal Failure

The Inside Arrow Reversal Failure occurs when the market initially moves through the Day 1
Minor point, then reverses its sequence and closes within the Day 1 range. 

When this condition develops, and you have entered the market on your initial entry stop, you
have two options to adjust your position.

Exit and reverse your position at the market on the close of Day 3, if your initial
Exit/Reversal stop is not reached on the close.

In Figure 98, the initial Exit/Reversal stop was not reached on the Inside Arrow Reversal Failure
day, Day 3.

Exit and reverse your position at the market, on the opening of Day 4.
Once you have reversed your position, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the      
  Day 3 Minor point. 

Maintain your exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 3 Minor point, until
another Sequential Pattern Failure develops. In all likelihood, the ensuing movement
following Day 3 will be completed by an Inside Arrow Failure.

Inside Arrow Reversal Failures usually occur when the Inside Arrow is the third Sequential
Pattern at the end of a correction. When the pattern develops, you do not want to stay in your
initial position, one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor point.

Inside Arrow “Pitch Fork” Failure

The Inside Arrow “Pitch Fork” occurs when the
market makes an attempt to violate the Day 1
Minor point on Day 3, but fails and only violates
the second sequence point of Day 2 before
reversing its sequence. 
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Look for these two conditions to verify the pattern as a “Pitch Fork” rather than a “Two Piece
Continuation Break.” 

The Day 1 Minor point can only be a Minor, it cannot convert to an Intermediate point.
Day 4 in the pattern matches the sequence of Day 3.
The first sequence point of Day 1 is closed beyond the Day it is violated. 
The “Pitch Fork” generates a quick short-term thrust that is quickly retraced in similar
fashion. 
The move following the “Pitch Fork” usually lasts no more than four days.
And most importantly, the ensuing move following the “Pitch Fork” day, always
violates and closes beyond the Minor point immediately preceding the Day 1 Minor
point, as illustrated in Figure 100, before reversing back through the Day 1 Minor
point. 

In Figure 100, Day 3 is the “Pitch Fork” day. In both example A and B, the Day X Minor point
precedes the Day 1 Minor point. Day 5 violated and closed beyond Day X Minor point, before
the entire move was nullified the following three days. 

With these guidelines, the trading rules for the “Pitch Fork” are as follows:
If on Day 3 the market does not reach your stop order placed one horizontal increment
beyond the first sequence point of Day 1, you have two options for entering the market on
Day 4.

Enter the market on the opening of Day 4 with a market order, in the direction of the
Day 3 sequential.
Enter a stop entry order one horizontal increment beyond the first sequential point of  
     Day 1. 

On Day 4, after you’ve entered the market in the direction of Day 3, enter an exit stop
order one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 3. 

Do not adjust your stop until the “Pitch Fork” target is reached.
Exit the market on the close, the day the Minor point preceding the Day 1 Minor point is
violated. The Day 5 close in Figure 100 would be your “Pitch Fork” target day. 
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The above example assumes that no other Sequential Patterns developed prior to the violation of
the Minor point preceding the Day 1 Minor point in the “Pitch Fork” move. 

Often, a subsequent Sequential Pattern will develop before the Minor point preceding the Day 1
Minor point is violated. 

In example A, the market moves directly upward and violates the preceding Minor point
on Day 5. 
In example B, Day 4 forms a Inside Arrow derivative pattern called the “Bow & Arrow”,
which is featured in the next chapter, before violating the preceding Minor point. 
Also note that no Sequential Pattern developed between the preceding Minor point and
the Day 1 Minor point. This indicates that the Inside Arrow formed by Day 1 and Day 2 is
developing as the second Sequential Pattern in a correction, rather than at the midpoint of
an Impulse move.
When a Sequential Pattern develops before the preceding Minor point is violated, count
backward from and include the inside day in the Inside arrow, to the preceding Minor
point. 

In Figure 101 B the backward count is four days. 
Then, count forward from, but not including the inside day, the same number of days. In
Figure 101 B the forward count is four days. 
Exit your position on the close of the forward counted day. In Figure 101 B that’s the
fourth day following the inside day of the initial Inside Arrow. The fourth day is Day 6 in
Figure 101.

Anticipate the development of a Sequential Pattern before the preceding Minor is violated, by
examining the trading behavior of Day 3.

Anticipate the development of a Sequential Pattern before the preceding Minor point is
violated, if Day 3 moves directly through the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point
after failing to violate the Day 1 Minor point. 

Compare Figures 101 A and B. In example A, the Day 1 high was not violated until
Day 4. In example B, the Day 1 low was violated Day 3. 

The stop placed one increment below the Day 1 low will have you in the market on         
Day 3 when this condition develops. 
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Figure 101 B is actual trading activity in the S&P 500 Cash from August 12 to August 24, 1992. 

The Two Piece Continuation Break

Besides all the previously mentioned guidelines, here is the easiest way to identify  
the Two Piece Continuation Break.

The Day 1 Minor point can convert to an Intermediate point.
The opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point is not closed beyond the day it is violated. 

The sequence of the day that violates, but does not close beyond the opposite end of
the Day 1 Minor point, matches the Day 2 sequence.
The opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point is rarely violated on Day 3.

In Figure 102, Day 4 violates but does not close beyond the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor
point. The Day 4 sequence matches the sequence of Day 2.

Here are the trading rules for the Two Piece Continuation Break.
If the Day 1 Minor point can convert to an Intermediate point, do not enter stop entry
orders beyond the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point.
Wait for the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point to be violated. 
If the market does not close beyond the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point the day it
is violated.
And, if that failure day’s sequence matches the Day 2 sequence....
The next day before the opening, place entry stop orders one increment beyond the Day 3
Minor point.
If you are filled the day you place your entry orders, place exit stop orders one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point of the previous day.
Do not adjust your stop until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. 

With the above trading procedures applied to Figure 102, before the Day 5 opening you’d place
an entry stop one increment beyond the Day 3 Minor point. Once filled you’d place an exit stop
one increment beyond the Day 4 Minor point. Do not adjust the stop until an Intermediate point
develops. 
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Inside Arrow Straight-Away Failure

Inside Arrow Straight-Away trading procedures are rather simple.

When the  stop order placed one
horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of Day 1 is filled,
maintain the stop placed one
horizontal increment beyond the Day
1 Minor point.

If the market fails to close beyond the
first sequence point, exit your position
at the market on Day 4.

If Day 3 closes beyond the first sequence point of Day 1, you have two options to maintain your
position. 

1. Do not adjust your stop until another Inside Arrow Failure develops. Exit and reverse
your position according to the rules that apply to that type of Inside Arrow. In all
likelihood, the Inside Arrow Failure at the end of the move will be a Straight-Away.

2. Identify the highest Time Degree point that developed prior to the Day 1 Minor point; i.e,
you identifying the highest Time Degree the Day 1 Minor point can cover to. 

If the highest Time Degree point preceding the Day 1 Minor point was only a Minor,
expect a short-term move after the Straight-Away.
If the highest Time Degree point preceding the Day 1 Minor point was an
Intermediate point, do not adjust your stop until a subsequent Intermediate point
develops. 
If the highest Time Degree point preceding the Day 1 Minor point is a Cycle point, do
not adjust your stop until a subsequent Cycle point develops.

When the highest Time Degree point preceding the Day 1 Minor point was a Cycle point, the
Inside Arrow Straight-Away is completing a long-term correction or advance. In this case, be
willing to hold your position for an extended period of time. 

Elongated Inside Arrow Straight-Away

When the Day 2 range is less than 1/2 the range of Day 1, or the range of Day 2 consumes less
than 1/2 of the Day 1 range at the end of the Minor point, DO NOT ENTER ORDERS ON
EITHER SIDE OF THE DAY 1 RANGE. 

Reference Figure 82 on page 8 for an illustration of an Elongated Straight-Away. 
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MULTIPLE DAY INSIDE ARROW TRADING PROCEDURES

The Multiple Day Inside Arrow occurs when more than one trading day develops inside the         
Day 1 range, as illustrated in Figure 104.

If Day 3 does not penetrate either end of the Day 1
range, continue to place stop orders one horizontal
increment above and below the Day 1 range until
either order is filled.

Because this pattern typically develops as the second
Sequential Pattern in a correction, the probabilities
lean toward a move through the Day 1 Minor point. 

Whichever order is filled, maintain an exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the other end of the Day
1 range. Hold your position until another Sequential

Pattern Failure develops, in all likelihood the following Sequential Pattern Failure will be an
Inside Arrow Failure. 

To reiterate, the Day 3 sequential usually indicates the direction the market will break the  
Day 1 range. 

A subsequent Sequential Pattern within the Day 1 range can develop, when the Day 1
range is not broken for several days. 

This is the only condition I’ve found that reverses the direction forecast by the Day 3
sequential.
Reference Figure 85 on page 9 for an illustration of this condition.

When the Sequential Pattern develops within the Day 1 range, use the rules that apply to
that pattern to enter trades and help you anticipate which direction the Day 1 range will be
violated. 

ABNORMAL INSIDE ARROW TRADING PROCEDURES

The Abnormal Inside Arrow occurs when the Day
1 Minor point develops at the first sequence point
of Day 1, as illustrated in Figure 105.

The Abnormal Inside Arrow and Multiple Day
Abnormal Inside Arrow develop at the beginning
and end of corrections. The Abnormal Inside
Arrow Failure develops at the midpoint, time- and
price-wise, in corrections. 
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Valid Abnormal Inside Arrow Trading Procedures

First off, bracket the Day 1 range with stop orders
one horizontal increment above and below. 

Then wait to see which order is filled first. If the
order placed at the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor
point is filled on Day 3, adjust your exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the first sequence
point of Day 2. See Figure 106. 

The probabilities are high that the Abnormal Inside
Arrow is developing at the beginning or end of a
correction. 

If the Abnormal Inside Arrow was the third identifiable Sequential Pattern in a sideways
movement, the Abnormal Inside Arrow is developing at the end of a correction. Swift market
action should follow the violation and close of the Day 1 range.

WHEN THIS CONDITION DEVELOPS, EXIT YOUR POSITION ON THE TIME
TARGET DAY. The time target is derived by the “Twist” effect, that occurs in conjunction
with Valid Abnormal Inside patterns that develop as the third Sequential Pattern.  

To determine the Abnormal Inside Arrow time target, count the number of days backward to the
start of the correction. Do not count Day 1. Then take that number and count forward from, but
not including Day 1. That future day is the time target for the Abnormal Inside Arrow. 

Exit your position on the close of the forward counted day. 
These rules apply when the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point is violated and closed
beyond, and when the Abnormal Inside Arrow is the third Sequential Pattern in a
correction. 

If the Abnormal Inside Arrow develops as the first Sequential Pattern in a correction,
maintain your exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 2.
Exit your position when an Inside Arrow develops.

An Abnormal Inside Arrow develops as the first Sequential Pattern in a correction,
immediately following an Impulse move.
You’ll be able to identify Sequential Patterns that occur in Impulse moves, such as the
“Hook” or the Valid Inside Arrow, in the move preceding the Abnormal Inside Arrow. 
When the Abnormal Inside Arrow develops as the first Sequential Pattern in a correction,
the ensuing movement is not extremely sharp and directional. Corrective Sequential
Patterns tend to develop within three days after the opposite end of the Minor point is
closed beyond. 
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Abnormal Inside Arrow Failure Trading Procedures

An Abnormal Inside Arrow Failure is defined as a
violation and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point,
as illustrated in Figure 107.

This pattern tends to occur at the midpoint of a
correction. In other words, the market breaks out of
the pattern in the direction it entered. 

In rare cases you’ll find the pattern developing at the
end of a correction. 

Once your stop order placed beyond the Day 1 Minor point is filled, maintain your exit stop order
one horizontal increment beyond the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point. Do not adjust your
stop order until either your time or price target is reached.

The Abnormal Inside Arrow develops at the
midpoint, time- and price-wise, of a correction if the
market was moving directionally before the pattern
developed.  

The price target takes precedence over the time
target. Thus, exit your position at your price target
if it is reached before the time target.

To determine the Abnormal Inside Arrow Failure
price target, measure the distance from the inside
day closing price, Day 5 in the diagram, to the point
of origin of the previous movement. That price
length is indicated by X1. Then subtract this price
length from the Day 5 close, that price length is
indicated by X2. 

Here’s how to determine the time target, the day the correction should be complete. Count
backward from and including the inside day in the pattern, Day 5 in Figure 108, to the first day in
the movement that matches the inside day sequence. That’s Day 1 in the diagram. Day 1 was the
first low-high-close sequence day in the downward move. The time count is 5.

Then count forward five days from, but not including the inside day, Day 5. The move should be
complete on the fifth day forward the inside day, that is Day E in the diagram. 
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YOU MUST FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES FOR EXITING YOUR POSITION WHEN
THE ABNORMAL INSIDE ARROW FAILURE DEVELOPS. The directional movement
following the correction tends to quickly retrace the entire movement following the Abnormal
Inside Arrow Failure.

Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow Trading Procedures

The Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow tends to develop at the beginning and end of
corrections. Like other Multiple Day Inside patterns, the third day in the pattern tends to indicate
the direction the market will break out of the Day 1 range.

However, the Multiple Day Abnormal
Inside Arrow is not reliable in identifying
profitable trading opportunities unless it is
accompanied by other Sequential Patterns. 

When the Multiple Day Abnormal Inside
Arrow is not accompanied by another
Sequential Pattern, the violation of the Day
1 range usually lasts only a day before the
market reverses back into the Day 1 range,
as illustrated in Figure 109.

Figure 110 A is a duplicate of Figure 91, where the pattern was first introduced, an Inside Arrow
Failure developed just prior to the Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow. In that example based
on the March ‘92 Sugar, Day 1 in the Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow was a Dual
Sequential. 

Figure 110 B is derived from
actual trading activity in  
March ‘91 Cocoa from
November 16 to November 28,
1990. The Day 1 high in Figure
110 B was the highest price
registered before a $580
downward move in Cocoa
prices, that was completed on
July 10, 1991. 
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Notice in both examples A and B, a Sequential Pattern developed prior to or following the
Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow. 

In Figure 110 B, two Sequential Patterns develop immediately following the Days 1 and 2
Abnormal Inside Arrow. Day 3 and Day 4 form a “Double Day Inverse” inside the Day 1 range,
and Day 5 and Day 6 penetrate the Day 1 range with a “Double Day Arrow”. 

In order to trade the Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow, Day 1 must be a Dual Sequential or a
following Sequential Pattern must develop.

Do not bracket the Day 1 range with stop orders if Day 1 is not a Dual Sequential, or if
no second Sequential Pattern develops within the Day 1 range. 
If Day 1 in the pattern is a Dual Sequential, by being part of a previous Sequential
Pattern Failure and the initial Day in the Multiple Day Abnormal Inside Arrow.

Bracket the Day 1 range with stop orders one horizontal increment above and below
the Day 1 range.
Anticipate the market moving through the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point.

When filled on the order placed beyond the opposite end of the Day 1 Minor point,
maintain an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the  Day 1 Minor point until an
Inside Arrow Failure develops.

Remember, the Inside Arrow usually initiates and completes the same corrective
movement. 

Figure 111 illustrates the stop placement
points for a Multiple Day Abnormal
Inside Arrow. 

In the diagram, assume that Day 1 was
a Dual Sequential. A subsequent
Sequential Pattern does not form within
the Day 1 range in Figure 111.
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INSIDE ARROW DERIVATIVES
Chapter Six:  Market BIOS© Manual

THE “BOW & ARROW” AND THE “HITCH”

The “Bow & Arrow” and the “Hitch” are derivatives of the Inside Arrow. Like the Inside Inverse
derivatives; the “Kicker” and the “Hook” the “Bow & Arrow and the ”Hitch“ are caused by
excessive underlying market strength or weakness. The ”Bow & Arrow“ and the ”Hitch“ day
should be the inside day of an Inside Arrow pattern, but the strong force of the market does not
allow the inside day to occur. 

The ”Bow & Arrow“ and the ”Hitch“ develop in both Impulse movements and corrections. The
”Bow & Arrow“ can develop as the first, second or third Sequential Pattern in a movement. As
the third Sequential Pattern, a ”Bow & Arrow“ Failure usually develops. The ”Hitch“ can also
develop as the first, second or third Sequential Pattern in a movement. A ”Hitch“ Failure
typically marks the completion of an Impulse movement or correction. 

We’ll begin our examination of these two Inside Arrow derivatives with the ”Bow & Arrow“.

THE ”BOW & ARROW“

As stated above, underlying market strength or weakness creates the ”Bow & Arrow“. The
pattern is created by two days with matching sequences, like the Inside Arrow. However, the
second day in the pattern slightly violates the second sequence point of Day 1, before closing
unchanged, or slightly above or below the Day 1 close. 

Figure 112 presents four examples of the ”Bow & Arrow“.
Examples A and B show the ”Bow & Arrow“ when a Minor
point develops at the first sequence point of 
Day 1. Examples C and D show the ”Bow & Arrow“ when a
Minor point does not develop at the first sequence point of
Day 1.  

Following Day 2, four conditions can develop. The identity
of each condition is determined by four factors:

Whether a Minor top developed at the first sequence
point of Day 1.
The range difference between Day 1 and Day 2.
The range of Day 3 in relation to the range of          
Day 1.
Where the ”Bow & Arrow“ develops in relation to
  its Sequential position.
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Figure 113 illustrates the four most likely conditions that develop following the ”Bow & Arrow“.

For simplicity’s sake, Minor points are not labeled at the first sequence point of Day 1, in the
examples below. Each of the patterns illustrated below can develop whether or not a Minor point
develops at the first sequence point of Day 1. 

Valid ”Bow & Arrow“ with Day 1 Minor Point

We’ll begin with the Valid ”Bow & Arrow“, when the Minor point develops at the first sequence
point of Day 1. This is the simplest and the most predictable form of the ”Bow & Arrow“. When
the Minor point develops at the first sequence point of Day 1, that indicates that the Minor point
marks the end of an Impulse move or correction, and the ”Bow & Arrow“ is the first Sequential
Pattern of a movement in the opposite direction.

As illustrated in Figure 114, when the Minor point
develops at the first sequence point of Day 1, the
probabilities are very high that Day 3 will violate and
close beyond the second sequence point of Day 2. 
Day 3 usually initiates a strong directional move when
this condition develops.

When the ”Bow & Arrow“ develops as the first
Sequential Pattern in a movement, anticipate the
development of two subsequent Sequential Patterns at the
middle and end of the same movement. In all likelihood,
the third Sequential Pattern in the movement will be some
form of an Inside Arrow.
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The Day 3 range must be equal to, or greater than the range of Day 1, if Day 3 violates and
closes beyond the second sequence point of Day 2.

Figure 115 illustrates the strong subsequent movement
following the Valid ”Bow & Arrow“ with the Day 1
Minor point. Figure 92 is actual trading in the September
T-Bonds from July 17 through July 29, 1992. 

The Day 1 Minor point developed at 102 28/32 and the
Day X top was 106 1/32. Note the Midpoint ”Hook“ that
developed on Day 5.

Figure 115 is a duplicate of Figure 52 from Chapter Four.

”Bow & Arrow“ Failures with Day 1 Minor Point

If Day 3 violates and closes beyond the second sequence point of Day 2 and matches the
sequence of Days 1 and 2, but has a smaller range than Day 1, anticipate an immediate move
back through the Day 1 Minor point. This condition is a ”Bow & Arrow“ Failure. 

Also, the potential for a ”Bow & Arrow“ Failure develops when the Day 2 range is less than 1/2
the Day 1 range.  That condition is defined as an Elongated ”Bow & Arrow“.

Figure 116 illustrates resulting ”Bow & Arrow“ Failure patterns that develop when the above
mentioned conditions develop. 

Examples A and B illustrate the failure that is created when
Day 3 violates and closes beyond the Day 2 Minor point, but
the Day 3 range is smaller than the Day 1 range. 

Examples C and D illustrate the failure that is created when the
Day 1 range is Elongated compared to the Day 2 range. The
range of Day 2 is less than half the range of 
Day 1. 

The ”Bow & Arrow“ patterns illustrated in examples C and D
tend to occur at the end of Impulse moves and corrections;
moves completed at the Day 2 Minor point. These are not the
only pattern variations that occur in ”Bow & Arrow“ Failures;
the patterns change depending on the underlying strength or
weakness of a market. 

For instance, in examples C and D, the Day 1 range may be
quite Elongated compared to Day 2. The market may remain
inside the Day 1 range for several days. That condition would
indicate neutrality. 
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As illustrated in examples E and F of Figure 117, Day 3
might drive right through the Day 1 Minor point. That
condition would indicate weakness in example E, and
strength in example F. These cases are ”Bow & Arrow“
Straight-Away Failures. 

Examples E and F may fall into the category of Stretched
and Squished ”Bow & Arrows“, if Day 2 does not settle
unchanged. 

I’ll examine Stretched and Squished ”Bow & Arrow“
patterns as a separate section later in this chapter. 

”BOW & ARROW“ COMBINATION PATTERNS 

The two most common ”Bow & Arrow“ Combination patterns are the ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“,
and the ”Bow & Arrow“ - "Hitch". 

”Bow & Arrow“ Combination Patterns develop when Day 3 fails to violate the second sequence
point of Day 2, and remains within the range of Day 1. Day 4 then moves directly through the
Day 2 Minor point. ”Bow & Arrow“ Combination patterns can develop with or without the
Day 1 Minor point. 

The ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combination develops when Day 3 fails to violate the second
sequence point of Day 2, and moves back into the Day 1 range. Day 3 forms a sequence inverse
of Day 1 and Day 2. This creates a Minor point at the second sequence point of Day 2. 

Day 4 moves straight through the Day 2 Minor point and
matches the range of Day 1, without violating the second
sequence point of Day 3. Thus, another Minor point develops
at the second sequence point of Day 3. 

The ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combination is illustrated in
Figure 118. This combination pattern tends to develop most
often when a Minor point does not develop at the first
sequence point of Day 1. 

When a Minor point does develop at the first sequence point
of Day 1, and Day 4 moves directly through the Day 2 Minor
point, the first two sequential patterns in a movement are
completed. This Market BIOS principle is illustrated on the
following page. 
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Figure 119 is an illustration of the ”Bow & Arrow“-
”Mirror“ Combination developing as the first and second
Sequential Patterns in a movement. Figure 119 is actual
price activity in the S&P 500 Cash from February 27, to
March 12, 1992. 

In the illustration, Day 1 and Day 2 form the ”Bow &
Arrow“, the first Sequential Pattern in the down move. Day
2 and Day 3 form the ”Mirror“, the second Sequential
Pattern in the down move. Day 6 and Day 7 form an
Elongated Inside Arrow, the third Sequential Pattern in the
movement. 

The down move is completed by a ”Stretched Bow &
Arrow“, formed by Day 9 and Day 10. The ”Stretched Bow
& Arrow“ is the fourth Sequential Pattern in the down
move. 

An ”Extension“ develops when more than three Sequential Patterns develop in an Impulse
movement.

Figure 120 is an illustration of the ”Bow & Arrow“-
”Mirror“ Combination developing as the second and third
Sequential Patterns in a movement. Figure 96 is actual
price activity in the S&P 500 Cash from September 18,
through September 30, 1992. 

In the illustration, Day 1 and Day 2 form an Inside
Inverse, the first Sequential Pattern in the down move.
Day 3 and Day 4 form the ”Bow & Arrow“, the second
Sequential Pattern in the down move. Day 4 and Day 5
form the ”Mirror“, the third Sequential Pattern in the
movement. The downward movement is completed on
Day 6. 

”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combination Failures

”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combination Failures occur three ways:
1. If Day 4 in the pattern violates but fails to close beyond the Day 2 Minor point,  
2. If Day 4 does violate and close beyond the first sequence point of Day 2, but the Day 4

range does not at least equal the length of Day 1,
3. If Day 4 does not violate the Day 2 Minor point. 
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When the ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo Failure occurs, anticipate a move back through the
first sequence point of Day 1. ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror Combo Failures tend to occur when
the “Bow & Arrow” is Elongated, Stretched or Squished. 

Figure 121 illustrates the three “Bow & Arrow” -
“Mirror” Combo Failure conditions. Examples A
and B illustrate the failure condition that develops
when Day 4 violates, but fails to close beyond the
Day 2 Minor point.

Examples C and D illustrate the failure condition
that develops when Day 4 does violate and close
beyond the first sequence point of Day 2, but the
Day 4 range does not at least equal the length of
Day 1. 

An important note pertaining to examples C and
D: the pattern is not a failure if Day 5 continues
in the direction of Day 4, and the combined
ranges of Day 4 and Day 5 match the range of
Day 1.

Examples E and F illustrate the failure condition
that develops when Day 4 does not violate the Day
2 Minor point. Day 4 creates an Inside Inverse.
Day 4’s failure to at least attempt the violation of
the Day 2 Minor point signals a move will occur
through the first sequence point of Day 1. 

The conditions illustrated in examples A through
D occur most often at the end of either a
Corrective or Impulse movement, when the
combination pattern forms the second and third
Sequential Patterns in a movement.

The conditions illustrated in examples E and F develop most often in complex, and/or sideways
corrections. 

“Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” Combination

The “Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” Combination is directly related to the “Bow & Arrow”-“Mirror”
Combination. The difference between the two patterns is simple, the sequence of Day 3 in the
“Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” Combination MATCHES the sequence of Day 1 and Day 2. The
“Hitch” is a stand alone Sequential Pattern, but develops frequently in conjunction with the “Bow
& Arrow”.
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Figure 122 illustrates the “Bow & Arrow” - “Hitch” Combo.
In the diagram, note that the sequence of Day 3 matches the
sequence of Day 1 and Day 2. Remember, the sequence of
Day 3 in the “Bow & Arrow” - “Mirror” Combo was inverse
the sequence of Day 1 and Day 2. 

Like the “Bow & Arrow” - “Hitch” Combo, if a Minor point
develops at the first sequence point of Day 1, the first two
Sequential Patterns are complete. The first is the “Bow &
Arrow” created Day 1 and Day 2, and the second is the
“Hitch” created Day 3. 

If a Sequential Pattern develops before the “Bow & Arrow” -
“Hitch”, the “Bow & Arrow” - “Hitch” is the second and
third Sequential Pattern in a movement. The entire move is
typically complete on Day 4.

Figure 123 illustrates the case when the “Bow & Arrow”
-“Hitch” is the first and second Sequential Pattern in a
movement. Figure 123 is actual price activity in the
December ‘92 Soybean Meal from July 29, through
August 11, 1992. 

Day 1 and Day 2 form the “Bow & Arrow”, the first
Sequential Pattern in the down move. Day 3 forms the
“Hitch”, the second Sequential Pattern in the down
move. Day 6 and Day 7 form an Inside Inverse, which
becomes an Inside Inverse “Straight-Away” on Day 8,
the third Sequential Pattern in the down move. The
entire down move is completed on Day 6.

Figure 124 illustrates the case when a Sequential
Pattern develops prior to the “Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch”
Combo. Figure 124 is actual price activity in the March
‘92 Sugar from January 22, through 
February 3, 1992.

Day 1 and Day 2 form an Inside Arrow, the first
Sequential Pattern in the down move. Day 4 and 
Day 5 form the “Bow & Arrow”, the second Sequential
Pattern in the down move. Day 6 forms the “Hitch”, the
third Sequential Pattern in the down move. Day 7
completes the entire down move.
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“Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” Combo Failures

“Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” Combo Failures do not develop frequently. This phenomenon is due to
the nature of the “Hitch” day, and what the “Hitch” day sequence reveals. “Bow & Arrow”
-“Hitch” Failures tend to develop in corrections when the “Bow & Arrow” is Elongated,
Stretched or Squished. We’ll examine the Stretched and Squished “Bow & Arrow” next.

Reference Day 3, the “Hitch” day, in both examples A and B
in Figure 125.

In example A, the Day 3 low-high-close sequence indicates 
that selling dominated early in the day, but the market gained
strength throughout the day. The Day 3 low-high-close
sequence indicates underlying strength, and the ensuing
movement will continue to the upside.

In example B, the Day 3 high-low-close sequence indicates
that buying dominated early in the day, but the market
weakened throughout the day. The Day 3 high-low-close
sequence indicates underlying weakness, and the ensuing
movement will continue to the downside.  

Thus, the Day 3 “Hitch” sequence in the “Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” reveals underlying strength or
weakness, and the likelihood that Day 4 will move directly through the Day 2 Minor point. This
internal strength or weakness shows why “Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” Combo Failures are rare.

Figure 126 illustrates the “Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” Combo
Failure. Day 1 and Day 2 form the “Bow & Arrow”, and
Day 3 forms the “Hitch”. 

In valid “Bow & Arrow” Hitch patterns, Day 4 moves
directly through the Day 2 Minor point as shown in
Figures 121, 122, and 123. However, Day 4 in Figure 126
creates an Abnormal Inside Arrow by remaining within
the Day 3 range. Day 5 then moves straight through the
Day 3 Minor point. 

Figure 126 is derived from actual price activity in the
March ‘91 Cocoa from January 6 to January 22, 1991.

If Day 4 fails to move through the Day 2 Minor point, that indicates a “Bow & Arrow”
-“Hitch” Combo Failure. Also, note in Figure 126 that the “Bow & Arrow”-“Hitch” Combo
Failure developed within a correction that began at the Intermediate bottom labeled X and was
completed at the Day 2 Minor point. 
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Stretched or Squished “Bow & Arrow” Patterns

Stretched or Squished “Bow & Arrow” patterns are also created by excessive underlying strength
or weakness, but are distorted by market volatility. As illustrated in Figure 127, Day 2 in the
pattern fails to close unchanged. The Stretched “Bow & Arrow” settles beyond the second
sequence point of Day 1, and the Squished “Bow & Arrow” settles back into the Day 1 range. 

The Stretched or Squished “Bow & Arrows” develop as part of sharp market movements, 
Day 1 is usually a strong directional day causing an Elongated relationship between the Day 1
and Day 2 ranges. The Elongated relationship causes a “Rubber band” effect, and Day 3 usually
follows with a violent directional move.

The Stretched or Squished “Bow & Arrow” patterns develop with or without the Day 1 Minor
point. However, when the Day 1 Minor point does develop in these patterns, the probabilities
are skewed in favor of a sharp move back through the Day 1 Minor point on Day 3. If Day 3
moves toward or violates the first sequence point of Day 1, expect continued prices in that
direction. 

When a Minor point does not develop on the first sequence point of Day 1, the market tends to
move with less volatility on Day 3. Day 3 rarely has the force to move back through the first
sequence point of Day 1, but the market tends to eventually move through the first sequence
point of Day 1. 

“Mirror” and “Hitch” Combination patterns may develop in conjunction with the Stretched or
Squished “Bow & Arrow”.  As stated previously, Combination Failures usually develop when the
“Bow & Arrow” is Elongated, Stretched or Squished. Previously detailed characteristics of the
“Bow & Arrow”-Mirror“ and - ”Hitch“ Combination patterns also apply to the Stretched and
Squished ”Bow & Arrow“ conditions.
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”BOW & ARROW“ TRADING PROCEDURES AND TACTICS

This section of the chapter details the trading procedures used when the ”Bow & Arrow“
develops. I’ll detail the placement of entry and exit orders, and how to adjust your tactics
depending on the conditions that develop. 

I’ll start with the trading procedures to use when a simple ”Bow & Arrow“ develops, with or
without the Day 1 Minor point, then I’ll detail the follow-up strategies to use depending on the
outcome of Day 3. Later, I’ll detail trading strategies that apply to the more complex ”Bow &
Arrow“ patterns: the ”Mirror“ and ”Hitch“ Combination patterns, and the Stretched and Squished
”Bow & Arrow“.

VALID ”BOW & ARROW“ TRADING PROCEDURES

Once you have determined that a ”Bow
& Arrow“ has developed, place stop
entry orders one horizontal increment
beyond the second sequence point of
Day 2 and first sequence point of Day 1,
as detailed in Figure 128. 

These rules apply whether or not a
Minor point developed at the first
sequence point of Day 1. 

If you enter the market one horizontal
increment beyond the second sequence
point of Day 2, adjust your exit stop
from one horizontal increment beyond
the first sequence point of Day 1 to one
horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of Day 2, as illustrated
in Figure 129. 

Assuming Day 3 moves through the second sequence point of Day 2, and does not reverse and hit
your exit stop beyond the first sequence point of Day 2, analyze the market for these key
characteristics.

If the Day 3 sequence is inverse the Day 1 and Day 2 sequence, EXIT YOUR POSITION
AT THE MARKET ON THE OPENING OF DAY 4. 
If the Day 3 sequence matches the Day 1 and Day 2 sequence, compare the range of       
Day 3 to Day 1. If the Day 3 range is not greater than or equal to the range of Day 1,
adjust your stop to one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 3.
If the Day 3 range is greater than or equal to the range of Day 1, maintain your exit stop
one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 2, until either a
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subsequent Intermediate point develops, or a third Sequential Pattern develops indicating
the end of the movement. In all likelihood an Inside Arrow or Sequential Pattern
Failure will indicate the end of the ensuing movement. 

BOW & ARROW FAILURE TRADING PROCEDURES
 

If Day 3 moves directly through
your entry stop placed beyond the
first sequence point of Day 1, that
qualifies the pattern as a ”Bow &
Arrow“ Failure, as illustrated in
Figure 130. If Day 3 violates the
first sequence point of Day 1, but
fails to close beyond it, EXIT
YOUR POSITION AT THE
MARKET ON THE OPENING OF
DAY 4.

If the market does close beyond the first sequence point of Day 1, maintain your exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the second sequence point of Day 2. Determining whether the
ensuing movement following Day 3 is an Impulse move or a correction will tell you how to
adjust your stop exit order.

The Day 2 Minor point signals the end of a correction, and beginning of an Impulse
move if the ensuing movement following Day 3 registers a close beyond the previous
Intermediate bottom in the case of example A, or registers a close beyond the previous
Intermediate top in the case of example B.

In these cases, maintain your stop one horizontal increment beyond the second
sequence point of Day 2 until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. 

The ensuing movement following Day 3 is only a correction, if the ensuing movement
fails to close beyond the previous Intermediate bottom in the case of example A, or fails
to close beyond the previous Intermediate top in the case of example B. 

In this case, maintain your stop one horizontal increment beyond the second sequence
point of Day 2 until a subsequent Minor point develops. Also, anticipate a Sequential
Pattern Failure at the completion of the correction.
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”BOW & ARROW“ REVERSAL FAILURE TRADING PROCEDURES

A ”Bow & Arrow“ Reversal Failure occurs when the second sequence point of Day 2 is violated
before the market reverses its sequence and fails to close beyond the second sequence point of
Day 2. 

As explained previously, if the Day 3 sequence does not match the sequence of Day 1 and Day 2,
exit your position at the market on the opening of Day 4. Also, reverse your previous position by
placing an entry stop order one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 2
before the opening of Day 4, as detailed in Figure 131. 

If your entry stop is executed, place an exit stop order one horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of Day 3. In all likelihood, the first sequence point of Day 3 will become a Minor
point. 

Do not adjust your exit stop order, until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. The ” Bow
& Arrow“ Reversal Failure usually precedes a strong and enduring directional movement. 
 
”BOW & ARROW“-”MIRROR“ & ”HITCH“ COMBINATION TRADING PROCEDURES

A ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo is
created when Day 3 fails to violate the 
Day 2 Minor point, generates a sequence
INVERSE of Day 1 and Day 2, and remains
within the Day 1 range.

When a ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo
develops, as illustrated in Figure 132, place an
entry stop order one horizontal increment
beyond the first sequence point of Day 3
before the opening of Day 4. Do not enter an
entry stop order one horizontal increment
beyond the first sequence point of Day 1. 
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On Day 4, do not play the ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo Failure; ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“
Combo Failures must occur on Day 3. If Day 4 moves through the first sequence point of 
Day 1, the probabilities lean toward a quick move back through the Day 2 Minor point. 

If your stop entry order placed one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point of
Day 3 is executed, place your exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the second
sequence point of Day 3, as detailed in Figure
133.   

Prior to the Day 4 opening, measure the price
length of Day 1. Day 4 MUST match the
sequence and price length of Day 1. 

One of three market conditions will
determine your exit strategy if you enter
the market on Day 4. First condition: 

If the first sequence point of Day 1 is not a Minor point, or if the Day 1 Minor doesn’t
convert to an Intermediate point with the development of a Day 3 Minor point, exit your
position with a limit order on Day 4 at the price determined by the price length of Day 1.

As illustrated in Figure 134, the
Day 1 price length is represented by
price length X in both examples A
and B. Then, determine the ”Bow
& Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo target
price by projecting price length X
from the Day 3 close. 

The projected target price is
represented by price length Y. 

Exit your position at the price
target on Day 4.

This exit strategy applies, for two important reasons:
The ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo develops as part of a correction, if an
Intermediate point cannot be created at the first sequence point of Day 1.
If an Intermediate point does not develop at the first sequence point of Day 1, a quick
corrective move back to the Day 3 Minor point immediately follows once the price target
is reached.
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The second condition:

If a Minor point develops at the first sequence point of Day 1, and the Day 1 Minor point
converts to an Intermediate point with the development of the Day 3 Minor point,
maintain your exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the second sequence point of  
Day 3 until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. 

Figure 135 illustrates the second condition. In the example, the Day 1 Minor point converted to
an Intermediate point with the development of the Day 3 Minor point. 

Following the trading rules of this ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo condition, you’d be short
from 411.50, the first sequence point of Day 3, with an exit stop placed one horizontal increment
beyond the second sequence point of Day 3. The stop is maintained at the second sequence point
of Day 3 until a subsequent Intermediate point. The subsequent Intermediate point develops at
the time degree point labeled X. The price of the Intermediate point labeled X is 411.25.

These trading strategies apply to this condition for this reason: an Intermediate point develops at
the first sequence point of Day 1 when the market is in an Impulse move, not a correction. 
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The third condition: The ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo Failure.
If the price length of Day 4 is not greater than or equal to the price length of Day 1, exit
the market on the opening of Day 5, whether or not a Minor or Intermediate point
develops at the first sequence point of Day 1. 

If the price length of Day 4 is not greater than or equal to the price length of Day 1, a
quick movement through the Day 3 Minor point usually occurs.

IMPORTANT POINT
A simple rule of thumb to anticipate either a Valid or Failure ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo:

the ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ will be valid if the direction of Day 1 matches the direction
of the market movement previous to the development of the ”Bow & Arrow“- ”Mirror“
Combination. 

If the market generated a downward movement previous to the ”Bow & Arrow“-
”Mirror“ Combination, the ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combo will be valid if the
sequence of Day 1 is high-low-close.
If the market generated an upward movement previous to the ”Bow & Arrow“-
”Mirror“ Combination, the ”Bow & Arrow“ will be valid if the sequence of Day 1 is
low-high-close.

In contrast:
If the market generated a downward movement previous to the ”Bow & Arrow“-
”Mirror“ Combo, but the sequence of Day 1 is low-high-close, it is probable that the
”Bow & Arrow“- ”Mirror“ Combo will be a failure.
If the market generated an upward movement previous to the ”Bow & Arrow“-
”Mirror“ Combo, but the sequence of Day 1 is high-low-close, it is probable that the
”Bow & Arrow“- ”Mirror“ Combo will be a failure.

”BOW & ARROW“-”HITCH“ COMBINATION TRADING PROCEDURES

”Bow & Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combination trading procedures are almost identical to the trading
procedures of the ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ Combination trading procedures. However, the
”Bow & Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combo trading procedures are more simple and straightforward.

Figure 136 illustrates how the ”Bow &
Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combo appears when
it develops. The Day 3 sequence
matches the sequence of Day 1 and
Day 2, and a Minor point develops at
the second sequence point of Day 2.

When the ”Bow & Arrow“-”Hitch“
Combo develops, place entry stops one
horizontal increment beyond the Day 2
Minor point, and the first sequence
point of Day 3.
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Assuming your stop placed beyond the
Day 2 Minor point is executed on Day
4,  maintain the stop placed beyond
the first sequence point of Day 3 as an
exit stop.

Do not adjust your exit stop until a
subsequent Minor point develops.
Then, adjust your stop to each
subsequent Minor point as they  
develop in the direction of the
movement. 

Exit your position when a Sequential Pattern Failure develops.

One condition develops that dictates an alternative longer term exit stop placement strategy. If a
Minor point develops at the first sequence point of Day 1 that converts to an Intermediate point
with the development of the Day 3 Minor point, place your exit stop order one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 1. Maintain your stop at that point until a
subsequent Intermediate point develops.

Figure 138 illustrates the strong subsequent
directional move that tends to develop when the
Day 1 Minor point converts to an Intermediate
point. 

In the illustration, note that the Day 4 range is
smaller than the Day 1 range. My research
indicates that a smaller Day 4 range compared
to the Day 1 range, occurs most often when the
Day 1 Minor point converts to an Intermediate
point. 

In this case, the Day 3 Minor point is quickly
violated. But, the Day 1 Intermediate point is
usually sustained before a strong directional
move develops.

Figure 138 is actual trading activity in the December ‘92 Live Hogs from October 9 through
October 30, 1992.

An Important Note: Day 4 MUST violate and CLOSE beyond the Day 2 Minor point for the
”Bow & Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combo to be Valid. The only exception occurs when Day 4 remains
within the Day 3 range, creating either an Abnormal Inside Arrow or Abnormal Inside Inverse. If
Day 4 creates an Abnormal Inside pattern, apply the trading procedures defined for the given
pattern. 
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In Figure 139, Day 4 fails to violate and
close beyond the Day 2 Minor point.
Also, Day 4 does not create an
Abnormal Inside pattern by moving
outside the Day 3 range. 

When this condition develops, do not
enter a stop order beyond the Day 2
Minor point on Day 5. This condition
identifies diminishing market strength
or weakness. 

In Figure 140, Day 4 remains within
the Day 3 range. As an example, I’ve
illustrated an Abnormal Inside Arrow. 

When an Abnormal Inside pattern
develops, place stop entry orders one
horizontal increment beyond the 
Day 3 range. Whichever stop order is
executed first, maintain an exit stop at
the opposite end of the Day 3 range.
Adjust your stop as each subsequent
Minor point develops. 

”Bow & Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combo Straight-Away Failure

Figure 141 illustrates the ”Bow &
Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combo Straight -Away
Failure. In the pattern, Day 4 moves
directly through the first sequence point
of Day 3, without violating the second
sequence point of Day 3. 

If your stop beyond the first sequence
point of Day 3 is executed, maintain
your stop one horizontal increment
beyond the Day 2 Minor point. 

The market tends to generate a strong move in the direction of Day 4.  Thus, only adjust your exit
stop to each subsequent Minor point that develops in the direction of the ensuing movement.
Hold your position until you are either stopped out, or a Sequential Pattern failure develops. The
Sequential Pattern that completes the move will probably be an Inside Arrow Failure. 
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Stretched or Squished ”Bow & Arrow“ Trading Procedures

Trading procedures for the Stretched or Squished ”Bow & Arrow“ are almost identical to the
trading procedures of the basic ”Bow & Arrow“. The difference is the exit stop order adjustment
when the market moves through the second sequence point of Day 2.

Figure 142 illustrates the initial trading
procedures that apply when the Stretched or
Squished ”Bow & Arrow“ develops. 

In both cases, place entry stop orders one
horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of Day 1 and the second
sequence point of Day 2. 

Regardless which order is executed first,
maintain your other stop order at the
original stop placement point. Do not
adjust your stop to the first sequence point
of Day 2, if your stop order placed beyond
the second sequence point of Day 2 is
executed.

Maintain your exit stop at that location
until a subsequent Minor point develops. 

This stop loss strategy is employed due to the increased market volatility that develops within the
Day 1 and Day 2 range, after the Stretched or Squished ”Bow & Arrow“. 

Figure 143 shows actual price activity
in the December ‘92 Treasury Bonds
from September 29, to October 19,
1992.

In the illustration, Day 1 and Day 2
form a Squished ”Bow & Arrow“.
Day 3 moves directly through the
second sequence point of Day 2 at
103’22.

Day 7 rallied back up to the first
sequence point of Day 2 before
moving lower. The exit stop is then
adjusted to one horizontal increment
beyond the first sequence point of 
Day 7. 
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After the subsequent Minor point develops, maintain your stop at that point until a subsequent
Intermediate point develops. 

Figure 144 illustrates the trading procedures of
the Stretched ”Bow & Arrow“, derived from
price activity in the S&P 500 from March 28,
through April 17, 1991.

Day 1 and Day 2 form the Stretched ”Bow &
Arrow“. Day 2 closes beyond the second
sequence point of Day 1.

Day 3 moves straight up through the Day 1
Minor point. Maintain the stop beyond the
second sequence point of Day 2. The market
continues upward until an Inside Inverse
develops on Day 8. 

Inside Inverse trading rules indicated exiting the
position on Day 9, when an Inside Inverse
Straight-Away developed. 

Figure 143 and Figure 144 illustrate an important characteristic of resulting market activity after
the Stretched or Squished ”Bow & Arrows“. 

Impulse moves develop outside the Day 1 and Day 2 range of the Stretched or Squished
”Bow & Arrow“.

A strong, thrusting directional move occurs when Day 3 moves directly through the
first sequence point of Day 1, without violating second sequence point of Day 2.
An Impulsing, slower direction movement results when Day 3 moves through the
second sequence point of Day 2. 

STRETCHED OR SQUISHED ”BOW & ARROW“ COMBO TRADING PROCEDURES

Combination patterns develop in conjunction with Stretched or Squished ”Bow & Arrows“.
When Stretched or Squished ”Bow & Arrow“-”Mirror“ or ”Bow & Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combination
patterns develop, use the same trading procedures outlined for the regular ”Bow & Arrow“
Combinations. A Stretched ”Bow & Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combo is illustrated on the following
page. 
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Figure 145 illustrates the Stretched ”Bow &
Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combo. Day 1 and Day 2
form the Stretched ”Bow & Arrow“. Day 3 is
the ”Hitch“ day, forming the combination
pattern. 

Day 4 moves directly through the Day 2 Minor
point, executing the entry stop placed beyond
the Day 2 Minor point. Maintain an exit stop
one horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of Day 3, until a subsequent
Minor point develops. 

Adjust your stop to each Minor point that develops in the direction of the movement. Exit your
position either on your adjusted stop, or when a Sequential Pattern Failure develops.

Figure 145 is actual price activity in the S&P 500 Cash from January 5, to January 15, 1990. The
downward movement in the illustration bottomed at 318 with an Inside Inverse Failure, 12
trading days after the Day 4 entry point of 345.50.

THE ”HITCH“

The ”Hitch“ was introduced as the second part of the ”Bow & Arrow“-”Hitch“ Combination
pattern. However, the ”Hitch“ is a powerful stand alone Sequential Pattern that develops in
Impulse moves. Like the ”Bow & Arrow“, the ”Hitch“ is formed by underlying market strength
or weakness. I call it the ”Hitch“, because the ”Hitch“ day, Day 2,  is formed by an initial false
move or ”head fake“, before the market reverses its sequence and continues directionally.

Unlike the ”Bow & Arrow“, the ”Hitch“ pattern and
its trading procedures are simple.

Figure 146 illustrates how the ”Hitch“ appears when
it develops. From the diagram, notice how closely
the ”Hitch“ resembles the Inside Arrow. The
difference between the ”Hitch“ and the Inside
Arrow is, Day 2 does not remain within the Day 1
range. 

Day 2 is initially pushed outside of the Day 1 range
by a buying flurry in the case of example A, and a

selling flurry in the case of example B before that initial movement is nullified. 
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As illustrated in Figure 147, Day 3 tends to
move directly through the Day 1 Minor point.
The sequential implications of Day 2 indicates
the likelihood of continued prices in the
direction of the previous three days’ sequences;
high-low-close sequences indicate a downward
direction in prices as in example A, and
low-high-close sequences indicate an upward
direction in prices as in example B. 

Figure 148 illustrates the Straight-Away
”Hitch“ Failure, which develops less frequently
than the Valid ”Hitch“. The Straight-Away
”Hitch“ Failure develops when Day 3 moves
directly through the first sequence point of Day
2, without violating the second sequence point
of Day 2. Day 3 closes beyond the first
sequence point of Day 2. 

The subsequent move following the ”Hitch“
Straight-Away Failure tends to be strong and

thrusting. 

Figure 149 illustrates the Day 3 and Day 4
Reversal ”Hitch“ Failure. The violation of the
second sequence point of Day 2, differentiates
the Reversal and Straight-Away Failures.

A key point to remember: if the second sequence
point of Day 2 is violated, the Day 1 Minor point
MUST also be violated before the reversal
develops. The Day 1 Minor point violation may
occur on Day 3 or Day 4, but it must occur.

If the Day 1 Minor point is not violated before
the market moves back through the Day 2 Minor
point, expect another move through the Day 1
Minor point.

This pattern was briefly introduced in Chapter
Four, Figure 59 in the Complex ”Hook“
discussion.
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The Valid ”Hitch, and the Straight-Away and Reversal “Hitch” Failures are the only patterns
associated with the “Hitch”. They may be simple in form, but they are quite powerful at
identifying profitable trading opportunities. 

“HITCH” TRADING PROCEDURES

“Hitch” trading procedures are simple and straightforward. I’ll detail the trading tactics to employ
when the “Hitch” is first identified, and how to adjust stop exit orders as the ensuing movement
following the “Hitch” evolves. 

As illustrated in Figure 150, place stop orders
one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1
Minor point and the first sequence point of Day
2. 

Whichever order is executed first, maintain your
stop order at the opposite end of the 
Day 1 and Day 2 range. 

A Valid “Hitch” occurs when Day 3 moves
directly through the Day 1 Minor point. Also,
Day 3 does not violate the first sequence point of
Day 2. 

When the Valid “Hitch” develops, anticipate a
strong directional move. In fact, the move after
the Valid “Hitch” rarely develops a Minor point
due to the underlying strength or weakness of the
market.  

Thus, adjust your exit stop order to one horizontal increment beyond the Day 2 close. The
market will not move back through the Day 2 close if the “Hitch” is valid. Then, adjust your
exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond each subsequent Minor point as they develop. 

Exit your position with your exit stop, or when a Sequential Pattern Failure develops. In all
likelihood, an Inside Arrow Failure or Inside Arrow derivative Failure will mark the end of the
movement. 
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The Straight-Away “Hitch” Failure

Figure 152 illustrates the Straight-Away “Hitch”
that develops when Day 3 moves straight through
the first sequence point of Day 2, without
violating the second sequence point of Day 2. 

In this case, maintain your exit stop order one
horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor
point, then adjust the stop as each subsequent
Minor points develops.

Exit your position when a Sequential Pattern
Failure develops. In all likelihood, the movement will be completed by some form of an Inside
Arrow or Inside Arrow derivative. 

Like the Valid “Hitch”, the ensuing move following the Straight-Away “Hitch” Failure is
directionally strong. Intermediate tops rarely develop in downward movements and Intermediate
bottoms rarely develop in upward movements. Again, this is due to underlying market strength or
weakness. 

The direction of the market previous to the Straight-Away “Hitch” usually determines when a
Straight-Away “Hitch” Failure will develop. The market usually exits the “Hitch” in the same
direction it entered the pattern. For example:

If the market generated an upward movement before creating a Day 1 and Day 2 pattern
like example A, the Straight-Away “Hitch” Failure develops and the market continues its
upward direction.
If the market generated a downward movement before creating a Day 1 and Day 2 pattern
like example B, the Straight-Away “Hitch” Failure develops and the market continues its
downward direction. 

Figure 153 illustrates actual
trading action in the
November ‘92 Soybeans from
September 3 through October
7, 1992. 

In the diagram, Day 1 and 
Day 2 form the “Hitch”. 
Day 3 moves directly through
the first sequence point of Day
2, creating the Straight-Away
“Hitch” Failure. 
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Three important points to note in Figure 130.

1) Notice the downward market
movement generated prior to
the “Hitch”.  As explained, the
market usually enters and exits
the “Hitch” in the same
direction. In Figure 153, the
market moved downward
before and after the “Hitch”.

2) Notice the lack of
Intermediate top development
from Intermediate top X to
Minor bottom Y. 

3) Note that the downward movement was completed with an Inside Arrow, formed by Day A
and Day B. As explained in the Valid “Hitch” trading procedures, an Inside Arrow or Inside
Arrow derivative pattern usually completes the movement initiated by the “Hitch”. 

“Hitch” Reversal Trading Failure Procedures

Day 3 “Hitch” Reversal Failure

Figure 154 illustrates the Day 3 “Hitch”
Reversal Failure.

Once your entry stop placed beyond the Day
1 Minor point is executed on Day 3, adjust
your other stop placed beyond the Day 2
Minor point to one horizontal increment
beyond the Day 2 close. Make this a Reversal
stop by doubling the size of your original
order. In the diagram, the Reversal Stop point
is reached on Day 3. 

Once your Reversal Stop is executed, enter a new exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the
first sequence point of Day 3. Do not adjust your exit stop until a subsequent Intermediate
point develops. The first sequence point of Day 3 usually develops as the basing point of a
long-term directional, impulse move. 
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Day 4 “Hitch” Reversal Failure

Figure 155 illustrates the trading procedures
for the Day 4 “Hitch” Reversal Failure. 

If Day 3 does not violate the Day 1 Minor
point, the probabilities are skewed toward a
Reversal Failure developing Day 4. Do not
enter a stop order beyond the Day 1 Minor
point on Day 4. 

Instead, anticipate the violation of the 
Day 1 Minor point on Day 4. When the
“Hitch” Reversal develops, Day 4 usually
moves sharply through the Day 1 Minor,
before reversing back into the Day 3 range.  

On Day 4, after the Day 1 Minor point is violated, place a stop entry order one
horizontal increment beyond the point where the market turns negative in example A,
or one horizontal increment beyond the point where the market turns positive in
example  B. 

If and when your stop entry order is executed:
Place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 4.
Maintain your stop exit order beyond the first sequence point of Day 4 until a subsequent
Intermediate point develops. Adjust your stop to each Intermediate point that develops in
the direction of the movement. 

For example, in Figure 156, Day 1 and 
Day 2 form the “Hitch”. The sequence of
Day 1 and Day 2, and the price movement
before the “Hitch” point in the same
downward direction. The direction of the
market and the “Hitch” sequence indicate the
likelihood of continued lower prices on Day
3. 

However, Day 3 fails to violate the Day 1
Minor point. Day 4 violates the Day 1
Minor point initially, before reversing its
sequence and closing strong. The Day 4
price action confirms the “Hitch” reversal
failure.

Figure 156 is actual price activity in December ‘92 T-Bonds from April 8 through May 8, 1992.
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Figure 156 is duplicated from the previous page. 

As shown in Figure 156, the movement
following the “Hitch” Reversal Failure is
usually directionally strong and enduring. 

If the market generates a strong directional
move following the “Hitch” Reversal Failure,
as in Figure 133, the movement is usually the
first leg of a long-term impulse movement,
and the subsequent Intermediate point is the
basing point for the second leg of the Impulse
movement.

The Day 4 Intermediate point in Figure 156 was the basis for a 12 9/32 point advance in the
September ‘92 Treasury Bonds from April 18 to September 14, 1992.

Day 4 was also a “Dual Sequential”; Day 4 was both the reversal day in the “Hitch” Reversal
Failure, and a “Double Day”. A “Double Day” is created when Minor points develop on both the
first and second sequence points of the same day. That leads us to our next chapter, The “Double
Day”, where all elements and trading tactics associated with the pattern will be detailed. 

In conclusion: The “Bow & Arrow” and “Hitch” develop within strong, directional movements.
These Inside Arrow derivative patterns are highly reliable in identifying important phases of
market movements and are powerful Market BIOS© tools. 

For Elliott Wave technicians, The Valid “Bow & Arrow” usually identifies a minor scale Wave 1
and Wave 2, with Day 2 in the pattern forming a running A-B-C Wave 2.
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THE “DOUBLE DAY”
Chapter Seven:  Market BIOS© Manual

THE “DOUBLE DAY” INVERSE AND THE “DOUBLE DAY” ARROW

The “Double Day” is created by a sudden, one day increase in market volatility. The “whipsaw”
price activity of the “Double Day” violates both the first and second sequence point of the
previous day's range. Then, the following day's price activity remains within the “Double Day”
range.

The “Double Day” range engulfs the ranges of the previous day and the following day. Thus,
Minor points develop at both the first and second sequence point of the “Double Day”, that’s why
I call it a “Double Day”. 

As illustrated in Figure 156, there are two basic forms of
the “Double Day”, the “Double Day” Inverse and the
“Double Day” Arrow. The two “Double Day” patterns
are distinguished by the sequence of Day 2, compared to
the sequence of the “Double Day”. 

The “Double Day” Inverse develops when the Day 2
sequence is inverse the sequence of the “Double Day”. 

The “Double Day” Arrow develops when the Day 2
sequence matches the sequence of the “Double Day”. 

The “Double Day” Inverse usually develops at the
midpoint, time-wise, in a short-term sideways
correction. 

The “Double Day” Arrow usually develops at the
midpoint of a short-term, sideways correction, but also
develops at the change in trend point between an
Impulse move and a correction.

The most important factor in identifying probable market movement following either the
“Double Day” Inverse or “Double Day” Arrow, is determining whether the “Double Day” pattern
is “In Sync” or “Out of Sync”.

We'll begin our examination of the “Double Day” with the “Double Day” Inverse. Then, we'll
move on to the “Double Day” Arrow.  I’ll explain “Double Day Sync” in each of these “Double
Day” patterns. 
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THE "DOUBLE DAY" INVERSE

As explained on the previous page, the “Double Day” Inverse is created when the sequence of
Day 2 is inverse the sequence of the “Double Day”. 

Figure 157 illustrates both the “In Sync” and “Out of
Sync” “Double Day” Inverse. 

The sequence of the day previous and following the
“Double Day”, determines whether the “Double Day”
Inverse is “In Sync” or “Out of Sync”. 

The “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse is created when
the sequence of Day 0 and Day 2 match, and are
inverse the sequence of the “Double Day”.

The “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Inverse develops
when the sequence of Day 0 and the “Double Day”
match, and the Day 2 sequence is inverse the “Double
Day”.

The “Sync” of the “Double Day” Inverse identifies the
probable character of the ensuing market activity. 

The "In Sync" "Double Day" Inverse

The “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse usually
develops at the midpoint, time-wise, in short-term,
sideways consolidations. 

Figure 158 illustrates an “In Sync” “Double Day”
developing at the midpoint, time-wise, in a sideways
consolidation. 

One key to the pattern is Day 3’s failure to violate and
close beyond the first sequence point (low) of the
“Double Day”.

Note the “Time Symmetry" or equal number of
corrective days before and after the Day 1 “Double

Day” Inverse. If the Time Symmetry is “Out of Sync”, the breakout movement will be
short-lived and the market will again move back through the “Double Day” range.
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Figure 158 is derived from actual price activity in the S&P 500 Cash from November 31 to
December 23, 1991.

Figure 159 is an example of a more quickly constructed 
“In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse. Note that Day 3 moves
straight through the first sequence point of the “Double Day”.
This price activity is an “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse
Straight-Away.

If you have a basic understanding of Elliott Wave, you'll find
that each Minor point in the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse
usually develops as the completion point of an A and B, or a B
and C in a simple A-B-C correction. 

In Figure 159, the first sequence point of the “Double Day”
was the B, and the second sequence point was C. 

In Figure 158 on the previous page, the first sequence point of the “Double Day” was the A, and
the second sequence point was the B. 

Figure 159 is actual price activity in the July ‘91 Soybean Meal from April 29 through May 13,
1991. 

Many times an “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse will develop
by itself, with no previous or following consolidating price
activity, as in Figure 160. Day 3 generates a Straight-Away
by moving directly through the first sequence point of the
“Double Day”. 

This type of Straight-Away “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse
usually initiates a strong directional move. 

Figure 160 is actual price activity in the July ‘90 Chicago
Wheat, from June 30 through July 15, 1990. Day 3 initiated a
subsequent $1.14 drop in Wheat prices, completed five
months later on January 18, 1991. 

This “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse pattern is one of the
most powerful Market BIOS tools at your disposal!
 

If you're an Elliott Wave practitioner, this Straight-Away “In Sync” “Double Day” pattern
represents a running correction; the B is the first sequence point and the C is the second sequence
point of the “Double Day”.

Figures 158 and 160 illustrate the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse when it develops at the
midpoint of a correction, while Figure 159 illustrates the pattern when it develops at the end of a
correction.
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Figure 161 illustrates the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse
developing at the beginning of a short-term sideways
correction (consolidation). 

As shown in the diagram, a strong directional move occurs
just prior to the “Double Day”. Day 3’s failure to move
directly through the first sequence point of the “Double
Day”, as in Figures 159 and 160, indicates that the “In
Sync” “Double Day” Inverse is developing at the beginning
of a consolidation.

When an “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse develops at the
beginning of a consolidation, the ensuing movement
following the break of the “Blue - Red” line (labeled X in
the diagram) is usually sharp and brief. Once the ensuing
movement is complete, the market ALWAYS generates a

retracing movement back to attempt a touch of the “Blue - Red” Line.

Figures 158 through 161 illustrate the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse developing within  
sideways, consolidating corrections. However, the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse may develop
within directional corrective moves of longer duration. 

Figure 162 illustrates an “In Sync” “Double Day”
Inverse developing within a strong, thrusting
corrective move.

Note that the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse
developed exactly midpoint, time-wise, within the
corrective move. There were six trading days
before the “Double Day”, counting the
Intermediate bottom labeled X, and six trading
days after the “Double Day” to the Intermediate
top labeled Y. 

The corrective move in Figure 162 is price activity
from the S&P 500 from May 9 through June 6,
1991. The “Blue to Blue” correction from X to Y,
retraced a previous downward movement. The
market retraced almost the entire X to Y

movement in 18 trading days. 

Note the strong subsequent directional moves that develop in Figures 159, 160 and 162, when
Day 3 violates and closes beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day”. Rarely does a
strong directional movement develop when Day 3 violates and closes beyond the second
sequence point of the “Double Day”. 
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After researching hundreds of “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverses, I have found only two
conditions where a strong directional movement develops, following the Day 3 violation and
close beyond the second sequence point of the “Double Day”. In those conditions, either of two
identifiable Market BIOS characteristics develop:

1. Day 3 is the breakout day of a “Blue-Red” Continuation Line, or
2. The “Double Day” is a Dual Sequential both a Sequential Pattern Failure and a “Double

Day”. 

Figure 163 represents the condition when
Day 3 violates and closes beyond the
second sequence point of the “Double
Day” and ignites a strong Continuation
Break. 

Figure 163 is actual price activity from
the September ‘91 Silver, from July 1
through July 30, 1991. 

Figure 164 is an example where both
conditions the “Double Day” Continuation
Break and the “Double Day” Dual
Sequential, develop in succession. 

In the diagram, Day 3 violates and closes
beyond the second sequence point of the
“Double Day”, and the previous Intermediate
bottom labeled X. Also, Day 3 initiates a
“Blue-Red” Continuation Break.

Then, Day 6 becomes a Dual Sequential, by
forming both an Inside Arrow Reversal
Failure and “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse.
Day 8 then violates and closes beyond the
second sequence point of the “Double Day”
and initiates a strong directional move.

Figure 164 is derived from actual price
activity in December ‘91 Corn from June 17 through July 26, 1991. December ‘91 Corn rallied
52.5 cents in 18 trading days, from the Day 4 low of $2.20 to $2.72 3/4.
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Figures 158 through 164 illustrate the important characteristics of the “In Sync” “Double Day”
Inverse. The following guidelines will assist you in identifying the condition in which the pattern
is developing (at the beginning, middle or end of consolidations, within thrusting moves, or as a
“Dual Sequential”), and what to expect from ensuing market movements. 

If a strong directional move occurred just before the development of the “In Sync” “Double
Day” Inverse.....

Expect Day 3 to violate and close beyond the first
sequence point of the “Double Day”. (See Figure
160). If Day 3 DOES move directly through the first
sequence point of the “Double Day”, expect a powerful
movement in the direction of Day 3 . 
If Day 3 does not move directly through the first
sequence point of the “Double Day”, the “In Sync”
“Double Day” Inverse is developing at the beginning
of a consolidation (see Figure 161). In this case,
expect a move to the second sequence point of the
“Double Day” and the development and violation of a
“Blue - Red” Continuation Line. 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  Once broken (in a quick, thrusting movement), the market
ALWAYS attempts a retracement back to the “Blue - Red” Line, when the first
sequence point of the “Double Day” is the Intermediate point (see Figure 161).

Though rare, Day 3 MUST NOT move through the second sequence point of the “Double
Day”. If Day 3 does move through the second sequence point of the “Double Day”, the
market will move back through the first sequence point of the “Double Day”.

If corrective action develops just prior to the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse.....
the market usually exits the consolidation in the same
direction it entered it.
Day 3 MUST move through and close beyond the
first sequence point of the “Double Day”, matching
the sequence of Day 2, without violating the first
sequence point of Day 2 (see Figure 159).

If Day 3 does not close beyond the first sequence
point of the “Double Day”, expect the market to
move back through the second sequence point of
the “Double Day”, initiating a strong directional
movement (see Figure 158).

If a “Double Day” Minor point penetrates the Minor
point that developed prior to “Double Day”, as in the relationship between “Double Day”
Minor point Y and Minor point X in Figure 166, the market will generate a strong
directional move through Minor points X and Y.  

If either the first or second sequence point of the “Double Day” is an Intermediate or Minor
point in a “Blue - Red” Line..... 
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The “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse is developing within a sideways consolidation.
Anticipate the violation of the “Blue - Red” Line, and the Intermediate point. 
I found that this is one of only two conditions when profitable trading opportunities
develop, when Day 3 violates and closes beyond the second sequence point of the
“Double Day”.

The same day violation of the “Blue - Red” Line and the second sequence point of the
“Double Day” only occurs when the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse develops in the
middle of a consolidation (See Figure 164, Day 1, 2 and 3). 

If the “Double Day” of the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse is also the Reversal day in a
Sequential Pattern Reversal Failure.....

The “Double Day” is a “Dual Sequential”. When this condition develops, the
probabilities are high that the market will violate and close beyond the second sequence
point of the “Double Day”.

Day 3’s violation and close beyond the second sequence point of the “Double Day”
usually initiates a powerful directional move of duration (See Figure 164, Days 4
through 8).

IMPORTANT NOTE PERTAINING TO ALL “DOUBLE DAY” PATTERNS:  The market
must close beyond the “Double Day” Minor point the same day it is violated. If not, the market
will move swiftly back through the Minor point at the opposite end of the “Double Day”. In
many cases, the movement back through the opposite end of the “Double Day” occurs the same
or next day. 

When the market moves back through the opposite
end of the “Double Day”, it must again close beyond
the Minor point. If not, the market will again move
swiftly back to the other end of the “Double Day”,
and continue in that direction. 

This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 167. In
example A, Day X fails to close beyond the Minor
point at the first sequence point of the “Double Day”.
The next day, Day Y, the market moves violently
back through the Minor point at the second sequence
point of the “Double Day”. 

In example A, Day Y should have closed beyond Minor point (2), for prices to continue
directionally lower. However, the market moves violently back through Minor point (1), and
closes beyond the Day X Minor point, indicating continued upward price movement. 

Example B is a rare case of dramatic one day volatility caused by the rotation of prices between
both ends of the “Double Day”. After Day X fails to close beyond Minor point (1), Day Y
initially moves back through Minor point (2), then violently reverses its sequence and moves
back toward Minor point (1). The market then continues downward.
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A change in trend usually develops when the market fails in its second attempt to close beyond
the “Double Day” range.

The "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Inverse

As explained earlier, an “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Inverse
develops when the sequence of Day 0 and the “Double Day”
match, and the Day 2 sequence is inverse the “Double Day”.

The “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Inverse is much like the “In
Sync” “Double Day” Inverse; both tend to form at the midpoint
of sideways consolidations. However, there are a few very
important principles of the “Out of Sync” that set it apart from
the “In Sync”. 

First Principle, Day 3 must NEVER move through the second
sequence point of the “Double Day”. 

As illustrated in Figure 169, a false move is signaled
when Day 3 violates or closes beyond the second
sequence point of the “Double Day”. In this case, the
Day 3 close is usually the most extreme closing price
before a sharp movement in the opposite direction,
through the first sequence point of the “Double Day”.

Example A is actual trading activity in the S&P 500
Cash from October 6 through October 14, 1992.
Example B is actual trading activity in  May ‘91 Sugar
from Feb. 13 through Feb. 22, 1991. 

Second, (this works in with the first characteristic) if the market first violates the second
sequence point of the “Double Day”, whether or not the violation occurs on Day 3, it ALWAYS
generates a reversal movement back through the first sequence point of the “Double Day”.

Third, if Day 3 makes an attempt, but fails to violate or
close beyond the first sequence point of the “Double
Day”, a change in trend is indicated and the market will
move swiftly through the second sequence point of the
“Double Day” and continue in that direction. 

Figure 170 illustrates this case, which is actual trading
in Sep ‘90 Silver from August 9 through August 27,
1990. 
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Fourth Principle, if the market attempts to
violate the first sequence point of the “Double
Day” after Day 3, this is a false movement before
the market moves swiftly back through the
second sequence point of the “Double Day”. 

The second sequence point of the “Double Day”
MUST be closed beyond the same day it is
violated for prices to continue directionally. If
not, the market will reverse swiftly again back
through the first sequence point of the “Double
Day” and continue in that direction. 

Figure 171 illustrates this principle. In the
diagram, Day 3 fails to violate and close beyond
the first sequence point of the “Double Day”,

indicating the development of a false movement. 

Day 5 initially attempts to violate the first sequence point of the “Double Day”, before moving
sharply through and closing beyond the second sequence point of the “Double Day”. The Day 5
close beyond the second sequence point of the “Double Day” indicates that prices will continue
upward. 

Figure 171 is actual price activity in the S&P 500 Cash from November 8 through December 3,
1991. Also note in the diagram, that Day X and Y form an Inside Arrow. Day Z (the third day in
the pattern) fails to violate and close beyond the Day X Minor Point, indicating the development
of an Inside Arrow failure. 

Though there were five attempts, S&P 500 Cash never closed beyond the Day X Minor point.
This type of price activity is called “Price Shielding”, which is discussed in its entirety in Chapter
Nine. Day 5 initiated a strong upward advance; following Day 5 S&P 500 Cash rallied to new
all-time highs of 421.25 in 29 trading days.

Figure 172 illustrates the second condition of the Fourth
Principle, and is derived from price activity in the September
‘91 T-Bonds from August 14 through August 29, 1991. 

In the diagram, Day 3 failed to violate and close beyond the
first sequence point of the “Double Day”, indicating a false
movement. Day 5 then moves swiftly back toward the
second sequence point of the “Double Day”, but Days 6 and
7 fail to close beyond the second sequence point of the
“Double Day”. Thus, Days 8 and 9 swiftly move back
through the first sequence point of the “Double Day”. 
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The close beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day” indicates the continuation of
upward prices. 

Condensing the four principles of the “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Inverse, we can derive the
underlying characteristics of the pattern

The first attempt to break out of the “Double Day” range is a false move, except when
Day 3 violates and closes beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day”. 

When Day 3 violates and closes beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day”,
expect continued directional price movement.

If Day 3 fails to violate or close beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day”, a
swift reversal movement back toward the second sequence point of the “Double Day”
will develop. 
The reversal movement must violate and close beyond the second sequence point of the
“Double Day”. If the market fails to violate and close beyond the second sequence point
of the “Double Day”, another swift move back through the first sequence point of the
“Double Day” develops. A close beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day” on
the second attempt, indicates continued price action in that direction. See Figure 172. 

In our examination of both the “In Sync” and “Out of Sync” Double Day Inverse, I’m sure you’ve
noticed that market volatility increases substantially within the “Double Day” range. 

THE “DOUBLE DAY” ARROW

As explained on the first page of this chapter, the “Double Day” Arrow is created when the
sequence of Day 2 matches the sequence of the “Double Day”. 

Figure 173 illustrates both the “In Sync” and “Out of
Sync” “Double Day” Arrow.

The sequence of the day previous and following the
“Double Day”, determines whether the “Double Day”
Arrow is “In Sync” or “Out of Sync”.

The “In Sync” “Double Day” Arrow is created when
the sequence of Day 0, the “Double Day” and Day 2
match. All three point in the same direction. 

The “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Arrow develops
when the sequence of Day 0 is inverse both the
“Double Day” and Day 2. 

As in the case with the “Double Day” Inverse, the
“Sync” of the “Double Day” Arrow identifies the likely
character of ensuing price activity. 
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The "In Sync" "Double Day" Arrow

The “In Sync” “Double Day” Arrow develops as a stand-alone, three day corrective pattern
within the course of strong Impulse movements; or within short-term sideways consolidations,
which usually includes a “Blue - Red” Continuation Break. 

Figure 174 illustrates the “In Sync” “Double Day” Arrow
developing as a stand-alone three day corrective pattern
within the course of a strong directional move. 

The sequences of Day 0, Day 1 (the “Double Day”) and Day
2 all match, defining the “In Sync” pattern. Then, 
Day 3 moves directly through the second sequence point of
the “Double Day”, without violating the first sequence point
of Day 2. 

When Day 3 moves directly through the second sequence
point of the “Double Day” as illustrated in the diagram, a
strong ensuing directional move develops. 

Figure 174 is derived from price activity in the March ‘91 Treasury Bonds, from February 10
through February 24, 1991. Day 3 initiated a 3 3/4 point drop in T-Bonds basis the second
sequence point of the “Double Day”. 

Figure 175 depicts the “In Sync” “Double Day” Arrow
developing within a short-term, sideways consolidation.
Also, a “Blue - Red” Continuation Line develops, as is the
usual case when the “In Sync” develops within a sideways
consolidation. 

Figure 175 is derived from actual price activity in the S&P
500 Cash Index from October 16, through October 28, 1992. 

The Day 3 violation and close beyond the first sequence
point of the “Double Day” and break of the “Blue - Red”
Line initiated a strong advance to an all-time record high of
442.65, reached on December 29, 1992. 

The “In Sync” “Double Day” Arrow consolidation, depicted in Figure 175, usually develops
within strong Impulse (trending) movements. In most cases, you’ll find three Sequential Patterns
in the directional movement prior to this “Double Day” consolidation pattern.  

Figures 174 and 175 illustrate the main principle pertaining to the “In Sync” “Double Day”
Arrow. Day 3 MUST violate and close beyond either end of the “Double Day”. When it does,
expect the continuation of directional price movement. 
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Furthermore, if Day 3 fails to violate and close beyond the “Double Day” range, the market will
move outside the “Double Day” range in either of two fashions.

1. After Day 3, the market will move directly through and close beyond the first sequence
point of the “Double Day”.

2. After Day 3, the market will violate but fail to close beyond the second sequence point of
the “Double Day”. The failure to close beyond the second sequence point of the “Double
Day” indicates that the market will generate a reversal movement back toward the first
sequence point of the “Double Day”, in most cases the following day. 

The market must then close beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day” the
same day it is violated, for continued price movement in that direction. If not, a change
in trend has developed, and the market will move violently back through the second
sequence point of the “Double Day” and continue in that direction. 

Pertaining to condition number two, we discussed the similar type of condition as it applies to the
“Out of Sync” “Double Day” Inverse in Figure 172. 

Figure 176 illustrates both conditions one and two.

Examples A and B illustrate the first condition
where the market violates and closes beyond the
first sequence point of the “Double Day” after Day
3, without violating the second sequence point of
the “Double Day”.

Examples C and D illustrate the violation of the
second sequence point of the “Double Day” after
Day 3. This attempt is usually a false move, before
the market reverses sharply back through the first
sequence point of the “Double Day”. The market
must then close beyond the first sequence point of
the “Double Day”, as depicted on Day 4 in
examples C and D. 

If not, the market will swiftly reverse back through the second sequence point of the “Double
Day” and continue in that direction. 

Important Note #1, illustrated in Figure 176: 
If the previous Minor point and the “Double Day” Minor point are only two days apart, as
illustrated by Minor points X and Y,
and Minor point X cannot convert to an Intermediate point, because the “Double Day”
range penetrates Minor point X.......

The market will ALWAYS attempt a violation and close beyond the Minor points X and Y. If the
market DOESN’T close beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day” the day it is
violated,  A CHANGE IN TREND IS INDICATED. 
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Important Note #2, illustrated in Figure 176:

The “In Sync” “Double Day” Arrow is created by unusual underlying strength or weakness. Thus,
when Day 3 fails to violate and close beyond the “Double Day” range, the market is sending a
strong warning that strength or weakness is waning. 

Though the market may violate and close sharply through the first sequence point of the “Double
Day” after Day 3, this is the last swift, directional movement before a correction back to at least
the “Double Day”. In all likelihood, the following corrective movement will be initiated by some
form of an Inside Arrow, or an Inside Arrow derivative (see Chapter Six). 

The rare case of a Sequential Pattern developing within the “Double Day” range. 

Figure 177 illustrates the rare case when a subsequent
Sequential Pattern develops within the “Double Day”
range. In the diagram Day 3 violates, but fails to close
beyond the second sequence point of the “Double Day”.

As stated above, if the market violates, but fails to close
outside the “Double Day” range, a swift reversal move
back toward the opposite end of the “Double Day”
usually develops the following day. 

However, in Figure 177, Day 4 remains within the Day
3 range, forming an Inside Inverse. 

The market's failure on Day 4 to generate a swift reversal toward the opposite end of the “Double
Day”, indicates that the market is going to continue in the direction through the first violated end
of the “Double Day”, as shown in Figure 177.

The ensuing movement is thrusting, and brief.  Once complete, a retracement back to at least the
"Double Day" almost ALWAYS develops.  In all likelihood, the retracing movement will be
initiated by some form of an Inside Arrow, or an Inside Arrow derivative (see Chapter Six). 

In the rare event that a Sequential Pattern develops within the “Double Day” range, apply the
trading procedures for the specific Sequential Pattern; an Inside Inverse formed in Figure 177.
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The "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Arrow

The “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Arrow usually develops within sideways consolidations. Also,
though seldom, the “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Arrow develops at the change in trend point,
between Impulse and corrective movements. It virtually never develops as a stand-alone three
day corrective pattern within the course of strong Impulse movements

Figure 178 illustrates the “Out of Sync” “Double
Day” Arrow developing within a sideways
consolidation, a consolidation including the
development of a “Blue - Red” Continuation Line.

Days 0, 1, and 2 form the “Out of Sync” Arrow
pattern; Day 0 is inverse both the “Double Day” (Day
1), and Day 2. 

In the diagram, Day 3 in the “Out of Sync” “Double
Day” Arrow pattern moves directly through the
second sequence point of the “Double Day”, in the
direction pointed by the “Arrows”. Day 3 also initiates
a Continuation Break. 

Note the “In Sync” “Double Day” Inverse (formed by Days A, B and C), and the Straight-Away  
generated on Day D through the first sequence point of the “Double Day”.

Figure 178 depicts actual price activity in December ‘90 Cocoa, from September 26 through
October 16, 1990. 

Figure 179, again, illustrates the “Out of Sync” “Double
Day” Arrow developing within a sideways consolidation,
including a “Blue - Red” Continuation Line. 

As in Figure 178, Day 3 violates and closes beyond the
“Double Day” range, and ignites a Continuation Break.
However, there is an important difference between Day 3
violating and closing beyond the second sequence point
of the “Double Day” and Day 3 violating and closing
beyond the first sequence point of the “Double Day”, in
conjunction with a “Blue - Red” Continuation Break.

From my research, when the market moves through the
second sequence point of the “Double Day”, as in Figure
178, a retracement back to at least the second sequence

point of the “Double Day” develops, once the movement following the break is complete. When
the market moves through the first sequence point of the “Double Day” on Day 3, as in Figure
179, the ensuing movement is much more powerful and enduring. In some cases, in may take
years for the market to return to the “Double Day”. 
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In both Figure 178 and Figure 179, the “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Arrow developed at the
midpoint of the “Blue - Red” Consolidation. 

Figure 180, derived from May ‘91 Cocoa from 
March 21 through April 8, 1991, illustrates the “Out of
Sync” “Double Day” Arrow developing at the beginning of a
“Blue - Red” Consolidation. 

As shown in the diagram, a strong directional, downward
move occurs just prior to the “Double Day”. Day 3 fails to
violate the “Double Day” range. Day 4’s higher low converts
the Day 3 low into a Minor point, establishing a “Blue -
Red” Continuation Line. 

Whenever an “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Arrow is either
the Intermediate point or Minor point forming a “Blue -
Red” Continuation Line, the market will violate the line and
initiate a powerful directional movement. 

Day 3 is the key to the “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Arrow, more so than the “In Sync” “Double
Day” Arrow. Day 3 must at least violate the second sequence point of the “Double Day”, if the
market is going to continue in the direction pointed by the “Double Day”. If not, a powerful
directional move in the opposite direction, through the first sequence point of the “Double Day”,
will develop.

Any violation of the second sequence point of the “Double Day” after Day 3 is a false move, and,
again the market will reverse and move sharply through the first sequence point of the “Double
Day”, and initiate a powerful directional movement. Figure 180 above, is an excellent example of
this principle. Day 6 (April 2, 1991) initiated a $255 drop in Cocoa prices that finally bottomed
on July 10, 1991.

Figure 181 is another example of the powerful move that
develops through the first sequence point of the “Double
Day”, when Day 3 fails to violate and close beyond the
second sequence point of the “Double Day”. 

Figure 181 depicts price activity in March ‘92 T-Bonds
from December 4 through December 20, 1991. 

From the “Blue - Red” Line broken on Day 5, March
T-Bonds exploded 4 10/32nds in 14 trading days, to the
highest T-Bond prices since 1986. 
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Figure below duplicated from previous page.

Figure 181 presents a few important Market BIOS
characteristics.

Note the Time Symmetry within this consolidation, the
equal number of days before and after the “Double Day”
within the consolidation. 

For example, there were five days counting backward
from, but not including the “Double Day”, to and
including the “Blue” top. Then, five days counting
forward including the “Double Day” to the breakout of
the “Blue -Red” Line and violation of the first sequence
point of the “Double Day”, Day 5 in the illustration. 

Also note the “Bow & Arrow” that developed within the
“Double Day” range. As I mentioned in the “In Sync”

Arrow section, when a Sequential Pattern develops within the “Double Day” range, apply the
trading procedures for that specific pattern. Thus, using Figure 181, we apply the trading
procedures for the “Bow & Arrow” on Day 5. 

Lastly, note the two “Blue - Red” Lines created within the consolidation. The second “Blue -
Red” Line is created by the “Double Day”.  The market initially attempts to breakout through the
Intermediate top, but swiftly reverses its sequence once it fails to do so. Day 2’s narrower range
creates the “Double Day”. 

I call this type of consolidation the “Scissors”, because of the shape created by the two “Blue -
Red” Lines.  My contemporary, Roger Squire II, more affectionately calls the consolidation a
“Box”. Anyway you call it, the market always generates a strong move through the horizontal
second “Blue -Red” Line, whether or not a “Double Day” develops within the consolidation. 

I should also include, when a “Double Day” does develop within the consolidation, the ensuing
movement is stronger, and more enduring (longer lasting). 

To further illustrate the above point, and to move on
to the next topic, I’ve included Figure 182, which
depicts price activity in the S&P 500 Cash from
November 2 through November 20, 1992. 

In the diagram, note the Day 3 violation and close
beyond the second sequence point of the “Double
Day”. As usual, when Day 3 violates and closes
beyond the second sequence point of the “Double
Day”, the market quickly retraces back to the
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“Double Day”, and stopped right at the Day 2 close.
The retracement created the second “Blue - Red”
Line. 

The Day X (November 20, 1992) breakout of the
“Box”, initiated a 19.40 point advance to an all-time
record high of 442.65 reached 25 trading days later on
December 29, 1992. 

In our previous discussion of the “Out of Sync”
“Double Day” Arrow, we've focused on the
characteristic of price behavior when Day 3 violates
and closes beyond the second sequence point of the

“Double Day” within consolidations. 

After researching hundreds of “Double Days”, I’m struck by the rarity of the “Out of Sync”
“Double Day” Arrow developing as a stand-alone, three day consolidation within strong Impulse
movements. It is virtually non-existent. Figure 183 (September ‘92 T-Bonds from May 8 through
May 28, 1992) illustrates the only case where:

1. the “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Arrow
developed as a three day consolidation within
the direction of a strong Impulse movement.....

2. and, Day 3 violated and closed beyond the
second sequence point of the “Double Day”....

3. and, neither end of “Double Day” was a
component of a “Blue - Red” Line.

From the illustration you’ll see that T-Bond prices 
remained above the second sequence point of the
“Double Day” for all of one day, the true definition of a
false move. 

A few important points pertaining to Figure 183.
Note that the “Double Day” was actually the reversal day of an Abnormal Inside Arrow  
failure, formed by Days X and 0. 
The four day downward movement from the Day 3 Minor point to Minor point Y was a
Single “Hook” correction. 
The Single “Hook” Correction was a 2 1/32nd point downmove, but the Day Y Minor
point at 98’14 was the basis for a strong rally in Sep ‘92 T-Bonds up to 108 13/32nds,
reached September 14, 1992. 
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The “Out of Sync” “Double Day” Arrow
sometimes develops at the completion point of
directional movements, and the beginning of  
strong directional movements in the opposite
direction. 

The beginning of a strong directional move is
signaled if the “Double Day” is pointed in the
opposite direction of the previous movement, and
Day 3 only violates the second sequence point of
the “Double Day”. 

Also note that the first sequence point of the
“Double Day” is the most extreme high or low
point of the previous movement. 

The most important principle pertaining to the “Out of Sync” Arrow developing at the
turning point of directional movements: the market always retraces back to at least the second
sequence point of the “Double Day”, once the ensuing movement is complete, regardless how
strong the ensuing movement appears.

Figure 184 above, depicts price activity in March ‘92 Corn. March Corn rallied from the “Double
Day” low of 248 on January 6, 1992 to 271 1/4 reached on February 10, 1992. 

Eventually, July ‘92 Corn reached a peak of 285 on March 10, 1992 before dropping sharply and
reaching the second sequence point of the “Double Day” on April 7, 1992. After a volatile
sideways correction throughout May and early June of ‘92, Corn prices continued their slide and
moved dramatically lower. 

Figure 185 is another example
of the eventual retracement
back to the “Double Day”, once
the ensuing movement is
complete. 

In the diagram, the market
moves strong and swift up to
Intermediate point X. Then, the
market loses strength, and
moves swiftly downward
toward the “Double Day”. The
market then reacts and moves
sharply upward once the
retracement is complete,
establishing Minor point Y. 

Figure 185 depicts June ‘92 Hogs from February 7 through April 3, 1992. 
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It should be noted, the "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Arrow has a propensity to move through the
first sequence point of the "Double Day". 

Before we move on to the "Double Day" trading procedures, I want to point out that I've
explained the most likely characteristics of market behavior following the "Double Day". Please
note, there will be rare cases when the market doesn't exactly follow the form I've detailed.  But
again, those will be rare cases.  

“DOUBLE DAY” TRADING PROCEDURES AND TACTICS

In detailing the "Double Day" trading procedures, I'll begin with the "In Sync" "Double Day"
Inverse and finish with the "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Arrow, the sequence I followed in the
previous section.  This is the order of frequency of each pattern. 

"In Sync" "Double Day" Inverse Trading Procedures

When the "In Sync" "Double Day" Inverse develops, and
the "Double Day" is not the reversal day of a
Sequential Pattern Failure, or
the second sequence point of the "Double Day" is
not a component of a "Blue - Red" Line,

place a stop entry order one horizontal increment beyond
the first sequence point of the "Double Day" before the
opening on Day 3.

If your stop entry order placed beyond the first sequence
point of the "Double Day" is filled on Day 3, place a
reversal stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 2
close. 

In rare cases, the market initially violates the first
sequence point of the "Double Day" before reversing its
sequence and moving violently through the second
sequence point of the "Double Day". 

If on Day 3 your order beyond the first sequence point of
the "Double Day" is filled and your reversal stop is NOT hit, but the market does not close
beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day" , exit your position at the market on the
opening the next day. Expect the market to move sharply back through the second sequence
point of the "Double Day" the next day. 

Also, if the first sequence point of Day 2 is violated before your entry stop is filled, cancel your
entry stop immediately. When the first sequence point of Day 2 is violated before the first
sequence point of the "Double Day", the market will generate a move back through the second
sequence point of the "Double Day".
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If the market closes beyond the first sequence
point on Day 3, readjust your stop to one
horizontal increment beyond the second
sequence point of the "Double Day" on Day 4.
Then, maintain your exit stop at that location
until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. 

After the subsequent Intermediate point
develops, readjust your stop exit order to one
horizontal increment beyond each subsequent
Minor point that develops in the course of the
trend, until you are stopped out of your position
as illustrated in Figure 188. 
 

In the rare event that your reversal stop is
hit on Day 3, enter an exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of Day 3. 

This Day 3 reversal only develops at
long-term changes in trend points.

Follow the stop adjustment procedures
detailed above and in Figure 188. 

If your stop entry order placed beyond the
first sequence point of the "Double Day"
is not filled on Day 3, DO NOT reenter it
past Day 3.

If the first sequence point of the "Double
Day" is violated after Day 3, place and
maintain an entry stop order beyond the
second sequence point of the "Double
Day" until it is filled.  

Once filled, maintain an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the extreme point of the day
that violated but failed to close beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day"; i.e., the  
Day 4 Minor point in Figure 190.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: After Day 3, do not place a stop entry order beyond the second
sequence point of the "Double Day", unless the first sequence point of the "Double Day" is  
violated before the second sequence point.  If the first sequence point is not violated before the
market moves back through the second sequence point, the "Double Day" is developing at the
beginning of a sideways consolidation.  In this case, the market will make a false move through
the second sequence point, develop a "Blue - Red" Line and violate it. See Figure 161.   
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 You may choose a more aggressive

strategy, by entering the market on the
opening of the day following the failure
to close beyond the first sequence point
of the "Double Day".  

For example, in Figure 191, Day 4
violated but failed to close beyond the
first sequence point of the "Double Day".

Employing the aggressive entry strategy, you'd buy or sell the market on the opening of Day 5.
Once you've entered the market, place an exit stop order beyond the Day 4 Minor point. Then
follow the stop adjustment procedures detailed in Figure 188. 

Examples A and B, in Figure 192, illustrate the
"Double Day" developing as a "Dual Sequential"
an Inside Arrow Reversal Failure day and an "In
Sync" "Double Day" Inverse. 

Examples C and D illustrate the second sequence
point of the "Double Day" as a component of a
"Blue - Red" Line.

These are the only cases where advantageous
trading opportunities develop, when the market
violates and closes beyond the second sequence
point of the "Double Day" in the "In Sync" Inverse
pattern. 

Thus, before the opening of Day 3, place a stop
entry order one horizontal increment beyond the
second sequence point of the "Double Day", as
shown in Figure 192. 

In examples C and D, I've assumed that there was only one day between the Intermediate point
and the "Double Day" Minor point in creating the "Blue - Red" Line. If there's more than one day
between the Intermediate point and the "Double Day" Minor point, the probabilities are low that
the market will violate and close beyond the second sequence point of the "Double Day" on Day
3. 

Nonetheless, when the second sequence point of the "Double Day" is a component of a "Blue -
Red" Line, do not place a stop entry order beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day"
on Day 3 or after.
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Figure 193 illustrates the exit stop placement
strategy for the "Double Day" "Dual
Sequential" and the "Double Day" "Blue -
Red" Line component, when your entry stop is
filled on Day 3. 

After your entry order is filled on Day 3, place
an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond
the first sequence point of the "Double Day". 

The directional movement following Day 3 is
usually powerful, and Intermediate points
rarely develop within the movement. 

Thus, adjust your exit stop to one increment
beyond each subsequent Minor point in the
direction of the movement. 

"Out of Sync" "Double Day" Inverse Trading Procedures

The "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Inverse is a bit more complicated than the "In Sync" pattern.
The most critical element is: Day 3 must violate, or at least attempt to violate, the first sequence
point of the "Double Day".  

A false move is indicated when the second sequence point of the "Double Day" is
violated before the first sequence point of the "Double Day". 
After Day 3, the failure to close beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day", the
day it is violated, indicates a false move before the market moves back to the second
sequence point of the "Double Day". 

If the second sequence point of the
"Double Day" is not a component of a
"Blue - Red" Line:

Before the opening on Day 3, place an entry
stop one horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of the "Double Day".
DO NOT ENTER AN ORDER BEYOND
THE SECOND SEQUENCE POINT OF
THE "DOUBLE DAY" ON DAY 3.

If your stop entry order is filled on Day 3, place a reversal stop one horizontal increment beyond
the Day 2 close, as illustrated in Figure 194.  Use a reversal stop because, in rare cases the market
"turns on a dime" after violating the first sequence point of the "Double Day" and generates a
major change in trend when the market moves through the second sequence point of the "Double
Day". 
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If your reversal stop is filled, place an exit
stop one horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of Day 3, as shown in 
Figure 195.

Maintain your exit stop at that location until a
subsequent Intermediate point develops.
Thereafter, adjust your stop to one horizontal
increment beyond each subsequent Minor
point until you are stopped out of your
position. 

If on Day 3, your order placed beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day" is filled, but
the market does not close beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day", exit your position
at the market on the opening of Day 4. 

If on Day 3, the market violates, but does not close beyond the first sequence point of
the "Double Day", the market will generate a sharp movement through the second
sequence point of the "Double Day".  

When Day 3 attempts to violate (by matching the price of the first sequence point), or
violates and fails to close beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day", on Day 4
place a stop entry order beyond the second sequence point of the "Double Day".  Maintain
that stop order on a daily basis until it filled. 

Once your order is filled, maintain an exit stop beyond the first sequence point of the
"Double Day", until a subsequent Intermediate point develops.  Thereafter, adjust
your entry stop to one horizontal increment beyond each Minor point as they develop
in the directional movement. 

If Day 3 closes beyond the first sequence point of
the "Double Day", on Day 4 readjust your exit
stop to one horizontal increment beyond the
second sequence point of the "Double Day". 

The directional movement following the 
Day 3 violation and close beyond the first
sequence point of the "Double Day" is powerful
and thrusting.  

However, the market almost always generates a reversal move back through the second
sequence point of the "Double Day" once the movement is complete.

Thus, adjust your exit stop to each subsequent Minor point as they develop within the
directional movement following Day 3, until you are stopped out of your position.
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Entering the market after Day 3 in the "Out of Sync" Inverse

If Day 3 remains within the "Double Day"
range, enter a stop-close-only entry order
beyond the first sequence point of the
"Double Day", as shown in 
Figure 197.  

If you're not familiar with this type of
order, the order is not filled unless the
market is trading at or beyond your price
on the close. 

If your stop-close-only order is not filled the day the first sequence point of the "Double Day" is
violated, expect the market to make a sharp move the next day toward the second sequence point
of the "Double Day". 

The day after the market fails to close beyond the first sequence point of the "Double
Day", place a stop entry order one horizontal increment beyond the second sequence point
of the "Double Day".  Reenter this entry stop daily, until your order is filled. The market
must close beyond the second sequence point of the "Double Day", the same day your
order is filled.  If not, the market will move swiftly back through the first sequence point.
See Figure 196.

If the market does not close beyond the second sequence point of the "Double Day",
the same day your order is filled, exit your position at the market on the opening the
following day. 

You may choose to employ an aggressive entry strategy, by entering the market at the opening on
the day following the failure to close beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day".  

After entering the market, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the failure
day range; i.e., the second sequence point of Day 4 in Figure 197 above. 
Expect a powerful, thrusting movement following the close beyond the second sequence
point of the "Double Day".  Thus, readjust your exit stop to one horizontal increment
beyond each subsequent Minor point, as they develop in the course of the ensuing
directional movement. 
IMPORTANT POINT:  expect the market to make a false move toward either end of the
"Double Day" after Day 3, if the range of the "Double Day" is Elongated compared to the
range of Day 2.  The "Double Day" range is Elongated if the Day 2 range is less than 1/2
the range of the "Double Day". 
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Figure 198 illustrates the condition where the second
sequence point of the "Double Day" in the "Out of
Sync" Inverse is a component of a "Blue - Red" line.

In this case, DO NOT place a stop entry order one
horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point
of the "Double Day".

The odds are high that Day 3 will violate and close
beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day".
However, this initial movement out of the "Double

Day" range is false.  Within days, the market will reverse back through the second sequence point
of the "Double Day", and then violate the "Blue - Red" Line and the Intermediate point.  

On Day 3, place an entry stop order one horizontal increment beyond the second sequence point
of the "Double Day", IF THERE IS ONLY ONE DAY BETWEEN THE INTERMEDIATE
POINT AND SECOND SEQUENCE POINT OF THE "DOUBLE DAY". 

For example, in Figure 198, there are two days between the Intermediate point and the
second sequence point of the "Double Day".  Thus, you wouldn't enter an order beyond
the second sequence point of the "Double Day" on Day 3.  If the "Blue - Red" Line was
broke on Day 3 in the illustration, the Time Symmetry before and after the "Double Day"
would be "Out of Sync".  The initial break of the "Blue - Red" Line would be quickly
retraced.

If there is only one day between the Intermediate point and second sequence point of the "Double
Day", and your order is filled on Day 3, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the
first sequence point of the "Double Day".

Adjust your stop to each Minor point that develops in the directional movement following the
break of the "Blue - Red" Line, until you are stopped out of your position. 
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"In Sync" "Double Day" Arrow Trading Procedures

The "In Sync" "Double Day" Arrow is a very
important Market BIOS pattern.  Thus, I'm going
to quickly review the market behavior associated
with the pattern, so you can thoroughly understand
it and trade it most profitably. 

Figure 199 illustrates the two conditions where the
pattern develops as a sideways consolidation. 

Examples A and B illustrate the pattern where the
first sequence point of the "Double Day" is a
component of a "Blue - Red" Line.  The "Blue -
Red" Line is created because the "Double Day"
doesn't violate the most recent previous Minor
point.  

The "Double Day" is also pointing in the opposite
direction of the previous movement.  

In this case, Day 3 usually violates the "Blue - Red" Line and closes beyond both the first
sequence point of the "Double Day" and the Intermediate point.

Examples C and D illustrate the pattern when the first sequence point of the "Double Day" is not
a component of a "Blue - Red" Line, because the first sequence point of the "Double Day"
violates the most recent previous Minor point.  The "Double Day" is also pointing in the opposite
direction of the previous movement. This pattern is called an "Irregular" "Double Day".

In this case, Day 3 rarely violates the "Double Day" range.  On Day 3 or after, the market makes a
false movement through the second sequence point of the "Double Day".  The day after the false
violation of the second sequence point of the "Double Day", the market moves sharply through
the first sequence point of the "Double Day".  

BE WARNED: The market must then close beyond the first sequence point the next day, or a
major change in trend will develop.  Furthermore, even though the market closes beyond the
first sequence point of the "Double Day", the ensuing movement is the last spurt before a
major change in trend, and strong movement back through the second sequence point of the
"Double Day".

Also, the change in trend back through the second sequence point of the "Double Day" will be
initiated by an Inside Arrow, or Inside Arrow derivative. 

If the day following the violation of the second sequence point of the "Double Day" does not
violate the first sequence point of the "Double Day", but forms an Inside Sequential Pattern, the
market will continue sharply through the second sequence point of the "Double Day". 
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In this case, employ the trading procedures that apply to the specific Sequential Pattern.  The
ensuing movement through the second sequence point of the "Double Day" will be swift and
brief, before the market retraces back to the second sequence point of the "Double Day". 

Figure 200 illustrates the "In Sync" "Double Day"
Arrow developing as a stand-alone, three day
corrective pattern within the course of a strong
Impulse movement.  This condition is identified by
the "Double Day" pointing in the same direction as
the previous market movement. 

When this condition develops, the probabilities are
high that Day 3 will violate and close beyond the
second sequence point of the "Double Day" and
renew strong directional price movement.

Now, on to the trading procedures for the "In Sync" "Double Day" Arrow, as they apply to the
three conditions discussed above. 

When the "Double Day" is a
component of a "Blue - Red" Line
and there is only one day between
the "Double Day" and the
Intermediate point, as shown in
Figure 201, you have two entry stop
placement choices. 

On Day 3, place a stop entry order
one horizontal increment beyond the
first sequence point of the "Double

Day", or more aggressively, one horizontal increment beyond the "Blue - Red" Line at the second
vertical line of Day 3.  For a refresher, see the Continuation Break chapter. 

If your stop entry order is filled on       
Day 3, place an exit stop one horizontal
increment beyond the second sequence
point of the "Double Day".  

Day 3 MUST close beyond both the first
sequence point of the "Double Day"
AND the Intermediate point. 

If Day 3 does not close beyond both, exit your position at the market on the opening of Day 4.  
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If Day 3 closes beyond the Intermediate point, maintain your stop daily beyond the second
sequence point of the "Double Day".  You have two tactical choices:

1. Stay in your position for a long-term move by maintaining your exit stop beyond the
second sequence point of the "Double Day", then readjust your stop as each subsequent
Intermediate point develops within the ensuing directional movement.  Usually, only two
subsequent Intermediate points will develop in the ensuing directional movement before
an Intermediate point is violated.  

If you choose this strategy, expect the market to retrace a large part of the ensuing
movement following Day 3.  Furthermore, expect the subsequent Intermediate point to
develop in the vicinity of the "Double Day" close.

2. You may choose to stay with your position only
for the short-term thrust that follows Day 3.  If so,
measure the price length from the Intermediate
point to the point of origin of the previous
movement, the Minor point that developed prior
the Intermediate point.  This measurement is price
length A in Figure 203. 

Add price length A to the second sequence point
of the "Double Day" to determine the short-term
price target.  This measurement is price length B
in Figure 203. 

                                                         
Enter both an exit order at the target price and
maintain your stop beyond the second sequence
point of the "Double Day", until your exit order at
the target price is filled. 

Figure 204 illustrates the condition where the first
sequence point of the "Double Day" violates the
previous Minor point, nullifying the development
of a "Blue - Red" Line.  In this case, it is rare for
Day 3 to violate the "Double Day" range.   

This pattern always develops just prior to the last
spurt of the previous directional move.  Once the
last move is complete, a sharp move back through
the second sequence point of the "Double Day"
and the most recent Intermediate point develops.  

Any movement through the first sequence point of the "Double Day" is short-lived.  Thus, I do
not advocate your trading this last leg of the directional movement unless you're willing to trade
within a very short-term time frame.
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I strongly advocate trading the strong directional move back through the second sequence point
of the "Double Day" and the Intermediate point that develops once the last leg is complete.  

If you are interested in trading the last leg
of the directional move, there are two
trading strategies available.

Place an entry stop one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point
of the "Double Day" on Day 4.  Do not  
play the violation of the first sequence
point of the "Double Day" on Day 3. 

If your order is filled on Day 4, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the second
sequence point of the "Double Day".  If the market fails to close beyond the first sequence point
of the "Double Day", exit your position at the market on the opening the next day. 

If your order is filled on Day 4, and the market closes beyond the first sequence point of the
"Double Day", maintain your stop beyond the second sequence point of the "Double Day".  

The completion of the ensuing movement and the initiation of the powerful move back
through the second sequence point of the "Double Day" and previous Intermediate point will
be marked by an Inside Arrow Failure or Inside Arrow derivative. 

When the Inside Arrow or Inside Arrow derivative pattern develops, follow the trading
procedures for the specific pattern to exit and REVERSE your position. 

Figure 206 illustrates the second strategy,
which is more aggressive.

On Day 3, place a BUY order one horizontal
increment beyond the second sequence point
of the "Double Day", when the "Double
Day" sequence is high-low-close, as in
example A.  Or place a SELL order one
horizontal increment beyond the second
sequence point of the "Double Day" when
the "Double Day" sequence is
low-high-close, as in example B. 

The concept behind this strategy: a violation of the second sequence point of the "Double Day"
on Day 3 is a false move.  The next day the market moves sharply back through and closes
beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day", initiating the last leg of the directional
movement.  
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If you choose this aggressive strategy, and
your entry order is filled on Day 3:  

Before the Day 4 opening, place an
exit stop one horizontal increment
beyond the sequence point that
penetrates the second sequence
point of the "Double Day".  That
would be the Day 3 low in example
A, and the Day 3 high in example B.
Day 4 must violate and close
beyond the first sequence point of
the "Double Day".  If it doesn't, exit
your position at the market on the
close. 

If Day 4 closes beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day", as illustrated in
Figure 206, maintain a REVERSAL stop order beyond the extreme sequence point of the
failure day; i.e., the second sequence point of Day 3 in Figure 206.  The market may
attempt to stop you out of your position on either Day 5 or Day 6, before completing the
last leg of the directional move. 

When employing either strategy, BE EXTREMELY ALERT TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
AN INSIDE ARROW OR INSIDE ARROW DERIVATIVE at the completion point of the
last leg of the directional move!  When the Inside Arrow or Inside Arrow derivative develops,
EXIT AND REVERSE YOUR POSITION by following the trading procedures that apply to the
specific Inside Arrow pattern.  

It is imperative for you to trade the powerful movement back through the second sequence point
of the "Double Day" and the previous Intermediate point.  These are very powerful directional
price movements that offer phenomenally profitable trading opportunities!

Figure 207 illustrates two examples of the Inside Arrow or Inside Arrow derivative marking the
end of the previous directional move and the beginning of the powerful movement back through
the second sequence point of the "Double Day" and previous Intermediate point. 
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IMPORTANT NOTE: If the market violates the second sequence point of the "Double Day"
after Day 3, the movement back through the first sequence point of the "Double Day" will be
a failure, indicating a change in trend! 

This condition is illustrated in Figure 208.  
When this condition develops, you may enter
the market after Day 3 on the false move
through the second sequence point of the
"Double Day" as previously explained.  If you
choose to, use the same stop exit strategy
detailed on the previous page.

However, I suggest that you exit the market one
horizontal increment beyond the first sequence
point of the "Double Day".  The probabilities
are very high that the market will fail to close
beyond the first sequence point of the "Double
Day", if the second sequence point is falsely
violated after Day 3.

You may employ a very aggressive entry strategy to capture the movement back through the
second sequence point of the "Double Day", by reversing your position one horizontal increment
beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day".  This strategy would have you shorting the
market above the dashed line at Intermediate point X in Figure 208.

If you employ this strategy, the market MUST at least close back in the "Double Day" range.  If
the market closes beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day", exit your position at the
market on the close.  Do not stay in your position overnight. 

If the market closes back in the "Double Day" range, stay in your position.  The next day, place
an exit stop order one horizontal increment beyond the extreme point that penetrated the
first sequence point of the "Double Day".  In Figure 208, that would be the first sequence point of
Day X. 

The ensuing movement through the Intermediate point will be completed by a Failure version of
the same Inside Arrow or Inside Arrow derivative pattern that initiated the movement.  For
example, a "Bow & Arrow" initiated the downward movement from Intermediate point X, and a
Stretched "Bow & Arrow" Failure completed the downward movement.

"Why doesn't the market close beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day", when the
second sequence point of the "Double Day" is violated after Day 3?", you may ask.  This
phenomenon occurs because the Time Symmetry within the sideways correction is thrown "Out
of Sync", if the violation of the second sequence point of the "Double Day" is violated after 
Day 3. 
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Figure 209 illustrates the "In Sync" "Double
Day" Arrow developing as a stand-alone, three
day corrective pattern within the course of a
strong Impulse movement.  This condition is
identified by the "Double Day" pointing in the
same direction as the market movement previous
the "In Sync" pattern. 

When this condition develops, the probabilities
are high that Day 3 will violate and close beyond
the second sequence point of the "Double Day"
and renew strong directional price movement.

Thus, place a stop entry order one horizontal increment beyond both the first and second
sequence points of the "Double Day".  

If your order placed beyond the second
sequence point of the "Double Day" is filled on
Day 3, readjust your exit stop to one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point of
Day 2, as illustrated in Figure 210. 

Maintain this exit stop daily, until a subsequent
Minor point develops.  Then readjust your stop
to each subsequent Minor point that develops
in the ensuing directional movement, until you
are stopped out of your position.

In all likelihood, the ensuing movement following Day 3 will be completed by either an Inside
Arrow or Inside Arrow derivative. You may choose to exit your position on the Inside Arrow
pattern, rather than wait to be stopped out of your position. 

The above trading procedures cover the rare market condition that develops when a subsequent
sequential pattern develops within the "Double Day" range, as illustrated in Figure 177. 
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In the rare event that your order beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day" is filled on
Day 3, as illustrated in Figure 210, readjust your exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond the
second sequence point of Day 2.  

If Day 3 closes beyond the first sequence point of the
"Double Day", on Day 4, readjust your stop to the first
sequence point of Day 3.  Repeat this adjustment process
each day until you are stopped out of your position.  The
ensuing movement through the first sequence point of the
"Double Day" is a brief and thrusting corrective move. 

In rare cases, Day 3 will violate and close beyond the first
sequence point of the "Double Day", and initiate a brief,
thrusting CORRECTIVE MOVEMENT.

"Out of Sync" "Double Day" Arrow Trading Procedures

The "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Arrow usually develops within a sideways correction, and
either end of the "Double Day" is usually a component of a "Blue - Red" Line.  The pattern may
also develop at the change in trend point between Impulse and corrective movements.

Figure 212 illustrates the "Out of
Sync" "Double Day" Arrow, when the
second sequence point of the "Double
Day" is a Minor point component of a
"Blue - Red" Line.

On Day 3, place an entry stop one
horizontal increment beyond the
second sequence point of the "Double
Day".

If your order is filled on Day 3, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of the "Double Day".  Maintain your stop at this point until a subsequent
Intermediate point develops in the ensuing directional movement.  After the Intermediate point
develops, adjust your stop to each following Minor point. Be willing to hold your position for an
extended period of time; i.e, one to six months.

If your stop entry order placed beyond the second sequence point of the "Double Day" is not
filled on Day 3, do not reenter your order on Day 4.  Any movement through the second
sequence point of the "Double Day" after Day 3 is a false move. 
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Figure 213 illustrates the "Out of Sync"
"Double Day" Arrow, when the first
sequence point of the "Double Day" is a
component of a "Blue - Red" Line.  

On Day 3, place an entry stop one
horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of the "Double Day".

If your entry stop order is filled on Day
3, place an exit stop one horizontal

increment beyond the second sequence point of the "Double Day".  Maintain your exit stop at this
location until a subsequent Intermediate point develops.  Then, adjust your exit stop to each
subsequent Intermediate point that develops in the ensuing directional movement.  

I want to emphasize the importance of this Intermediate point to Intermediate point stop
adjustment strategy; the directional movement following the Day 3 violation of the first sequence
point of the "Double Day" and "Blue - Red" Line is VERY POWERFUL, and endures for a long
period of time. 

Be willing to hold your position for an extended period, 6 months to a year.  Be prepared to roll
your position to a forward contract month, near the current contracts' expiration.

If your order is not filled on Day 3, do not reenter it on Day 4 or after.  A violation of the first
sequence point of the "Double Day" at Day 3 will be a false move. 

When an "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Arrow
develops within a "Box" or "Scissors"
Consolidation, as illustrated in Figure 214, the
market is indicating that a strong Impulse move will
develop through the second "Blue - Red" Line.  

As mentioned earlier, a subsequent Sequential
Pattern usually develops within the "Double Day"
range.  In this case, apply the trading procedures for
the specific Sequential Pattern that develops within
the "Double Day" range; i.e., you'd follow the
trading procedures of the "Bow & Arrow" as shown
in Figure 214. 

Following the breakout of the second "Blue - Red" Line, a variety of VALID Sequential Patterns
will develop, metering the strength of the Impulse movement.  However, be alert, a Sequential
Pattern Failure will mark the completion of the Impulse move.  Exit and reverse your position
according to the trading procedures of the Sequential Pattern Failure. 
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Figure 215 illustrates the "Out
of Sync" "Double Day" Arrow
developing at the change in
trend point between two strong
directional movements.

When the pattern is developing
at this critical juncture, neither
sequence point of the "Double
Day" will be a component of a
"Blue - Red" Line.  

In this case, the movement previous the "Double Day", is thrusting.  The most previous Time
Degree point will have developed several days prior to the "Double Day", and the first sequence
point of the "Double Day" will be the most extreme point of the directional movement. 

You should have no problem distinguishing this condition from the condition that develops when
the "Double Day" is a component of a "Blue - Red" Line in a sideways consolidation; where the
Intermediate (blue) point and the "Double Day" Minor point are only a few days apart. 

When this condition develops, on Day 3 place a stop entry order one horizontal increment beyond
the second sequence point of the "Double Day".  If your order is not filled on Day 3, DO NOT
renter your order on Day 4 or after.  Remember, a movement through the second sequence point
of the "Double Day" after Day 3 is a false move. 

If your order is filled on Day 3, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of the "Double Day".  Maintain your exit stop at this position. 

Know this beforehand:  the ensuing market movement is only a corrective movement before the
entire movement is retraced.

BE WARNED:  following Day 3, the market may make a false move back into and close within
the "Double Day" range.  Do not be alarmed.  When this false move back into the "Double
Day" range develops, the movement back through the second sequence point of the "Double
Day" ignites a very powerful thrusting movement.

When the false move back into the "Double Day" range occurs, a Valid Inside Arrow or Valid
Inside Arrow derivative will market the midpoint of the ensuing thrusting movement. 
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Whatever Inside Arrow or Inside Arrow
derivative pattern develops as a midpoint marker,
measure the price length from the first sequence
point of the "Double Day" to the 
Day 2 close of the Inside Arrow or derivative
pattern, as illustrated in Figure 216.  This is price
length A in the diagram.

Then, add that price length to the Day 2 close  to
determine your target price on the trade.  Exit
your position at the target price.  This target price
measurement technique was illustrated in Figure
95 in Chapter Five: The Inside Arrow. 

If no false move back into the "Double Day" range develops, maintain your stop beyond the first
sequence point of the "Double Day" until a subsequent Intermediate point develops.  Maintain
your stop at the subsequent Intermediate point. 

In all likelihood, the entire directional movement will be completed by an Inside Arrow, or Inside
Arrow derivative. Thus, exit your position at the stop placed beyond the subsequent Intermediate
point, or by the trading procedures of the Inside Arrow Failure or Inside Arrow derivative Failure
that will complete the ensuing directional movement. 

CONCLUSION

Upon completing the first reading of this chapter, you may be struck by both the complexity and
detail required to trade the four "Double Day" patterns.  I must tell you not to get discouraged or
frustrated by the intricacy.  After a little practice you will become adept at identifying which
"Double Day" pattern has emerged, what kind of market behavior to expect, and how to trade the
pattern profitably. 

You may be asking, "What difference does it make whether the "Double Day" pattern is "In
Sync", "Out of Sync", an Inverse or an Arrow."  I can assure you, after losing a lot of money, and
spending a lot of time "unlocking the code" of the "Double Day", it matters enormously!

You see, I'm not the first to discover the "Engulfing Day" pattern.  The Japanese discovered the
pattern hundreds of years ago in the Rice market.  The "Engulfing Day" is written about in the
foundation book on Candlestick charting, "The Japanese Chart of Charts."  

Larry Williams (the commodity market operator) recently conducted a computerized testing of
the pattern published in Futures Magazine, and found little statistical relevance to the pattern's
success at identifying profitable trading opportunities.  There seem to be two major flaws in his
analysis, 1) he did not use Sequential Charts, and 2) he expected the market to do the same thing
every time the "Engulfing Day" developed.  
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In my opinion, Larry Williams' unsatisfactory findings on the "Engulfing Day" using a static
approach proved the relevance of my "Double Day" research, and the context of this chapter.
The four "Double Day" patterns distinguish the underlying condition of the market and the type
of ensuing movement to expected following the pattern.

In short, "LEARN THIS CHAPTER, AND APPLY IT!"

I've included Figure 217 below with minimal annotation, so you could to examine several of the
"Double Day" principles detailed in the chapter. Figure 217 illustrates actual price activity in the
October '92 Sugar, from May 15 through July 1, 1992. 
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THE "CROSS"
Chapter Eight: Market BIOS Manual

THE "MIRROR CROSS" AND THE "CRISS CROSS"

The "Mirror Cross" and the "Criss Cross" are two day patterns that develop at the beginning or
end of corrective movements, or at the conjunction between two legs within larger Impulse and
corrective movements.  

Figure 218 illustrates both the "Mirror Cross" and the "Criss Cross".
We extensively examined the "Mirror Cross" pattern in Chapter Six,
when it developed as a combination pattern with the "Bow & Arrow".
In this chapter, we'll focus more on the "Mirror Cross" as it develops
without the "Bow & Arrow". 

The "Mirror Cross" occurs when a Minor point develops at the second
sequence point of Day 1, Day 2 violates the first sequence point of
Day 1, and the range of Day 2 closely matches the range of Day 1.
Hence, Day 2 is a inverted "Mirror" image of Day 1. 

In essence, the "Mirror Cross" is an Inside Inverse derivative. Day 2
should remain within the Day 1 range, but underlying market forces
push the second sequence point of Day 2 outside of the Day 1 range. 

This false movement outside of the Day 1 range usually generates a
strong movement on Day 3 through the Day 1 Minor point. 

The "Criss Cross" occurs when a Minor point develops at the first sequence point of Day 1, 
the first sequence point of Day 2 violates the second sequence point of Day 1 and, again, the
range of Day 2 closely matches the range of Day 1. 

In essence, the "Criss Cross" is a hybrid of an Abnormal Inside Inverse and a "Hook".  The
difference between the Abnormal Inside Inverse and the "Criss Cross" is, the "Criss Cross" is
marked by an initial thrust on Day 2 that violates the second sequence point of Day 1, before
reversing its sequence and moving back into the Day 1 range.  

The similarity between the "Hook" and the "Criss Cross" is, Day 2 in the "Criss Cross" violates
the second sequence point of Day 1 and fails to close beyond the second sequence point of 
Day 1.    

Both the "Mirror Cross" and the "Criss Cross" generate derivative patterns, which help identify
the underlying condition of the market. We'll begin our examination of the "Cross" patterns with
the "Mirror Cross". 
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PART ONE:  THE "MIRROR CROSS"

I'll begin the "Mirror Cross" discussion with the reversal pattern that develops when Day 4
generates a "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo Failure.  This is the Double "Mirror Cross".

To refresh your memory, Figure 219 illustrates the
"Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combination pattern. 

Day 1 in the "Bow & Arrow" pattern is dynamically  
directional, followed by a smaller range on Day 2.  The
"Mirror" is created when the ranges of Day 2 and Day 3
are identical, but their sequences are inverted.
Day 4 moves directly through the Day 2 Minor point,
and a Minor point develops at the second sequence
point of Day 3.  Also, Day 4 matches the Day 1 range.

The "Mirror" develops quite often in conjunction with
the "Bow & Arrow".

The Double "Mirror Cross"
When  the "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo develops,
but Day 4 fails to violate the Day 2 Minor point as in
examples A and B, or Day 4 violates, but fails to close
beyond the Day 2 Minor point, as in examples C and D,
you'll find that Day 3 and Day 4 form another "Mirror
Cross".  The Day 3 and Day 4 ranges are identical, but
their sequences are inverted.  

The development of two successive "Mirror Crosses"
is called a Double "Mirror Cross".  This condition
usually develops when Day 1 and Day 2 form a
Stretched "Bow & Arrow".

The Double "Mirror Cross" develops at the conjunction
between two legs of a longer term correction, and Day 5
in the pattern initiates a sharp, swift corrective move by
violating and closing beyond  the Day 3 Minor point.
The entire move is usually completed by an "Out of
Sync" "Double Day" Inverse.

A few important rules and characteristics of the ensuing sharp corrective movement:
Day 3 Minor point must be closed the day it is violated. 
Following the close beyond the Day 3 Minor point, a quick retracement movement back
to the Day 4 close develops before the sharp directional portion of the movement occurs.
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Once the swift corrective movement is complete, the market moves swiftly back through
the Intermediate point formed at the Double "Mirror Cross" .  The Double "Mirror Cross"
Intermediate point rarely converts to a Cycle point. 

Figure 221 illustrates the sharp and swift corrective move that develops following the Double
"Mirror Cross", when Day 5 violates and closes beyond the Day 3 Minor point.  Figure 221
depicts actual price activity in the S&P 500 Cash Index from December 7, 1990 through 
January 23, 1991.

In the diagram, I've pointed out other Sequential Patterns that developed within the corrective
movement.  The Sequential Patterns both metered the distance of the downward action, and
signaled a change in trend and movement back through the Double "Mirror Cross".

After Day 5 closes beyond the Day 3 Minor bottom, the market generates a quick corrective
movement back to the Day 4 close, completed on Day 8, before the sharp break develops.  
Day 10 generates a "Kicker", which develops at the midpoint of strong directional movements
(see Chapter Four). 

Days 12, 13 and 14 form an "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Inverse.  Day 16's violation of the  
second sequence point of the "Out of Sync" "Double Day" Inverse indicates a false movement to
the down side (see Chapter Seven).

Days 17 and 18 generate an Inside Inverse "Straight-Away" Failure, signaling the beginning of
the retracing movement back through the Double "Mirror Cross".  Day 24 violates the Double
"Mirror Cross" Intermediate point. 

As shown in Figure 221, it is rare for an Intermediate point to develop before the market retraces
back through the Double "Mirror Cross" Intermediate point, from Day 4 through Day 24.    
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Double "Mirror Cross" at the end of a correction without the "Bow & Arrow"   

The Double "Mirror Cross" often develops as a stand alone pattern at the end of a short-term
corrective leg within a longer-term correction, without the preceding "Bow & Arrow" pattern.  

In this case, a strong directional day (which
would create the "Bow & Arrow") does not
develop prior to the Double "Mirror
Cross".  See Day 0 in Figure 222.  

Other than that characteristic, the price
activity of the two types of Double "Mirror
Crosses" is identical.  

In Figure 222,  Days 1 and 2 form a
"Mirror Cross".  Day 3 violates, but fails to
close beyond the Minor point established
two days before, on Day 1.  

The next day, Day 4, the market moves directly through and closes beyond the Day 2 Minor
point, without violating the second sequence point of Day 3 (the Day 3 high in Figure 222).

The ensuing movement following any type of Double "Mirror Cross" is usually the last leg of a
longer term correction.  However, unlike the Double "Mirror Cross" preceded by a "Bow &
Arrow", the Day 3 Minor point of the Double "Mirror Cross" without the "Bow & Arrow"
usually converts to a Cycle point (if the Day 3 Minor point is beyond the previous Intermediate
point), and two Intermediate points usually develop within the ensuing corrective movement.

If you're familiar with Elliott Wave terminology and application, the Double "Mirror Cross"
develops at the completion point of the B in an A-B-C correction.  The time duration between the
beginning and end of an A-B-C correction varies widely, depending on the Time Magnitude of
the correction. 

Calculating the Double "Mirror Cross" Time Duration

Though I fear I might be getting ahead of myself in explaining the advanced mathematical
concepts of Market BIOS, I'm going to reveal to you how to determine the number of days from
the Double "Mirror Cross" Intermediate point to the completion point of the ensuing corrective
move and the longer term correction.  

If, and ONLY IF, the Double "Mirror Cross" Intermediate top (bottom) converts the previous
Intermediate top (bottom) to a Cycle point, count the number of days from and including the
Cycle top (bottom) to the Double "Mirror Cross" Intermediate top (bottom).  That figure will be
your Cycle - Intermediate  Count.  
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Then, add the digits of the Cycle - Intermediate count together to derive the Double "Mirror
Cross" Time quotient.  

Add the Double "Mirror Cross" Time quotient to the Cycle - Intermediate Count.  The sum of
those two figures identifies the Double "Mirror Cross" Time Duration, the number of days
from the Double "Mirror Cross" Intermediate point to the end of the ensuing corrective move.

For example, let's assume that a Double "Mirror
Cross" developed at Intermediate top (B), which
converted the previous Intermediate top to a Cycle
Top (A), as illustrated in Figure 223.

Count the number of days from and include the Cycle
top to the Double "Mirror Cross" Intermediate top.
Let's assume the number of days is 12.  Thus, the
Cycle - Intermediate Count is 12.

Then, add the two digits of 12:  1 + 2 = 3.  3 is the
Double "Mirror Cross" Time Quotient.

Then, add the Cycle - Intermediate Count and the
Double "Mirror Cross" Time Quotient:  12 + 3 = 15. 
The Double "Mirror Cross" Time Duration is 15.  

Thus, by counting 15 days forward from and including the Double "Mirror Cross" Intermediate
top, you can determine the completion day of the ensuing corrective move and the entire longer
term correction. 

In those cases where the
Double "Mirror Cross"
Intermediate point does
not convert the previous
Intermediate point to a
Cycle point, the number of
days in the ensuing
corrective move following
the Double "Mirror Cross"
will equal the number of
days in the movement that
developed prior to the
movement completed by

the Double "Mirror Cross". 

Referencing examples X and Y in Figure 224, assume that a Double "Mirror Cross" developed at
the completion point of the movement from A to B.    The number of days in the movement from
B to C will be equal to the number of days in the movement from M to A.  
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The Single "Mirror Cross"

The Single "Mirror Cross", which I'll  simply call a "Mirror Cross", develops in a variety of
locations: at the very beginning of corrections, within short-term sideways consolidations, within
powerful Impulse movements, etc.  

In Chapter Six we covered the fundamental characteristics of the "Mirror Cross" as it developed
with the "Bow & Arrow".  In this chapter we'll examine the advanced elements of the pattern that
we didn't cover before.  

As stated earlier, the "Mirror Cross" is essentially an Inside
Inverse derivative. Day 2 should remain within the Day 1
range, but underlying market forces push the second sequence
point of Day 2 outside of the Day 1 range. 

This false movement outside of the Day 1 range is often
followed by a strong movement on Day 3 through the Day 1
Minor point.  The price activity of Day 3 identifies the
underlying strength or weakness of the market, and identifies
whether the ensuing movement is an Impulse move or a
correction.

The Valid "Mirror Cross" develops when Day 3 directly
violates and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point, without first
violating the second sequence point of Day 2.  Thus, a Minor
point develops at the second sequence point of Day 2, as
illustrated in Figure 226.

The Valid "Mirror Cross" develops within Impulse
movements, with Day 3 proceeding in the direction of the
underlying Impulse movement. 

Also, the "Mirror Cross" develops within short-term, sideways
consolidations.  In Figure 227, note the succession of "Mirror
Crosses" that develop within the sideways consolidation.
Days 1 and 2 form a "Mirror Cross", but Day 3 fails to violate
the Day 1 Minor point.  Then, Days 2 and 3 form another
"Mirror Cross", but Day 4 fails to violate the Day 2 Minor
point.  

Finally, Days 6 and 7 form another "Mirror Cross", which is
validated when Day 8 violates and closes beyond the Day 6
Minor point.  Figure 227 is derived from October '90 Sugar,
where Day 8 ignited a 1 1/2 cent drop in Sugar in three days,

from 13.51 to 10.96, based on the Day 7 close.
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Figure 227 introduces a few of the advanced elements of the "Mirror Cross" that we are about to
cover.  Day 3 in the "Mirror Cross" pattern reveals the underlying condition of the market. 

"Mirror Cross" Failures

There are basically two categories of "Mirror Cross" Failures.  The first type of failure, the
Delayed Violation, develops when the violation of the Day 1 Minor point occurs after Day 3,
usually on Day 4. Any movement through the Day 1 Minor point after Day 3 is a thrusting,
short-term move, before the market reverses in similar fashion back through the second sequence
point of Day 2. 

The second type of failure, the False Top/Bottom, develops when the market entirely fails to
violate the Day 1 Minor point before generating a deceptive directional movement in the
direction pointed by Day 2.  The False Top/Bottom is the basis for a dynamic corrective
movement, that fools most into thinking a new Bull or Bear market has begun.

These two "Mirror Cross" Failure patterns are powerful Market BIOS tools that will help keep
you out of trouble, save you much frustration, and will reveal to you the true underlying nature of
deceptively dynamic market movements.  In my opinion, your understanding and identification
of these two types of "Mirror Cross" Failure patterns is worth millions!

First off, examples A, B and C in Figure 228 illustrate the
most common Delayed Violation patterns. 

In example A, the violation of the Day 1 Minor point is
delayed until Day 4.  Day 4 may or may not close beyond the
Day 1 Minor point.  In either case, a move through the Day 1
Minor point is a false move, before the market moves back
through the Day 2 Minor point. 

This pattern develops most often within sideways
consolidations after dynamic directional moves.  

In example B, Day 3 first violates the second sequence point
of Day 2 before moving back into the Day 2 range.  Day 3
only does this prior to a false move, or the last leg of an
Impulse move, even if the Day 1 Minor point is a component
of a Blue - Red Line broken after Day 3.  

In example C, Days 2 and 3 form an Inside Inverse, before
Day 4 attempts to violate the Day 2 Minor point.  
Day 4 may or may not violate the Day 2 Minor point before
reversing back through the Day 1 Minor point.   Nonetheless,
the ensuing move initiated by Day 4 is a short term thrust
before the market reverses shortly thereafter, back through
the Day 2 Minor point in a similar thrusting fashion. 
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To illustrate the Delayed Violation Failure, let's examine actual price activity to clarify the points
covered on the previous page.  

Figure 229 depicts actual price
activity in the May '93 Cotton
from Feb. 15 through March
23, 1993.  

This illustration is a great case
study of "Mirror Cross"
Failures, and other Sequential
Patterns that we've already
examined.

Let's begin. 

First off, Days 1 and 2 form a Squished "Bow & Arrow".  Note the Minor point that developed at
the first sequence point of Day 1.  As detailed in Chapter Six,  the market will always reverse and
violate the Day 1 Minor point of the "Bow & Arrow" when it develops on Day 1.  Day 3
generates a "Bow & Arrow" failure, by failing to at least match the range of Day 1.  This
condition indicates that the upward movement is waning in strength.

Then, Day 3 and Day 4 form a "Mirror Cross"; Day 5 must violate and close beyond the Day 3
Minor point in order for upward prices to continue.  However, the "Bow & Arrow" Failure that
occurs on Day 3 indicates that the probabilities of that happening are slim. 

Day 5 fails to violate and close beyond the Day 3 Minor point, continuing in the same direction
and sequence as Day 4.  Though I might be "jumping the gun" a bit, Days 3, 4 and 5 form a False
Top Straight-Away, our next topic of discussion.  The False Top/Bottom typically develops at
the initiation point of corrections.

Day 6 moves directly through the first sequence point of Day 5, before closing back within the
Day 5 range.  Days 5, 6 and 7 form the "Mirror Cross" Delayed Violation.  The Delayed
Violation of the Day 5 Minor point finally occurs on Day 9.  Note that the second sequence point
of Day 6 is the Minor point component of a Blue - Red Line, another confirmation that the False
Top is the point of origin of a correction. 

Stepping back a moment, note the lack of "Time Symmetry" beneath the Blue - Red line from
Day 3 through Day 16.  Day 10 even generates a false break of the Blue - Red line before
retreating back into the Day 9 range.  The lack of "Time Symmetry" within the consolidation
guarantees a retracement back to the Blue - Red line, once the ensuing movement is complete.
Day 22 breaks hard back to the Blue - Red line, fulfilling the principles of "Time Symmetry". 

Back in focus, Days 9 and 10 form a "Criss Cross".  Note the mandatory Minor point at the first
sequence point of Day 9.  The "Criss Cross" is the subject of Part Two of this chapter.  I'll save
our discussion of that pattern until then. 
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Days 11, 12 and 13 form an "In
Sync" "Double Day" Inverse.
As written on page 138 in
Chapter 7, if Day 3 fails to
violate and close beyond the
first sequence point of the
"Double Day", the "In Sync"
"Double Day" Inverse is
developing at the beginning of
a correction.  Expect the
development and violation of a
Blue - Red line.

That is exactly what developed in this case.  In Elliott Wave terms, Days 12 through 18 form
Wave Five.  To confirm that Wave Count, note where the Intermediate points developed in the
illustration: Day 3 (end of previous Impulse move), Day 12 (completion point of Complex 4),
and Day 18 (completion point of Wave 5). 

More importantly though, in terms of this chapter discussion, Days 15 and 16 form another
"Mirror Cross", which evolves into a False Bottom Straight-Away when Day 17 continues in the
same direction and sequence as Day 16.  

Again, the False Bottom Failure develops at the beginning and end point of corrections.  Once
the ensuing movement following the False Top/Bottom is complete, the market will move back
through the Day 15 Minor point. Note that a False Top and False Bottom Failure developed at
the beginning and end of the complex corrective move, from Day 3 through Day 15.  

I really don't want to show you all of the elements of the False Top/Bottom Failure at this point,
but I thought this would be a good opportunity to show you how a variety of Market BIOS
principles and Sequential Patterns "interlink" to indicate the underlying condition of the market,
and how those elements work together to reveal future price behavior.  

I hope my explanation of Figure 229 helps you better understand the underlying implications of
each of the patterns and principles we discussed.  It was very serendipitous to find an example,
May '93 Cotton, where I can show you a variety of Sequential Pattern principles you've learned in
the Market BIOS Manual up to this point.  

Remember, the focus of Figure 229 was to show you how the "Mirror Cross" Delayed Violation
Failure develops within sideways consolidations, as it pertained to example A in Figure 228.
Keep in mind that the Delayed Violation of the Day 1 Minor point may occur after Day 4.  
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The next type of Delayed Violation "Mirror Cross" Failure pertains to example B in Figure 228,
when Day 3 violates the second sequence point of Day 2, before moving back into and closing
inside the Day 2 range.  Then, the Day 1 Minor point is violated after Day 3.

In this case, Days 2 and 3 form a "Criss Cross".
Thus, Days 1, 2 and 3 form a "Mirror"/"Criss Cross"
Combination pattern. However, because a Minor
point can never develop at the first sequence point of
Day 2 in the "Mirror"/"Criss Cross" Combination, the
pattern almost always develops prior to a quick
thrust.  After which, the market reverses back through
the Day 3 Minor point. 

Again, the "Mirror"/"Criss Cross" Delayed Violation Failure usually develops within sideways
consolidations.  

In Figure 230, first focus your
attention on Days 8, 9 and 10.
Day 8 and Day 9 form the
"Mirror Cross".  

Then, Day 10 first violates the
second sequence point of Day
9, before moving back into
and closing within the Day 9
range.  Then, Day 11 moves
directly through the Day 8
Minor point.  

Note the "Blue - Red" line,
created by the Day 5 and Day
8 lows.  

As mentioned earlier, this
type of Delayed Violation is

usually followed by a quick thrust, not a move of duration, even if Day 1 in the pattern (Day 8 in
Figure 230) is a component of a "Blue - Red" line.  In fact, the Delayed Failure nullifies the
"Time Symmetry" within the consolidation. Thus, a retracement back to at least the break point
of the Blue - Red Line will develop once the ensuing move is complete. 

In addition, if the Day 1 Minor point is a component of a "Blue - Red" line, both the Day 8
Minor point (Day 1 in the pattern) and the "Blue - Red" line are violated on the same day, as
illustrated in Figure 230. 
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In the diagram, the quick thrust following the "Mirror"/"Criss Cross" Combination Failure lasted
all of one day, before the market generated a retracement back through the first sequence point of
Day 10.  The retracement was completed on Day 18, which violated the Day 10 Minor point. 

Within the retracement from
Day 11 to Day 18, two
successive "Mirror Cross"
Failures develop.  The first is
a "Mirror"/"Criss Cross"
Combination formed by 
Days 13, 14 and 15.  

The second is a False Bottom
/Inside Arrow Combination  
formed by Days 15, 16 and
17.

Day 18 generates an Inside
Arrow reversal failure, which
develops at the initiation point
of powerful directional
movement.

Notice that these "Mirror Cross" Failures developed within a sideways consolidation, the  Day 11
to Day 18 retracement.   In the Delayed Violation formed by Days 13, 14 and 15, the Day 13
Minor point is not violated before the market moves back through the first sequence point of Day
15.  Nonetheless, be warned when this occurs; at some point in the future the Day 1 Minor point
in the pattern (Day 13 in the diagram) will be violated. 

OTHER IMPORTANT ELEMENTS IN FIGURE 230

Notice the development of a Two-Piece Continuation Break on Days 11, 12 and 13, when the
Intermediate and Minor points are only two days apart.  When this configuration develops, the
market always violates the "Blue - Red" line and at least attempts to violate the Blue point.

Note that an Inside Arrow Failure developed at the beginning of the corrective retracement,
formed by Days 11 and 12, and at the end of the corrective retracement, Days 16, 17 and 18.

The previous upward movement was completed by a Squished "Bow & Arrow" Failure formed
by Days 1, 2 and 3.  The length of Day 3 failed to match the length of Day 1.

The Squished "Bow & Arrow" Failure preceded the "Criss Cross" formed by Days 3 and 4.  The
"Criss Cross" is the topic of Part Two of this chapter.
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Note that the market quickly
moved back to the first
sequence point of Day 1
following the Squished "Bow
& Arrow" Failure.  This
principle was discussed in
Chapter Six.

Further on in the diagram,
Days 21, 22, and 23 form an
"In Sync" "Double Day"
Inverse.  Day 24 should have
closed beyond the first
sequence point of Day 22, but
failed.  

Also, the Day 22 Intermediate
point and the Day 24 Minor
point form a Two-Piece
Continuation Break, because

the Blue and Red points are only two days apart.  However, the "Blue - Red" Line was not broken
on Day 27, the day the Day 26 Minor point developed. As written in the Two-Piece Continuation
Break section of the Continuation Break Chapter, the Blue-Red Line must be violated and closed
beyond the same day the Minor point marking the third leg of the Two Piece Continuation Break
is created. 

From the "Double Day" principles we can deduce that the upward movement from the Day 22
low is only a corrective piece within a larger correction.  From the Two-Piece Continuation
Break principles we can further deduce that the eventual movement through the Blue - Red Line
will be another part of the larger correction, because it wasn't violated the on Day 27.  

The most important element that I want to get across in the discussion pertaining to Figure 230 is,
once you identify the "Mirror"/"Criss Cross" Delayed Violation Failure, you are warned that
the market is in a correction or sideways consolidation. 

The third type of "Mirror Cross" Delayed Failure
pertains to example C in Figure 228, when Days 2
and 3 form an Inside Inverse.  Then, Day 4 violates or
fails to violate the Day 2 Minor point, before
reversing back through the Day 1 Minor point.  

In most cases, Day 4 fails to violate the Day 2 Minor
point.  Thus, Days 1, 2, 3 and 4 form a "Mirror
Cross"/Inside Inverse Combination Failure. 
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Figure 231 illustrates the "Mirror
Cross"/Inside Inverse Combo Failure.
To begin our discussion, focus first
on Days 5, 6 and 7.  

Days 5 and 6 form the "Mirror
Cross", and Day 7 remains within the
Day 6 range; Day 6 and Day 7 form
the subsequent Inside Inverse. 

Then, Day 8 first attempts to violate
the second sequence point of Day 6,
but fails before reversing back
through the Day 5 Minor point. 

Day 8 would have violated and closed
beyond the Day 6 Minor point if the Inside Inverse was valid.  However, Day 8 generated an
Inside Inverse Failure.  Thus, Days 5, 6, 7 and 8 formed the "Mirror Cross"/"Inside Inverse"
Combination Failure.  

Like the two previously discussed "Mirror Cross" Delayed Violation patterns, the "Mirror
Cross"/"Inside Inverse" Combination Failure typically develops within sideways consolidations;
i.e., Day 3 through Day 8.  Also, once the ensuing move through the Day 5 Minor point (the 
Day 1 Minor point in the pattern) is complete, the market moves back through the Day 6 Minor
point (the Day 2 Minor point in the pattern).
 
However, different from the previous Delayed Violation patterns, the movement through the Day
5 Minor point (Day 1 Minor point in the pattern) initiated by Day 8 (Day 4 in the pattern), is
more powerful and may endure for several days.  

Furthermore, the movement initiated by Day 8 (Day 4 in the pattern) is just a piece of a larger
correction, not the beginning of an Impulse (trending) movement.

Let's now examine the other Sequential Patterns that developed before and after the "Mirror
Cross"/Inside Inverse Combination, that warned that the entire upward movement was only
corrective.

First off, Days 3 and 4 form an Inside Arrow.  If the ensuing upward movement was going to be a
powerful Impulse move, Day 5 would have violated and closed beyond the Day 3 Minor point,
but it didn't.  That feature alone indicates that the ensuing movement will be only corrective. 

Then, our Delayed Violation pattern forms on Days 5, 6, 7 and 8.  Days 11 and 12 form a "Criss
Cross", where the Day 11 Minor point must be violated and closed beyond on Day 13; it wasn't. 

Days 14 and 15 form another "Mirror Cross" Failure, completing the upward movement. 
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Before we move on and begin our examination of the False Top/Bottom "Mirror Cross" Failure, I
want to make a closing comment on the Delayed Violation Failure patterns.  Don't expect to
master this type of pattern recognition with one reading.  It will take practice and repetition
before you become expert at identifying the Delayed Violation "Mirror Cross" Failure.  Like any
other worthwhile pursuit in life, it will be worth it!

THE FALSE TOP/BOTTOM "MIRROR CROSS" FAILURE

The False Top/Bottom "Mirror Cross" Failure develops when the market fails to violate the 
Day 1 Minor point before violating the Day 2 Minor point.  

Basically, two types of False Top/Bottom Failures develop.  The most common type develops
when Day 3 remains within the Day 2 range.  Thus, Days 2 and 3 form either an Inside Inverse or
Inside Arrow.  The other type develops when Day 3 matches the sequence and continues in the
same direction as Day 2; thus, a Minor point does not develop at the second sequence point of
Day 2.  This second type of "Mirror Cross" Failure is the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away.

Examples A, B, and C in Figure 232 illustrate these two
most common types of False Top/Bottom patterns. 

In example A, Day 3 remains within the Day 2 range
forming an Inside Inverse.  Then, instead of moving
through the Day 1 Minor point, Day 4 violates and closes
beyond the Day 2 Minor point, generating a deceptive Valid
Inside Inverse.

In some cases, Day 4 may also remain within the Day 2
range before Day 5 violates and closes beyond the Day 2
Minor point.  In either case, the ensuing move through the 
Day 2 Minor point initiates a false move before the market
moves back through the Day 1 Minor point. 

In example B, Day 3 also remains within the Day 2 range.
However, Day 3 matches the sequence of Day 2, forming an
Inside Arrow.  Day 4 then violates and closes beyond the
Day 2 Minor point.  In this case, the Day 2 Minor point may
be a component of a Blue-Red Line, which is violated on
Day 4.  

Whether or not Day 2 is a component of a Blue-Red Line,
the ensuing movement initiated by Day 4 is powerful and
enduring.  Nonetheless, once the movement is complete,
the market will retrace the entire movement and violate the
Day 1 Minor point.  In example C, Day 3 matches the

sequence and continues in the same direction as Day 2.  This is the False Top/Bottom
Straight-Away.  The strength and duration of the ensuing movement varies, but the ultimate
results are the same: the Day 1 Minor point will eventually be violated. 
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Figure 233 pertains to example A in Figure 232.   The
regular "Mirror Cross"/Inside Inverse pattern illustrated in
example A at right was presented earlier in the Manual in
Figure 121, examples E and F.

In Figure 233, I've included example A2 a common
derivative pattern that develops when both Days 3 and 4
form a second Inside Inverse within the Day 2 range. 

In either case, the type of ensuing movements are very much
the same: thrusting and brief.  In exceptional cases, the
corrective move following the regular pattern in example A
may be more enduring.

In either case, the ensuing movement tends to be the last leg
of a complex corrective movement, before the market
reverses and moves back through the Day 1 Minor point. 

Figure 234 illustrates example A, which is  
actual price activity in the Dec '91 Cocoa from
Sept. 24, 1991 through Oct. 21, 1991. 

First off, Days X and 1 form the first "Mirror
Cross".  Day 2 fails to violate and close beyond
the Day X Minor point, and forms another
"Mirror Cross" with Day 1. 

Day 3 remains within the Day 2 range, forming
the "Mirror Cross"/Inside Inverse combination.
Day 4 initially moves downward through the
first sequence point of Day 2 before reversing its
sequence and violating the Day 2 Minor point.  

Then, Day 5 moves sharply upward, closing above both the Day X and Day 2 Minor points.  Day
6 remained within the Day 5 range, forming an elongated Inside Inverse.  Day 7 failed to violate
and close beyond the Day 5 Minor point.  

Days 8, 9 and 10 form an "In Sync" "Double Day" Arrow. Day 11 attempts but fails to violate the
second sequence point of Day 9 (the Day 9 high).  Day 12 then moves sharply lower, and Day 13
violates and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point. 

The Day 5 high, on October 3, 1991, was the completion point and last leg of a longer term,
complex correction that began on July 9, 1991.  Also, the Day 5 high at 1303 was the beginning
point of a dramatic down move that was completed at 830 basis the September '92 contract on
June 24, 1992. 
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Now, let's examine example A2 from Figure 233, the case where Day 4 remains within the 
Day 3 range.

In the pattern, as stated earlier, Days 3 and 4 form another
Inside Inverse within the Day 2 range.  This pattern is called
the Complex False Top/Bottom Inside Inverse.

Compared to the regular False Top/Bottom Inside Inverse,
the ensuing movement initiated by Day 5 is more likely to  
be brief and thrusting.  

Like the regular False Top/Bottom Inside Inverse, the
ensuing movement initiated by Day 5 is likely to be the last
leg of a complex correction, before the market reverses and
moves back through the Day 1 Minor point. 

Figures 235 and 236 illustrate the Complex False Top/Bottom Inside Inverse. Figure 235 is actual
price activity in the May '93 Cocoa from March 29 through April 20, 1993.  Figure 236 is actual
price activity in May '93 Pork Bellies from December 24, 1992 through January 18, 1993. 

In both Figures, Days 2 and 3 form the "Mirror Cross", and Days 4 and 5 remain within the Day 3
range.  Day 6 violates and closes beyond the Day 3 Minor point.  Once the ensuing brief and
thrusting corrective move is complete, the market reverses back through the Day 2 Minor point.

In both cases, note that Days 1, 2 and 3 form a Stretched "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo.  Also
note that the ensuing corrective move is completed by a "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo
Failure.  For example, in Figure 235, Day 10 should have violated and closed beyond the Day 8
Minor point, and in Figure 236, Day 9 should have violated and closed beyond the Day 7 Minor
point.  In both cases the market failed to do so.
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This is a highly recurring characteristic of the pattern. Thus, anticipate the development of a
Stretched "Bow and Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo Failure at the completion point of the ensuing
corrective movement. 

Figure 236 presents one more interesting element.
Days X, 1 and 2 form a "Criss Cross" Failure; Day
2 should have violated and closed beyond the Day
X Minor point. 

When the "Criss Cross" Failure develops, the
movement through the Day 1 Minor point in this
example tends to be either the last leg of a complex
correction or the last leg of an Impulse move,
before the market reverses back through the Day X
Intermediate point.  

The development of the "Criss Cross" Failure in
conjunction with the "Mirror Cross" Failure truly
increases the complexity of the pattern.

In this case, two retracement target points develop: both the Day 2 Minor point and the Day X
Intermediate point, which are violated the same day, Day 11. 

In Elliott Wave terms, the ensuing corrective move initiated by Day 5 (Figure 233, A2) in the
Complex False Top /Bottom Inside Inverse usually develops as the C in a Complex Wave Four. 

The next type of False Top/Bottom is example B from Figure
232, where Day 3 remains within the Day 2 range, forming an
Inside Arrow. 

In this case, quite often the Day 2 range is broader than the
Day 1 range.  Again, a Minor point must develop at the
second sequence point of Days 1 and 2.

In rare cases, Day 4 matches the sequence of Days 2 and 3,
but remains within the Day 2 range.  At any rate, that Day 4
development does not change the implications of the pattern. 

Though the Inside Arrow forms in conjunction with the "Mirror Cross" Failure, the same Inside
Arrow principles apply as discussed in Chapter Five.  In other words, Inside Arrow failures can
develop in this complex pattern.  When they do, a major change in direction is indicated. 

We previously examined the results of a False Top/Bottom Inside Arrow Failure in Figure 230
formed by Days 15, 16, 17 and 18.  In that example, the Inside Arrow Failure initiated a sharp
drop in S&P 500 Cash prices. 
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Thus, the key to continued directional price movement in this pattern is Day 4's violation and
close beyond the Day 3 Minor point, and Day 4's matching of the Day 3 sequence.  When Day 4
does so, the pattern typically initiates a complex corrective move before the market reverses back
through the Day 1 Minor point. 

We'll begin our discussion of the False Top/Bottom/Inside Arrow by illustrating the market
activity that follows when Day 4 closes beyond the Day 2 Minor point.  Then, we'll discuss and
illustrate a few more examples where the Inside Arrow Failure develops.

Figure 237 depicts the August
'91 Live Cattle from June 21
through July 30, 1991.

In the illustration, Days 1, 2
and 3 form the False Bottom/
Inside Arrow Combination.

Note that the Day 2 range is
wider than the Day 1 range.

Then, Day 4 follows through
and closes beyond the Day 2
Minor point, and matches the
sequence of Days 2 and 3. 

The ensuing upward movement through Day 14 contains a series of "Mirror Cross" Failures that
support the implications of the False Bottom/Inside Arrow pattern formed by Days 1 through 4;
the entire upward movement will be retraced. 

Following Day 4, Days 6, 7 and 8 form a Stretched "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo, with a
Minor point developing at the first sequence point of Day 6.  From Chapter Six, remember these
characteristics of Stretched "Bow & Arrow" Combos:

They are usually Failures:  the fourth day in the pattern usually fails to violate and close
beyond the Day 2 Minor point and match the range of Day 1. 

Day 9 is the fourth day in the Stretched "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo, which fails
to violate and close beyond the Day 7 Minor point and match the range and sequence
of Day 6. 

When a Minor point develops at the first sequence point of Day 1 in the Stretched "Bow
& Arrow", the market eventually moves sharply back through it.  

The Day 6 low is the first sequence point of Day 1 in the Stretched "Bow & Arrow"/
"Mirror" Combo, where a Minor point develops. Thus, you are forewarned that the
market will eventually move sharply through the Day 6 Minor point. 

After the Stretched "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo Failure, Days 9 and 10 form another
"Mirror Cross".  Then, Day 11 violates the second sequence point of Day 10, forming a Delayed
Violation "Mirror Cross" Failure.  
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Also, Day 11 violates, but fails
to close beyond, the Day 7
Minor point.  This is the
concept of "Price Shielding",
that occurs within corrections.

The Day 11 "Price Shielding" is
another piece of evidence
indicating the corrective nature
of the upward move. 

Day 12 fails to violate the 
Day 9 Minor point, that would
have signaled a Delayed
Violation Failure. But instead,
Days 11 and 12 form a

downward pointing "Bow & Arrow" with a Minor point at the first sequence point of Day 11. 

Then, Day 13 moves upward, but fails to violate the Day 11 Minor point.  Day 13 had to violate
and close beyond the Day 11 Minor point to form a "Bow & Arrow" Straight-Away Failure,
which would have initiated a powerful directional move.

Instead, Days 11, 12 and 13 form another "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror Cross" Combo, and Day 14
fails to move downward through the Day 12 Minor point. Furthermore, Days 13 and 14 form
another "Bow & Arrow".  If the "Bow & Arrow" is valid, Day 15 will continue upward with a
low-high-close sequence, matching the range of Day 13.  

However, Day 15 forms an Inside Inverse. If the Inside Inverse is Valid, Day 16 will move
directly through the Day 14 Minor point, but Day 16 fails to do so, indicating a Failure. 

Days 16 and 17 form a "Bow & Arrow" with a Minor point at the first sequence point of Day 16.
Day 18 generates a "Bow & Arrow" Failure, and fails to violate the Day 14 Minor point.  The
Day 18 "Bow & Arrow" Failure initiates the reversal movement back through the Minor points of
the previous malformed Sequential Patterns, and the Day 1 Minor point of the False Bottom/
Inside Arrow. 

In addition, Day 22 covers the "Opening Gap" between the Day 19 close and the first sequence
point of Day 20, before reversing its sequence and closing within the Day 21 range.  With the
Minor point developing at the first sequence point of Day 21, Days 21 and 22 form a "Criss
Cross", which is validated on Day 23.  Finally, Day 26 violates the Day 1 Minor point. 

Though our discussion above pertaining to Figure 237 may seem a bit esoteric, it is an excellent
example of the complex corrective movement you can expect following the False Bottom/Inside
Arrow.  Note the successive Sequential Pattern Failures that develop between Days 1 and 14.
In Elliott Wave terms, the False Top/Bottom Inside Arrow usually initiates a C of a complex
Wave Four: the move from the Day 1 Intermediate Bottom to the Day 14 Intermediate Top. 
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Figure 238 is another example of
the False Bottom/Inside Arrow in
the July '92 Pork Bellies, from Jan.
23 through February 28, 1992. 

In the diagram, Days 1, 2, and 3
form the False Bottom/Inside
Arrow.  In addition, an "In Sync"
"Double Day" Inverse developed
on Day W, and the Day 1 Minor
point converted the second
sequence point of Day W, the
"Double Day", to an Intermediate
point.  

In Chapter Seven we discussed this important characteristic of the "In Sync" "Double Day"
Inverse :  the first sequence point of the "Double Day" must be violated and closed beyond on
Day 3. Day Y is the third day in the "In Sync" "Double Day" Inverse, which failed to close
beyond the first sequence point of Day W.  

Day Y's failure to close beyond the first sequence point of the "Double Day" indicates that the
"Double Day" is developing at the beginning of a consolidation/correction.  In Figure 238, Day 2
creates a Minor point at the second sequence point of Day 1, which in turn converts the Minor
point at the second sequence point of Day W into an Intermediate point.  Thus, the "Double Day"
Intermediate point and the Day 1 Minor point form a Blue - Red Line. 

The behavior of the "In Sync" "Double Day" Inverse supports the implication of the False
Bottom/Inside Arrow; the ensuing upward movement following Day 4 is a correction, not an
Impulse move.  

From our analysis of both the "In Sync" "Double Day" Inverse and the False Bottom/Inside
Arrow, we are forewarned of the eventual violation of the Blue-Red Line, the Day 1 Minor point
and the Day W Intermediate point.

The ensuing corrective move following the False Bottom/Inside Arrow is completed by a Valid
Abnormal Inside Inverse, formed by Days 7, 8 and 9.  The Blue-Red Line, the Day 1 Minor point
and the Day W Intermediate point are all violated the same day, Day 19. 

The main difference between the False Bottom/Inside Arrow illustrated in Figure 237 and 
Figure 238 is, the corrective move in Figure 238 is more simple in structure; note the lack of
Minor point and Sequential Pattern Failure development from Day 5 through Day 8.  

In either case, the results are the same; once the ensuing corrective move is complete, the market
will violate the Minor point located at the first sequence point of Day 1 in the pattern. 
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Figure 239 illustrates the False Bottom/Inside Arrow Reversal Failure, that develops when 
Day 4 initially violates the Day 2 Minor point before reversing its sequence and closing back
within the Day 2 range. 

The False Bottom/Inside Arrow Reversal Failure typically initiates powerful directional
movements.  We briefly discussed the powerful directional move following the pattern in 
Figure 230, formed by Days 15, 16, 17 and 18.  

In Figure 239, following the Day 4 Failure, Days 5, 6, and 7 form a Delayed Violation Failure.
Day 8 attempts, but fails to violate the Day 5 Minor point, before reversing its sequence and
closing back within the Day 7 range.  Thus, Day 7 and Day 8 form a "Criss Cross".

The principles of the "Criss Cross" state that the third day in the pattern (Day 9) must violate and
close beyond the Day 1 (Day 7 in the diagram) Minor point.  Instead of doing so, Day 9 remains
within the Day 8 range forming an Abnormal Inside Arrow.  Thus, Days 7, 8 and 9 form a "Criss
Cross" Failure, indicating the likelihood of continued lower prices. 

Note that the Day 8 Minor point converts the Day 5 Minor point into an Intermediate point, the
points of origin of a Blue-Red Line.  Also, note the lack of Time Symmetry above the Blue-Red
Line.  If the Time Symmetry within the Continuation Break was correct, Day 12 would have
violated and closed beyond the Blue-Red Line.  

As explained in the Continuation Break chapter, even though the market continues downward, an
eventual retracement back up to the Blue-Red line will develop. That is exactly what developed
on Day 26.  More interestingly though, note the structure of the retracing movement from Day 20
through Day 26. 
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Days 20, 21 and 22 form another False Bottom/Inside Arrow.  Day 23 totally fails to violate the 
Day 21 Minor point, a highly unusual development.  

Oddly enough, Days 23, 24 and 25 form yet another False Bottom/Inside Arrow.  Day 26 both
generates the Inside Arrow Failure and is the day the previous Asymmetrical Blue-Red Line is
touched.  

As the Failure day in the False Bottom/Inside Arrow Failure, Day 26 initiates a powerful
downward movement.  Days 27 and 28 form an Inside Arrow, which is Validated when Day 29
violates and closes beyond the Day 27 Minor point.

One step backward, Days 20 and 23 form a Blue-Red Line and another Time Asymmetric
Continuation Break.  Thus, even though Day 26 initiates a powerful down move through it, we
are forewarned that at some point in the future the market will attempt a retracement back to the
Blue-Red Line. 

In fact, that retracement did develop 22 trading days later.  Oddly enough, that retracing
movement was initiated by a False Bottom/Inside Arrow, which is illustrated in Figure 238, basis
the July '92 Pork Belly contract. The ensuing corrective move basis the February '92 contract,
rallied sharply upward and covered the "Opening Gap" created between the Day 28 close and the
Day 29 high.  "Opening Gaps" are examined in Chapter Nine.

With these examples of the False Bottom/Inside Arrow, I've tried to make two points perfectly
clear.  One, in almost every case the pattern initiates corrective movements.  Two, when the
False Bottom/Inside Arrow Failure develops, it typically initiates powerful Impulse movements. 
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Figure 240 illustrates the condition that develops when the Day 2 Minor point in the False
Top-Bottom/Inside Arrow is a component of a  Blue - Red Line, when there is only one day
between the Blue point and the Day 2 Minor point.  

In essence, this pattern is a "Bow & Arrow" /
"Mirror" Combo Failure.  In Figure 217, Days Y
and 1 form the "Bow & Arrow".  Day 2 fails to
violate and close beyond the second sequence point
of Day 1, and converts the pattern into a "Bow &
Arrow"/"Mirror" Combo.  

If the Combo was valid, Day 3 would have violated
and closed beyond the Day 1 Minor point, and
would have matched the range of Day Y to the
downside.  However, Day 3 remained within the
Day 2 range, forming an Inside Arrow.

By remaining within the Day 2 range, Day 3
converts the second sequence point of Day 2 into a

Minor point, which in turn converted the Day Y Minor point into an Intermediate point. Thus, the
Day Y Intermediate point and the Day 2 Minor point create a Blue-Red Line, which is broken on
Day 4.

The ensuing move following this type of Continuation Break is very powerful, thrusting and
enduring.  However, note the lack of Time Symmetry within the Continuation Break. Only three
Time Degree points develop within the consolidation before the Blue-Red Line is broken: the
Day Y and Day 1 Intermediate points, and the Day 2 Minor point.  

If the pattern was a Valid Two-Piece Continuation Break, the Blue-Red Line would have been
broken the same day the third Time Degree point was created.  That type of structure did not
develop within the consolidation formed from Day Y through Day 4.  Thus, the Time structure in
the consolidation is Asymmetrical, indicating that the entire ensuing movement following Day 4
will be retraced.  

Furthermore, you will find that other Asymmetrical Continuation Breaks and Sequential Pattern
Failures developed before and will develop after this type of False Top-Bottom/Inside Arrow
pattern, more evidence that the entire directional movement will be retraced once it is complete. 

Note the "Criss Cross" Failure that is formed by Days 6, 7 and 8.  If the "Criss Cross" was Valid,
Day 8 would have violated and closed beyond the Day 6 Minor point.  Then, Days 7, 8 and 9
form another "Bow & Arrow"/"Mirror", but Day 10 generates the False Bottom Straight-Away.

Remember from our examination of "Bow & Arrow" Straight-Away Failures in Chapter Six, if
the Straight-Away Failure is Valid, Day 3 will violate and CLOSE beyond the Day 1 Minor
point. In Figure 240, Day 9 violated but failed to close beyond the Day 7 Minor point.  This type
of delayed market action does not develop within Impulse (trending) movements.
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Thus, as I have found through extensive research, this type of False Top-Bottom/ Inside Arrow/
Blue-Red Line Break develops within long term (Diamond to Diamond) corrective movements.
When the corrective movement is complete, an Impulse movement in the opposite direction will
develop, erasing the entire corrective movement. 

I believe that your understanding the principles of this one pattern is worth a lot of money, and
will save you much frustration.  As the powerful corrective move develops, you will hear many
prognosticators forecasting infinitely higher or abysmally lower prices.  

But, you will know the true nature of the directional price movement:  strictly a correction.  The
so-called experts will scratch their heads, wondering why the market failed to reach their wildly
exaggerated forecast levels. 

You may be asking, "How will my understanding of these principles save me frustration?" When
the market is developing this type of correction, you may question the validity of Market BIOS.  

Long-term corrective movements are filled with Delayed Violations, Sequential Pattern
Failures, Time Asymmetrical Continuation Breaks, etc.  For example, you'll find that you miss
an opportunity to catch a big move by one day; i.e.,  the Valid version of the Sequential Pattern
didn't develop, so you "took your eye off the market" for one day, but that was the day the market
moved the way you thought it would the day before. 

You must not get frustrated by this type of "out of whack" price behavior.  Instead, realize that
the market is sending you a loud and clear message, THIS MOVEMENT IS A CORRECTION!

Figure 241 illustrates the long-term
perspective of the Copper market, on
which the False Bottom/Inside Arrow
illustration was based in Figure 240.

Point T in Figure 241 identifies the
location where the False Bottom/ Inside
Arrow pattern developed, in relationship
to the long-term corrective move in the
Copper market from January 13 through
August 18, 1992, Points S through U. 

The entire upward corrective move from
Point S to Point U was marked by False
Top/Bottoms, Delayed Violations and
other Sequential Pattern Failures.

However, once the corrective movement
was complete, a powerful downward
Impulse move developed. 
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An array of Valid Sequential Patterns and Time Symmetrical Continuation Breaks developed in
the downward movements from U to V and W to X.  The corrective movement from V to W was
again marked by Sequential Pattern Failures, False Top/Bottoms, and erratic price behavior. 

As the Copper market neared its top, many market commentators projected continued higher
prices beyond the 150 level. News abounded of the HUGE Chinese demand for Copper, which
was the supposed reason for the upward price move. Expert prognosticators bantered back and
forth  such questions as, "Is there enough Copper in the world to supply the great 'Sleeping
Giant'?"

As always, markets reach a fevered pitch at tops and bottoms.  However, after identifying the
False Top/Bottom Inside Arrow right at the outset, you'll know that the entire up or down

movement is STRICTLY A CORRECTION!  Don't be
fooled!

The last type of False Top/Bottom is example C from Figure
232, where Day 3 matches the sequence and continues in the
same direction as Day 2.  This is the False Top/Bottom
Straight-Away.  I call it the "Straight-Away", because Day 3
moves straight-away from the Day 1 Minor point, matching
the sequence and direction of Day 2.

The Straight-Away initiates short-term consolidations,
longer-term corrective movements, or reestablishes Impulse
movements. In those cases where the Day 1 Minor point
reestablishes Impulse movements, the False Top/Bottom

name is a misnomer.

Also, when the pattern initiates an Impulse movement, the ensuing Impulse movement is usually
powerful and enduring.  If the Straight-Away initiates a longer-term corrective move, the market
will reverse back to at least the Day 1 Close, once the corrective movement is complete. 

The key to the pattern is discerning whether the pattern is developing at the beginning of a
short-term consolidation, longer-term correction or an Impulse (trending) movement.  After
researching literally hundreds of False Top/Bottom Straight-Aways, I've identified a few key
elements that help identify whether the pattern is initiating a correction or reestablishing an
Impulse movement.

The False Top/Bottom Straight-Away is developing within and is initiating the next phase of an
Impulse movement when:

1. Days 2 or 3 violate the Blue - Red Line of a Time Symmetrical Continuation Break, or
2. Day 3 reestablishes the direction of the previous market movement, and closes beyond the

Minor point that initiated the corrective movement completed by the pattern. 
The False Top/Bottom Straight-Away ALWAYS initiates either a short-term consolidation, a
longer-term correction, and in rare cases, the last leg of an Impulse move if Day 3 fails to close
beyond a Minor point.  Also, the pattern ALWAYS initiates a corrective move if Day 3 moves
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back through a recently broken Blue - Red Line of either a Time Symmetrical or Time
Asymmetrical Continuation Break. 

Figure 242 is derived from actual price activity
in the S&P 500 Cash from Nov. 24 through
Dec. 18, 1992. 

Figure 242 is an excellent illustration of the key
principles of the False Top/ Bottom
Straight-Away explained on the previous page. 

Days 1, 2 and 3 generate the False Top
Straight-Away, following a powerful upward
movement from Day A.  Day 3 fails to close
beyond a Minor point, indicating that the
pattern is initiating a correction.  

Days 3, 4 and 5 form an Inside Arrow Failure; Day 5 should have violated and closed beyond the
Day 3 Minor point.  The Inside Arrow Failure supports the implications of the False Top
Straight-Away: the downward movement is only a correction against the upward Impulse move. 

Day 6 violates, but fails to close beyond the Day 3 Minor point.  The Day 6 high is lower than the
Day 5 high, thus a Minor point develops at the first sequence point of Day 5.  The Day 5 Minor
point converts the Day 1 Minor point to an Intermediate point. Therefore, the Day 1 Intermediate
point and the Day 5 Minor point are components of a Blue -Red Line.  

Day 7 then continues downward, before Day 8 violates and closes beyond both the Blue - Red
Line and the Day 5 Minor point. Days 7 and 8 form a "Mirror Cross", before Day 9 continues
sharply upward, converting the pattern into a False Bottom Straight-Away.  

The False Bottom Straight-Away name is a misnomer in this case, because the pattern satisfies
both conditions 1 and 2 from the previous page, indicating that the pattern reestablishes the
previous Impulse movement. Here's why:

The Continuation Break from by Days 1 through 8 is Time Symmetrical:  
Only two Minor points develop below the Blue - Red Line before it is broken. 
There is one trading day between each Minor point, and the Blue - Red Line is broken
the same day the fourth Minor point is established. 

Day 3 in the pattern, Day 9 in the diagram, closes beyond the Minor point that initiates
the corrective move.  The Day 1 Intermediate point is the original Minor point that
initiates the corrective downward movement. 

The Sequential Patterns in the upward movement preceding the development of the False Top
Straight-Away (formed by Days 1, 2 and 3), identify the upward movement as an Impulse.

Days A, B and C generate a Valid Inside Inverse; Days C and D form a "Squished" "Bow
& Arrow" Validated on Day E; Days E, F and G form a Multiple Day Inside Arrow, with
Day G pointing upward, indicating eventual market direction; Days H, I and J form an
Inside Arrow Straight-Away Failure, which usually complete corrective movements. 
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Figure 243 is another example that shows that the
False Top/Bottom Straight-Away initiates corrective
movements, if Day 3 in the pattern fails to close
beyond a Minor point. 

Figure 243 is a rare example of successive False
Top/Bottom Straight-Aways and "Mirror Cross"
Failures.  The diagram is actual price activity in the
March '91 T-Bonds from Dec. 18, 1990 through 
Jan. 10, 1991. 

The larger correction in the diagram is initiated by
Day A, then Days A and B form a "Stretched" "Bow
& Arrow".  Note that a Minor point develops at the
first sequence point of Day A, indicating that the
market will eventually return to the Day A Minor
point once the ensuing movement is complete. 

The Day C range is smaller than the Day A range, signaling that a "Stretched" "Bow & Arrow"
Failure has developed; the odds are high that the downward movement initiated by Day A is a
corrective movement.  

Then, Days 1 and 2 form a "Mirror Cross", with a Minor point developing at the second sequence
point of Day 1. Instead of moving downward through the Day 1 Minor point, which would create
a Valid "Mirror Cross", Day 3 generates the False Bottom Straight-Away by both matching the
sequence of and closing beyond the second sequence point of Day 2.  

The simple fact that Day 3 generates the False Bottom Straight-Away and fails to close beyond a
Minor point indicates that the upward movement from Day 1 is a corrective movement, headed
back to the Day A Abnormal Minor point. 

In essence, Days 2 and 3 by themselves form a "Bow & Arrow".  Instead of moving directly
through the second sequence point of Day 3 and matching the range of Day 2, Day 4 generates
another "Mirror".  Thus, Days 2, 3, and 4 form a "Bow & Arrow" "Mirror" Combo.  To Validate
the "Bow & Arrow" "Mirror" Combo, Day 5 MUST close beyond the Day 3 Minor point and
match the sequence and range of Day 2. 

However, Day 5 fails to do so, generating a "Bow & Arrow" "Mirror" Combo Failure.  Also, Day
5 forms yet another "Mirror" in conjunction with Day 4.  Then, Day 6 generates another False
Bottom Straight-Away, by matching the sequence of and closing beyond the second Sequence
point of Day 5.  Day 6 is also a Delayed Violation of the Day 3 Minor point. 

Day 7 continues upward and the Day 7 high matches the Day A high. Days 6 and 7 form a "Bow
& Arrow", before Day 8 converts the pattern into a "Bow & Arrow" "Mirror" Combo.  Day 9
matches the sequence and direction of Day 8, forming both a "Bow & Arrow" "Mirror" Combo
Failure and a False Top Straight-Away; i.e., a Dual Sequential.
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Note that Day 9 (Day 3 in the False Top Straight
-Away) fails to close beyond the Day 4 Minor,
indicating that the downward movement from the Day
7 Minor is yet another corrective move within a larger
correction. 

Days 10, 11 and 12 form an "Out of Sync" "Double
Day" Inverse.  Day 13 violates the second sequence
point of the "Double Day", the "Double Day" low.  

As the First Principle of the "Out of Sync" "Double
Day" Inverse states in Chapter Eight, Day 3 must
NEVER move through the second sequence point of
the "Double Day".  

The Day 13 violation of the second sequence point of
the "Double Day" warns of an imminent, powerful
move back through the first sequence point of the
"Double Day". 

Four trading days later, the U.S. began Operation Desert Storm, and its air attack on Iraq.  When
the news first reached the U.S., March T-Bonds were trading during their evening session and
dropped sharply to a level just below the Day 13 low.  Before the market opened the following
day, January 16, 1991, the success of the American mission was well reported and March '91
T-Bonds exploded through the first sequence point of the "Double Day", trapping short sellers
with no mercy. 

In Figure 243, each leg of the larger correction from Day A to Day 13 contained a Sequential
Pattern or "Mirror Cross" Failure pattern that revealed the underlying nature of the movement:
strictly corrective.  You should quickly recognize that the market is constructing a large,
complex correction when two counter directional movements contain Sequential Pattern
Failures and/or "Mirror Cross" Failures; i.e., the movement from Day 1 to Day 7 is countered
by a movement from Day 7 to Day 13, and each are initiated by False Top/Bottom
Straight-Aways. 

The point I really want to "hammer home" with Figures 242 and 243 is, if Day 3 in the False
Top/Bottom Straight-Away does not close beyond a Minor point, the pattern is initiating a
corrective movement. In very rare cases, the pattern initiates the last leg of Impulse movements
when Day 3 fails to close beyond a Minor point.  Even in those rare cases, once the last leg of the
ensuing Impulse move is complete the market will reverse through the Day 1 Minor point. 
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Figure 244 is actual
price activity of March
'91 #11 Sugar, from
October 1 through
November 10, 1991. 

The diagram
highlights the
principle earlier stated,
that the False
Top/Bottom
Straight-Away  
ALWAYS initiates a
corrective move, if

Day 3 moves back through a recently broken Blue - Red Line of either a Time Symmetrical or
Time Asymmetrical Continuation Break. 

In the Figure, the Continuation Break formed by Days C through H is Time Asymmetrical. Only
one Minor point (at the first sequence point of Day F) develops above the Blue - Red Line,
formed by Days C and G.  Also, note the Time Count between each Time Degree point of the
consolidation.  Two days between Day C and Day F, one day from Day F to Day G, and the
fourth Minor point of the consolidation is entirely missing. 

If the Continuation Break was Time Symmetrical, at least one trading day would have developed
between the Day G Minor point and the missing fourth Minor point in the consolidation. The
Time Symmetrical Count should have been 2-1-1-2, or 2-1-2-1.

Day 1 gaps through the Blue-Red Line, and closes beyond the Day C Intermediate point. Then,
Days 1 and 2 form a "Mirror Cross".  Day 3 matches and continues in the same direction as 
Day 2 and moves back through the recently broken Blue-Red Line, forming the False Bottom
Straight-Away. 

As stated earlier, the False Bottom Straight-Away is initiating a corrective move when Day 3
moves back through a recently broken Blue-Red Line. Once the ensuing corrective move is
complete, the market will generate a reversal movement back through the Day 1 Minor point.
The ensuing corrective move is complete on Day 9, before the market generates a downward
movement back through the Day 1 Minor point.  The Day 1 Minor point is finally violated on
Day 24.

Note that Days 17, 18 and 19 form another False Top Straight-Away.  Day 19 (Day 3 in the
pattern) does close beyond a Minor point.  However, a Time Symmetrical Continuation Break
did not develop in the downward move prior to the False Top Straight-Away; this condition
indicates the likelihood that the down move is corrective. 

Lastly, Days 20, 21 and 22 form an "In Sync" Double Day Arrow.  Day 23 should have closed
outside of the "Double Day" range, more evidence of the corrective nature of the down move. 
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Figures 245 and 246 illustrate the False Bottom
Straight-Away when it initiates longer-term
corrective moves.  

The False Bottom Straight-Away initiates
long-term corrective moves, if the pattern
develops immediately following several days of
a powerful directional move, where the Day 1
Minor point is the completion point or near the
completion point of the previous directional
movement, and Day 3 moves counter to the
previous directional movement. 

The long-term correction following the False
Top/Bottom Straight-Away will be filled with
Sequential Pattern Failures, Delayed Violations,
False Top/Bottoms and other  malformed
Sequential Patterns.

As the long-term correction nears its end, you'll
hear market prognosticators on T.V. and radio
project infinitely higher or abysmally lower
prices.  

However, you'll know right at the outset that
the movement is strictly a long-term correction,
and that once the correction is complete the
market will generate a powerful reversal
movement back through the Day 1 Minor point.
That is exactly what occurred in both the
Copper and Bond markets, after the corrective
moves initiated by the False Bottom /
Straight-Away were complete.
 

In both Figure 245 and Figure 246, Days 1, 2 and 3 form the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away. In
Figure 245, the Day 1 Minor point occurs at the completion point of the previous directional
movement.  But in Figure 246, the Day 1 Minor point occurs near the end of the previous
directional movement. 

Figure 246 is an interesting case study.  Days A, B and C form a rare stand-alone "Out of Sync"
"Double Day" Arrow. In essence, Days X, 1, 2 and 3 form a Stretched "Bow & Arrow" "Mirror"
Straight-Away Failure. After moving sharply higher on Day 3, Days 4, 5 and 6 form an Abnormal
Inside Inverse.  Then, Days 6, 7 and 8 generate another False Bottom Straight-Away.  Though
Days 3 and 8 generate powerful directional movements, don't be deceived; the moves are strictly
part of a long-term correction, initiated by the False Bottom Straight-Away. 
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The briefest corrective move initiated by the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away occurs when the
pattern forms Days 3, 4 and 5 of the Complex False Top/Bottom Inside Inverse in Figure 233,
example A2. A brief, thrusting corrective movement is the result, marked by the lack of Minor
point develop at the second sequence of Day 3.  We further illustrated this point in Figures 235
and 236, Days 4, 5 and 6.

One last key element of the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away:  if the Day 3 range is elongated
(50% or more) than the Day 2 range, Day 4 usually initiates a correction regardless if the pattern
initiates an Impulse or corrective move.  This tendency is evident in Figure 237, Days 15, 16 and
17; Figure 242, Day 10; Figure 245, Day 4; and Figure 246, Day 4.

For further review of the pattern and its nuances, you may want to look at previous examples
earlier in the chapter, where we examined the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away developing in
conjunction with other types of "Mirror Cross" Failures.  In Figure 229, Days 3, 4, 5, and 15, 16,
17, we illustrated the pattern developing within short-term consolidations.  In Figure 240, Days 8,
9 and 10, we discussed the pattern as it developed within a longer-term correction.

High Volatility "Mirror Cross" Tops and Bottoms

The High Volatility "Mirror Cross" Top or Bottom is the last type of "Mirror Cross" that
develops at either the beginning or end of corrections.  Days 1 and 2 of this type of "Mirror
Cross" failure generate a sudden two day increase in price volatility, after a relatively steady
directional price movement.

Figure 247 illustrates the High Volatility "Mirror Cross"
Top as it developed in the June '93 T-Bonds from Feb. 25
through March 15, 1993.

After moving steadily upward from Minor point W,
T-Bonds exhibited a dramatic surge in prices on Day 1,
commonly known as a "Blow-Off" Top.  Then, Day 2
followed with an initial sharp drop in prices, covering the
"Opening Gap" between the Day Y close and the Day Z
low, before snapping back up and recovering earlier losses.

Days 1 and 2 form the High Volatility "Mirror Cross".
T-Bonds were sharply higher on the Day 3 opening,
initially violating the Day 1 Minor point.  The early jump
in prices left a wide "Opening Gap" between the Day 2
close and the Day 3 high, before powerful selling pressure
knocked prices back down to the Day 2 close. 

Day 3 completes the High Volatility "Mirror Cross" Failure, by failing to close beyond the 
Day 1 Minor point.  The High Volatility "Mirror Cross" Failure consummated one of the most
powerful upward Impulse moves in Bond market history.  This is an excellent example showing
the pattern developing at the termination point of an Impulse move and the initiation point of a
correction. 
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Figure 248 is another example of the High Volatility
"Mirror Cross", as it developed in the S&P 500 Cash
from March 31 through April 19, 1992. 

In this case, two High Volatility False Top/Bottom
Straight-Aways develop in succession to complete one
leg and initiate another of a longer term correction.  

At the beginning of the diagram, Days T and U form a
"Hitch".  Day V converts the pattern into a "Hitch"
Failure by failing to violate and close beyond the 
Day T Minor point.  

Days V and W then form a "Criss Cross" before Day 1
moves sharply through and closes beyond the Day V
Minor point.  Volatility increases, and Day 2 moves
sharply lower, countering the Day 1 move.  Days 1 and
2 form the High Volatility "Mirror Cross", and Day 3
continues sharply lower, generating the False Top
Straight-Away.  The Day 3 "Blow Off" is a common
effect of the High Volatility "Mirror Cross".

Day 4 then moves sharply upward, forming yet another High Volatility "Mirror Cross" in
conjunction with Day 3.  Day 5 generates the High Volatility False Bottom Straight-Away, by
matching the sequence of and continuing in the same direction of Day 4.  

Note that Day 5 failed to close beyond a Minor point, indicating that the High Volatility False
Bottom Straight-Away is initiating a corrective move, not an Impulse movement. Thus, we can
deduce that the market is constructing a large, complex correction.  Two counter directional
movements (the downward movement from Day T to Day 3, and the upward movement from
Day 3 to Day 8) contain "Mirror Cross" Failures; i.e., the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away. 

Eventually, the Day 3 Minor point became a Cycle point.  It was also the completion point of the
first leg of a 10 month correction that began on January 15, 1992 and terminated on October 6,
1992, at the Day 3 close. Thus, the market eventually retraced the entire upward movement that
began at the Day 3 close. 

Quick Reference and Review of "Mirror Cross" Characteristics 

A "Mirror Cross" is defined as two days whose daily sequences are inverse of each other;
high-low-close followed by low-high-close and vice versa, and Day 2 violates the first
sequence point of Day 1 without violating the second sequence point of Day 1.  

A Minor point MUST develop at the second sequence point of Day 1.  If no Minor
point develops, the pattern is not a "Mirror Cross". See Figure 218.

The ranges of Day 1 and Day 2 are identical or exactly the same.  If they aren't, anticipate
the development of either a Delayed Violation, or False Top/Bottom Failure.
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If Day 2 closes beyond the first sequence point of Day 1, the probabilities of the
pattern becoming a Delayed Violation or False Top/Bottom Failure increase
dramatically. 

A Valid "Mirror Cross" develops when Day 3 moves directly through and closes beyond
the Day 1 Minor point.  When the Valid "Mirror Cross" develops without the "Bow &
Arrow", Day 3 will initiate a powerful directional movement. 

See Chapter Seven for specific details on the "Bow & Arrow" "Cross" Combo.
The probabilities of a Valid "Mirror Cross" developing increase dramatically when    
Day 2 closes within the Day 1 range. 

The Delayed Violation and False Top/Bottom Failures develop within corrective
movements, either short-term consolidations or deceptively powerful longer-term
corrections.  One exception:  the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away can initiate Impulse
movements if Day 2 or Day 3 is the breakout day of a Time Symmetrical Continuation
Break, or if Day 3 closes beyond the Time Degree point that developed at the beginning
of the correction completed by the pattern. See Figure 242. 
If the Day 2 range is wider than the Day 1 range, and Day 2 closes beyond the first
sequence point of Day 1, anticipate the development of a False Top/Bottom - Inside
Arrow, or False Top/Bottom Straight-Away. 

"MIRROR CROSS" TRADING PROCEDURES AND TACTICS

In Chapter Eight (The "Bow & Arrow" and The "Hitch") we detailed the trading procedures that
applied to the "Mirror Cross" when it developed in conjunction with the "Bow & Arrow".  In this
section, we'll detail the trading procedures for the Valid "Mirror Cross", and how to adjust your
trading tactics when "Mirror Cross" Failures develop.

Figure 249 depicts the trading procedures to
implement on Day 3, after you've identified the
"Mirror Cross".

First, before the Day 3 opening, place an entry
stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1
Minor point.

If Day 3 moves directly through the Day 1 Minor
point without violating the second sequence
point of Day 2, place a exit stop order one

horizontal increment beyond the second sequence point of Day 2.  

Day 3 MUST close beyond the Day 1 Minor point in order for the "Mirror Cross" to be Valid.
Thus, if your exit stop IS NOT filled, and the market fails to close beyond the Day 1 Minor point
on Day 3, EXIT YOUR POSITION AT THE MARKET ON THE OPENING OF DAY 4. 
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If Day 3 closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point, as illustrated in Figure 249,  maintain your stop
one horizontal increment beyond the Day 2 Minor point until a subsequent Intermediate point
develops. 

Important Note: if Day 3 first violates the second Sequence point of Day 2, instead of moving
directly through the Day 1 Minor point, the probabilities of Day 3 moving through the Day 1
Minor point to fill your entry order are reduced drastically.  The "Mirror Cross" pattern usually
converts to either a Delayed Violation or False Top/Bottom.  Day 3 will tell you how to adjust
your trading tactics.  

Delayed Violation and False Top/Bottom Trading Procedures 

A large part of this chapter, so far, has focused much attention on "Mirror Cross" Failure
patterns, when Day 3 fails to violate and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  We examined the
most common variety of Delayed Violation and False Top/Bottom patterns, and the type of
movement that usually follows each.

From our examination of these two types of "Mirror Cross" Failures, we know that the direction
the market moves outside the Day 1 and Day 2 range differentiates the Delayed Violation from
the False Top/Bottom. However, until the market moves outside of the Day 1 and Day 2 range
we don't know whether the pattern is a Delayed Violation or a False Top/Bottom.  

Thus, I'll detail deductive trading procedures that adapt to the underlying condition of the market.
These procedures will give you the benefit of "foresight" rather than "hindsight"; you will be
entering the market only when profitable trading opportunities develop.  I'll present the
procedures case by case, based on the previously examined Delayed Violation and False
Top/Bottom patterns.

Figure 250 illustrates the "Mirror Cross" Failure where
Day 3 remains within the Day 1 and Day 2 range.
Before you enter orders, identify a few market
characteristics that occurred before the pattern.

Is the Day 2 Minor point the Red component of
a Blue-Red Line?  

If so, the probabilities lean toward a move through the
Day 2 Minor point and a break of the Blue - Red Line on
Day 4.  Thus, before the Day 4 opening, only place an
entry stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 2
Minor point.  

If your order is filled on Day 4, the pattern has converted to a False Top/Bottom Straight-Away,  
initiating an Impulse movement.  Anticipate the development of a longer term directional
movement.  Be willing to hold your position for an extended period of time: two to 12 months. 

Once your order is filled, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor
point.  Maintain your exit stop at the Day 1 Minor point until a subsequent Intermediate point
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develops.  Then, adjust your stop to each subsequent Intermediate point. Within the following
directional move, anticipate the development of other and similar "Mirror Cross" Failures. 

If Day 4 moves through the Day 1 Minor point in this case, the move is very sharp and brief
before a move back through the Day 2 Minor point develops. This type of market behavior
develops within choppy corrective movements.  You're better off staying out of the market until a
clearer Sequential Pattern develops

Next question: 
Does Day 3 remain entirely within the Day 2 range, forming a "Mirror Cross"/Inside
Inverse, and the Day 2 Minor point is not a component of a Blue - Red Line? 

Or....
Does Day 3 violate the first sequence point of Day 2, but closes back within the Day 2
range?

In the first case, it's a toss up as to which way the market will move through the Day 1 and 
Day 2 range.  In the second case, the odds lean toward a move through the Day 1 Minor point.  In
either case the ensuing move outside of the Day 1 and Day 2 range is a thrusting but brief
corrective move, before the market generates a reversal move back through the other Minor
point.  A close beyond the Day 1 Minor point converts the pattern into a Delayed Violation, as
in Figure 228, example B.  A close beyond the Day 2 Minor point converts the pattern into a
False Top/Bottom, as in Figure 229, example A.

Only trade the breakout of the Day 1 and Day 2 range, if you want to trade with a very short term
time perspective; you must be very nimble in order to make profits.  Here are the procedures:
before the Day 4 opening, place entry stop orders one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 and
Day 2 Minor point.  Whichever order is filled first, maintain your exit stop order beyond the
other Minor point.  

If after your initial order is filled and the market quickly reverses and hits your exit stop, do
nothing until the next Sequential Pattern develops.  If Day 4 does close beyond the Day 1 or
Day 2 range, the following movement will be completed by a Sequential Pattern Failure, that will
also initiate the move back through the Day 1 and Day 2 range.  JACK BE NIMBLE!

Does Day 3 remain within the Day 2 range, and Day 4 remain within the Day 2 range
with a sequence inverse of Day 3? 

If so, the pattern is a Complex False Top/Bottom Inside Inverse: anticipate a Day 5 violation and
close beyond the Day 2 Minor point.  See Figure 233, example A2, and Figures 235 and 236.

To trade the pattern, place an entry stop one horizontal increment beyond the second sequence
point of Day 4. If your order is filled, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the
second sequence point of Day 3. 

Day 5 must close beyond the Day 2 Minor point. If not, exit your position at the market on the
close.  If Day 5 does close beyond the Day 2 Minor point, adjust your exit stop to one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 5, and make it a reversal stop. 
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Each day thereafter, adjust your reversal stop to one
horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of
the previous day until your reversal stop is hit.  Once
your reversal stop is filled, place an exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the extreme point of the
previous movement. 

Figure 251 illustrates this stop adjustment tactic. After
selling the market on the opening of Day 5, you'd place
an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the second
sequence point of Day 3.  

Day 5 closes beyond the Day 2 Minor point.  Thus, on
Day 6 you'd adjust your reversal stop to A, one
horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of
Day 5.  

Day 6 continues lower and generates a high-low-close sequence.  On Day 7, you'd adjust your
reversal stop to point B, one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 6.  On
Day 8 you'd adjust your reversal stop to one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point
of Day 7.  However, on Day 8 your reversal stop is filled. You'd then be long the market.  

Once your reversal stop is filled, place an exit stop beyond the extreme point of the previous
move, which is the Day 7 low.  Maintain your exit stop at that position until a subsequent
Intermediate point develops. The Minor point that creates the subsequent Intermediate point
will be an identifiable Sequential Pattern that will tell you how to further adjust your stop exit
order. 

Figure 252 is a duplicate of Figure 228, example B,
where Day 3 first violates the second sequence point of
Day 2 before reversing and matching the sequence of
Day 1, and closing within the Day 2 range.  The Day 1
Minor point may or may not be a component of a
Blue-Red Line.  This pattern is the "Mirror"/"Criss
Cross" Combination Delayed Violation. 

If Day 4 violates and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor
point, the ensuing move is brief and thrusting, before the
market reverses back through the first sequence point of

Day 3. The nature of the ensuing market action dictates that you trade the movement through the
Day 1 Minor point with a very short term time perspective, less than five days. 

To better analyze the underlying conditions of the market and anticipate the behavior of the  
ensuing directional move, look for these important pattern characteristics.

Does Day 1 and the day before Day 1 form a Stretched "Bow & Arrow"?
If so, it is likely that Day 4 will be a powerful directional day through the Day 1 Minor point.  
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Also, the "Mirror"/"Criss Cross" Combination is developing prior to the last leg of an Impulse
move.  Be alerted to a major change in trend.  A Valid Sequential Pattern usually completes
the ensuing movement following Day 4, as well as the major change in trend and movement
back through the first sequence point of Day 3.  

Is the Day 1 Minor point the red component of a Blue - Red Line?
If so, the pattern is developing within a Time Symmetrical Continuation Break. However, when
the first sequence point of Day 3 is the third leg within the Continuation Break, the Time
Symmetry within the consolidation is broken.  Thus, as soon as the ensuing movement through
the Blue - Red Line is complete, the market will generate a reversal movement back through the
first sequence point of Day 3. 

Does the Day 1 Minor point mark the end of a powerful directional movement, which
included several strong directional days? 

If so, the probabilities are low that Day 4 will violate and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  In
fact, this pattern often marks the end of an Impulse move and the initiation point of a powerful
corrective move. 

Be alerted: if the first sequence point of Day 3 is violated before the Day 1 Minor point, the
pattern is initiating a longer term corrective move, and the Day 1 Minor point will not be violated
until the corrective move is complete. Once the corrective move is complete, the market will
generate a reversal move back through the Day 1 Minor point. 

Let's move on to the trading procedures of the
"Mirror"/"Criss Cross" Combination.  Regardless of
the previous condition, place an entry stop one
horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor point
before the Day 4 opening, as illustrated in Figure 253.

If your entry stop order is filled on Day 4, place an
exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 2
close.  

If your order is filled on Day 4, but Day 4 fails to close beyond the Day 1 Minor point, exit your
position at the market on the opening of Day 5. When this condition develops, the market will
generate a move back through the Day 3 Minor point.  We examined this condition in Figure
230, Days 8, 9, 10 and 11. 

If Day 4 closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point, maintain your exit stop one horizontal increment
beyond the Day 2 close.  The probabilities are high that the ensuing brief and thrusting movement
will be completed by a "Mirror Cross" False Top/Bottom Failure. 

If your order placed beyond the Day 1 Minor point is not filled on Day 4, DO NOT reenter your
order on Day 5 or thereafter.  Any move through the Day 1 Minor point after Day 4 is a quick
(one day or less) false move, before the market moves back through the Day 3 Minor point. 
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Figure 254 is a duplicate of Figure 232, example B, a
common False Top/Bottom pattern. As detailed earlier, the
pattern is created when Day 3 remains within the Day 1 and
Day 2 range, and matches the sequence of Day 2. 

The range of Day 2 is often wider than the Day 1 range.  This
characteristic usually indicates that a powerful move through
the Day 2 Minor point will develop on Day 4. 

Day 3 may take one of three forms.  First, Day 3 may remain
entirely within the Day 2 range.  If so, Day 3 forms a "Mirror
Cross"/Inside Arrow.  Second, Day 3 may first violate the
first sequence point of Day 2 before moving back into the

Day 2 range and matching the Day 2 sequence. If so, Day 3 forms a "Mirror Cross"/"Hitch".
Third, Day 3 may violate the second sequence point of Day 2, before closing within the Day 2
range, and still match the sequence of Day 2. If so, Day 3 forms a "Mirror Cross"/"Bow &
Arrow". 

Another important characteristic to look for when trading the "Mirror Cross"/Inside Arrow is
whether the Day 2 Minor point is the red component of a Blue - Red Line.  In this case, the
pattern usually evolves from a "Bow & Arrrow"/"Mirror" Combo Failure; see Figure 240.  The
ensuing movement through the Day 2 Minor point is powerful and enduring.  

With the above mentioned pattern characteristics, let's now move on to the trading procedures of
the "Mirror Cross"/Inside Arrow. 

If Day 3 forms either the "Mirror Cross"/Inside Arrow or "Mirror Cross"/"Hitch",
and the Day 2 Minor point IS NOT the red component of a Blue - Red Line.

Before the Day 4 opening, place a stop entry order one horizontal increment beyond the Day 2
Minor point.  If your order is filled, place a reversal stop order two horizontal increments
beyond the Day 3 close.  A reversal stop is an order that changes your net position from long to
short, or short to long.   

Use the reversal stop in the event a "Mirror Cross"/ Inside Arrow Failure develops.  As we
examined in Figure 230, Day 18, and Figure 239, Day 4, the "Mirror Cross" Inside Arrow Failure
develops at the end of corrective movements and initiates powerful directional movements; you
should definitely take advantage of this highly profitable trading opportunity. 

If your reversal stop is filled, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the first
sequence point of Day 4.  Maintain your stop beyond the first sequence point of Day 4 until a
subsequent Intermediate point develops. 

If your entry stop order is filled on Day 4, but Day 4 doesn't match the Day 3 sequence and
doesn't close beyond the Day 2 Minor point, and your reversal stop is not filled,  exit and reverse
your position on the Day 5 opening.  
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Also on Day 5, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of
Day 4. Maintain your stop beyond the first sequence point of Day 4 until a subsequent
INTERMEDIATE POINT develops. We also examined this market condition in Figure 239, 
Day 26. 

If your order is filled on Day 4, and Day 4 matches the sequence of Day 3 and closes beyond the
Day 2 Minor point, on Day 5 adjust your stop to one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1
Minor point.  Thereafter, adjust your stop to each Minor point that develops in the direction of
the ensuing move.  

Anticipate the development of subsequent malformed Sequential Patterns, Sequential Pattern
Failures and "Mirror Cross" Failures; the ensuing movement after these patterns maintains the
underlying direction of the market.  Anticipate the development of a movement back through the
Day 1 Minor point, which is usually initiated by a Valid Sequential Pattern or Valid "Mirror
Cross" pattern. 

In this condition, if your order is not filled on Day 4, DO NOT REENTER YOUR ORDER ON
DAY 5 OR AFTER.  A movement through the Day 2 Minor point after Day 5 is usually a false
move before the market quickly moves back through the Day 1 Minor point. See Days 20
through 30 in Figure 239. 

If Day 3 forms a "Mirror Cross"/"Bow & Arrow" Combo.
Place your stop entry order one horizontal increment beyond the second sequence point of 
Day 3.  These are the same procedures you'd apply to a regular "Bow & Arrow".  However, once
your order is filled, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of
Day 3.  Maintain your exit stop at its original position.  Thereafter, adjust your stop to each
Minor point that develops in the direction of the ensuing move.

If Day 2 is the red component of a Blue - Red Line. 
Before the Day 4 opening, place an entry stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 2 Minor
point.  If your order filled on Day 4, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the 
Day 1 Minor point.   

If your order is not filled on Day 4, REENTER YOUR ORDER EACH DAY until your order is
filled.  In this condition, the market often develops a "delayed effect" in violating the Day 2
Minor point.  Once your order is filled, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the 
Day 1 Minor point.  Whether your entry order is filled on Day 4 or after, use the same stop
adjustment technique detailed  previously, when the Day 2 Minor point is not the red component
of a Blue - Red Line.  

Within the ensuing movement, anticipate the development of malformed Sequential Patterns,
Sequential Pattern Failures and "Mirror Cross" Failures.  However, when the "Mirror Cross"/
Inside Arrow develops in conjunction with a Blue - Red Continuation Break, the ensuing
movement is usually more powerful and enduring.  Again, the ensuing movement is entirely
retraced once it is complete; see Figures 240 and 241. 
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Figure 255 is a duplicate of Figure 232, example C, the
"Mirror Cross" False Top/Botttom Straight-Away.  As
discussed earlier, the pattern is created when Day 3 matches
the sequence and continues in the same direction as Day 2.  

Identify these key characteristics of the pattern to determine
the underlying condition of the market, and which trading
procedures to use.

Does Day 3 CLOSE beyond a Minor point?
If not, the pattern is initiating a corrective move, not an
Impulse move. I have found only one exception to this rule.

That exception develops when Day 4 forms either an Inside Arrow or "Hitch" in relation to Day
3, and Day 5 closes beyond the Day 3 Minor point. 

Is Day 1 a "Dual Sequential"? 
Day 1 can be a "Dual Sequential" if it is Day 3 of a previously constructed Sequential Pattern,
where it fails to violate or close beyond a previous Minor point.  In this case, the False
Top/Bottom Straight-Away initiates powerful directional movements. 

Is the Day 3 range Elongated (50% or greater) compared to the Day 2 range? 
This characteristic is simple to identify.  When this condition develops, be very cautious, Day 3 is
the "Blow Off" day of the previous directional movement.  Quite often, the Day 3 close is the
highest close before a corrective movement develops in the opposite direction. Again, be very
cautious when this condition develops. 

Is Day 3 the breakout day of a Time Symmetrical Continuation Break? 
If so, the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away is initiating an Impulse movement. 

Does Day 3 move back through a recently broken Blue - Red Line? 
If so, the pattern ALWAYS initiates corrective movements.  Once the ensuing corrective
movement is complete, the market will generate a reversal movement back through the Day 1
Minor point.  See Figure 244. 

Is the Day 1 Minor point the completion point of several days of directional price
movement? 

If so, the pattern is initiating a longer term, powerful corrective movement.  You'll be able to
differentiate the short term corrective move, as illustrated in Figure 243, from the longer term
corrective move in Figure 245 by a few key characteristics. 

First, in the longer term correction, Day 4 usually generates a sequence opposite of Day 3.  

Second, in the longer term correction, Day 3 is usually followed by several days of sideways
price activity before the market continues in the direction initiated by the Straight-Away. 
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Third, after the consolidation, the market generates a deceptively powerful and enduring
corrective movement.  However, you'll find that the ensuing directional corrective movement is
littered with malformed Sequential Patterns, Sequential Pattern Failures and "Mirror Cross"
Failures.  

As the ensuing corrective movement unfolds, many market prognosticators will project infinitely
higher or abysmally lower prices.  However, you'll know by simply identifying the False
Top/Bottom Straight-Away at the initiation point that the deceptively powerful movement is only
a longer-term correction before the market generates a reversal movement back through the Day
1 Minor point. 

Before we move on to the trading procedures of the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away, I want to
warn you that trading the pattern is not for everyone. You must be patient and you must not get
frustrated when the malformed Sequential Patterns and Sequential Pattern Failures develop in the
ensuing movement.  

You may use the previously discussed pattern characteristics to only diagnose the underlying
condition, and/or to exit your previous position. Also, you may want to use the pattern as a top or
bottom marker, then enter the market when subsequent Sequential Patterns or "Mirror Cross"
Failures develop.  

Now let's move on to the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away trading procedures.  
First, is the Day 3 range elongated compared to the Day 2 range?

If so, place no entry orders before the Day 4 opening.  Wait for the next Sequential
Pattern to develop.  Risk of loss is too high.

If the Day 3 range is not elongated compared to the Day 2 range, and the Day 1 Minor
point is not the fourth leg of a Time Symmetrical Continuation Break. 

Before the Day 4 opening, place an entry stop one horizontal increment beyond the
second sequence point of Day 3.  If and when your order is filled on Day 4, place an
exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the first sequence point of Day 3. 

If your exit stop is not filled on Day 4, you have two exit stop adjustment options.  
The first strategy: if Days 2 and 3 were low-high-close sequences, on Day 5 adjust
your exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond the Day 4 low. Each day thereafter,
adjust your stop to one horizontal increment beyond the previous day's low, until you
are stopped out of your position.  Other Sequential Patterns may develop in the
ensuing movement, but this exit stop strategy takes precedence when the False
Top/Bottom Straight-Away initiates the movement. Use this strategy to capture a brief
and thrusting short-term movement. 

      
     If Days 2 and 3 were high-low-close sequences, on Day 5 adjust your exit stop to one 
     horizontal increment beyond the Day 4 high. Each day thereafter, adjust your stop to 
     one horizontal increment beyond the previous day's high, until your are stopped out of

                 your position. 
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The second strategy: maintain your exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the
first sequence point of Day 3, until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. Then,
adjust your exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond the Minor point that created
the Intermediate point.  

     Readjust your exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond each subsequent Minor 
     point until you are stopped out.  In all likelihood, a "Mirror Cross" Failure will             

              develop at the completion point of the ensuing movement. 

Figure 256 illustrates this longer-term exit
stop adjustment strategy.  Using this
strategy, your first exit stop is placed beyond
the Day 3 low.  You'd maintain your exit
stop at that point until a subsequent
Intermediate point develops.  Minor point X
created the Intermediate point; thus, you'd
adjust your exit stop to one horizontal
increment beyond the Day X Minor point. 

Then, you'd readjust your exit stop to each
subsequent Minor point in the direction of
the movement, until you are stopped out of
your position. In the case of Figure 256, you
would be long until point Y.  Again, this

exit stop adjust strategy takes precedence over the exit stop adjustment strategies of subsequent
Sequential Patterns that develop in the ensuing corrective movement. 

If Day 3 moves back through a recently broken Blue - Red Line...
...you may choose to employ the entry stop strategy detailed above.  However, the ensuing
movement tends to be more erratic.  Thus, if you choose to trade the ensuing movement
following Day 3, and your entry stop is filled on Day 4, use the first exit stop adjustment strategy
previously explained. 

If the Day 1 Minor point is the fourth leg of a Time Symmetrical Continuation
Break....

The False Top/Bottom Straight-Away is initiating an Impulse move.  If you didn't enter the
market using the Trading Procedures of the Continuation Break, use the stop entry strategy
detailed above.  If your exit stop is not filled on Day 4, employ the second exit stop adjustment
strategy previously explained.  

The second exit stop strategy detailed above is almost identical to the exit stop strategy detailed
in the Continuation Break Chapter.  Either strategy is effective in capturing the profits of a
powerful directional movement. 
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If your entry stop order is not filled on Day 4, but Day 4 forms an Inside Arrow or
"Hitch" in conjunction with Day 3....

....on Day 5 and thereafter, reenter your stop entry order beyond the Day 3 Minor point until your
order is filled.  Discontinue entering your entry stop order if the Day 1 Minor point is violated
before your order is filled.  

If your order is filled on Day 5, or before the Day 1 Minor point is violated, place an exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  Maintain your stop beyond the Day 1 Minor
point until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. Then adjust your exit stop, as previously
detailed in Figure 256. 

When Day 4 forms an Inside Arrow or "Hitch" in conjunction with Day 3, the pattern typically
initiates a powerful Impulse movement. 

If your entry stop is not filled on Day 4, and Day 4 does not form an Inside Arrow or
"Hitch" in conjunction with Day 3, the False Top/Bottom Straight-Away is initiating a
short-term corrective movement.  Do not reenter your order after Day 4. 

Once the corrective movement is complete, the market generates a reversal movement back
through the Day 1 Minor point.  This condition develops in a variety of corrective situations; see
Figure 229, Days 3, 4, 5 and 6, and Figure 237, Days 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12, 13, 14 and 15. 

CONCLUSION 

The "Mirror Cross" is very simple in form, but the pattern grows in complexity when Day 3 fails
to violate and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  The most important feature of the "Mirror
Cross" is, if Day 3 fails to violate and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point, the pattern is either
initiating or completing a corrective movement.  

When Day 3 fails to violate and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point, the pattern becomes either a
Delayed Violation or False Top/Bottom "Mirror Cross" Failure.  A Delayed Violation develops
when the market violates the Day 1 Minor point after Day 3, and before the market closes beyond
the second sequence point of Day 2.  A False Top/Bottom develops when the market violates
and closes beyond the second sequence point of Day 2 before violating and closing beyond the
Day 1 Minor point.  False Top/Bottom name is a misnomer when the pattern develops at the end
of corrections and initiates Impulse (trending) movements. 

The "Mirror Cross" Failure patterns are important patterns to identify and understand, because
they usually initiate the development of erratic price behavior, and the subsequent development
of malformed Sequential Patterns and  "Mirror Cross" Failures within directional price
movements. 

By understanding and identifying certain "Mirror Cross" Failure patterns, you will avoid the
perils and pitfalls of deceptively powerful directional price movements, rather than getting caught
up in market hysteria and hyped prognostications. This pattern is a priceless weapon in your
Market BIOS© arsenal.  
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PART II:  THE "CRISS CROSS" 

In Part I of the chapter, we discussed the "Criss Cross" when it developed in conjunction with the
"Mirror Cross": as a combination pattern within the "Mirror Cross", or inside the same  sideways
consolidation with the "Mirror Cross".

However, we're going to examine the "Criss Cross" when it develops as a stand alone pattern,
with its own behavioral characteristics.  Also, we'll discuss the characteristics that differentiate
the "Criss Cross" from the "Hook". 

The "Criss Cross" develops in a variety of key market locations: at the end of Impulse and
corrective movements, at the conjunction between two legs within either an Impulse or corrective
movement, and within sideways consolidations. 

There are two types of "Criss Cross" patterns: the Regular
"Criss Cross" and the Covered "Criss Cross", as illustrated in
Figure 257. 

Examples A and B illustrate the Regular "Criss Cross", which
occurs when a Minor point develops at the first sequence
point of Day 1.  The pattern is marked by an initial thrust on
Day 2 that violates the second sequence point of Day 1, before
Day 2 reverses its sequence and closes within the Day 1 range.
Usually, the range of Day 2 closely matches the range of Day
1. 

A Valid "Criss Cross" develops when Day 3 moves directly
through and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  We'll
examine all nuances of the Regular "Criss Cross".  

Examples C and D illustrate the Covered "Criss Cross", which
develops when Day 2 initially violates the second sequence
point of Day 1, before reversing and generating a sequence
inverse of Day 1.  In the case of the Covered "Criss Cross", a
Minor point CANNOT develop at the first sequence point of
Day 1.  Day 0 "covers" the first sequence point of Day 1. 

We'll examine the key characteristics of the Covered "Criss Cross" that identify the underlying
condition of the market. The Covered "Criss Cross" develops most often at the conjunction of
longer-term corrections and Impulse movements, the point of a major change in trend. 

We'll begin our discussion by examining the characteristics of the Regular "Criss Cross" that
differentiate it from the Abnormal Inside Inverse and the Regular "Hook".  Then we'll move on to
the Valid "Criss Cross", followed by "Criss Cross" Failures and corrections.  Lastly, we'll
examine the characteristics of the Covered "Criss Cross". 
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Comparing "Hook" patterns to the "Criss Cross"

Let's briefly review the characteristics that differentiate "Hook" movements from the "Criss
Cross".

In essence, the Valid "Criss Cross" is a "Hook" Failure.  
Figure 258 illustrates a Valid Regular "Criss Cross", which
develops when Day 3 moves directly through and closes
beyond the Day 1 Minor point. 

In the case of a Valid Covered "Criss Cross", (where no
Minor point develops at the first sequence point of 
Day 1) Day 3 still moves directly through and closes beyond
the first sequence point of Day 1.  

A close beyond the first sequence point of Day 1 initiates
either a longer term corrective move or short-term
consolidation. 

The "Criss Cross" and the "Hook" have one identical characteristic.  In both patterns, Day 2 is
marked by an initial thrust that violates the second sequence point of Day 1, before reversing its
sequence and moving back into and closing within the Day 1 range.  Thus, the sequences of
Day 1 and Day 2 are inverse relative to each other. 

The difference between the "Criss Cross" and the "Hook" is, Day 3 in the "Hook" patterns does
not violate the second sequence point of Day 2, and forms either an Abnormal Inside Inverse (by
remaining within the Day 2 range) or moves directly through and closes beyond the first
sequence point of Day 2.  Figure 259 illustrates these two common "Hook" patterns.  To further
review all characteristics of "Hook" patterns, review Chapter Four.
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"CRISS CROSS" PRINCIPLES

The Valid "Criss Cross" develops at the completion point of Impulse moves, initiating corrective
movements, or at the completion point of corrective moves, initiating Impulse movements. Also,
the "Criss Cross" develops as a conjunction between two legs of powerful Impulse movements.  

"Criss Cross" Failures usually develop at the initiation point of powerful and enduring corrective
movements, or within sideways consolidations of larger corrective moves.  We'll discuss all the
elements of the "Criss Cross" that will enable you to identify the condition in which the pattern is
developing.  

Figure 260 illustrates the "Criss Cross" Top and Bottom.  In
most cases, the "Criss Cross" Top or Bottom develops at the
completion point of an Impulse move and the initiation
point of a correction, rather than vice versa. 

The Day 2 Minor point must be able to convert to an
Intermediate point, forming beyond a previous Minor Top in
the case of a "Criss Cross" top, or forming beyond a
previous Minor bottom in the case of a "Criss Cross"
bottom. 

Day 3 moves directly through and closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  Day 4 is the key to
identifying whether the "Criss Cross" is initiating a powerful and enduring directional
movement, a short-term sideways consolidation, or a more complex longer term correction. 

As illustrated in Figure 261, if the Day 4 sequence
matches the sequence of Day 2 and Day 3, and the Day
4 range is wider than the Day 2 or Day 3 range,
anticipate the development of a powerful directional
movement.  Usually a retracement back to the Day 2
close does not develop before the powerful directional
movement is complete.

Figure 261 depicts actual price activity in the July '91
Cocoa, from May 30 through June 13, 1991.  The
"Criss Cross" initiated a $150 drop from the Day 1 low
in Cocoa prices which was completed 25 trading days
later on July 10, 1991. 

In this condition, a sequential pattern usually develops
immediately following the "Criss Cross" Top or
Bottom that initiates the next leg of the directional

movement.  In Figure 261, Days 4, 5 and 6 form a Valid "Hitch". 
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As illustrated in Figure 262, if the Day
4 sequence does not match the
sequence of Day 2 and Day 3, and/or
the Day 4 range is smaller than either
the Day 2 or Day 3 range, a
retracement back to the Day 2 close
usually develops before a more
powerful segment of the directional
move unfolds. 

In the diagram, the Day 4 sequence is
inverse and smaller than either Day 2
or Day 3.  Following Day 4, June '93
D-Mark bounced lower before
generating a retracement back to the
Day 2 close. 

Following the Day X high established May 28, 1993, the D-Mark dropped 600 ticks (or 6 cents
verses the dollar, a $7250 per contract move) through August 2, 1993, basis the September '93
contract. 

As illustrated in Figure 263, if Day 4 remains
within the Day 3 range and matches the Day 3
sequence, a "Criss Cross"/Inside Arrow Combo
has developed.  

In this case, by applying the Inside Arrow
principles, Day 5 will identify whether a
powerful directional move through the Day 3
Minor point will develop or whether the "Criss
Cross" is initiating a Continuation Break,
before the market moves swiftly through the Day
2 Minor point. 
 
If Day 5 violates and closes beyond the Day 3
Minor point, anticipate the development of a
powerful directional move in the direction
pointed by the sequence of Days 2, 3 and 4.   

As illustrated in Figure 263, if Day 5 moves directly through the first sequence point of Day 3,
Days 3, 4 and 5 form an Inside Arrow Straight-Away Failure.  In this case,  the "Criss Cross" is
initiating a short-term consolidation (Continuation Break) before prices move back through the
first sequence point of Day 2.

Figure 263 is an excellent case in point.  Note the "Criss Cross" Failures that are formed by Days
6, 7 and 8; Days 9, 10 and 11; Days 13, 14 and 15; and Days 16, 17 and 18.  
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There is one key identifier in each of these cases that usually determines whether the "Criss
Cross" will be Valid or a Failure.  That identifier is discussed below in the section entitled
Gauging "Criss Cross" Strength. 

"Criss Cross" developing within a Directional Movement

Figure 264 illustrates the Valid "Criss Cross"
developing within a directional movement.  Like
the "Criss Cross" Top or Bottom, Day 3 MUST
move directly through and close beyond the Day
1 Minor point.  

In this case, the Day 2 Minor point cannot
convert to an Intermediate point when a
subsequent Minor top develops lower as in the
case of example A, or if a Minor bottom develops
higher, as in the case of example B. 

Furthermore, when the Day 2 Minor point is a Minor top and converts the previous Minor top
into an Intermediate top, or when the Day 2 Minor point is a Minor bottom and converts the
previous Minor bottom into an Intermediate bottom, Day 3 usually initiates a powerful
directional movement. This condition creates the most powerful "Criss Cross" pattern.

Figure 265 illustrates the Day 2 Minor top of the
"Criss Cross" converting the Day E Minor top into
an Intermediate top.  In this case, the "Criss
Cross" is the second Sequential pattern in the
downward movement.  

Note that Day 4 did not match the sequence of
Day 2 and Day 3.  The result was the development
of a Continuation Break, before prices continued
sharply lower.  

In the case of the "Criss Cross" top or bottom,  
Day 4 is important in determining subsequent
market behavior.  However, when the "Criss
Cross" develops as the second Sequential pattern
in a movement, Day 4 loses its significance in
determining future price activity. 
In this case, the market rarely generates a
retracement back to the Day 2 close before a
powerful directional move unfolds.                        
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Instead, the powerful directional move follows
immediately.  

The Day 4 sequence and range retains its
significance when the "Criss Cross" develops in
any location other than the second Sequential
pattern in a movement.

In Figure 265, note that a subsequent Valid
"Criss Cross" developed on Days 8, 9 and 10.
Importantly, the Day 11 sequence (which is 
Day 4 in the pattern) matches the sequence of
Days 9 and 10, and the Day 11 range is wider
than either the Day 9 or Day 10 range.  

The price action of Day 11 indicates the
continuation of downward prices, without a
retracement back to the Day 9 close.  The Day E
high of 369.82 on July 3, 1990 was an all-time

high in the S&P 500 Cash, before the market  bottomed at 294.65 on October 10, 1990.  

Figure 265 is an excellent example of other Sequential patterns developing in relation with the
"Criss Cross" within a powerful directional movement.  To quickly examine the patterns:

Days C, D & E form a Stretched "Bow & Arrow" Failure
From Chapter Six:  When the Stretched "Bow & Arrow" Failure develops, the market
will quickly move back through the first sequence point of Day 1 in the pattern (the
Day C low). 

Days E, F & G form a "Mirror Cross" False Top "Straight-Away".  This pattern and its
principles are examined in Figure 232 C, in Part I of this chapter. 

As discussed previously, Day G, the third day in the pattern, fails to close beyond a
Minor point.  Thus, the Day E False Top "Straight-Away" is initiating a corrective
movement.  Once the corrective move is complete, the market will quickly retrace the
entire move. That is exactly what occurred in the S&P 500 Cash. 

Note that the False Top "Straight-Away" was preceded by the Stretched "Bow & Arrow"
Failure.   As explained in the text pertaining to Figure 229, the False Top "Mirror Cross"
"Straight-Away" usually follows a "Bow & Arrow" Failure. 
Days 5, 6 and 7 generate another False Top "Straight-Away".  Day 7, the third day in the
pattern, fails to close beyond the Day 3 Minor point.  Thus, the False Top "Straight -
Away" is initiating a corrective move.  However, the False Top "Straight-Away" in this
case only initiated a short term corrective move that was completed at the first sequence
point of Day 8.  
The Day 8 Minor point becomes the Red component of the Blue - Red Continuation Line
which is violated and closed beyond on Day 10; the third day in the "Criss Cross".
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"Criss Cross" conversion to "Hook" Patterns Failures and Corrections

So far, we've discussed the Valid "Criss Cross".  However, if Day 3 fails to violate the second
sequence point of Day 2, the "Criss Cross" converts to a "Hook", as illustrated in Figure 259.  

When Day 3 moves directly through the first sequence point of Day 2, the pattern is a Normal
"Hook" as shown in Example A of Figure 259.  When Day 3 remains entirely within the 
Day 2 range and develops a sequence inverse of Day 2, the pattern has converted to an Abnormal
Inside Inverse/"Hook" Combo, as shown in Example B.  Though less frequent, the Day 3
sequence may match the Day 2 sequence, within the Day 2 range.  In this case, an Abnormal
Inside Arrow/"Hook" Combo has developed.  

Importantly, when either the Abnormal Inside Inverse or Abnormal Inside Arrow Combination
pattern develop, employ the trading procedure that applies to the given Abnormal Inside
pattern; i.e., if an Abnormal Inside Inverse/"Hook" Combo develops, follow the trading
procedures for the Abnormal Inside Inverse. 

"Criss Cross" Failures and Corrections

"Criss Cross" Failures develop when Day 3 violates the second sequence point of Day 2, but
fails to violate and/or close beyond the first sequence point of Day 1.  The "Criss Cross" Failure
may develop within or at the initiation point of a sideways consolidation, or at the initiation point
of a powerful and enduring corrective movement. We'll examine the most common types of
"Criss Cross" Failures, and the type of subsequent corrective move to expect following each.  

"Criss Cross" Failure in the middle of a sideways consolidation (Continuation Break)

Figure 266 illustrates the "Criss Cross"
Failure in the middle of a sideways
consolidation.  In this case, the Day 2
Minor point is the red component of a
Blue - Red Line. 

Day 3 violates the Day 1 Minor point,
before reversing its sequence and closes
back within the Day 2 range. Thus, Days
2 and 3 form another "Criss Cross"
pattern.  

When two "Criss Cross" patterns
develop right next to each other, the

pattern becomes a Double "Criss Cross".  

In both Examples A and B, the first sequence point of Day 2 is the red component of a Blue -
Red Line.  Also, note that Days B, C and 1 form a Delayed Violation "Mirror Cross" Failure.
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After Days 2 and 3 form the Double
"Criss Cross", Day 4 converts the pattern
into an Abnormal Inside
Inverse/"Hook".  
  
Rather than moving through the first
sequence point of Day 3, the market
moves through the second sequence point
of Day 3.  Thus, Days 3, 4, and 5  form a
single "Hook" correction (see Figure 69,
Chapter Four)

When a Double "Criss Cross" develops in the middle of sideways corrections, in conjunction
with a Blue - Red Continuation Line, the Double "Criss Cross" is a Dual Sequential.  In this
case, anticipate the violation and close beyond the Blue - Red Line, initiating a powerful
directional movement.  If the market breaks, but fails to close beyond the Blue - Red Line the
same day, anticipate a sharp move back through the first sequence point of Day 3 in the second
"Criss Cross". 

Importantly, check the Time Symmetry within the Continuation Break.  If the Continuation Break
is Time Symmetrical, anticipate the development of a long-term directional movement.  If the
Continuation Break is Time Asymmetrical, anticipate a powerful directional move, but the
eventual retracement back to at least the break point of the Blue - Red Line.  

In Figure 266, the Continuation Break is Time Asymmetrical: one day between the Day B and
Day 1 Minor point, one day from the Day 1 to Day 2 Minor point, one day from the Day 2 to Day
3 Minor point, but three days from the Day 3 Minor point to the Day 6 break of the Blue - Red
Line.  

Thus, the Time Count is 1-1-1-3.  If the Time Count were Symmetrical, Day 4 would have
broken the Blue - Red Line, with a Time Count of 1-1-1-1.  Thus, the market will generate a
retracement back to at least the point where the market broke the Blue - Red Line. 

Important Notes: When the Double "Criss Cross" develops within a Continuation Break, Day 3
does not have to first violate the first sequence point of Day 1 before reversing its sequence,
closing back within the Day 2 range, and forming the second "Criss Cross" in conjunction with
Day 2.  The simple fact that Day 3 fails to violate or close beyond the Day 1 Minor point warns
you of an imminent move back through the first sequence point of Day 2, and a violation of the
Blue - Red Continuation Line. 

In addition, "Criss Cross" Failures usually develop when the Day 2 Minor point of the "Criss
Cross" cannot convert the previous Minor point at the same location (top/top or bottom/bottom)
into an Intermediate point.
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"Criss Cross" Failure at the beginning of sideways consolidations (Continuation Breaks)

Figure 267 illustrates the "Criss Cross" Failure
developing at the beginning of a sideways
consolidation, where the first sequence point
of Day 1 is the Blue component of a Blue -
Red Continuation Line.

Though Figure 267 illustrates a second "Criss
Cross" (which is Valid) formed by Days 4, 5
and 6, this second "Criss Cross" is not
mandatory, and its absence does not change the
underlying condition of the market.  

Whenever a "Criss Cross" Failure initiates a
sideways consolidation, and the Day 1 Minor
point is the Blue component of a Blue - Red
Continuation Line, anticipate the initiation of a

powerful directional move through the Blue - Red Line.  This type of "Criss Cross" consolidation
offers an excellent low risk, high return trading opportunity.  Trade it! 

Figure 268 illustrates a more complex
consolidation initiated by a "Criss Cross" Failure. 
This type of complex consolidation develops within
larger, longer-term corrections.  I'm presenting it to
you because it develops often enough to merit
special examination.

In the pattern, Day 1 and Day 2 form a "Criss
Cross".  The range of Day 1 is unusually elongated
(greater than twice the size) compared to Day 2.
Day 3 forms an Abnormal Inside Inverse pattern
in conjunction with Day 2.

If the Day 1, 2 and 3 pattern was developing as the
basis of a "Hook" movement, the market would
have violated and closed beyond the Day 2 Minor

point.  However, the market first violates and closes beyond the second sequence point of 
Day 2.  Thus, Days 2, 3 and 4 form a regular Abnormal Inside Inverse, not a "Hook".  

There are two important principles to this type of complex consolidation initiated by a "Criss
Cross" Failure:

1. The Day 1 Minor point is RARELY violated, before the market generates a powerful
move back through the Day 2 Minor point.
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2. The movement through the Day 2 Minor point is part of a longer-term correction.  Thus,
once the longer-term correction is complete, the market will generate a powerful move
back through the Day 1 Minor point.  

Any type of Valid "Criss Cross" pattern usually initiates the powerful move back
through the Day 1 Minor point. 

Double and Triple "Criss Cross" Top and Bottom

Figure 269 illustrates the Double "Criss Cross"
Top and Bottom.  As shown in the diagram, the
first sequence point of Day 1 is the completion
point of a sharp directional movement, before the
first "Criss Cross" forms on Day 2.  

Day 3 fails to violate or close beyond the first
sequence point of Day 1, before reversing its
sequence and closing back within the Day 2 range.
Thus, Days 2 and 3 form the second "Criss Cross"
of the Double "Criss Cross".  Then Day 4 moves
directly through and closes beyond the first
sequence point of Day 2, which makes the second
"Criss Cross" Valid indicating a major change in
trend and a new direction in price movement.

The sharp directional movement prior to the Double "Criss Cross" Top and Bottom differentiates
the pattern from the Double "Criss Cross" within a consolidation.  In most cases, the first
sequence point of Day 1 marks the end of a longer-term directional movement.

As a major change in trend pattern, the Double "Criss Cross" usually initiates a longer-term
corrective move, and in rare cases the last leg of an Impulse move.  Regardless, the market will
generate a reversal move back to at least the first sequence point of Day 2 once the ensuing
move is complete. 

When the Double "Criss Cross" initiates a correction (which you'll be able to identify by the
malformed sequential patterns and sequential pattern failures within the ensuing movement), the
reversal movement is usually initiated by a Valid "Criss Cross", and the market will
eventually violate and close beyond the first sequence point of Day 1.

Furthermore, note that the Minor point at the first sequence point of Day 3 converts the Day 1  
Minor point (at the same location, top/top or bottom/bottom) into an Intermediate point.
Therefore, the same characteristics of the Double "Criss Cross" develop as when the "Criss
Cross" is developing as the second sequential pattern within a directional move, as discussed in
the text pertaining to Figure 265. 
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The range and sequence of Day 5 has no bearing in determining whether a retracement back to
the Day 2 close will develop; the market rarely, if ever, generates a retracement back to the Day 2
close before a powerful directional movement develops.  

The Double "Criss Cross" Top and Bottom presents an excellent low risk/high return trading
opportunity. Trade it!

Figure 270 illustrates the Triple "Criss Cross"
Top and Bottom.  The pattern is more rare than
the Double "Criss Cross"; however, the
implications of the pattern are the same.

Days 1 and 2 form the first "Criss Cross",
Days 2 and 3 the second, and Days 3 and 4 the
third.  The third "Criss Cross" is Valid (when
Day 5 violates and closes beyond the first
sequence point of Day 3), which initiates a
longer-term corrective movement.  

The duration of the corrective move is usually 2
to 5 months; however, once the corrective move
is complete, the market will generate a powerful
Impulse move back through the first sequence
point of Day 2.   

The characteristics of the Triple "Criss Cross" are identical to the Double "Criss Cross", with one
exception:  the market often generates a quick one day retracement back to the Day 2 close
before the market develops the powerful directional move.  

For example, from Figure 270, note that Day 6 quickly touched the Day 2 close before reacting
and reversing its sequence.  This is the only characteristic I found that differentiates the Triple
"Criss Cross" from the Double "Criss Cross". 

Note that Days 5, 6 and 7 form an "In Sync" "Double Day" Arrow, with Day 8 (Day 3 in the
"Double Day" pattern) moving directly through and closing beyond the second sequence point of
the Day 6 Double Day.  

Figure 270 Example A is a replica of Figure 174, from Chapter Seven, depicting price activity in
the March '91 Treasury Bond contract, from February 8 through February 23, 1991.  Day 8
initiated a 3 3/4 point drop in T-Bonds, from Day 6 low.  The downward corrective movement
that began from the first sequence point of Day 2 on February 14, 1991, was completed 4 months
later on June 13, 1991.  

The development of a Triple "Criss Cross" is a rare event.  But when it does unfold, you are
warned that a major change in trend is imminent, and an excellent trading opportunity is
presenting itself. 
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Gauging "Criss Cross" Strength (Positive, Negative and Neutral Calibration)

Once you discover the development of a "Criss Cross" after
the Day 2 close, there is one key identifier that will help you
determine the likelihood that Day 3 will violate and close
beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  The identifier, which I call
"Criss Cross" Calibration, is an excellent barometer that
will warn you of changing market conditions.

In Figure 271, Examples A and B, note the relationship
between the Day 2 close and the Day 0 close.  In Example A,
Day 2 closes below the Day 0 close, and in Example B, Day 2
closes above the Day 0 close.  This condition is called
Positive Calibration. 

Positive Calibration warns you that Day 3 MUST violate and
close beyond the Day 1 Minor point, and match the sequence
of Day 2.  Failure to do so indicates that a change in market
direction is imminent. 

In Example C, note that Day 2 failed to close below the 
Day 0 close, and in Example D, Day 2 failed to close above
the Day 0 close.  This condition is called Negative
Calibration.

Negative Calibration indicates that Day 3 MUST fail to violate the Day 1 Minor point.  If Day 3
does FAIL to violate the Day 1 Minor point, the "Criss Cross" is probably initiating or
developing within a sideways consolidation.

If Day 3 does violate the Day 1 Minor point, a sharp change in market direction may occur on
Day 3!  If Day 3 violates and CLOSES beyond the Day 1 Minor point, the ensuing movement is
usually a short-term thrust before the market generates a sharp directional move back through the
Day 2 Minor point. 

Neutral Calibration develops when Day 2 closes at the exact price or within two horizontal
increments of the Day 0 close.  In most cases, Neutral Calibration occurs when the "Criss Cross"
is initiating or developing within a sideways consolidation.  However, Day 3 may still close
beyond the Day 1 Minor point, initiating a directional movement.  

Though Positive Calibration may develop, a "Criss Cross" Failure may still occur.  This is
usually the case when the "Criss Cross" develops beyond the second Sequential pattern in a
movement.  Though Negative Calibration develops, Day 3 may still violate and close beyond the
first sequence point of Day 1, usually when the "Criss Cross" develops as the second sequential
pattern in a movement.  
The following figures illustrate various types of "Criss Cross" Calibration Abnormalities and
the type of price activity that usually follows.
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In Figure 272, Days C, D and E form a False Bottom
Straight-Away (see Figure 232 C).  Note that Day E
does not close beyond the Day A Minor point; thus,
the upward movement is part of a correction.  

As explained in Part I of the chapter, the Day C Minor
point will be violated once the ensuing movement is
complete.  The ensuing corrective move was
completed on Day 5, and the Day C Minor point was
violated on Day 8. 

Pertaining to the "Criss Cross" Days 1 and 2 form the
"Criss Cross" with Positive Calibration, comparing
the Day 2 and Day F closes.  However, Day 3 violates
but fails to close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  This

condition indicates that a change in market direction is imminent. 

Day 4 initially violates the first sequence point of Day 3, before reversing its sequence and
closing beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  Then, Day 5 initially moves upward before reversing its
sequence and forming another "Criss Cross" in unison with Day 4.  Note the Negative
Calibration when comparing the Day 5 close to the Day 3 close.

However, Day 6 moves sharply through and closes beyond the Day 4 Minor point, forming a
Valid "Criss Cross".  However, the Negative Calibration of the "Criss Cross" changes the
implications of the pattern and indicates that the ensuing move will be a short-term thrust, before
the market generates a move back through the Day 5 Minor point. That is exactly what occurred
in the October '93 Sugar depicted in Figure 272.  The Day 5 Minor point was violated 11 trading
days after Day 9.   

In Figure 273, Days 1 and 2 form a "Criss Cross" with Negative Calibration; compare the Day X
close (marked by the dashed line) to the Day 2 close .  

Negative Calibration is effective and Day 3 fails
to violate the Day 1 Minor point.  The market
then develops a move back through the Day 2
Minor point, which usually occurs when Negative
Calibration develops. 

Days 7 and 8 form another "Criss Cross" with
Negative Calibration; compare the Day 6 close
(marked by the dashed line) to the Day 8 close. 
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Day 9 (Day 3 in the "Criss Cross" pattern) fails to
violate the Day 7 Minor point.  However, the
market creeps downward until Day 11 violates and
closes beyond the Day 7 Minor point. 

The Day 11 delayed close beyond the Day 7 Minor
point marked the completion of the corrective
downward movement initiated on 
Day 1.  Day 12 converts Day 11 into an "Out of
Sync" "Double Day" Inverse, which was the
basing point for a powerful directional move
through the Day 1 Minor point.  

The price activity of Day 6 through Day 11
introduces an important element to Negative
"Criss Cross" Calibration:  when Negative

Calibration develops, any close beyond the Day 1 Minor point after Day 3 usually marks the
completion point and extreme close of the preceding directional movement.

One last comment:  Days U, V & W form a Multiple Day Inside Inverse Straight-Away, initiating
the upward move to the Day 1 Minor point.  As discussed in Chapter 3, a move through the first
sequence point of Day 1 of the Inside Inverse usually lasts two days or less, before the market
generates a move back through the Day 1 Minor point.  Also, note that there is only one day
between the Day U Intermediate point and the Day W Minor point. 

In Figure 274, Days 1 and 2 form a "Criss Cross"
with Negative Calibration.  Day 3 initially violates
the second sequence point of Day 2 before
reversing its sequence and closes beyond the first
sequence point of Day 2.  

Then, Days 3, 4 and 5 form a Stretched "Bow &
Arrow" Failure; the Day 5 range is smaller than
the Day 3 range.  Remember, when a Minor point
forms at the first sequence point of Day 1 of the
"Bow & Arrow", the market will generate a
reversal move back through the Day 1 Minor point
of the "Bow & Arrow". 

The movement back through the Day 3 Minor point is initiated by a Mirror Cross Straight-Away
formed by Days 5, 6 and 7, which usually forms following the "Bow & Arrow" Failure.  

Note the subsequent Mirror Cross formed by Days 7 and 8, and the "Bow & Arrow" Straight
-Away Failure formed by Days 9, 10 and 11.  Day X violates the Day 3 Minor point, fulfilling the
prophesy of the "Bow & Arrow" Failure.  
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Days A and B form another "Criss Cross" with
Negative Calibration.  As explained in the second
paragraph below Figure 271, if the "Criss Cross"
develops with Negative Calibration and Day 3
still violates the first sequence point of Day 1 in
the "Criss Cross" pattern, a major change in
trend may occur on Day 3.  This is exactly what
occurred on Day C in Figure 274.  

After violating the Day A Minor point, the market
quickly accelerated to the upside as soon as the
market turned positive on Day C.  

The powerful upward movement generated on
Day C violated and closed beyond the Day 5
Minor point, which was Day 1 of the False Top

pattern that initiated the downward corrective movement.  As explained in Part I of the chapter,
once the move initiated by the False Top or Bottom is complete, the market will generate a move
back through the Day 1 Minor point in the pattern. In the Case of Figure 274, Day C was both
the completion day of the down move initiated by the False Top and the day the False Top was
violated. 

Evaluating "Criss Cross" Calibration after the Day 2 close will help you anticipate the market
behavior of Day 3 and will reveal the likelihood that Day 3 will violate and close beyond the Day
1 Minor point, creating a Valid "Criss Cross".  Bear in mind, Calibration in itself does not dictate
whether or not Day 3 will violate and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  

Remember, Calibration only indicates what should happen.  If the market behavior anticipated
on Day 3 does not develop, the underlying condition of the market is changing.  

Market behavior following "Criss Cross" Failures and Calibration Principle violations

The following types of market behavior develop when Day 3 neither violates nor closes beyond
the Day 1 Minor point. These "Criss Cross" Failure characteristics usually develop when Day 3
violates the Principles of Calibration;  i.e., when Positive Calibration develops, a close beyond
the Day 1 Minor point MUST occur on Day 3 and when Negative Calibration develops, Day 3
must not violate or close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  

If Day 3 violates but fails to close beyond Day 1 Minor point, regardless of the "Criss
Cross" Calibration

anticipate the development of a reversal movement back through the Day 2 Minor
point.

If Day 3 fails to violate the first sequence point of Day 1
Any move through first sequence point of Day 1 after Day 3 is usually a false move or
short term spurt before the market moves back through first sequence point of Day 2,
EXCEPT WHEN THE "CRISS CROSS" INITIATES OR DEVELOPS WITHIN A
SIDEWAYS CONSOLIDATION as shown in Figure 265 and Figure 266.  
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If Day 3 opens sharply through the Day 1 Minor point, the market usually generates a
sequence inverse of Day 2.  If so, the first sequence point of Day 3 will be close to if not
the extreme price registered before the market generates a move back through the Day 2
Minor point. 
If Day 3 fails to close beyond the Day 1 Minor point, then generates a reversal move
through the Day 2 Minor point, the market must close beyond the Day 2 Minor point the
same day it is violated. 

If the Day 2 Minor point is closed beyond the same day it is violated, the market will
continue in that direction. 
If the Day 2 Minor point is not closed beyond, the market will generate another
reversal movement back through the Day 1 Minor point.  However, this movement will
be thrusting and brief before the market generates yet another move back through the
Day 2 Minor point.  From the above description, market volatility increases when the
Day 2 Minor point is not closed beyond once it is violated. 

THE COVERED "CRISS CROSS"

There are two types of Covered "Criss Cross"
patterns: the normal Covered "Criss Cross" and the
Eclipsed Covered "Criss Cross". 

Examples A and B in Figure 275 illustrate the normal
Covered "Criss Cross", and Examples C and D
illustrate the Eclipsed Covered "Criss Cross".

As explained earlier, I call the pattern a Covered
"Criss Cross" because a Minor point CANNOT
develop at the first sequence point of Day 1.  In
essence, Day 0 "covers" the first sequence point of
Day 1. 

In the case of the Eclipsed Covered "Criss Cross", the
Day 2 range engulfs the Day 1 range.

Both types of Covered "Criss Cross" patterns develop
most often at the point of a major change in trend,
usually at the juncture between longer-term Impulse
and corrective movements.  The ensuing movement
following the Covered "Criss Cross" is powerfully
directional and enduring. 

There are only a few familiar key elements to identify
and trade the Covered "Criss Cross". 
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The first key factor in identifying the Covered "Criss
Cross" is the Day 3 violation and close beyond the first
sequence point of Day 1.  This is the same factor that
identifies the normal Valid "Criss Cross".  

Day 4 is the second key factor in the pattern.  Day 4
must match the sequence of Days 2 and 3, and the 
Day 4 range must be wider than either the Day 2 or
Day 3 range.  In addition, Day 4 must close beyond the
second sequence point of Day 3.  

If these factors are not met, the directional movement
initiated by Day 2 is a short term correction, before the
market generates a thrusting move back through the Day

2 Minor point. 

When Day 3 fails to close beyond the first sequence point
of Day 1, the pattern converts to a Stretched "Bow &
Arrow".  This condition guarantees that the market will
generate a move back through the Day 2 Minor point, if
not on Day 4, soon thereafter. 

The market must close beyond the Day 2 Minor point the
same day it is violated.  If the Day 2 Minor point is
closed beyond the same day it is violated, expect
continued price action in that direction. 

If the Day 2 Minor point is NOT closed beyond the same
day it is violated, as illustrated by Day 4 in 
Figure 277, the extreme price beyond the Day 2 Minor

point usually marks the completion point of the previous directional movement and the point of a
major change in trend.

Any movement through the extreme point of the day that fails to close beyond the Day 2 Minor
point (for example, the second sequence point of Day 4 in Figure 277) is a false movement.
Following the false movement, the market will generate a reversal movement back through the
Day 3 Minor point. 

These conditions are identical to those detailed when we discussed the "Criss Cross" Top and
Bottom, and the "Criss Cross" developing within a directional movement. However, there are no
exceptions to the rule pertaining to the range of Day 4 compared to Day 2 and Day 3.  Day 4
MUST be longer than the range of Day 2 and Day 3 if the Covered "Criss Cross" is developing at
the point of a major change in trend. 

When the Covered "Criss Cross" is Valid, when Day 3 closes beyond the first sequence point of
Day 1 and the range of Day 4 is wider than the range of either Day 2 or Day 3, Day 5 usually
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creates a Sequential pattern in conjunction with Day 4.  In most cases, Day 5 forms an Inside
Inverse or Inside Inverse derivative, which is the second sequential pattern in the movement. 

Trying to catch the Covered "Criss Cross" "right out of the blocks" on Day 3 is a little more risky
than attempting the same with the normal "Criss Cross".  The probability of Day 3 failing to close
beyond the first sequence point of Day 1 is higher for the Covered "Criss Cross" than the normal
"Criss Cross".  Thus, the trading procedures for this pattern will compensate for that risk by
offering both an aggressive and a conservative entry approach. 

As defined earlier, the Eclipsed Covered "Criss Cross"
develops when Day 2 engulfs the Day 1 range.  Day 2
does not have to close beyond the first sequence point
of Day 1, in order for the pattern to signal a major
change in trend,.

However, the sequence of Day 3 and Day 4 MUST
match the sequence of Day 2.  Also, the Day 4 range
MUST be wider than either the Day 2 or Day 3 range,
and Day 4 MUST close beyond the second sequence
point of Day 3. 

When these three key factors are met, the Eclipsed
Covered "Criss Cross" usually initiates a powerful
longer-term corrective movement.  If the factors are not
met, the pattern is initiating a short term correction

before the market generates a thrusting move back through the Day 2 Minor point.

If the key factors are met, Day 5 often forms a sequential pattern in conjunction with Day 4,
usually an Inside Inverse or Inside Inverse derivative, which is the second sequential pattern in
the movement.

Important attributes of both the Normal and Eclipsed Covered "Criss Cross" 

With both the Normal and Eclipsed Covered "Criss Cross", the Day 2 Minor point is an
Abnormal Minor point; i.e., the Day 2 Minor point develops at the first sequence point of Day 2.
This key element indicates the pattern is initiating a correction.  Thus, the probabilities are very
high that the market will eventually generate a reversal movement back through the Day 2 Minor
point once the ensuing corrective movement is complete. 

In addition, the Principles of "Criss Cross" Calibration do not apply to the Covered "Criss
Cross" patterns.  In fact, the Covered "Criss Cross" patterns usually develop Negative
Calibration due to the underlying market condition that creates the "covered" sequential
structure.  That is why the key factors of the Covered "Criss Cross" patterns are so important in
determining whether the pattern is initiating a long-term or short-term correction. 

Be alert: do not let the Principles of Calibration confuse your perception when the Covered
"Criss Cross" patterns develop. 
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"CRISS CROSS" TRADING PROCEDURES AND TACTICS

We'll start with the procedures to implement once you have discovered that a "Criss Cross" has
developed after the Day 2 close.  Then, we'll move on to the most complex type of "Criss Cross"
structures, and the follow-up tactics to employ when they develop. 

Also, I am going to add a few more important "keys" in the trading procedures that were not
included in the above text.  These "keys" will further help you in identifying market conditions,
and anticipate subsequent market behavior. 

Day 1 and Day 2 in Figure 279 illustrate the "Criss
Cross" as it may appear in the form of a "Criss
Cross" Top or Bottom, or as a "Criss Cross"
developing within a directional movement. 

In the case of the "Criss Cross" Top or Bottom,
the first sequence point of Day 2 can convert to an
Intermediate point.  In the case of  the "Criss
Cross" within a directional movement the Day 2
Minor point can only be a Minor point. 

Once you've identified the "Criss Cross" after the
Day 2 close, determine whether the "Criss Cross"
is developing with Positive, Neutral or Negative
Calibration. 

Determining "Criss Cross" Calibration will help you anticipate the likelihood that Day 3
will violate and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point; the odds are high with Positive
Calibration, 50/50 with neutral Calibration, and less than 50% with Negative Calibration.

Next, determine whether the pattern is developing as the first, second or third Sequential Pattern
in the movement. 

If the first sequence point of Day 2 can convert to an Intermediate point, the pattern is
developing in first position as a "Criss Cross" Top or Bottom . See Figure 261. 
The pattern is developing in second position as a "Criss Cross" within a directional move
if the Day 2 Minor point converts the previous Minor point of the same type into an
Intermediate point; i.e., the Day 2 Minor top converts the previous Minor top into an
Intermediate top, or the Day 2 Minor bottom converts the previous Minor bottom into an
Intermediate bottom.  See Figures 264 and 265.  
If the first sequence point of Day 2 can do neither of the above, the pattern is developing
in third position or beyond.

In this case, the "Criss Cross" is usually developing near the completion of a
correction, and the Day 3 range will usually be smaller than the Day 2 range.  
In this case, "Criss Cross" failures usually develop; Day 3 fails to violate or close  
beyond the Day 1 Minor point, the Day 3 range is smaller than the Day 2 range, etc. 
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I. If the pattern is developing in first position as a "Criss Cross" Top or Bottom, or in
second position as a "Criss Cross" within a directional movement, with Positive
Calibration

Place an entry stop order one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor point before
the Day 3 opening.
If your order is filled on Day 3, place an exit stop order one horizontal increment
beyond the first sequence point of Day 2.

II.   IF DAY 3 FAILS TO CLOSE BEYOND THE DAY 1 MINOR POINT:

You may choose to exit your position at the market on the opening of Day 4, or adjust
your exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond the Day 2 close, but make it a reversal
stop.  

Pertaining to the latter exit stop strategy, Day 4 may remain within the Day 3 range
before Day 5 generates a sharp, thrusting corrective movement through the second
sequence point of Day 3.  The ensuing sharp movement usually lasts no more than two
days before the market generates a reversal move back through the Day 2 Minor point.
If the market fails to close beyond the Day 2 Minor point the same day it is violated,
this usually signals the completion of the reversal movement and a change in trend.
If your reversal stop is hit on Day 4, place an exit stop one horizontal increment
beyond the extreme price reached on Day 3 through the Day 1 Minor point.  Do not
adjust your stop until a subsequent Intermediate point develops. Day 4 usually initiates
a powerful directional move when it moves directly through the first sequence point of
Day 3. 

III.   IF DAY 3 CLOSES BEYOND THE DAY 1 MINOR POINT, compare the Day 3 range to
the Day 2 range.  

If the Day 3 range is wider than the Day 2 range: the probabilities are high that Day 4
will match the sequence of Day 2 and Day 3, the Day 4 range will be wider than either the
Day 2 and Day 3 range, and Day 4 will close beyond the second sequence point of Day 3.
When Day 3 is wider than Day 2, and Day 4 is wider than either Day 2 or Day 3, the
"Criss Cross" is initiating a powerful directional movement.  Also, a retracement back to
the Day 2 close usually does not develop before the powerful directional move is
complete.

Before the Day 4 opening, adjust your stop to one horizontal increment beyond the   
Day 1 close.  

Day 4 must match the sequence of Days 2 and 3, the Day 4 range must be wider than
either Day 2 or Day 3, and Day 4 must close beyond the second sequence point of
Day 3.  
If Day 4 fits all of these criteria, keep your exit stop one horizontal increment beyond
the Day 1 close until a subsequent Intermediate point develops, unless a "Hook" or
"Kicker" develops marking the mid-point of the ensuing move.  If a "Hook" or "Kicker"
does develop, exit your position according to the targets prescribed by those patterns.
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Also, anticipate the development of a Sequential Pattern on Day 5, usually an Inside
Pattern or one of their derivatives.
Whether or not a Sequential Pattern develops on Day 5, keep your exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 close until a subsequent Intermediate point
develops.  Then, adjust your exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond the
subsequent Intermediate point.  Thereafter, adjust your exit stop to each subsequent
Intermediate point.  Expect to hold your position for an extended period of time, 2 to 3
months minimum.
The ensuing long-term directional move is usually completed by a "Criss Cross"
pattern: Double "Criss Cross", Day 3 close beyond Day 1 Minor point with Negative
Calibration, or other type of "Criss Cross" Failure. 

If Day 4 does not fit all of the above criteria, the market usually generates a sharp
retracement back to the Day 2 close before a more powerful portion of the directional
move develops. Thus, exit your position at the Day 5 opening, and anticipate a thrusting
move back to at least the Day 2 close. See Figure 262. 
If the Day 3 range is smaller than the Day 2 range: the probabilities are high that    
Day 4 will remain within the Day 3 range, in all likelihood forming a "Criss Cross"/Inside
Arrow Combo.  

Before the Day 4 opening, adjust your stop to one horizontal increment beyond the
first sequence point of Day 3.  If this stop is hit on Day 4, stand by and anticipate a
quick thrust back through the Day 2 Minor point.  In most cases, the market fails to
close beyond the Day 2 Minor point the same day it is violated. 
If Day 4 violates and closes beyond the second sequence point of Day 3, and matches
the sequences of Day 2 and Day 3, the probabilities  are high that the "Criss Cross"
is developing within a correction.  When this condition develops, you might find the
"Criss Cross" initiating a retracement back to a recently broken "Blue - Red" Line, or
"Green - Blue" Line. However, once this corrective move is complete, the odds are
very high that the market will generate a move back through the Day 2 Minor point.
Thus, exit your position at the market on the opening of Day 5. 
If Day 4 remains within the Day 3 range and forms the "Criss Cross"/Inside Arrow
Combo, follow the trading procedures for the Inside Arrow formed by Day 3 and Day
4.  On Day 5, bracket the Day 3 range with both an exit stop one horizontal
increment beyond the first sequence point and an entry stop beyond the Day 3 Minor
point.  Thus, you will be adding on to your original position with the entry stop beyond
the Day 3 Minor point. 
If Day 4 penetrates the second sequence point of Day 3, but closes within the Day 3
range, exit your position at the market on the opening of Day 5.  When this condition
develops, the market usually generates a quick thrust back through the Day 2 Minor
point.  Also, the "Criss Cross" is developing within a larger directional corrective
movement.  Expect continued "choppy" action in the direction pointed by the Day 3
sequential. 
If your exit stop is hit on Day 5, the odds are very high that the "Criss Cross" formed
by Days 1 and 2 is initiating a sideways consolidation. Anticipate the conversion of the
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Day 2 Minor point to an Intermediate point, becoming the blue point of a "Blue - Red"
Line.  See Figure 263. 
If your entry stop is hit on Day 5, and you have added on to your original position,
adjust the size of your exit stop to match the size of your new position. Typically,
when this condition develops, Day 5 is initiating a powerful directional movement.
Thus, maintain an exit stop for your entire position one horizontal increment beyond
the first sequence point of Day 3, until a subsequent Intermediate point develops.
Then, readjust your exit stop to each subsequent Intermediate point that develops in the
ensuing move.  Expect to hold your position for a minimum of 2 months.

IV. If the "Criss Cross" develops in first or second position with Negative or Neutral
Calibration: the probabilities are higher for Negative Calibration than Neutral
Calibration that Day 3 will violate and close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  

Before the Day 3 opening, place an entry stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1
Minor point. 
If your order is filled on Day 3, place a reversal stop order one horizontal increment
beyond the first sequence point of Day 2.  A reversal stop changes your position from
short to long, or long to short.  

If your reversal stop is filled on Day 3, place an exit stop one horizontal increment
beyond the extreme penetration point reached on Day 3 before the reversal developed.
The ensuing move through the first sequence point of Day 2 is usually a powerful
short-term thrust.  Once the short-term move is complete, the market generates a
reversal move back to at least the Day 1 close. 

If Day 3 closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point, the ensuing move is usually a powerful
short-term thrust, before the market moves back through the Day 2 Minor point.
Maintain your exit stop beyond the Day 2 Minor point, and watch for the subsequent
development of a Sequential Pattern Failure, or any type of "Criss Cross" pattern.  These
types of patterns usually mark the completion of the ensuing movement and develop at
the initiation point of the move back through the Day 2 Minor point. 

Because the ensuing movement through the Day 1 Minor point is a short-term thrust,
only enter this trade with a short-term time perspective.  You must be very nimble to
trade this short-term time frame profitably. 

If Day 3 violates, but fails to close beyond the Day 1 Minor point, exit your position at
the market on the opening of Day 4. 

Anticipate the development of a reversal move back through the Day 2 Minor point. 
In this scenario, the "Criss Cross" often develops within a sideways consolidation,
specifically when the pattern develops in second position.  In this case, the Day 2
Minor point usually becomes the red component of a "Blue - Red" Line. 
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V. If the "Criss Cross" develops in third position or beyond, regardless of the Calibration,
place no entry orders before the Day 3 opening.  

When the "Criss Cross" develops beyond second position, "Criss Cross" Failures usually
develop; i.e., Day 3 fails to violate the Day 1 Minor point and the pattern is initiating or
developing within a correction, Day 3 violates but fails to close beyond the Day 1 Minor
point, or Day 3 violates the Day 1 Minor point before generating a powerful reversal
movement. See Figures 272, 273 and 274. 
Also, the Double or Triple "Criss Cross" tends to form when the "Criss Cross" develops
beyond second position.   
The following is an aggressive, optional trading strategy you can utilize when the
"Criss Cross" develops in third position or beyond.  This tactic takes advantage of the
powerful reversal move back through the first sequence point of Day 2 that often
develops on Day 3, after the first sequence point of Day 1 is violated. 

Before the Day 3 opening, place a stop entry order one horizontal increment beyond
the first sequence point of Day 2.  
If your order is filled after the Day 1 Minor point is violated, place an exit stop one
horizontal increment beyond the extreme point reached beyond the Day 1 Minor point,
before the reversal move developed.  In all likelihood, this point will develop as the
first sequence point of Day 3. 
If the Day 1 Minor point is not violated before your order is filled, place your exit
stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 1 Minor point.   In this case, you might
find the "Criss Cross" evolving into a "Hook". 

 IMPORTANT NOTE: If the Day 1 Minor point is violated before your order is filled,
the ensuing movement is a powerful, short-term thrust.  Once complete, the market will
generate a retracement back to the Day 1 close.  The completion point of the retracement
back to the Day 1 close usually converts to a Cycle point.  In most cases, the thrusting
move initiated on Day 3 is only the initial leg of a longer-term correction that lasts
between three to seven months.  Thus, you have a few follow-up tactical choices for
exiting your trade.
If you decide to enter the trade with a short-term time perspective:  1) Maintain your
exit stop at the original position, as detailed above, 2) adjust your exit stop to each
subsequent Minor point that develops in the ensuing movement, 3) look for the
development of a Sequential Pattern failure that will mark the end of the short-term
thrust, and initiate the corrective move back to the Day 1 close; in most cases a "Criss
Cross" Failure or "Mirror Cross" marks the end of the ensuing move, 4) exit your position
according to the trading procedures for the Sequential Pattern failure that develops. 
You may choose to reverse your position to catch the corrective move back to the Day 1
close.  In most cases, the move back to the Day 1 close is initiated by a Sequential pattern
failure, usually some type of "Criss Cross" or "Mirror Cross" Failure.  
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If you choose this strategy, maintain your exit stop as prescribed by the trading
procedures for the given pattern.  Exit your position with an order placed at the first
sequence point of Day 2 of the original "Criss Cross". 

Figure 280 depicts the type of ensuing
move that develops when Day 3 violates
the Day 1 Minor point before generating
a thrusting move back through the first
sequence point of 
Day 2. 

In the diagram, Day 3 initiates the  
powerful short-term thrust.  Days 3, 4, 5
and 6 form a Stretched "Bow & Arrow"/
"Mirror" Combo Failure; the Day 6  
range is smaller than the Day 3 range,
more evidence that the move is
corrective in nature.

Days A and B form a Covered "Criss
Cross", and Day C violates but fails to
close beyond the first sequence point of
Day A.  Day D then moves sharply
upward, and violates the Day B Minor

point, but fails to close beyond it, marking the completion of the short-term thrust.  This type of
Covered "Criss Cross" Failure was illustrated in Figure 277.
 
Days C and D form a "Mirror Cross", and Day E converts the pattern into a "Mirror Cross" /
Inside Arrow Combo that initiates the reversal move back toward the Day 1 close.  The reversal
move was completed on the same day that the Day 2 high was hit, at point Y, which converted to
a Cycle bottom. 

The market developed 19 trading days of choppy price activity between Day X and Day Y, before
the Day 2 high was eventually hit. However, once the first sequence point of Day 2 was reached,
the market generated a major change in trend.

If you decide to enter the trade with a long-term time perspective:  1) Maintain your exit
stop at the original position, either beyond the Day 1 Minor point or the first sequence
point of Day 3.   2) Then, adjust your exit stop to each subsequent Cycle point that
develops in the ensuing movement.  Expect at least two Cycle points to develop in the
ensuing movement. 3) Look for the development of a Valid "Criss Cross", Valid Covered
"Criss Cross" or Valid Eclipsing "Criss Cross" which usually develop at the completion
point of the longer-term corrective move.  4) Anticipate holding your position for at
least 4 months. 
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VI. When the "Criss Cross" develops beyond third position, and Day 3:  fails to violate the
Day 1 Minor point, matches the sequence of Day 1 and closes within the Day 2 range,
the pattern has converted into a Double "Criss Cross"

Place an order on Day 4 beyond Day 2
Minor point.  
If the order is filled, place exit stop
one increment beyond first sequence
point of Day 3 
Do not reenter your order if it is not
filled on Day 4.  
Day 4 MUST close beyond the Day 2
Minor point.  If not, exit your position
at the market on the opening of Day 5.
The odds are very high that the first
"Criss Cross" formed by Days 1 and 2
has initiated a consolidation.

Anticipate the development of a
powerful directional move through

the  Blue - Red Line formed by the Day 1 Intermediate point and the Day 3 Minor
point. 

If Day 4 closes beyond the Day 2 Minor point, as illustrated in Figure 281, compare the
range of Day 4 to the range of Day 3.  The same rules of the "Criss Cross" developing in
first or second position apply to the Valid "Criss Cross" formed by Days 2, 3 and 4. 
If the Day 4 range is smaller than the Day 3 range, exit your position at the market on
the opening of Day 5. 
If the Day 4 range is wider than the Day 3 range, the odds are high that Day 5 will be
wider than either the Day 3 or Day 4 range, the sequence of Day 5 will match the
sequence of Day 3 and Day 4, and Day 5 will close beyond the second sequence point of  
 Day 4.  Thus, on Day 5 maintain your exit stop beyond the Day 3 Minor point.

If Day 5 is not wider than either Day 3 or Day 4, and/or the sequence of Day 5 does
not match the sequence of Day 3 and Day 4, and/or Day 5 does not close beyond the
second sequence point of Day 4, exit your position at the market on the opening of
Day 6.  Anticipate a retracement back to the Day 2 close. 
If Day 5 is wider than either the Day 3 or Day 4 range, the sequence of Day 5
matches the sequence of Day 3 and Day 4, and Day 5 closes beyond the second
sequence point of Day 4, maintain your exit stop beyond the Day 3 Minor point.  Do
not adjust your exit stop until a subsequent Intermediate point develops in the ensuing
move. Adjust your exit stop to one increment beyond each subsequent Intermediate
point.  
Be willing to hold your position for at least 2 months.  Typically, at least two
subsequent Intermediate points develop in the move.  The ensuing movement will be
complete by either a Valid "Criss Cross" or Valid Covered "Criss Cross" after the
second Intermediate point develops in the ensuing movement. 
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The Double "Criss Cross" usually initiates a longer term corrective move.  Thus, once the
ensuing movement is complete, the market will generate a reversal move back through
the Day 1 Minor point. 

VII.  Triple "Criss Cross" Top & Bottom 

Figure 281 illustrates the Triple "Criss Cross"
Top & Bottom.  As stated earlier, the Triple
"Criss Cross" is more rare than the Double
"Criss Cross".  

There is one characteristic that differentiates the
Triple "Criss Cross" from the Double "Criss
Cross".  In the Triple "Criss Cross" the first
sequence point of Day 2 is the extreme price
reached by the previous directional movement.
But, in the Double "Criss Cross",   the first
sequence point of Day 1 is the extreme price
reached by the previous directional movement. 

Looking at Figure 281, if you had followed the
trading procedures for the first "Criss Cross"

formed by Days 1 and 2, and the second "Criss Cross" formed by Day 2 and Day 3, neither entry
order would be filled.  

When the third "Criss Cross" develops, formed by Days 3 and 4, continue to follow the
trading procedures for the "Criss Cross".  Before the Day 5 opening, place an entry order
one horizontal increment beyond the Day 3 Minor point. 

If your order is filled on Day 5, place an exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the
first sequence point of Day 4. 
Day 5 MUST close beyond the Day 3 Minor point.  If Day 5 doesn't, exit your
position at the market on the opening of Day 6. 

If Day 5 does close beyond the Day 3 Minor point, maintain your exit stop one horizontal
increment beyond the Day 4 Minor point.  Anticipate a quick retracement move back to
the Day 3 close before the powerful directional move develops.  

In all likelihood, the quick retracement day (Day 6 in Figure 281) will be Day 1 of a
valid subsequent Sequential Pattern.  Note the Valid "In Sync" "Double Day" Arrow
formed by Days 4, 5, 6 and 7 in Figure 281 above. 
Maintain your exit stop beyond the Day 4 Minor point until a subsequent Intermediate
point develops, then adjust your exit stop beyond that and each subsequent
Intermediate point. 
In all likelihood, a "Criss Cross" beyond third position or an Inside Inverse
Straight-Away Failure will develop at the completion point of the ensuing movement. 
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Figure 281
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VIII.  "Criss Cross" in the middle of a sideways consolidation 

Figure 282 illustrates the "Criss
Cross" developing in the middle
of a consolidation.  

Note that the first "Criss Cross"
formed by Day 1 and Day 2
developed in second position; the
Day 2 Minor point converted the
Day B Minor point into an
Intermediate point.   However,
Day 3 violated the Day 1 Minor
point before it reversed its
sequence and failed to close

beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  In effect, Day 3 forms a second "Criss Cross" in conjunction with
Day 2.  Thus, the pattern becomes a Double "Criss Cross".  

Before we move on to the trading procedures, I want you to note the Negative Calibration of the
first "Criss Cross" and its effect on Day 3.  Notice the difference between the Day 2 close and the
Day C close.  Furthermore, note the Neutral Calibration of the second "Criss Cross" by
comparing the Day 3 close to the Day 1 close.  Day 4 fails to move directly through the Day 2
Minor point.  Instead, two more days of non-directional price activity develop before the Blue -
Red Line is violated. 

When the "Criss Cross" develops within a sideways consolidation, and the Day 2 Minor
point is the red component of a Blue - Red Line, you have two options to enter the
market. 

1. The aggressive strategy: Place an entry stop daily one horizontal increment beyond the
Blue - Red Line, until your order is filled.  (Point X in Figure 282)

2. The conservative strategy: Place an entry stop daily one horizontal increment beyond the
Day 2 Minor point, until your order is filled.  (Point Y in Figure 282)

For either entry strategy, once your order is filled, place an exit stop one horizontal increment
beyond the first sequence point of Day 3.  If the market violates but fails to close beyond the Day
2 Minor point the same day, exit your position at the market on the next day's opening. 

If the market violates and closes beyond the Day 2 Minor point on the same day, maintain your
exit stop one horizontal increment beyond the Day 3 Minor point until a subsequent
Intermediate point develops. Adjust your exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond that
Intermediate point, then each Minor point that follows.  

An Inside Inverse Straight-Away or a False Top/Bottom Straight-Away usually completes the
ensuing movement.  The ensuing move is powerful; however, once the movement is complete,
the market will generate a corrective movement back to the Day B Intermediate point. 
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IX.   "Criss Cross" Failure initiating a sideways consolidation

Figure 283 illustrates the "Criss Cross" initiating a sideways consolidation.  The second "Criss
Cross" formed by Days 4 and 5 is not required. 

This type of consolidation usually occurs
when the "Criss Cross" develops beyond
second position.  The "Criss Cross" usually
 develops with Neutral Calibration; i.e., the
Day 2 close matches or is within two
horizontal increments of the Day 0 close. 

In this condition, the pattern is actually a
"Criss Cross" Failure; Day 3 fails to violate
or close beyond the Day 1 Minor point.  

However, the sequence of Day 3 is an
excellent indicator that the "Criss Cross"
is initiating a consolidation;  the Day 3
sequence usually matches the sequence of
Day 2, nullifying the potential development

of a Double "Criss Cross" Top or Bottom.  In fact, Day 3 may match the sequence of Day 2 and
develop as the red component of a Blue - Red Line. 

In addition, the market MUST NOT close beyond the Day 2 Minor point before closing beyond
the Blue - Red Line and the Day 1 Intermediate point. This is an important element of the pattern.

If the market closes beyond the Day 2 Minor point after creating a Blue - Red Line, the
ensuing move through the Day 2 Minor point is part of a larger correction.  Expect erratic market
behavior in the ensuing move, which will be completed by some form of a "Criss Cross".  Once
the ensuing movement through the Day 2 Minor point is complete, the market will generate a
powerful move back through the Day 1 Minor point.  See Figure 273, Days 6 through 15. 

On to the Trading Procedures:
When the "Criss Cross" initiates a sideways consolidation, and the Day 1 Minor point is
the blue component of a Blue - Red Line, you have two options to enter the market. 

1. The aggressive strategy: Place an entry stop daily one horizontal increment beyond the
Blue - Red Line, until your order is filled.  (Point X in Figure 283)

2. The conservative strategy: Place an entry stop daily one horizontal increment beyond the
Minor point of the Blue - Red Line, until your order is filled.  (Point Y in Figure 283)

For either entry strategy, once your order is filled, place an exit stop one horizontal increment
beyond the Day 2 Minor point.  
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Figure 283
"Criss Cross" initiating Consolidation
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If the market violates but fails to close beyond both the Blue - Red Line and the Minor point
component of the Blue - Red Line, exit your position at the market on the next day's opening. 

If the market violates and closes beyond both the Blue - Red Line and the Minor point
component of the Blue - Red Line on the same day, maintain your exit stop one horizontal
increment beyond the Day 2 Minor point until a subsequent Cycle point develops. Adjust your
exit stop to the Intermediate point that created the Cycle point, then readjust to each Minor point
that follows. 

Two last points:
1. Be willing to hold your position for at least 2 months. Also, anticipate rolling your

position to the next contract month, as the near term contract expires. 
2. Within the directional movement before and after the consolidation initiated by the "Criss

Cross", a variety of Valid Sequential patterns will develop.  However, if you have entered
the market on a previous Valid Sequential Pattern, the exit stop adjustment procedures
detailed for the this type of "Criss Cross" consolidation take precedence over those
pertaining to your previous position.  

Thus,  readjust your exit stop from your previous position to the Day 2 Minor. Then,
adjust your exit stop to the subsequent Cycle point, as described above.  

X. Covered "Criss Cross" Trading Procedures

As detailed earlier, a Minor point cannot develop at
the first sequence point of Day 1 of the Covered "Criss
Cross" or the Eclipsed Covered "Criss Cross". 

The trading procedures for both the Covered "Criss
Cross" or Eclipsed "Criss Cross" are identical, with
one exception.  With the regular Covered "Criss
Cross", you may choose to employ a more aggressive
strategy to catch the ensuing directional move "right
out of the blocks". 

To employ the aggressive strategy, enter a Stop
Close Only order one horizontal increment beyond the
first sequence point of Day 1, represented by dashed
line X in Figure 285.  

This type of stop order will be filled on Day 3, only if the market is at or beyond the stop price
at the close.  Quite frequently, Day 3 violates the first sequence point of Day 1 before moving
back into and closing within the Day 2 range.  In this case, Day 4 or soon thereafter violates the
Day 2 Minor point. 

If your order is filled on the Day 3 close, place an exit stop order one horizontal
increment beyond the Day 2 Minor point before the Day 4 opening. 
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Figure 285
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When Day 3 closes beyond the first sequence point of Day 1, the odds are very high that Day 4
will match the sequence of Days 2 and 3, and Day 4 will close beyond the second sequence point
of Day 3, and the Day 4 range will be wider than either the Day 2 or Day 3 range.  

If Day 4 fails to meet these criteria, either exit your position at the market on the
opening of Day 5, or adjust your exit stop to the first sequence point of Day 3.          
Day 5 may form a Sequential Pattern in unison with Day 4 to reestablish the
directional movement on Day 6.
If Day 4 does meet these criteria, maintain your exit stop beyond the Day 2 Minor
point until a subsequent Intermediate point develops.  Once it develops, adjust your
exit stop to one horizontal increment beyond the Intermediate point.  Then readjust to
each subsequent Intermediate point that develops in the ensuing movement. 
Usually, some type of "Criss Cross" pattern develops at the completion point of the
ensuing movement.  

To utilize the conservative trading procedures for the Covered "Criss Cross", monitor
the price action of both Day 3 and Day 4.  

Day 3 must close beyond the first sequence point of Day 1.
Day 4 must match the sequence of Days 2 and 3, close beyond the second sequence
point of Day 3, and the Day 4 range must be wider than either the Day 2 or Day 3
range.  

In all likelihood, Day 5 will form a Sequential Pattern in unison with Day 4; an Inside Inverse,
"Kicker" or "Hook", Inside Arrow or "Hitch".  Employ the trading procedure for the given
pattern that develops.  However, only follow the trading procedures that apply if the Sequential
Pattern is Valid, do not use the entry procedures that take advantage of Failures or
Straight-Aways.  Any movement through the first sequence point of Day 4 is a false move,
before the market reestablishes the directional move back through the Day 4 Minor point.

IMPORTANT NOTE:  The conservative strategy is a worthy approach.  If you have the patience,
you will have a high level of certainty that a major change in trend has occurred rather than
"jumping the gun" and facing the possibility of small losses and erratic market behavior. 

When trading the Eclipsed Covered "Criss Cross", use
the conservative trading procedures of the regular
Covered "Criss Cross", as described above.

The sequences of Days 2, 3 and 4 must match, the 
Day 4 range must be wider than either the Day 2 or Day 3
range, and Day 4 must close beyond the second sequence
point of Day 3.  

As an alternative, you may choose to follow the trading
procedures of the "Bow & Arrow" formed by Day 2 and
Day 3.  

The Eclipsed Cover "Criss Cross" is more rare than the regular "Criss Cross".
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Figure 286
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You can also employ an extremely aggressive strategy, that will enable you to enter the market at
the critical juncture when the Eclipsing "Criss Cross" is developing at the pivot point between
correctional and directional movements.

With the highly aggressive entry strategy, place an entry
stop order one horizontal increment beyond the second
sequence point of the Eclipsing Day, marked by the
dashed line X, when the first sequence point of the
Eclipsing day has the capability to convert to at least an
Intermediate point.

If the first sequence point of the Eclipsing Day can only
be a minor point, due to previous price action, the
ensuing movement in the direction of Day 2 is usually a
very short term move.  

If you enter the market with this very aggressive
strategy, monitor the ensuing price activity as prescribed
in the conservative strategy; i.e., you'll know you're
positioned well if Day 3 and Day 4 match the sequence

of Day 2, etc.

ADDITIONAL "CRISS CROSS" NUANCES

I'm including the following guidelines to help you anticipate market behavior depending on
"Criss Cross" position and Calibration. I decided to place it here because the trading procedure
area pertaining to the "Criss Cross" in first and second position appeared to be cluttered.  In
addition, the last page of the chapter works well as a "quick reference". 

If the "Criss Cross" develops in first position with Negative Calibration, the "Criss
Cross" may convert to a "Hook" pattern.  When the "Criss Cross" develops in first
position with Neutral Calibration, the pattern usually initiates a consolidation.  
When the "Criss Cross" develops in second position with Negative Calibration, Day 3
usually violates the Day 1 Minor point.  

Day 3 usually closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point, when the move through the Day 1
Minor point develops in the later part of the trading session.  When Day 3 closes
beyond the Day 1 Minor point, the ensuing movement is sharp, but brief, before the
market generates a reversal move back through the Day 2 Minor point.
Day 3 usually fails to close beyond the Day 1 Minor point when the move through the
Day 1 Minor point occurs at the outset of the trading session. Day 3 may also develop
a sequence inverse of Day 2. The probabilities are high that the "Criss Cross" is
developing within a sideways consolidation when this type of behavior develops.  See
Figure 266.

When the "Criss Cross" develops in second position or beyond with Neutral Calibration,
the pattern usually initiates a consolidation. 
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Conclusion 

From your first reading of the "Criss Cross" chapter, I'm sure you may have found the material a
bit too complicated and/or confusing.  I can assure you that the task of researching and cataloging
all characteristics of the "Criss Cross", and attempting to articulate my findings in text, were
equally as complicated.  

Remember, this manual is not written for entertainment purposes.  Rather, it is a body of research
for you to reference, designed as a guideline for you to follow in your day to day trading
decisions. 

I assure you further, as you utilize the information contained in this chapter, you will become
more and more adept at identifying the underlying condition of the market that creates each type
of "Criss Cross" pattern.  This understanding will give you a distinct advantage in assessing the
state of the market. 
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ANCILLARY SEQUENTIAL PATTERNS
Chapter Nine: The Market BIOS Manual

PRICE SHIELDING, THE MULTI-ARROW AND THE "OPENING GAP" 

Besides the Sequential Patterns detailed in Chapters Three through Eight, markets generate a few
other anomalies that help identify the underlying character of movements and retracement points.
Price Shielding and Opening Gaps are not directly related to any specific Sequential Pattern,
whereas the Multi-Arrow is actually a multiple day Sequential Pattern. 

PRICE SHIELDING

Price Shielding develops when the market violates, but fails to close beyond a previous Minor
point.  The Shielded Minor point can be a Minor point within the same directional movement, or
within the countered directional movement.  I'll explain both, to clarify their differences.

Price Shielding tends to occur within Corrective movements.  I believe that Price Shielding
occurs because the initial violation of the Minor point sets off stop orders; however, once those
stop orders are hit, there are not enough new buyers or sellers to generate enough follow-through
to propel the market further.   In other words, Price Shielding develops when volume is low.

When Price Shielding develops, be warned of an imminent change in trend, or the
development of a counter movement to a presubscribed retracement point.

Figure 288 illustrates Minor point Price
Shielding within the same movement that
developed in the S&P 500 Cash Index from
February 4 through March 7, 1994.  

In the diagram, Day C violates the Day A
Minor point, but fails to close beyond it.
Day C's Price Shielding initiates a corrective
move through the Day B Minor point, and
both Day D and Day E violate, but fail to
close beyond the Day B Minor point.  Thus,
Day D Price Shields the Day B Minor point.

Price Shielding occurs again on Day F, when
Day F violates but fails to close beyond the
Day C Minor point.  The Day F Price
Shielding initiated another corrective move
upward to the Day G high. 
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Day H finally closes beyond the previous
Day F Minor point.  The Day H close
beyond the Day  F introduces the
"Anchoring" element of Price Shielding.   

After a series of Price Shielded Minor points
develop in the directional movement, there
will be an eventual close beyond a Minor
point; in this example, Day H closed beyond
the Day F Minor point.  

The eventual close beyond a Minor point
establishes an "Anchor" for the directional
movement.  Any movement beyond the
"Anchor" close indicates an "overextended"
condition, otherwise known as a Bull or
Bear Trap.  When this condition develops,
anticipate the development of a counter
directional movement, back to a
presubscribed retracement point related to
a Sequential Pattern within the movement.

The counter movement is usually a corrective movement within the larger, longer-term
correction.  Let me clarify this point as it pertains to Figure 288.

Once the Day H close establishes the "Anchor", note that Day I Price Shields the Day H Minor
point.  Remember, any movement beyond the "Anchor" indicates an "Overextended" condition. 
Day J opened sharply lower, before rallying throughout the day and closed back above the Day H
"Anchor" close.  The Day K close beyond the Day H "Anchor" indicates that the market is still in
an over sold condition.  

Furthermore, both Day I and Day J establish broad Price Shields of the Day H "Anchor"; the
probabilities are almost zero that the market will generate a movement beyond the Day J Minor
point before developing the counter movement to a presubscribed retracement point.  

Now, let's identify the presubscribed retracement point that pertains to the directional movement
from the Day E Minor point.  Days E, F and G establish a Stretched "Bow & Arrow" / Delayed
Violation "Mirror Cross" Combo; see Figure 228, example B in Chapter Eight.  From Chapter
Eight, pertaining to Figure 229, in the Trading Procedures of the pattern, we can identify the type
of market behavior to expect following this type of Sequential Pattern development. 

If a Stretched "Bow & Arrow" develops prior to the Delayed Violation "Mirror Cross", it
is likely that Day 4 (which is Day H in Figure 288) will be a powerful directional day
through the Day 1 Minor point (which is the Day F Minor point in Figure 288). A Valid
Sequential Pattern (Abnormal Inside Inverse formed by Days J & K) usually completes
the ensuing movement following Day 4 (Day H in the diagram), as well as a major
change in trend back through the first sequence point of Day 3 (the Day G Minor point). 
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Thus, from your understanding of Sequential Patterns, after the Day G close you know with a
high probability what to expect on Day H and thereafter:  A powerful short-term thrust initiated
on Day H, which will be completed by a Valid Sequential Pattern that initiates a retracement
back to the Day G Minor point. 

One last important point before we move on:  once you identify the first Price Shielded Minor
point in a directional movement, anticipate a Series of Price Shielded Minor Points, then the
establishment of an "Anchor" close.  In many cases, the "Anchor" close will be the extreme close
of a directional movement before a retracement develops.

However, "Anchor" closes are Doubly Retraced.  Thus, once the ensuing retracement
movement is complete, the market will generate a second powerful thrust through the Anchor
close which will establish a second or Double "Anchor" close. 

Figure 289 is a duplicate of Figure 230 from Chapter Eight.  This is an excellent example of
Price Shielding, Anchoring and Double Anchoring. 

Specifically, Day 5 through
Day 10 create a Blue-Red
Continuation Line, and Days
8, 9 and 10 form a Delayed
violation "Mirror Cross".
Then, Day 11 violates both the
Blue-Red Line and the Day 5
Blue point.  

However, Day 11 develops
Price Shielding by failing to
close beyond the Day 8 Minor
point.  Note the retracement
move back through the Day 10
Minor point completed on Day
18, as dictated by the Delayed
Violation "Mirror Cross".  

Day 20 establishes the "Anchor" close.  Remember, any movement beyond the "Anchor" close
indicates an overextended condition.  Because of the pricing mechanism of the S&P 500 Cash,
no price gaps can occur.  However, in the June '93 S&P 500 contract, a two point "Opening Gap"
developed between the Day 19 close and the Day 20 high.  

The upward retracement from Day 23 through Day 26 covered the Day 19-20 "Opening Gap".
Thus, the Day 19 "Opening Gap" was the presubscribed retracement point.  (The "Opening
Gap" is our next main topic of discussion in this chapter.)  
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Figure 290 is a continuation of price
action following Day 27 in Figure 289
on the previous page. 

Following Day 26s' retracement to the
Day 19 close, the market generated the
second retracement of the first
"Anchor" close.  Day 34  established
the second "Anchor" close.

Remember, any movement beyond an
"Anchor" close indicates an over
extended condition, which was
signaled by Day 35's movement
beyond the second "Anchor" close. 

Furthermore, Days 33, 34 and 35
formed a Stretched "Bow & Arrow"
Failure, when Day 35 failed to match
the price length of Day 33.  

The Day 35 low of 432.25 on April
26, 1993 marked the completion of
the entire corrective movement

initiated on Day 4 in Figure 289, and was the initiation point for a 50 point rally in the S&P 500
Cash. 

Figure 291 is another example of Price Shielding
coinciding with Sequential Pattern principles. 

Days A, B and C form an Inside Inverse
Straight-Away, indicating the completion of the
previous upward movement at Minor point A.

Days C, D and E form a Multiple Day Inside
Inverse.  However, Day F Price Shields the Day C
Minor point: it violates but fails to close beyond the
Day C Minor point. 

Day G then Price Shields the Day E Minor point,
and forms an Positive Calibration "Criss Cross" in
conjunction with Day F.  If the "Criss Cross" is

Valid, Day H must close beyond the Day F Minor point.  However, Day H fails to do so. 
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As detailed in Chapter Eight, if Day 3 (Day H in
Figure 291) fails to violate the first sequence point
of Day 1 (Day F Minor point in Figure 291), any
move through the Day 1 (Day F) Minor point is a
false move or quick spurt before the market moves
back through the Day 2 (Day G) Minor point.   

As dictated by the "Criss Cross" Failure, the initial
move on Day I through the Day F Minor point is
false, before Day I generates a reversal move back
into the Day H range.  Thus, Day I Price Shields the
Day F Minor point. 

Note that there is no "Anchor" close below the
Day I Minor point before the market proceeds
upward through the Day N Minor point. When no

"Anchor" close develops, the ensuing movement is a false or corrective movement before the
market generates a reversal movement to establish the first "Anchor" close.  In this condition, the
second "Anchor" close still develops,  near or at the completion of the long-term corrective
movement.

The process of establishing a first and
second "Anchor" close may develop in
the course of only a few weeks or up to
several months. 

Figure 292 illustrates the long term  
corrective movement that can develop
before the Second "Anchor" close
develops. 

The movement from Point C to Point
D corresponds to the movement from
Day I to Day N in Figure 267. 

Following Point D, the market
generated the first "Anchor" close at
Point E, June 23, 1992.  

After a deceptive upward movement
from Point E to Point F, the market established the second "Anchor" close, with a sharp thrust
through the first "Anchor" close at Point G.  In addition, the October 6, 1992 low retraced a False
Bottom created April 8, 1992, that is illustrated in Figure 248, Chapter 8.  The October 6, 1992
low of 396.81 was the completion point of the long term correction  initiated on January 17,
1992, and was the basis for a long term Bull move in the S&P 500 Cash. 
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Non-Minor Point Price Shielding

Figure 293 illustrates Non-Minor Point Price Shielding.  The price behavior illustrated in Figure
293 is represented at Point X in Figure 292 on the previous page.

In Figure 293, note that Days 1 through 3
violate but fail to close beyond the previous
day's low.  This type of anomaly is Non -
Minor Point Price Shielding.

Day 3 and Day 4 form an Inside Arrow,
before Day 5 Price Shields the Day 3 Minor
point, by failing to close beyond the Day 3
Minor point. 

Days 6 and 7 form an Abnormal Inside
Inverse, which always initiates a corrective
move when a directional movement
develops through the second sequence point
of Day 1 in the pattern, the Day 6 high.  

In the case of Non-Minor Point Price Shielding, the market will "Doubly Retrace" the extreme
point established in the movement; i.e, the first sequence point of Day 6 is the extreme point of
the Non-Minor Point Price Shielding movement. Figure 292 on the previous page illustrates both
retracements, the first at Point Y and the second at Point G. 

Unlike Minor Point Price Shielding, two Anchor closes below the extreme point of the price
shielded movement may not develop.  Instead, the market tends to react violently with a counter
movement once the extreme point is penetrated. The reaction is so violent, the market usually
fails to close beyond the extreme point of the Non-Minor point movement the day it is violated. 

Furthermore, Non-Minor Point Price Shielding tends to develop within a larger, longer-term
Price Shielding movement, when the market is in process of establishing two Anchor closes of
the longer-term Price Shielded correction. 

Figure 292 is an excellent example of this market behavior.  Within the process of covering a
False Bottom at Point B and establishing two Anchor closes beyond Point C, the market
generated Non-Minor Point Price Shielding between Points E and F.  October 6, 1992 (the day of
the low at Point G) was a very important day.  

Three Market BIOS© principles were fulfilled that day: two second Anchors were established
beyond Points E and X, and the False Bottom at Point B was covered.
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Price Shielding against a Counter Movement

Price Shielding does develop against a previous Countering Movement. Like Non-Minor point  
Price Shielding, this type of market action usually develops within long term corrections.  

In Figure 294, the downward movement
from Intermediate top Y to Minor
bottom Z counters the previous upward
movement from Minor 
bottom X to Intermediate top Y. 

Day Z violates Minor bottom X, before
Day Z reverses its sequence and closes
above Minor bottom X. This type of
Price Shielding sets the double
Anchoring process in motion. 

Day 1 closes beyond the Day Z Minor
point, establishing the first Anchor
close.  A two day upward correction
then follows.  

Day 2 closes beyond the Day 1 Minor point, establishing the second Anchor close.  Day 3
continues lower, indicating that the market is in an oversold condition, which precedes a change
in trend.  Note the Inside Inverse Straight-Away formed by Days 3, 4 and 5, and the Day 6
"Hook", and Intervening "Hook" movement formed by Days 4 through 8.  See Chapter Four,
Figures 54 through 58 and the accompanying text pertaining to the "Hook" Sequential Pattern.

Furthermore, note that there are only 5 days in the movement from the Minor low X to the
Intermediate top Y.  This type of short term swing prior to Counter Movement Price Shielding is
rare.  The time duration of the countered directional movement usually lasts from a few weeks to
a few months. 

Condensed Price Shielding Principles

Normal Price Shielding Overview
Price Shield usually develops within Corrective movements. 
Once one Price Shield develops, anticipate a series of Price Shields within the movement,
and the eventual establishment of the first "Anchor" close.  Any immediate price action
beyond the first "Anchor" close indicates an overextended condition, otherwise known as
a Bull or Bear Trap. 

Price Shielding often develops with "Criss Cross" Failures, when the "Criss Cross"
develops at the midpoint of consolidations. 

Once the first "Anchor" close is established, anticipate the development of a corrective
move through a presubscribed retracement point. 
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Presubscribed retracement points are created by Sequential Pattern Failures; i.e.,
Opening Gaps, the "Mirror Cross" Delayed Violation and False Top/Bottom, "Criss
Cross" Failures, or other patterns where Day 3 fails to create a Valid Sequential
Pattern. 

Once the corrective move is complete, anticipate the establishment of a second "Anchor"
close, which will mark the completion of the longer-term correction.
A False movement (the next leg of a longer term correction) is developing if the first  
"Anchor" fails to develop before the market continues directionally, as in Figure 291.
Regardless of the deceptive strength of this move, anticipate the first and second
"Anchor" close below the extreme Price Shielding points.

Non-Minor Point Price Shielding Overview
Non-Minor Point Price Shielding develops when a market violates, but fails to close
beyond the previous day's high or low, for two consecutive days. 
A first Anchor close may not develop at the completion of the Non-Minor Point Price
Shielding movement, as illustrated in Figure 293. 
Though the extreme point of the Non-Minor Point Price Shielding Movement is "Doubly
Retraced", a first and/or second Anchor close may not develop. Instead, the market
usually generates a sharp reaction once the extreme point is violated.

Price Shielding Against a Counter Movement Overview
This type of Price Shielding develops when the market violates a Minor point that
developed within a previous directional movement.  
In this case, two Anchor closes develop, the same as a normal Price Shielding movement.

THE MULTI-ARROW

Figure 295 illustrates two variations of the Multi-Arrow.
The Multi-Arrow is simply an Inside Arrow or one of its
derivatives, followed by another Inside Arrow or one of
its derivatives, pointing in the opposite direction. 

In example A, the Multi-Arrow is an Inside Arrow
followed by a "Bow & Arrow" on Day 3 and Day 4. 
In example B, the Multi-Arrow is an Inside Arrow
followed by another Inside Arrow.  In examples C and
D, the Multi-Arrow is a "Hitch" followed by another
"Hitch".  

All Multi-Arrow examples show 4 days in the pattern.
However, a Multiple Day Inside Arrow may develop as
the first Inside Arrow pattern.  In this case, the
Multi-Arrow pattern can include 5 or more days.  
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A few important characteristics of the Multi-Arrow:
1. The Multi-Arrow usually initiates a powerful directional movement.  
2. Once the ensuing movement is complete, the Multi-Arrow is Double Retraced. 
3. The Multi-Arrow marks the mid-point of directional movements that can be completed  

before or after the Double Retracement occurs. 

Figure 296 is a duplicate of Figure 242 from
Chapter Eight, Part I.  

The Multi-Arrow is formed by Days E
through I.  Day J then closes beyond the Day
E Minor point.  The Multi-Arrow is
comprised of a Multiple Day Inside Arrow
(Days E, F and G), followed by an Inside
Arrow (Days H and I), pointed in the opposite
direction. 

Day J initiated a 10 point directional move,
from the Day H Minor point to the Day 9
Minor point.  

Figure 297 illustrates the longer term behavior
of a market, following a Multi-Arrow.  

As shown from Point T to Point U, the initial
movement following the Multi-Arrow is
deceptive strong, or in the case of a downward
movement, deceptively weak. 

Like non-Minor point Price Shielding, the
market typically fails to close beyond the
"Anchoring" Minor point of the Multi-Arrow;
the "Anchoring" Minor point established before
the market moves through the Day 1 Minor
point. 

In Figure 295, that would be the Day 4 Minor
point in examples A and B, and Day 3 Minor
point in examples C and D, and the Day H
Minor point in Figure 295.

In fact, any price movement beyond the "Anchoring" Minor point is an excellent opportunity to
enter the market right at the end of an extremely sharp movement.  Markets look their best and
worst as they rocket or plunge toward and through the "Anchoring" Minor point, so it will take
some nerve to enter a contrarian position at these critical levels. 
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It’s an ideal opportunity to take profits on your open positions, as well.  

Rather than placing entry orders right below or above Anchoring Minor points, I recommend
exiting current positions at those points, and awaiting the development of a Sequential Pattern  
that initiates a countering movement against the Anchoring movement.  

For example, rather place an entry buy order right below point V in Figure 297, cover your
existing short position at that point.  Then, follow the Trading Procedures for a Sequential pattern
that will indicate a buy.  This approach is much less nerve racking, and will minimize your
trading risk exposure.

“OPENING GAPS”

“Opening Gaps” are created by gaps between one days’ closing price and the following days low
or high.  “Opening Gaps” are not as noticeable or identifiable when using other one dimensional
charting techniques, compared to Sequential Charting.

In Figure 298 note the Opening Gap between the Day 1 close and Day 2 low in example A, and
the Day 1 close and Day 2 high in example B.  You’ll see that the Opening Gap is more readily
apparent and easier to spot than other charting techniques.

Figure 299 is the same price action using a standard bar chart; the Opening Gap isn’t as easily
recognizable.  From a traditional bar charting approach, a Gap is defined as a gap between one
days high and the next days low or one days low and the next days high.  The traditional
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approach to identifying “Gaps”, as far as I know, totally ignores this very important market
anomaly that identifies important retracement points.  

Also, after identifying and analyzing thousands of Opening Gaps, I’ve found that they occur at
traditional Fibonnacci retracement points.  With Market BIOS “Opening Gap” identification, you
can predetermine key support and resistance points right at the outset of market movements
through Fibonnacci Projection analysis; the inverse of Fibonnacci retracement analysis..  

Fibonnacci retracements determine retracement points once a movement is complete, Fibonnacci
Projections, determine support and resistance points with the knowledge that the Opening Gap
will be filled in the future.  

To use a simplistic example, let’s say an Opening Gap develops at the initiation point of an
upward moment, say $5.00 per bushel. in Soybeans.  $5.00 is the Day 1 closing price.  Then
identify the highest Time Degree point that developed prior to the Opening Gap.  Let’s say a
Cycle bottom developed at $4.80 per bushel. 

Then, determine Fibonnacci projections by dividing 204, the difference between the Cycle
bottom at $4.80 and the Opening Gap at $5.00, by 25%, 38.2%, 50%, 62.8% and 75%.  Using
our example, rounding up to the nearest penny, the results would be:

.20 / .25 = .80, .20 / .382 = .52, .20 / .50 = .40, .20 / .628 = .32, and .20 / .75 = .27 

Then add the results to $4.80 to determine Fibonnacci projection prices, where the Opening Gap
price at $5.00 would equal key Fibonnacci retracement levels of the ensuing movement:

$4.80 + .80 = $5.60  --- a 75% retracement of 80 cent move = Opening Gap at $5.00
$4.80 + .52 = $5.32  --- a 61.8% retracement of 52 cent move = Opening Gap at $5.00
$4.80 + .40 = $5.20  --- a 50% retracement of 40 cent move = Opening Gap at $5.00
$4.80 + .32 = $5.12  --- a 38.2% retracement of 32 cent move = Opening Gap at $5.00
$4.80 + .27 = $5.07  --- a 25% retracement of 27 cent move = Opening Gap at $5.00

Figure 300 illustrates the
Fibonnacci Projection measuring
technique for Opening Gaps.

Again, each price level indicates
the retracement level to the $5.00
per bushel Opening Gap, with
$4.80 per bushel as the basis for
the market movement.
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Market Behavior Following “Opening Gaps”

Following an Opening Gap, the market tends to develop choppy directional movement.  The
ensuing movement is typically littered with Sequential Pattern failures, including False Tops and
Bottoms, and Delayed Violations.  In other words, Opening Gaps typically initiate corrective
movements or the last leg of an Impulse movement, before they are retraced.  

In many cases, multiple Opening Gaps will
develop in the ensuing movement, and with
each you can calculate your Fibonnacci
Projections.  You’ll sometimes find that
Projections from different Opening Gaps,
identify the same Fibonnacci Projection
levels..  Also, an Opening Gap tends to
develop at or near the point where the
Opening Gap is covered, at the end of the
retracing movement. 

Figure 301 illustrates this phenomena.  The
Opening Gap created between the Day 1
and Day 2 Opening Gap is partially filled

on Day W, and Day X develops a traditional gap; the difference between the Day W low and Day
X high, at the Opening Gap.  

Figure 302 is another
example of an
Opening Gap
developing at the
point where an initial
Opening Gap is
covered.  

The Opening Gap
that developed on
Day X was
subsequently filled 23
days later on May 1,
2002.

Figure 302 contains a
number of Sequential
Patterns for you to
review.
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Opening
   Gap

Figure 301 July 2002 Soybean Oil
December 26 - January 16

1

2

X

W

Figure 302

First Opening Gap

Subsequent Opening Gap
    created after First Opening Gap

is covered

July 2002 Soybean Oil
March 5th through April 5th

X



Figure 303 illustrates the July 2002 Soybean Oil from October 16, 2001 through May 2, 2002.
It’s an  interesting case study in the process of creating and retracing Opening Gaps, and their
“rotational influence”.  

In Figure 303, I’ve identified the location of Opening Gaps with small arrows. Point A is where
Figure 301 developed and Point B is where Figure 302 developed.  

Note that regardless how strong or weak the ensuing movement was, following the development
of an Opening Gap, the market always retraced to cover the Opening Gaps that were left open.  
As I mentioned before, Opening Gaps tend to develop within corrective movements and are
followed by choppy directional movement.  

Also, the market tends to react violently once an Opening Gap at an extreme price level is
covered; the same type of price behavior that develops once a Multi-Arrow is covered.  In Figure
303, once the Point W Opening Gap near the 17.40 level was covered at Point X, July Soybean
Oil dropped more than 1.30 cents in eight trading days.  

In the downward movement from Point X, the Opening Gap at Point B was covered.  The Point
B Opening Gap is illustrated in Figure 302 on Day X, near the 16.17 level. The only Opening
Gap still Open in the July 2002 Soybean Oil is at Point Z, near the 15.70 level.

The broader perspective of Opening Gaps in Figure 303 illustrates their “rubber band” effect;
markets move violently away from them, then “snap back” to cover them once the ensuing
movement is complete.  In many cases, the ensuing movement following an Opening Gap is
complete, once it has covered an Opening Gap that developed months prior.  
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Figure 303 July 2002 Soybean Oil
October 16, 2001 to May 2, 2002

A

B

X

Y

Z
15.50

17.50
W



For example, the upward movement from Point B to Point X is complete once the Point W
Opening Gap is covered.

Opening Gaps offer an entire area of Market BIOS8 research, that has not been fully examined
at this point.  Further research will reveal the frequency and location of specific Sequential
Patterns that create Opening Gaps, and their significance within the context of longer term
market movements.

CONCLUSION

The Ancillary Sequential Patterns; Price Shielding, The Multi-Arrow and Opening Gaps offer a
broader view of market movements, and how markets develop longer-term corrective patterns in
the course of establishing the Second Anchor Close, doubly retracing the Multi-Arrow and
covering Opening Gaps.  

With the broader view presented in this chapter, you can now begin to understand the
significance of Sequential Pattern failures and how they fit into the longer-term scheme of the
market working to complete these three Ancillary Patterns.  The better you identify the Ancillary
Patterns, the better you’ll recognize key retracement and closing points the market must establish
before it moves fluidly directional.  

To clarify, in the process of completing these longer term patterns, Sequential Pattern failures are
more predominate until the Ancillary Pattern is complete.

Also, Opening Gaps are important to recognize as Presubscribed retracement points as mentioned
in the Price Shielding section of the chapter.  Hence, with practice, you’ll also come to recognize
that these three Ancillary Sequential Patterns will develop and work in unison to complete each
other.  
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